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Abstract

This is an analysis of the relationship between language contained in political
documentsand the exerciseof power and authority from the Cultural Revolution in
the Inner Mongolian AutonomousRegion of the People's Republic of China from
1967 to 1969. It is based on analytic meihods found in the works of Foucault,
Bourdieu, Gramsci and others. The material analysedfalls into four periods. The
first phasein 1967 saw the initial impact of the CR manifesting itself locally by
causing conflict between two key entities in the IMAR - the army and student
rebellion groups. The responseby the Centre to this was the conduct of dialogues
with the local groups, resulting in the issuing of a key document,the '13th April
Decision,' to 'resolve' the local problems and impose hegemonyfrom the Centre,
through promoting standardisednarrativesand a specific ideology - CR Maoism.
The -secondphase from 1967 to 1968 saw the implementation of this strategy
through the attack on the local leader,Ulanfu. During this period the discourseto
'handle' the region was articulated promoting a narrative and ideology from the
Centrein Beijing of power basedon class,excluding any assertionsof the primacy
of ethnicity and nationality locally. The third phase from 1968 to 1969 saw the
promotion by the Centreof the newly installed leader,Teng Haiqing, using this new
discourse.In this period, a local enemy- the Inner Mongolian People'sParty was
gradually articulated.The final phasein 1969 saw the social turmoil and violence
caused by the purge of those claimed to be members of this party, and the
withdrawal of support from the Centre for Teng Haiqing, resulting in his use of a
self-critical language,the creation of an adaptednarrative and ideology, conveyed
through a new discoursein which the key issuesof class and ethnicity/nationality
were approachedin different ways.

I

The focus of this thesis is the signification of power in language and discourse
throughthis period, andthe techniquesby which to describeand understandthis.
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Note on the Text
In this text I have usedthe standardPinyin system,as set out in the 'Basic Rules for
Hanyu Pinyin Orthography' issued by the Commission for Pinyin Orthography,
State Language Commission PRC in 1988. For place names I have used the
Mandarin Chineseversion of Mongolian names,apart from Hohhot (Huhehaotein
Chinese),due to its wide use in literature in English related to Inner Mongolia.
WherepossibleI have indicatedthe Mongolian version of place namesin footnotes.
Inner Mongolia has a unique structureand was divided into sevenLeagues(mengequivalentof the adminstrativeunit of a prefectureelsewherein the PRQ and 49
Banners(qi - equivalentof a county). Due to the primary sourcematerial being in
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Mandarin Chinese,propernamesare either the Chinesenames,or pinyin versionsof
transliterationsfrom Mongolian into Chinese.

Becauseof the disparateprimary sourcematerial used in this thesis,I have adopted
specific referencingsystems.Documentsare referred to according to the numbers
given in the bibliography of Chineseprimary sourcematerial. I have also usedmore
specific referencingsystemsin ChapterTwo and ChapterThree which are explained
after the first referencesin eachof thesechapters.
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Chapter One
A Framework within which to Understand the
Relationship between,the Exercise of Political Power
Cultural
Language
during
Revolution
in
the
and
Inner Mongolia - 1967 to 1969
This thesis addressesthe questionof the relationship betweenlanguage and power
by looking at selecteddocumentsfrom the campaignwaged in the Inner Mongolian
AutonomousRegion as part of the Cultural Revolution in the Peopleý Republic of
Chinafrom 1967 to 1969 against what was claimed to be the New Inner Mongolian
Peopleý Party. Understanding of the promotion of power interests is achieved
through analysisof the discoursesusedbyparticipants in the Cultural Revolutionat
the time. Becausediscourse is socially rooted, details of the organisational and
social context in which public language waS produced during this period are
presented. In the document types here - documents intimately related to the
promotion offorms ofpolitical power - languageis viewed as containing elements
traded in a market in which certain expressionsand keywords have capital, and
others do not. Part of this process is constant negotiation and bargainingfor this
symbolic value. Another part is the role played by narratives and ideologies (with
thosesantionedand thosedelegitimised)and the attempt to recruit theseby groups
and individuals. The overall objective is to reach a richer understandingof the
pursuit andfuYllment of claims to power and the meansto attain thesethrough use
of language.
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1.1 The CR Nationally and the Situation in IMAR
The Cultural Revolution (CR) in the People's Republic of China (PRC) (usually
from
It
in
having
1966)
region to
complex
movement.
varied
was
a
seen as
started
between
from
for
impetus
The
the
a power struggle
movement came
region.
general
'
dynamics
but
how
leaders
translated
to
the
this
their
was
supporters,
and
national
2
feature
The
China's
one
Y.
various provincial centres varied greatl
and priorities of
Centre
(in
Beijing,
CR
the seat
that
the
the
these
with
of
uniting
regional versions of
blocks
between
institutions)
Party
the
and groups
competing
pursuit
was
and state
of
for power and influence. Part of the CR's complexity derived from the erosion and
destruction of the Chinese state. Established forms of authority were subverted,
battle
This
challenged and swept away, while new ones were created and promoted.
between the old and new order caused chaos. This is a characteristic of the CR as a
whole.

The CR in the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region (IMAR) offers a dramatic
its
between
disjuncture
the
this
regional
and
movement'scentral course
exampleof
variations. While the Centre issuedorders, gýidanceand regulationswhich shaped
the courseof the CR in the provincesthere was greatvariation in the ways in which
local power holdersand faction leaderspursuedtheir specific political aims, shaping
3
in
because
CR
IMAR,
local
The
them accordingto
of
priorities and preoccupations.
the region's particular geographicallocation and ethnic composition, was to take a
uniquecourse(seefollowing section).The CR's exacerbatingof unresolvedtensions
betweenethno-political groupsculminatedin a bloody conflict which resultedin the
I The bestgeneralEnglish languagehistory of the CR remainsBarnouin andYu
1993.Seefor backgroundto the origins of the CR MacFarquhar1974,1983,1998.
The most comprehensive(albeit controversial)Chineselanguagehistory of the CR
is Yan and Gao 1986.
2A good accountof the CR in Shanghaican be found in Perry and Li 1997.
3This is not to claim that therewas somethingmonolithic or preordainedaboutthe
Centre.In this thesis,the Centreis merely shorthandfor a selectedcollection of
recognisedinstitutions, leadersand administrativestructuresand proceduresandthe
public acceptanceofspecific political programmesthesewere seenas implementing
is
Centre
But
the
the
of
changeable.Wherever
and embodying.
concept
obviously
'Centre' appearsbeginningwith a capital 'C, ' this shouldbe taken to the very
specific meaningof Centrein the contextof the main leadershipbaseof the PRC at
this period - Beijing, and the figures and organisationslocatedthere.
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loss of (according to official figures) over 16,000 lives.4 The CR in IMAR,
therefore,involved many of the issuesof the impact of central practice and ideology
on a region. It showsclearly how this power operated.
In this thesis, I plot this through its manifestationsin languageseen as discourse.
The documentsI look at show the main power-brokersin this conflict 'exercising'
power, gaining power, and losing power. The key objective for this study is to show
how, in written documents,one can track evidenceof the exerciseand promotion of
typesof power, and the dynamicsbetweenthem throughthe evidenceof language.
1.2A History of the CR in IMAR
There were three key features of the CR in IMAR, serving to distinguish it from
events in other provincial centres. These were: a combination of high levels of
violence and social disruption, exceptional even in a time of violence like the CR;
ethnic conflict, albeit expressed in a highly idiosyncratic manner (this is a key issue
in this thesis); and the identification, as the CR proceeded, of a specific 'hidden
enemy' unique to IMAR - the New Inner Mongolian People's Party ( IMPP - Nei
5
RenDang labelled later in the CR

-

campaign).

While the Inner Mongolian area saw the earliest 'autonomous government' to
operate within territory gained by the Chinese Communists in 1947 (two years
before the founding of the PRC and of the IMAR) its previous history had been
complicatedby its relationshipwith the Mongolian People'sRepublic, createdunder
Soviet patronage26 yearsearlier.6 In the 1920s,the Inner Mongolian areawas a site
4 Full figures
and source given in next section.
5 It is important to
make clear that there were in fact two 'IMPPs. 'The 'old'IMPP
was the one that existed in the I 920s. The 'new' party was claimed to have continued
to exist underground after the establishment of IMAR in 1949. It was this latter
entity which the campaign in the CR focussed on. In this thesis, IMPP refers to the
I new' party. If I am referring to the 'old' one, I will make this clear.
6 When referring to the
entity that existed prior to 1947,1 use the full form 'Inner
Mongolia. ' I use the acronym 'IMAR' (for 'Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region')
for the entity that came into existence in 1947. The history of Inner Mongolia in the
early 20th Century and the impact of the establishment of the Mongolian People's
Republic can be found in Mei-hua Lan, 'China's New Administration in Mongolia'
in Kotkin and Elleman 1999.
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of conflict between various parties: the Soviets, Japanese,and the Chinese (split into
the Nationalist and the Communists). The Mongolian population formed various
parties and movements under the influence of these other larger groups. The most
prominent was the People's Revolutionary Party of Inner Mongolia (the 'old'
IMPP), which held congresses from 1924 to 1926 and was closely affiliated to the
Mongolian People's Party of the Mongolian People's Republic, and eventually to
the Chinese Communists. This party's activities effectively ended in 1930, but it was
to re-form briefly in 1945, to give expression to Inner Mongolian desires for
7 These
autonomy, or a pan-Mongolian state.
ambitions were changed in 1947, when
the political programmes of this party were supersededby the CCP. But the question
in IMAR of political allegiance being based on ethnic identity, (which the existence
of these parties raised) did not go away. They lay at the heart of the causes of the
8
in IMAR from 1967.
Mongolian

purgesof cadresand peopleof

ethnicity

Whether or not theseorganizationsever actually existed in the form claimed, their
history was to return powerfully in 1967,both for individuals and groups.Political
allegiancewas a key issue during the CR. It was framed nationally in terms of
loyalty to rightist or leftist parties,to the 'bad' Liu Shaoqiand Deng Xiaoping (the
two main national 'enemies' of the CR) along with the Nationalists and Japanese
invaders,as opposedto the 'good' Mao Zedong and the Communists.In IMAF,
there was anotherkind of 'bad' allegiance,to a group whose political programme
was labelledas splittist andtreacherous.The membershipof this group was basedon
ethnic identity.
Ethnicity was a central factor in this conflict, but ethnicity mediated through the
PRC's very specific discourse of national minorities. This is a key issue in
understandingthe discourseof power analysedin this thesis. During the CR the
dominant ideology proclaimedequality to all China's national minorities. In IMAR,
there was an ethnic mix (approx 10% of the local population were ethnically
Mongolian; the vast majority of the remainderwere Han Chinese).9 Accusationsof
7This was the 'East Inner Mongolia AutonomousRegion.' SeeTumen
and Wang
1995,and Ulanfii's autobiographyfor the history of this.
8This history is dealt
with exhaustivelyby Atwood 2002.
9 Full statisticsfrom 1570to 1990
can be found in Hurelbaatar,'A Surveyof
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loyalty to a political party like the IMPP with pan-Mongolian ambitions played on
is
fact
divisions
It
that the majority of thoseaccusedof
that
a
ethnic
alreadyexisted.
'
0
The resurrectedhistory of the IMPP servedasa
IMPP
Mongolian.
supporting
were
means,be it deliberateor subliminal, to attack Mongolians and to accusethem of
disloyalty, but to do this without explicitly mentioning ethnicity. This remains the
most sensitiveaspectof the CR in IMAR. Much of this thesis examinesthe complex
codeby which this was achieved.
The CR in IMAR formally startedwith an attack on the local IMAR Party secretary,
Ulanfu (a Mongolian) from May to June in 1966 at the QiamnenHotel meeting in
Beijing. He was dismissedfrom his post the following month. In 1967, an IMAR
CR Standing Committee was set up as a result of discussionsin Beijing between
CCP leadersand key local groups.The deputy commanderof the Beijing Military
District, Teng Haiqing, was brought in to headthis and the IMAR Military Region.
In effect Teng becamethe leadingpower-holderin IMAR during the early to middle
CR period. Following speechesby, among others, Jiang Qing, one of the key
personson the Central CR Committee in Beijing in late 1967, on the need to 'dig
and uproot class enemies' Teng Haiqing was eventually convertedto the idea that
the IMPP had continuedits activity after 1949.This led to violent purgesduring the
'Party rectification' campaign from 1967 into early 1969. According to official
figures, 16,222 people died as a result of the campaign, and 342,000 suffered
injury.

Mongols in Present Day China: Perspectives in Demography and Cultural Change,'
Kotkin and Elleman 1999,194-7.
10'Mongols were the
it
largely
Han Chinese who organised their
victims, and was
suffering' (Sneath 1994,429).
11See Turnen
and Zhu 1995,1. Such 'official' figures are disputable. Jankowiak
1988 referred to local government internal estimates in 1976 putting the figure of
those who died as a result of the purge closer to 50,000, and argued that this could
be as high as 100,000. He also argued, based on field research he conducted in
Hohhot in the mid-1980s, that the vast majority of these were Mongolian (Ibid, 276).
Similar figures are given b TsengeItGonchigsureninwww. taklam,-tkaii.oriz/tiiphur.,
I/archive/4 03 Lhtml, 261 November 1998, in this case based on population
growth rate statistics, and the fact that the Mongolian population in IMAR from
1965 to 1981 showed a shortfall of over 280,000 people.
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The chaotic situation in the region causedthe issuing of a Notice on the 22ndMay to
'Rectify

Mistakes

and Thoroughly

Implement

Measures Concerning

Inner

Mongolia' after the Ninth Party Congress of the CCP in Beijing in April 1969.'
Teng Haiqing was removed from his post. The most violent period of the CR in
IMAR was over, something confirmed by the symboli6 reduction of IMAR's area by
shaving off huge tracts of land to three bordering provinces (a measure reversed in
1979). The remainder of IMAR was placed under the control of the 65th PLA Corps
from Beijing. 12

1.3 The CR in IMAR and its Relationship to the CR at the Centre.

As in other provinces and autonomousregions, the CR in IMAR was crucially
influencedby directives and commandsfrom the Centre.This influence either took
the forrn of directivesfrom the Centrewhich were specifically aimed at IMAR (e.g.,
the 'Decision of the Centreon How to Handlethe Problemof IMAR' issuedon 130,
April 1967)or more generalprescriptivedocumentsaimed at the country as a whole
Ih
implementing
in
issuing
IMAR.
The
'16
May Circular' by the
the
which needing
of
Centre setting up the CR Group in 1966,for instance,had an immediateimpact on
IMAR, directly causing the QianmenHotel meeting held from May to June 1966
(already referred to). During this meeting Ulanfu and other local leaders were
accusedand then labelled using condemned('rightist, ' 'capitalist') categoriesfrom
the discourseof the Centre. The most destructiveperiod of the CR in IMAR was
terminated by central leadersafter the Ninth Party Congressin April 1969. The
temporal parametersof the CR in IMAR, and the instigation for its most critical

12More detailson the CR in IMAR can be found in Woody 1993,
and a Chinese
versionusing someof the samematerial in Song2002. Tumenand Zhu 1995is a
comprehensiveChineselanguageversion,albeit issuedwithin the framework of
Mainland China political orthodoxyon the CR and its interpretationand meaning.It
ascribesthe excessesof the CR in IMAR wholly to the influence of Kang Sheng.Its
authorsinterviewedkey participants,and also havefull accessto the Chinese
archives.A contemporaryaccountof the CR in IMAR can be found in Hyer and
Heaton 1968,thoughhereUlanfu is creditedwith an active role in the region until
well into 1967,andmuch greatercredenceis given to the actual existenceof an
underground'nationalist' pan-Mongolianparty. Both theseclaims have grown less
tenableasmore evidenceaboutthis period hasappeared.Seealso Sneath1994.
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13
directly
Centre.
The CR in
moments,therefore,were all
related to events at the
'
IMAR is impossibleto understandoutsidethe national'context.
A manifestationof this is the fact that,the CR both in IMAR and nationally was a
by
language
literary
(see
movementwith a
aspectcharacterised use of a particular
dispute
The
CR
over literary texts - interpretationsof
next section).
startedwith a
Beijing Deputy Mayor Wu Han's play about a Ming official, Hai Rui, and its
possiblereferenceto Mao Zedong's dismissalof his DefenceMinister PengDehuai
in 1959. Languagewas central to the CR movement,both in directing and inciting
participants,and in the creationof a specific discourse,a part of which is described
in this thesis. To map this literary aspect,it is important to set out clear categories
for the kinds of documentsproducedin the CR - notices,news-sheets,reports,along
with a description of the organisational and institutional apparatusrequired to
producethese.Only some organisationswere authorisedand resourcedto produce
14
reports. Plotting the similarities and differencesbetweendocumentsproducedand
the languagethey containedlocally with material from the Centreshowsmuch about
the specificsof power and the use of languageto promote this in the IMAR and the
dynamicsof the movementthere.
1.4 The Language of the Centre in the CR
The special characteristicsof language used during the CR has been noted: its
violence, dogmatism,hyperbole,the useof specific metaphorsand the relianceon an
ideology of conflict betweenthoselabelled good and bad.15Franz Schurmannwrote
in his early study,Ideology and Organizationin CommunistChina:
13Mao had set down the
canonical statement on the relationship between the
provinces and the Centre in his 1956 essay,'On the Ten Major Relationships: 'To
build a powerful socialist country it is imperative to have strong and unified
planning and discipline throughout the country; disruption of this indispensable
unity is impermissible' (Mao 1977, vol 5 294).
14During the
issue
CR
the
the
of authority was challenged to
most chaotic periods of
such an extent that it became largely a matter of which group had resources to
Produce materials containing ideology it supported.
5 Simon Leys
noted this in 1973 when he wrote that 'one may say that in China
people have at their disposal two levels of language, one human and natural, which
allows them to speak in their own voice... and another one, mechanical and shrill, to
talk about politics' (Leys 1978,168).
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'The ChineseCommunistshavedevelopeda rich vocabularywhich has in many
into
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language.
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Chinese
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the
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come
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usage which never existed
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Communists
Chinese
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the generationof these
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practical
has
language.
Chinese
It
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a
also
given
and
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categories
many new and
16
'
new mannerof thinking.
Schurmann'sstudyjust predatedthe beginningof the CR. It indicatesawarenessof a
imported
by
ideology
its
language
to
adapted
a
and
new
and relation
specific use of
17
the Communists. As part of the Studiesin CommunistChineseTerminologyissued
from the late 1950sfrom the University of Berkeley, HC Chuangwrote The Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution:A TerminologicalStudy and The Little Red Book
18These were the earliest systematicattemptsto
Current
Language.
Chinese
and
describethe impact of the CR movementon the contemporarylanguageof the PRC.
Chuangisolated someof the most striking featuresof languageusedin publications
Use
like
People's
Daily
Red
Flag
Centre
the
the
of colour
and
magazine.
at
instance,
for
for
for
bad
(black
and popular
versus red
good),
categorization
derogatory terms based on animals and superstitions. He also identified the
in
densely
historical
the
terms,
used
metaphorsand set phrases
manipulationof
and
this new material.
A decade later, when the CR was already completed, Lowell Dittmer and Chen
Ruoxi produced a systematic, broader treatment of language used during the CR.
They looked at its distinctive rhetorical patterns, and at its use of colloquialisms and
demotic language forms. They'also identified the influence of key organizations and
figures (such as Mao and Lin Biao) and the duplication of their styles in other
documents.19

16Schurmann1966,61-2.
17Mao was very consciousof the needfor a new kind of writing, especiallyin the
1942essay,'OpposeStereotypedParty Writing.' Herehe quotedDimitrov: 'The
massescannotassimilateour decisionsunlesswe learn to speakthe languagewhich
the massesunderstand'(Mao 1965,vol 3 65).
18Chuang1967and 1968.
19Dittmer and Chen 1981.
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In the last decade,severalstudieshave usedmore sophisticatedanalytic techniques
to examine CR documents.ShaorongHuang's To Rebel is Justified: A Rhetorical
Study of China's Cultural Revolution Movement,1966-1969 used WR Brown's
theory of social intervention to argue that the CR was a rhetorical, rather than a
dominated
by
ideology
its
the
that
of rebellion.
political movement,and
rhetoric was
Huang looked at the main articlesof the movementwhich appearedin the People's
Daily and speechesby leaderssuch as Lin Biao and Jiang Qing to plot this rhetoric
of rebellion, and the fund of symbolson which it was constructed.He analysedthe
rhetoric of polemics, the rhetoric of exposureand the elementof ritual both in the
20
from
CR
the
contextsand contentsof written material
period.
Mobo CF

Gao, in his article, 'Maoist Discourse and a Critique of the Present
Assessments of the Cultural Revolution, 21dealt with the relationship between Maospeak, as it was manifested in the CR, and post-CR accounts, in both Chinese and
English, which, in a sense, struggle against this primary language. Gao argued that
there is such a thing as Maoist discourse, and described some of its fundamental
features (the division, for instance, between 'public' (gong) and 'private' (si)) which
ran throughout the CR. As Gao stated: 'Maoist discourse was composed not only of
values and policies,
22
technology.

but also an organizational apparatus and disciplinary

The Indiana East Asian WorkingPaper Serieson Languageand Politics in Modern
China containedarticleson the languageof Red Guards,governmentcadres,and the
23
impoliteness
in
discourse
in
CR.
The most pertinent of these
the
role of
struggle
papersto my current study, althoughit did not relate specifically to the CR period,
was Christopher Atwood's 'National Questions and National Answers in the
ChineseRevolution: Or How Do You SayMinzu in Mongolian.' This dealt with the
20

Huang 1996.

21Bulletin
of ConcernedAsian Scholars 1996, vol 26, no 3,13-33.
22Ibid 14.

23Available at www.easc.indiana.ed/Pau
The works
papers/.
ges/Ease/working
include: Michael Schoenhals,"Talk About a Revolution: Red Guards,Government
Cadresandthe Languageof Political Discourse," ElizabethJ Perry and Li X1111,
"Revolutionary Rudeness:Notes on Red Guardand Rebel Worker Languagein
China's Cultural Revolution"; Michael Schoenhals,"Non-Peoplein the People's
Republicof China:A Chronicleof TerminologicalAmbiguity."
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discrepanciesbetween language of ethnicity and nationality in Mandarin (Han)
Chinese,and Mongolian, and the problemsthis presentsto ethnic Mongolians in the
PRC. One final study that took a limited corpusof material, and performeddetailed
analysis on it, was Xiaoming Yang's The Rhetoric of Propaganda: A Tagmemic
Analysis of SelectedDocumentsof the Cultural Revolution in China Yang usedan
idiosyncratic form of discoursetheory, dividing the texts he looked at into particles,
wavesand fields. He usedthe distinction of emic (texts as seenfrom the producer's
point of view) and etic (texts from the receiver's point of view) treatmentsto gauge
24
how language-creators
tailor their words to their audience.
While there is limited material in English on the languageof the CR, there has been
even less in Chinese.This is partially connectedto scepticismin China about the
sort of theoreticalpremisesthe practiceof discourseanalysisis basedon. It may also
simply be becausethe major theoreticalworks settingout types of discourseanalysis
is
interest
become
in
have
China.
There
some
available
methodology
only recently
in the distinctivenessof CR language,attestedto by the collection of CR phrasesand
25
in
ftom
Cultural
Revolution.
Language
1989
Strange
Events
the
and
slogans the
Beyond this there is, to the best of my knowledge, no analysis in Chineseof the
languageof the CR.26
Michael Schoenhalsadmitted in the foreword to Doing Things with Words in
ChinesePolitics that 'the existing literatureon China turned out to have little to say
language
language,
literature
the
the
the
of politics
and
on
about
political uses of
27
if
China.
This militated againsta good understandingof
was rarely, ever, about
the languagecontained in documentsfrom a specific period of modem Chinese
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Yang 1994.
25SeeJin and Chang1989.
26The Hong Kong
in
Monthly
April 2001 an analysis
Ming
Pao
published
magazine
of 'The Theory of Violent Language'by Liu Zaihou of the Hong Kong City
University ChineseandTranslationsDepartment,which coveredthe CR. This linked
autocracyand violent language,looking at the increasinglyslanderouslanguage
usedin CR public speech,and at the construction,asthe CR proceeded,of more
elaboratelabelsfor enemiesfrom simple roots. It linked this 'violent' languageto
campaignsafter the CR, andthe generallow credibility Mainland Chinesepolitical
languagehasto this day (Ming Pao, April 2001,22-28).
27Schoenhals1992,1.
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history like the CR.28One helpful insight contained in some of the studies listed
above(and Schoenhals'sown) is the intimate link betweenthe meansof producing
documents (their authors, institutions, publishers, their generic status, and the
audiencethey were aimed at), the kind of languagethey used and the ideology they
promoted.Another is to understandthe importanceof power during this period and
the fact that documentsand the language they contained occurred in a highly
politicised context in which they contributed to strugglesbetween separateforces
and factions.
1.5 Power: Definitions and Context
The notion of power lies at the heart of the CR. The exerciseof it, the claiming of it,
the legitimization of someforms of power, and the institutions through which and by
which power was expressedand its exercisefacilitated. At one level, the CR can be
describedas a power strugglebetweenCentreleaders(Mao Zedongon one side and
Liu Shaoqion the other), and betweenthe factions from which they derived support
and which they in turn supported.It involved claims on power betweenparties in
specific localities where the Centre's struggle was duplicated. At another level, it
involved conflicting claims to authority between families, and individuals in
families.

This works at a fundamentallevel. Language(in texts or speeches)was a critical
part of the negotiationfor who had power and influence.An editorial in the People's
Daily on 5h September1966famouslydescribedthe CR asbeing a war wherewords
were weapons.It was also describedas a 'battle to touch the soul,' an ideological
29
rather than a physical war. CR documentsof various genres(these are listed in
Section 1.10) were producedwith the aim of making a contribution to this power
struggle. They were influential elementsin a complicated struggle, a part of the
promotion of ideologicalvariantsandpower groupsover others.

28In his own
study Schoenhalsusedtechniquesfrom 'speechact' philosophersGrice
and Searle,and appliedthem to a wider variety of CCPdocumentsfrom 1949
onwards.
29Peopleý Daily, 2ndJune 1966
editorial.
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A central part of this thesis is the identification of key terms in the discourseof the
CR, and the way they can be shown to support the power claims of organisations,
individuals and institutions, and how control of them functioned in the negotiation
for authority and influence. 'Power' itself was actually a key term. 'in the CR
frequentreferencewas madeto 'seizing power' (duoquan- seeChapterTwo, 2.1.9
for examplesof this term in use) and its object, 'political power' (zhengquan- used
for instancein the Maoist formulation: 'The fundamentalissue of revolution is that
de
is
de
There
(Geming
the
wenti
shi
of political power'
genben
zhengquan wenti)).
lack,
(quanwei)
discourse
'authority'
those
the correct
and
who possess,or
related
of
credentialsto exercisethis (an understandingof this is given in the negative label
fixed to obliquely attack Liu Shaoqiand Deng Xiaoping at the beginning of the CR:
'Those in authority who take the capitalist road').30Powerrelatedto the movements
of 'struggle' (douzheng)and upheavalthat were declaredto be parts of the process
of rebellion and revolution within the discourseof the CR. It also relatedto the other
key term imported into Chinesepolitical discoursefrom Marxism - 'dictatorship'
(zhuanzheng).If 'power' is cited as a keyword within the lexical universe that
in
in
it
CR,
Griggs
Howarth
their
the
called,
existed
was
one of what
and
contribution to Discourse Theory and Critical Analysis an 'empty signifier,' a
31
internal
differences'
?
Imeansof representationthat enablethe welding togetherof
Somethingthat is meaningfulbecauseits edgesare bluffed; it can have packedinto
it whateverlanguageusersof the time wish to put.
The thinking of Michel Foucaultgives insight into how power can be describedand
how
in
its
is
language
this. To
plays
analysed,
promotion achievedand what part
Foucault,power was not an abstractentity, but an 'extremely complex configuration
32
In his 1982 essay, "The Subject and Power" he outlined an
of realities
understandingof how power operates:
'The exercise of power is not simply a relationship between "partners,"
individual or collective; it is a way in which some act on others. Which is to
say, of course,that there is no such entity as power, with or without a capital
letter; global, massive, or diffused; concentratedor distributed. Power exists
30Thereis also the
relatedtenn, 'leadershippower' gingdao quan).
31Howarth,Norval and Stavrakakis2000,56.
32Foucault2000,336.
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it
is put into action, even
by
only
when
only as exercised
some on others,
though, of course, it is inscribed in a field of sparse available possibilities
underpinnedby permanent structures...A power relationship... can only be
articulated on the basis of two elementsthat are indispensableif it is to be a
power relationship: that "the other" (the one over whom power is exercised)is
recognisedand maintainedto the very end as a subjectwho acts; and that, faced
field
a
whole
of responses,reactions,results,and
with a relationship of power,
03
interventions
possible
may openUP.
A superficial understandingof power would equateit with a relationship of deep
inequality betweenan actor and a passivesufferer, somethingalong the lines of an
demands
regimes
where
one
and the other complies.
act of violence under coercive
Poucault did not use this definition. In his understanding, power is not a
confrontation,but a questionof 'government,' - governmenthere used in the sense
of two parties seekinga modusoperandi, a contract whereby they can pursuetheir
interests,and negotiate: '... There is not a face-to-faceconfrontation of power and
freedom as mutually exclusive facts (freedom disappearingeverywherepower is
34
interplay.
but
Here, the strategy of the
exercised)
a much more complicated
power-holderis to usemethodsto convincethe targetof their power that they should
perform certain actions, becausethey are in their interests,or they have no other
option (evenwhen they do). It is not a caseof blankly demandingsomething,but of
producing commandsthat 'key in' with specific preoccupations,fears, or needsof
the audience.On this model, power is much more a duality or balance between
competingforcesratherthan a function in a monolithic, settledstructure.
Foucault stressedin his writings the need to appreciatehow important institutions
were in the establishmentof power relations: 'Power relationsare rooted deepin the
35
"society"
'
Foucault
social nexus,not a supplementarystructureover and above
...
admittedthat this model of power was derived from the Westernbackgroundof the
state and its influence, which in turn had its roots in the Christian ideology of the
ruler as a pastoral figure, placing their exerciseof power within a framework in
which they were seen-as teacherstrying to bring about improvementsand moral
, godliness.' In this history, the state individualized power - relating it to citizens
who had a personal relationship with God and a responsibility to safeguardthe
33Ibid 340.
34Ibid 342.
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salvationof their soul. In this sort of context,the exerciseof power was also deeply
personal.Foucaultarguedfor the developmentof this 'caring' deploymentof power
and processof individuation into the various 'regimes' of discipline and regulation
for the self which cameinto existencefrom the 15'hcentury onwards- medicine,the
treatment of the insane, and of criminals, psychiatry, and finally a deeply
individuated discourseof sexual identity, inscribing a specific form of subjectivity
on the most private regionsof the self.
This connects to Foucault's understandingof the role of knowledge in power
relations. Foucault statedthat 'it is not possible for power to be exercisedwithout
knowledge,it is impossiblefor knowledgenot to engenderpower. 36The disciplines
and institutions createdin the last 200 years in Foucault's work. were connectedto
producing ways of knowing things, forms of knowledge, conventions, whereby
certain practicesand views are sanctionedand authorisedand others excluded.To
know, therefore,is not just to know somethingis the case,but to do this in a system,
and knowing is to be empowered and enabled in that system. In producing
knowledge,as SaraMills says,one is also 'making a claim to power. 37
The issue of power and its exercisehad a historical geneology.The state and its
relationshipto individuals along with their experienceof forms of control in China
developed differently to the West. Foucault's approach allows space for the
recognition of this, but also acknowledgementof the principle that regardlessof
cultural contextpower is mediatedthrough structures- institutions and organisations
it
is
in
described.
be
is
There
that
that
and
exercised
ways
are
visible
and
can
no
mysteriousineffable entity called power, empoweringthose with accessto it, lying
outside the reach of rational investigation. This 'demystifying of power' is an
attractive elementin Foucault's apprach.Even though the CR occurredin a culture
where huge,powers seemedto residein certain actorsand entities (particularly Mao
and membersof the CR Committee), these were operating in an environment in
which there was competition from other groups and figures. The CR was not a

35

Ibid 343.

36Foucault 1980,52.
37Mills 2003,69.
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monolithic movement with a clear-cut direction from the beginning. It was a
38
different
different
movementmadeup of
aims.
groupspromoting
Foucault's understandingof power allows insight to a key component of the CR
in the
or
audience,
who
played
an
essential
power struggle - the masses
part
,
negotiation and distribution of power, and were themselves significant power
holders. No matter how rigid the context, speakers,those ostensibly exercising
power, had to speakor act in such a way that could gain supportfrom and enhance
their power with the audience.In Foucault's work the audienceis not a passive
judgements
be
Their
to
and
of their preoccupationsand
entity
actedupon.
reactions
priorities shapethe 'power' discourseand set its agenda.
Power in the CR, as in any other historical movement,can only be understoodas the
expressionof certain aims, either by individuals or groups or factions, through an
institutional and social framework towards an audience,whether of one personor a
whole nation. There were meansto compoundand propagatethis power through the
generationof a specific language,or organisationalstructure.The techniquesfor the
promotion of power are looked at in more detail below. The combination of
languageand the organisationalcontextis the 'discourse.'
1.6 Bourdieu and the 'Market Place of Power'
Foucault provides a framework within which power is understood through the
actions by which it is promoted - the actions by which one group or individual
attainsauthority or influenceover other groups.To paraphraseBarthes' commenton
meaning, power is manufactured- created, contained and exercised by material
institutions and recognised conventions and processes,and manifested through

38SeeOksenberg's
analysisof the varied sourcesof Mao's power in 'The
Politician,' in Wilson (ed) 1977,Mao Tse-Tungin the ScalesofHistory esp 81ff.
Oksenberglocatedmuch of Mao's administrativepower in his control of the
communicationprocess,but also his understandingof the 'duality' of power: 'For
Mao, the keys to power were knowledgeandpopular supportderived from the
people'sfaith in the essentialgoodnessandvirtue of their rulers.' Seealso Pye 1992,
13 on the Chineseconceptof power.
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these.Power is signified, and visible. The work of Pierre Bourdieu offers further
insight into the operationsof power, andthe part that languageplays in this.
For Bourdieu, language'skey part in the strategiesof control and the negotiations
betweenpartieswhich are centralto the exerciseof power is self-evident.He makes
is
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but
language
is
'power'
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that
thing
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very
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no such
itself up for negotiation.There are a variety of different languages,all claiming their
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this market, 'speakers take into account - in varying ways and to different extents the market conditions within which their products will be received and valued by
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and the speakers of which have been empowered by a process of

competition and elimination. Such language, Bourdieu states, serves both 'internal
At
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any
effect.
general society, where aims
power
back
it
institutions,
frameworks
be
if
that
there
are
processes,
can only
empowered
up. The combination of these creates a" power discourse. Bourdieu cites the
statement of a judge passing sentence, which only has illocutionary force within the
institutions
to
the
within
carry
and
of
court,
with
officials
out
sentence,
context
a
42
be
implemented.
Without these, the sentencewould remain
which the sentencecan
4mere words. ' Political language, too, relies on organizations, social structures and
personnel to attain and maintain power.

If centresof power are dispersed,and languageoperatesin a market, with certain
forms of it acquiring statusand influence while others are denigrated,then this also
impacts on the producersof the language- the speakersand users, who seek to
manipulateand recruit languageto their specific agendas,and who thereforeneedto
involves an understanding
supplementand acquirepolitical capital. Text assessment
of the statusof both the issuerof the text (e.g., the writer or issuing bodies)and the
39Bourdieu 1991,57.

40Ibid
editor's introduction, 18.
41Ibid 183.
42

Ibid 75.
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from
it
is
(who
the
where, on whose authority are they
speaker of
speaker,
) But this is not a one-way process.Texts do not acquire power because
speaking?
they are issuedby power-holders.They also supplementand increase,or decrease
that power. Speakersof high statushave this supplementedby the use of language
consideredauthoritative and persuasive.Speakersneed to know which forms work
best, and avoid those that do not. They need to know what can and cannot be said
habitus,
just
has
the
as an understandingof
verbal
political
set
and where a society
what goods are desired,and what not, is crucial to an understandingof a society's
economy.
Languageis also controlled through the material means of its dissemination,the
Imedia.' Bourdieu's metaphor of a 'market' is useful in understandinghow a
combination of control of the different meansof disseminationand the meanings
and structureswithin languagecontributeto the victory and legitimisation of certain
languageforms over others,andhow this constitutesa discourseof power.
1.7 Hegemony,Narrative and IdeoIogy
More fundamentally,power is delivered through control of the ideology - through
the promotion, conveyed through conventionaliasedlanguage forms, of certain
thought-patternsand belief systems,with the assertionof thesebeing 'truths,' along
with the elevation of their associatedvocabularies,and the concentrationof capital
in these areas. A second factor is in the promotion of narratives, presenting
privileged versions of 'history.' Figures are placed in this narrative, legitimising
their claims to influence, or vilifying them. Strategiesare created whereby such
'histories' are either acceptedor discredited.Oncemore, vocabulariesare associated
with specific (hi)stories,to conveythem.
In the PRC, there was a state ideology of Marxism-Leninism, with very specific
sources, a literature, practices and vocabulary, promoted from the Centre. The
transportationof this to a provincial region like IMAR involved the issue of how
much such central ideology was modificed and changedto suit local circumstances.
Such modification that happenedoccurred through a process of negotiation and
contestation.In the material analysedin this thesisit is clear that there was perceived
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to be a contendinglocal ideology basedon support for issuesaround ethnicity or
national minorities in IMAR, opposedto the Centre's ideology predicatedon the
ultimate importanceof classissues.This is dealt with in detail in ChapterThree.
The objective for the control of both the ideological and narrative agendaswas to
hegemony,
draw
here,
is
hegemony.
Gramsci's
I
notion
of
which
upon
attain
complementaryto the view of the operationsof power mappedout above.For him;
accordingto Eagleton,hegemonyis 'a whole rangeof practical strategiesby which a
dominant power elicits consent to its rule from those it subjugates. To win
hegemony... is to establishmoral, political and intellectual leadershipin social life
by diffusing one's own world view throughoutthe fabric of society as a whole, thus
43
interests
interests
large.
Such
equating one's own
with the
of society at
hegemoniesare createdthroughthe supportandpromotion of ideologieson the basis
of appealand benefit. In the words of RaymondWilliams:
'A lived hegemony is always a process... It is a realised complex of
experiences,relationshipsand activities, with specific and changing pressures
and limits. In practice, this hegemony can never be singular. Its internal
structuresare highly complex.... It has to be continually renewed,recreated,
defended and modified. It is also continually resisted, limited, altered,
44
by
its
challenged pressuresnot all own.
Sucha conceptof hegemonyis broad and inclusive enoughto contain oppositionto
it: 'The reality of any hegemony,in the extendedpolitical and cultural sense,is that,
while by definition it is alwaysdominant,it is never either total or exclusive.At any
time, forms of alternative or directly oppositional politics and culture exist as
A5
in
significant elements the society. When I talk of hegemonyin this thesis,it will
be in these terms: of a strategic promotion of ideological norms to negotiate
acquiescenceand agreementfrom an audience.A major meansof achieving this is
through the enlistment of 'keywords,' terms and vocabularies and attempts to
monopolisethem. 'Class' and 'national minority' are the two most powerful casesin
the IMAR context.

43Eagleton 1991,115-6.
44WilliaMS 1977,112.
45Ibid 113.
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The support for ideologiescomespartially from authorisingnarratives.This is well
illustrated in the way the ideological systemin the PRC was legitimised by appeals
to a specific historical narrative which recounted the struggle for power by the
Communiststhroughoutthe 1920sand 1930s,culminating in their successin 1949.
It was a narrative which delivered control of moral terms *and knowledge by
bad,
between
clearly
as
good
and
with the
marked
parties
portraying conflict
ultimate just victory of those signified as good because of their holding to
ideological 'truths' conveying important messagesabout 'oppression' and Justice.'
It also involved the elevation of a languageassociatedwith this ideology, through
which it was conveyed.The 'liberation' of 1949 entailed acceptanceof a canonical
version of the history that led to it, and a way of viewing events afterwards.Any
discoursefrom 1949that aspiredto legitimacy neededto do this by buying into this
narrative.Power also lay within the authority to interpretthis masternarrative.
In practice narrativeswere not set in stone.They were available for contestationjust
dispute
in
'market'
claiming
authority,
of
competing
sitesof
a similar
narratives
as 'power language'and ideologieswere. During the CR there were many attempts
to re-createthe grand narrative of pre-1949 history, to redescribethe exploitation
in
legitimising
it
these
to
groups
new narratives
and struggle contained,and exploit
itself
individuals
in
that
the
creating
was
new struggle,a struggle
participating
and
another,contemporarynarrative.During the CR there was a re-evaluationof history
after 1949, with intense conflict over areas deemed strategically necessaryto
legitimise claims to authority. The 'meaning' or interpretationof the mythical events
having
in
(mythical
1949
to
the
they
that
as
symbolic
sense
seen
prior
were
importance far beyond their literal historical impact) was the key issue in this
conflict. At the regional level, this process was manifested through competing
parties'buying in' to narrativesthey claimedwere sanctionedby the Centre,fighting
to claim some of the symbolic power by using what they saw as the signifiers of
this. This becamea route to acquireinfluence and power. In this thesis,I concentrate
on how this happenedin the IMAR - how the national narrativewas framed locally,
what were the key terms in this process,and how it was used to shapeany local
narrativesavailable.
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Theseissuesalso exist on the level of thosewho are authorisedto speak,who arethe
key 'voices' in the texts looked at here.Many of these'speakers'were engagedin a
processof furthering their own aims or those of groups they supportedand the
ideologiesthat theserepresented.They were attemptingto increasetheir own capital
through the use of appropriatelanguage,languagethat furthered their aims. The
institutional
framework
had
been
leading
the
of
members
which
main speakerswere
set up during the CR. But it is clearthat they were placedin an ambiguoussituation,
leading a movementostensiblyto attack old sourcesand forms of authority and set
up new processes,supportinga new ideology. How they negotiatedthis is important.
They neededto use a lot of the signifiers and processesof the old authority, while at
the sametime attacking it. They neededto acquire status,and-position themselves
figures
against
who were previously empowered.They neededto attemptto acquire
legitimacy and credibility, in a new context where ostensibly the old forms and
patterns of authority, and the language though which this was conveyed, was
questionedand subverted.This questionof the statusof specific voices,of their right
to saycertainthings, and be receivedin certainways, is a key part of this study.The
disseminated,
figures
in
fora,
have
to
to
their
right' of certain
speak specific
words
to use certain forms of language,to 'authorise' ideological points, and how they
is
how
it
for
(along
them)
this
a major
with
could mark
authority
was marked
process,as is the strategyusedto delegitimise and relegateother voices, with their
ideology (or what was claimed was their ideology) and the narratives they
sponsored.In the context of IMAR this was particularly marked,simply becausethe
new voices neededto localise as part of their meansof acquiring authority locally,
but they also neededto demonstratethis authority in ways that were unthreateningto
the Centre.
1.8 Techniques for the Analysis of Language

Foucault devisedtechniquesby which to view the specialist languagesof medicine
and penologyas they have evolved over the last two centuries,viewing them within
instutional.and social frameworks,the combinationof which constituteddiscourse.
Foucaultwas particularly sensitiveto the meansby which discourserelatedto social
power, to claims to knowledge, and what part they played in power-relationsand
negotiations,and the signifiers for this. The school of critical discoursetheory has
i
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developedthesetechniques.Like Foucault, this has looked at the meansby which
intimate
between
is
discourse,
the
the
through
and
relationship
power promoted
46
two. And like Foucault, it has acceptedthe historicity of all forms of discoursetheir being producedin a distinct contextand social 'universe' which limits the form
they can take and their structure.But critical discourseanalysishas gone further in
fundamental
highlighting
discourse
the
type
and
social
action,
of
as a
showing
contribution analysis of discoursecan make in understandingpolitical and social
power.
Discourseanalysisplots the meansby which a combination of languageforms and
the social entities that createand are constitutedby them promote ideologies and
hegemony.
by
The
in
interests
their
the
means
objective
of
exercising
of
narratives
in
Fairclough
is
Norman
done
this
the
an
referred
outcomesare varied.
which
and
analysis of contemporaryEnglish political discourseto methodsof promotion and
persuasionin place of assertionand coercion as being recognisedas more likely to
promote forms of hegemonyin post-modemdemocratisedsocieties. He cites the
between
doctor
of
consultation
a
and their patient as an example of a
example a
traditional exerciserof power now needing to demonstraterather than asserttheir
authority:
'On the one hand, the doctor, as in traditional consultations, pursues an agenda
is
interaction,
determines
this
the
the
and
structure of
which controls and
manifest in the fact of the occurrence of the doctor's question, assessmentand
directive. On the other hand, the doctor like the counsellor, in a counselling
session, appears to cede much of the control and leadership of the interaction to
07
the patient.

In the material in this thesis,authority was largely assertedrather than demonstrated.
But the sametechniquesby which to spot the operationsof power-enhancement
and
promotion are still valid. Siegfried Riger offered a suggestedlist of approachesto
48
discourse.
These can be summarisedas characterizing
texts taken as example of
the audience,and the institutional framework within which and through which a
document is produced, (status of the organization or group publishing the piece,
46

Van Dijk 1998,1.
47Fairclough 1995,101-102.
48In Wodakand Meyer 2001.
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look
Overall
should
also
at the material quality of the
etc).
assessment
of any piece
document. Well printed documentsneed good resources,good printing presses,
paper(a scarceresourcein the CR). In the CR, there was very limited accessto this
sort of equipment.Such accessdemonstratedinfluence and status. Assessmentalso
includes what falls more traditionally into analysis of a piece's rhetorical
keywords
it
its
the
contains(which give
components: vocabularyand nomenclature,
cluesto the areaof prime contestation),the authoritiesit namesin the text explicitly,
and those it implicitly relies on, its register (popular or specialist) and the voices it
50
(mon'Ovocal
or multivocal).
contains
Such documentsdid operatein an ideological and institutional market place. They
were products of people or groupswithin organisationsof varying degreesof size
and influence. They demostratedclosenessto conventional'centres' of power either
ideologically, through argument and appeal to sanction from the Centre, or
institutional - through personalconnectionto the Centre. But the authority of the
Centre was also often 'created' through these documents - they promoted its
hegemonyjust as much as appealedto it to give them authority. They were parts of
an attemptto accruecapital within this system,manufacturinginfluence by the use
of designatedand acceptedspeechforms, or by the appeal and exploitation of the
for
instance).
figures
(the
Party,
capital
of
certain
status
or
organisations
symbolic
1.9 Sources

Discourse analysis has largely been practiced on material texts, regardless of
whether they are spoken or written in origin. This acceptsthat the vast bulk of
discourseavailable for analysis from the past is in written rather than filmed or
recordedform. The CR falls into this category.The examplesof discourseanalysed
in this thesisactually exist in written documents.
Overal, this material arose in a highly politicised context within which there was
very little production of non-ideologicallymotivated material. Even the little fiction
producedduring this period carried specific political messages.Written material was
49

Ibid 54-55.
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not producedfor its own sake,but to carry messageswhich had organisational.and
institutional support. The ideological function of discoursewas clearly set out in
Mao's 'Forum on Literature and Art, ' a document that was reissued on various
occasionsin the CR, which promotedthe orthodoxy that literature neededto have
social purpose.The material in this thesiswas thereforecreatedin an atmospherein
into
a specific politicised context, wherethey were
any
coerced
which
symbolswere
presentto carry messages,and in which the audiencewere deft at interpreting the
'true meaning' of texts beyondtheir literal meaning.
The second general feature of the environment within which CR material was
producedwas the division into official and unofficial documents,and the competion
for influence and sanctionbetweendocument-issuingentities. The main genresof
official material are set out in the following section. The unofficial material,
especially in the CR, was a rich undergrowthof various genresproducedby Red
Guard(Rebellious)groups,factions,and individuals.
The documentslooked at in this thesisare onesthat were inýendedto impact on and
influence eventsin the negotiationand campaignto acquirepower betweenvarious
dialogues
in
from
1969.
beginning
IMAR
1967
At
to
the
the
this
groups
of
period,
betweenthe Centre and local leaders,issuedin April 1967, along with the formal
document that was issued from them (the '13th April Decision') had the clearest
impact in the power structurein IMAR. This resultedin the open denunciationof the
previous leader in the region, Ulanfu, and the imposition of a new group of leaders
led by Teng Haiqing. It also set in processthe creation of new organisationsto
representauthority in the region - the revolutionarycommittees.
These documents prepared for the second grouping of material looked at, the various
documents and speeches attacking Ulanfu and discrediting him locally. This is
analysed in Chapter Three. The scope of this material is widest, ranging from
I official' denunciations of Ulanfu in the local Centre-supported press to attacks on
him issued by the largest rebellious, groups. But-there was a consistency in their
approach to Ulanfu, and in the strategies they contain by which to disempower him.

50 lbid 55-56.
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Part of this material involved the use of Ulanfu's own statementsfrom his period in
in
in
location
their
context
which they were condemnedand
a
new
power, and
discredited.

The third grouping of material from late 1967 to early 1969 analysedin Chapter
Four takes as its basis public speechesby the newly appointedlocal leader of the
Military District (and of the IMAR CRG), Teng Haiqing. The speecheswere
delivered at specific meetings which had strategic importance. Teng's language
illustratedthe voice of the key local power holder. They offer an opportunity both to
describe the signifiers of this power, the relationship with an audience,and the
impact that this languagehad on the courseof the CR locally. It is also important in
looking at the basis for Teng's authority evidencedin thesetexts, on what he based
his right to speakon. Thesespeechescoincide with the period of greatestviolence
and disruption in IMAR.
The final period from April 1969 onwards covered by Chapter Five shows the
impact of the edict from the Centre after the Ninth Party Congressto calm things
down in IMAR. In this material documentsattacking Teng Haiqing are set beside
his own self-confessions,to plot the processof withdrawal of power both in the first
personand externally, and to understandthe managementof this processwherebya
personpreviously empoweredbecamedisempowered.
The common feature of thesedocumentsis that they were all political documents,
intendedto play a part in the promotionsof new forms and carriersof power, and the
denigration of others. They were 'public' documents,in the senseeither that they
for
dissemination
transcripts
wide
were
of public speechoccasions,or were printed
among groups to be used in meetings,study sessions,or other public forum. The
idea of a 'private reader' (along with any strong senseof individual writers with
their own style and voice) and an existencefor thesedocumentsoutsideof a specific
context for their reception is untenable.There were means both by which these
documents were produced (through governmental organisations, or unofficial
organisationswith pretensionsto 'governmental-type'power) and specific ways in
which they were received.
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1.10 Genre of Material: Context
A principal meansof understandinghow CR literaturewas relatedto the exerciseof
typesof power is to set out its genericcategoriesand the statusconferredthem. Part
has
been
demonstrate
discourse
to
the way that certain
the
of
analysis
project of
kinds of documentsor speechactsmight be seento carry more formal authority and,
is
institutional
framework
This
to
than
the
closely
related
within
power
others.
which suchdocumentsareproduced,andthe kinds of support,and sanctionthat they
convey.Producersof texts (whetherthey be speakersor writers) are part of a social
in
frameworks
working
which they exercisepower, and are sanctioned
world,
within
and enabledto exercisesuchpower. In the context of a totalitarian systemlike the
PRC in 1967-1969,with tight statecontrol of the central symbols and institutional
delivery mechanismsof power, the relationshipbetweenthe speakeror issuerof any
text'and the institutional structure was highly managed.The enormous prestige
conferredon the figure of Mao within this systemis important to understand,along
it.
it
the
to
this
to
capitalise
on
attempts claim part of
with
prestige, appropriate and
The simplest strategy was merely to claim Mao's sanction by quoting his own
words. But the symbolic power and the use of Mao was an issue of profound
him
Lin
leaders
A
to
the
around
contestation. similar principle applies
canonical
Biao, Zhou Enlai, and the radical leadersof the CR, Jiang Qing, Kang Sheng,etc.
There were strategiesfor enlisting thesefigures to sanctioncampaigns,to promote
and strengthenthem. But there was always the possibility that such attemptswould
backfire, as the symbolic capital of such figures, and their currency,either changed,
his
fall
in
became
devalued.
is
Lin
1971. Biao
the
this,
or
clearestexampleof
with
The CR did seea variety of organizationscompetingin a market and laying claim to
the key power-conferring symbolic,figures and their words and language-forms.
Entities came into existenceoutside the traditional organizationsexercising social
power and influence until then - the local Party organs,for instance,or work unit
leadershipstructures.Rebellious groups, or revolutionary committees are the two
clearest examples. These created their own documents. Underneath these more
widely acceptednew centresof authority were a host of lesserorganizations,varying
in size down to groups of only a few people, all claiming a form of authority, all
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competing for sanction from the Centre. Such a market created a new context in
which texts articulatedstrategiesfor power enhancement.
Among this material, ostensibly the most 'official' material was produced by
had
This
Party
organs.
usually
a very definite and good
sanctionedand recognised
for
instance)
(print
quality
of
paper
and belongedto wellquality production
and
establishedgenericcategories.The record of an addressby Lin Biao before a group
of revolutionary cadreswritten in People's Daily, or an article by Yao Wenyuan,
be
the
can
called a CR ideology at the Centrein the
chief architectsof what
one of
Party magazine,Red Flag (Hong qi) can be located very close, if not at the dead
centre, of socially recognisedpower production in the PRC at this time. These
documentshad establishedmeans to be disseminatedthrough the country, and
played a part in influencing the CR locally, through study in the various types of
groups who were the target audience. The contents were generally taken as
instructions,not to be questioned,but actedupon and implemented.They were used
as sanctionor support for activities and other forms of writing producedby lower
level units and groups.51They thereforehad an immediatebasisfor social impact.
This 'power producing" material from the Centre was duplicated on a local level,
with specific figures (either headsof revolutionary groupsof influential factions) or
groupsable to produce 'mediating' material with a similar amount of clout locally.
In IMAR, for instance,Teng Haiqing, asthe leaderendorsedby the Centre,was able
to demonstratea credibility basedon his closenessto the most recognisedleaders
from the Centre, and his words (while he enjoyed this favour) carried a particular
significance,conveyingthe Centre'sinstructionsto the locality. In a similar way, but
in an institutional context, the local newspaper,the
Daily,
the
was
established
ýIM
meansof disseminatingnews and instruction through the IMAR, and was another
authorised (and empowered) conduit through which the Centre's instructions
reacheddown from Beijing to Hohhot, and from there to other localities in the
52
local
if
(reflected
in
there their own
province
papers, they existed).
51On the function
and layout of Peopleý Daily and its relation to provincial papers,
seeSchurmann1966,58-68.
52The IMDaily was itself a site for struggle,being overtakenby
rival factionsin
early 1968(seeTumenand Zhu 1995,27 and Woody 1995,iii).
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Beneaththis 'elite' material (both in terms of quality and possessionof the means
and ability for wide dissemination) lay a raft of other types of material, some
profoundly reliant on the higher material, some independent of it. The most
parasiticalmaterial consistedof the verbatim reprintings of leaders' speechesissued
by various groups. Mao's speechesexisted in manifold (and sometimesvariant)
forms, reprinted in anything from news-sheetsissued by rebellious groups to
stencilledcopiesin the nameof tiny groups.Locally, Teng Haiqing's speecheswere
53 The
issued individually by specific groups, or appearedin local news-sheets.
variations were caused,sometimes,by one version being an 'official' one, issued
after the speechhad been delivered by the local newspaperor an arm of the new
'formal' structuresof organisationand power, andthe other having beentaken down
by a group while the speechwas deliveredand,issuedunder the name of one of the
various competing small groups. This illustrates the evident anxiety of different
groups to make a claim on the words of recognisedleaders and be empowered
throughthem.
Under this material lay what can be describedas more personally sponsored,or
individually authoredmaterial - attackson specific figures, reports of local events,
personal narratives.This material varied from well-printed issuesto stencilled or
even handwritten documents. At the bottom was the largely ephemeral 'big
character posters' (dazibao) produced in one-off versions, posted publicly,
occasionallycollated and issuedin printed versions,usually swiftly supercededby
54
for
posters newercampaigns.
53Summariesof his
speechesappearedin the 'Red GuardReferenceMaterial' newssheetsissueddaily by the IMAR Party StandingCommitteeRed Flag Alliance, and
the CR ReferenceMaterialsmagazine(Wengecankao),issuedby the 8th
ConstructionBureau.Single speecheswere also issuedby the IMAR Military
District Office (on 12'hJuly 1968),and the Hohhot WorkersUnion (13thDecember
1968).Therewere also stencilledcopiesof his speeches.
54Collectionsof 'big character
posters,' largely originating from campaignsin
Beijing, appearedin goodprinted copiesfor useby students.The impact of someof
theseposterswas considerable.Leijonhufvud 1990containsa comprehensivestudy
of the history of 'big characterposters,' and an in-depth study of sometaken from a
campaignin Beijing in 1974,towardsthe end of the CR. Beyonda coupleof 'big
characterposters'containedin printed material I havecollected,it hasnot proved
possibleto obtain any first-handexamplesfrom this genrein IMAR from 1966-
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There is one final distinction in consideringthe genre of material, which relates
more to written than spokensources.This is the level of restrictednessimposedon
the material by its issuers,and the constraintson who had accessto it. Someof the
material analysedin this thesis was aimed at as wide an audienceas possible, and
large
dissemination.
because
But there were also
this
potentially
was powerful
of
internal documentswhich had a different kind of power. In many ways,,thesewere
the most typical power-documents,becausethey were disseminatedamongstkey
decision-makersin the formation and executionof the CR movement,centrally and
included
Such
documents
the most restricted 'internal reference
provincially.
material' (neibu cankao), communicationsbetween leaders at the Centre, orders
issuedfrom them to other leaders,Party documentsspreadfrom the Centredown to
Party members locally. Even in the 'chaos' of the CR these documents were
influential. The summariesof talks betweenthe Centreand provincial leadersin the
early stagesof the attack on Ulanfu in IMAR (analysedin ChapterTwo) were very
influential in the direction of the CR, thoughthey only reachedthe wider public after
severalmonths.
The genre of materials that occurs in the CR material looked at here breaksdown
into the following categories:

*

'Speech' (flanghua): formal pronouncements,usually a record of a public
announcementor exposition on a specific issue, often at high-profile
meetings.

*

'Discussion' (tanhua):indicating a meetingbetweena leaderor leadersand a
group - either an organization or a delegation from a locality. A more
informal meansof conveyingcentral messagesto thosedeemedimportant in
carrying theseout.
'Formal report' (baogao): usually given at a high-profile meeting.
'Personally authored letter' (xin): not common in material from this period,

but usedsometimesto give the leadersa more personal,intimate voice.
'Opinion' (yyian): usually remarksnoted down from a leader reflecting the
Centre'sprescriptionsor ideology,but expressedmore personally.
1969.
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formal
(zhiyi):
'Instruction/direction'
announcement of
e

prescriptive

guidelines.
9 'Formal discussion' (zuotan): used to record the content of meetings in
'infonnal' situationsbetweenleadersand delegations,or groups.
"

'Notice' (tongzhi): formal, impersonal announcement of policy.

"

'Report' (huibao).

"

'Intedection' (chahua): used to record less important utterances by leaders to
local incidents or affairs.

"

'Explanation' (shuoming): used for formal enunciations of central policy by

leaders.
'Selection' (zhaibian): common in collating incriminatory material to prove
the guilt of someone- eg collections of Teng's speechesused in 1969 to
condemnhim in his own words.
(zhishi):
for
instance,
Mao
Zedong's
'Instruction/directive'
to
used,
applied
e
'directives.'
"

'Statement' or 'announcement'(shengming).

"

'Minutes' (jiyao) or 'draft minutes' (jiyaogao), usually of 'talks' Uianghua).

"

'Plan' (fangan).

"

'News despatch' (tongxun): used as the title of periodicals issuedby some
rebelliousgroups.

o Triticise and revise' (pifu): used in the campaignlater in the CR in IMAR
againstGao Jinming, a local leaderinitially felled and then reinstatedduring
the courseof the campaign.
*

'Investigation' (diaocha):usedin material from 1969in which Teng Haiqing
was felled, and then investigated.

This presentsa wide variety of material which fits into certain categories.Baogao,
zhishi, shengming,huibao and tongzhi are the most formal. Thesefollowed specific
conventionsfor textual organisationand presentation.Material issued under these
headingswas presentedby their issuers as having particular claims on attention
becauseof closenessto the formal institutions in which social power was located.
Certainly, 'notices' (tongzhi) such as that issuedfrom the Centreon 22ndMay 1969
impactedcritically on the resolution of the most violent period of conflict in the CR
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in IMAR. Thesedocumentsplayed a key part in the announcementand direction of
various phasesof the CR. Taken with the organisationsand institutions detailed in
the following section, and the various figures in authority and leaders of groups,
55
CR.
theseconstitutethe organisationalmechanismof the
Huibao, yyian, jianghua, tanhua and chahuawere more closely linked to speaking
occasions,and to the specific formats of these events. Huibao for instance,was
related in this material from this period to specific types of meetings (detailed in
ChapterOne, 1.12), the output of groupingslike the IMAR Cultural Revolutionary
Committees(IMAR CRQ formal meeting,held four times from 1967 (when it was
is
but
1969.
Jianghua
title,
to
common
established)
a more
usually related to the
utterancesof specific speakerswith high status.Chahua was less frequently used,
usually in briefer material recording the reactions of marked power-holders to
reportsor remarksof lower-level groups.
Zhaibian, jiyao, diaocha and pifu relate to a specific stage of the CR when new
developmentscalled for different types of material.Teng's fall, for instance,in mid1969 after the Ninth Party Congressin Beijing meant that material was produced
locally justifying his removal from power, either through collections of
incriminating material (his speeche
s), or through his own self-examinations(this is
in
analysed ChapterFive). Thesematerialsare more reflexive and reactive,referring
to the resolutionof a previousstageof the CR and a new narrative for the movement
being promotedfrom the Centre.
1.11 Sponsoring Organisations

These genres of materials give little information if considered separately from the
organisations which issued them. The institutional framework within which texts
were produced and vie for power and influence can be treated in two ways. One is
through looking at the organisations themselves and their status, membership, access
"Almost

all these were written, rather than spoken genres. The possible exception
was 'report' (baogao) which could be verbally delivered. This says something about
the greater acceptanceof the authority of written rather than spoken words in the
PRC at this time.
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to senior leaders (in the new set up), etc. The second is through looking at the
organisationalframework within which this material was delivered (meetings,study
sessions,strugglesessions).Both of thesecontributedto the extra-textualmeansby
which texts createdmeaning, and in which they impacted on social activity and
promoted certain interestsabove others. All of the text genres listed above were
practical, and aimed at implementation,becauseof their profoundly political nature.
The meansby which they were implementedwas therefore a major part of their
Imeaning' - their significanceand practical value, and the ways in which they can
be seenasdiscourse.
The CR saw the creationof a host of vying organisationsand entities in addition to
those which had existed from the founding of the PRC in 1949. These longer
establishedorganisations(work units, governmentdepartmentsand ministries, law
enforcementoffices, etc) were the administrativeframework by which the CCP had
exercisedpower, and through which the Chinesepeoplehad experiencedthis power,
interactedwith it, and,to someextent,either collaboratedwith or adaptedto it. From
1966onwardsnew entitieswere createdwhich competedwith theseolder forms, and
in some areas diversified the means by which the population experiencedand
interactedwith power, and social organisation.
This paradigm change,both at the central and at Provincial level, is best seenby
looking at the description of organisationsbefore 196656In the pre-CR structure
.
power was devolved from the National Party Congressinto the Central Committee
(divided into Plenary and Extraordinary Meetings). This electedthe Politburo and
the StandingCommitteeof the Politburo, the ultimate decision-makinggroups.The
Central Committee itself was split into committees and departments. At the
provincial level, the Annual Party Congress elected a Party Committee, and a
Standing Committee. At the city level, power was exercisedthrough the Central
Committee.At the most basic level, therewere units of production (factories,mines,
56Schurmann1965,139,187 and 188dealt with the Party apparatus,the military
and thejudicial. Barnett'sstudy,Cadres,Bureaucracyand Political Power in
CommunistChina also devotedconsiderablespaceto setting out the structureof
Party control, from the CentralCommitteeand the StateCouncil, down to the
variouscommitteesand groupsthroughwhich the CCP exercisedpower at the
provincial and work unit level (Barnett 1967,18-38).
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companies,co-operatives)or units of territory (streets,military regions, etc). All of
57
had
Party
these
a
apparatus.
From 1966 onwards, new organisationswere set up, parasitical on, and often
had
to
that
the
existedpreviously. In May 1966,as a result of
antagonistic,
structures
the '16'h May Circular,' the CCP set up the CR Group. The IMAR version of this
was set up on 4h August - the IMAR Party CommitteeCR Group. In June 1967,the
IMAR CR Standing CommitteePreparatorySmall Group was set up, which Teng
Haiqing chaired. This set in motion the establishment of local revolutionary
committees in Septemberand October of the same year, and culminated in the
founding of the IMAR CRC itself on Ist November,approved-by the Centreas the
'highest power organ in IMAR. 08 This held plenary meetingsin November 1967,
and January,July and November 1968.In addition to this, an IMAR Revolutionary
CommitteeNucleus Group was also foundedin February 1968.Parallel to this was
the IMAR Military District and its various subdivisionsand personnel(again with
Teng Haiqing as leader).The fall of Ulanfu in 1967 effectively made a previously
powerful CCP entity, the North EastDistrict RegionalBureau(of which he had been
deputy secretary)defunct.Under the IMAR CRC were various work departments:a
political department,a production and constructiondepartment,a political standing
59
PSB,
transport
section, agricultural section, etc. The structurewithin
committee,
the CRC was fluid. Somedepartmentscameinto existenceafter 1967, someceased
functioning (e.g., the People's Courts). Thesewere provincial level administrative
60
local
There
organisations.
were also
versions.

57Schurmann1966,139-148.Thesevariouspower structuresare shownin tabular
form in Schoenhals1996a,358-360.
58Seethe official 'Nei Mengguzizhiqu,zhengzhizhi' (Directory of the IMAR,
Political Supplement),Beijing 2001,409. This recordedthat supremeexecutive
power passedto Beijing Military District IMAR in December1969after the splitting
up of the area.SeealsoYellow Briefings 552, July 8th1970,which showedthat the
IMAR CRC had threevice-chairsand42 members,of which only two were
Mongolian.
59For full list see'Nei Mengguzizhiqu,zhengzhizhi' (cited above)412 ff.
60Even within the IMAR region therewere variationsin the levels
of violenceand
intensity of the CR. Tumenand Zhu 1995statedthat the UlanchanbenareaOust
north of Hohhot) was the worst hit place,becauseof the large proportion of the
populationwho were Mongolian. The CR in the industrial, Han-dominatedcity of
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Parallel to these 'formal' CR organisationswere the 'informal' ones - the Red
Guard (or Rebellious) groups which startedcoming into existencein IMAR from
August 1966 onwards. As Lynn White III explained in the context of Shanghai,
there were numerous categories of such groups, from those who regarded
themselvesas legitimate becauseof their good class background(workers) to the
founded
later)
described
(generally
themselvesas 'rebel
which
more radical groups
factions.' 61In IMAR therewere the following groupings:
"

'Combat division' (zhandoudui)

"

'Combat column' (zongdui)

"

'Liaison station' (lianluozhan)

"

'Army' (bingtuan)

"

'Generalheadquarters'(silingbu)

41 'Headquarters'(zongbu)
'Small group' (xiaozu)
'Materials group' (zillaozu)
'Office' (bangongshl)
'Headquarters'(zhihuibu)
The hierarchyamongthesegroupswas rigid. The largestwere the combatdivisions,
is
'
in
'East
Red,
IMAR
two
the
the
most powerful
conservative
of which
were
'Llanshe' and 'Jinggangshan' groups.62 These names acted like brands, with
separatedivisions set up as liaison stationsin specific work units. One of the most
active in the material analysedhere was from the IM TeachersCollege. General
headquarterswere basedon specific faction leaders,again spreadover institutions
like colleges,work units, factories.The Third Headquarters(san silingbu) was one
of the powerful leftist factions active in Hohhot eventually supportedby the Centre.
Small groupswere exactly that - gatheringsof anything up to a few dozenpeople.
Finally, the bias of theseorganisationswas predominantlyurban.They originatedin

Baotou was different to the more politicised centre of Hohhot.
61White 1989,14.

62'Lianshe' also includeda groupunderthe name'Fighting Troops of Genghis
Khan.' See'Yellow Briefings' 552,8"' July 1970,and Dreyer 1968,7.
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Hohhot or Baotou,the two prime urbancentresof IMAR, and spreadthrough liaison
63
stationsto other remoterareas.
These names were frequently tied to military style organisations,indicating the
combativecontext within which they were created,and organisationalclosenessto
other already-extant groups. Many of these rebellious groups were based in
particular collegesor universities(IM University had a rich cluster of groups)or in
specific work units, like the Railway Division.
The organisationalsponsorshipof a publication indicated somethingabout both the
jiven
credibility
at the time to such material, and the kinds of audiencethey were
aimed at. Material publishedby Third Headquarters,for instance,was disseminated
more widely than that originating from smaller groups.The Third Headquartershad
the material meansto produce good quality texts, and to organiselarger meetings
and campaigns.
Organisationalsponsorshipraises one final question, which concernsthe place of
authorshipin CR documents.A feature of CR material in generaland the material
analysedin this thesisin particular,was their weak senseof individual authorshipof
specific texts. The recorders and writers were the functionaries of the specific
power-holdersspeaking.Many texts were collectively authored.The style was not
conducive to idiosyncratic or individualistic expressions. Generic, repetitive
languagewas common.Appealsto authority - to Mao, or other central documentswere frequent.Authors, as such,were merely the meansof transmissionbetweena
particular perforniance, and a wider audience, for whom they inscribed and
64
broadcasttheir version of the speech-event.
1.12 Organisational Setting

Contributors to an early volume on discourseanalysis stressedthe importance of

631
am grateful for information in this passageto a source in IMAR.
64See Li 1999,493 for description
a
of the ways in which the Red Flag magazine
was used at meetings in the CR.
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65
discourse.
Part of this drew inspiration
in
context the analysisof spokenor written
from the schoolof linguistics foundedby Grice, Austin and Searlewhere context of
utterancewas part of the integral meaningof a word ('F or 'now' for instance,the
Texts
time
these
words
are
used).
are
changes
each
meaning content of which
'framed by the intentionsand circumstancesin which they areproduced.966
Many of the documentsanalysedin this thesis were not just the product of the
formal and informal organisationsdescribedabove. They were also the result of
specific public 'occasions'- meetings,rallies, conferences.Someof thesewere of a
generic type with longstandingpedigreein post-1949China - like Party meetings
and study sessions.But there were also meetingscreatedfor the specific purposeof
carrying the agitation the CR required forward - like struggle sessionsand mass
criticisms. Thesevaried in size from small scale events,involving no more than a
dozen people, to rallies with up to a 100,000 people participating. There were
organisational formats for all of these, prescribing the sorts of speech act and
appropriate discourse. The kinds of events at and for which this material was
produced were more formal than, for instance, impromptu village level struggle
into
descended
from
frequently
pure
sessions which,
eye-witness accounts,
in
leaders
1967
between
local
The
Centre
the
expressionsof violence.
meetings
and
formats
from
distance,
by
in
of
a
were regulated
order and
well-established
between
in
leaders
Haiqing's
Teng
their
communication
and
subordinates.
speeches
1968 were presentedin 'important' local meetings,either within the context of the
IMAR CRC, or to presentTeng's ideas to as wide an audienceof town and rural
leadersas possible. Only in the material from 1969, during Teng's self-criticisms,
was a voice placed in a context within which there was hostility and a demandfor
admissionsof weakness.
Schrankand Bernstein warn in their contribution to the volume mentioned above
that students can sometimes idealise 'the organisational setting or social and
psychological characteristics of participants' in supplying context to specific
discoursethrough which to understandit. 67As detailed a knowledgeas possibleof
65

Van Dijk 1985.
66
lbid vol 1,62.
67
Ibid 181.
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the historical, and social context of a document, is necessary to avoid this.
Unfortunately, such contextual evidence is not easy to find in this period. Beyond
it
for
instance,
layout
(in,
IM
Daily)
displaying
the
of meetings
photographs
physical
has not been possible to trace or gain access to films or recordings of the
performance of Teng at any of the meetings he addressed. There are some accounts
of meetings written by participants. Wang Duo, one of the main targets of the
campaign to unseat leaders in IMAR in 1967, the attack against whom is partly
in
his
him
did
in
to
the
the
memoirs.
meetings against
refer
analysed
next chapter,
But beyond referring to some of the participants, and the extreme 'tension' that was
68
in
detail.
There
in the
he did

not picture any meeting great
present
atmosphere,
format
indications,
the
texts,
the
generic
of the eventsthe material
of
were
within

originated from (audiencereactionsin brackets,indications of the time and place
where a speech occurred, and the number and type of audience). One way of
supplying this context is through hypothetical 'templates' - to build up a picture
from material in Beijing and elsewherein China of what a typical provincial
gatheringaddressedby the local CRC leaderwas like. While this is an unsatisfactory
it
(if
is
first
it
best
hand
the
ever
option,
available until more
material comes up
does) which allows meetingsin the CR in IMAR to be understoodbetter. For the
in
here,
is
kind
the
or
context
a conceptualisation offered of
material
of meeting
69
is
it
have
happened
(if
this appropriate).
which might
Sheila Fitzpatrick in her study, Everyday Stalinism attempted to understandthe
period of the GreatTerror and the purgesin 1930sUSSR through depicting the sort
life
lives
living
'the
But
these
that
then.
clear
of
most people were
as she made
ordinary people lived was not, in their own understandingand probably ours, a
normal life. For those who live in extraordinary times, normal life becomesa
luxury.' 70A similar thing could be said of the CR, which saw major disruptionsof
everydaypatterns of life and organisationalforms, from the suspensionof formal
68WangDuo 1992,490 ff.

69It has
proved virtually impossible to glean first hand accounts of such meetings in
IMAR. During field research in April 2003, it was clear that the CR period was still
too sensitive, and that virtually no one was willing to talk in any detail about their
in
China,
CR
IMAR sometimes
in
As
the
of
participation as activists.
other regions
appearstoday to be a movement where there were only victims and no perpetuators.
7 Fitzpatrick 1999,1.
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schoolingto the massmovementsof rebelliousgroupsmaking revolution throughout
the country,to a form of enforcedinternal migration for urban 'sent down youths' to
impoverished rural areas. The CR saw a process of an ideology (Maoism)
penetratingand prescribingthe most minute details of behaviour,from the ritualistic
'daily readings' (tian tian du) from Quotationsfrom Chairman Mao Zedongto the
dominant display of Mao iconographywithin the personalspaceof the home,to the
annexationof everydaylanguageby Maoist slogansand phrases.
A study by Chinesehistorian Bai Ge set out in some detail the organisationand
rituals of daily life in the CR for most people,and madeit clear how central the sort
of public meetings were both for the implementation of the CR, and for the
fulfilment of its objectives. Meetings of various types were the vehicle through
which the CR's main messageswere disseminatedto the mass audience the
movement was aimed at. Bai Ge identifies several main generic types of such
public occasions':

"

'Daily readingsand memorizingpassages'(tian flan du - Hantian bei): these
were small scalemeetingsdevotedto the memorizing of passagesfrom Mao,
from an idea originally startedin the PLA and then extendedin the CR to
civilian society. The format was for one person to lead the reading of the
71
for
discussion
follow
text,
this.
chosen
and a
of the meaningof the text to

"

'Vigorously study and application lectures' (huoxuehuoyongfiangyonghui):
centredon the study of Mao's words and how thesewere appliedto everyday
life, ranging in size from three of four membersof the samehousehold,to
72
in
people a unit.

"

'Struggle sessions'(pidouhui): perhaps the kind ofineeting most closely
associatedwith the CR. The paraphernaliaof struggle sessionsincluded the
daubing of the meeting place with slogans,the use of props like boardsto
hang round the necks of the struggle session victims with their names
crossedout in red ink, and the use of specific forms of public humiliation the 'airplane position,' with the hands held behind the back of the victim

71Bai Ge 1993,106-108.
72Ibid 112-115.
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involved violence.74
Furtherkinds of meetingsare listed in an article from the IM Daily on I O'hFebruary
1968:

*

'Discussionmeetings'(zuotanhui)

9 'Debates' (taolunhui)
*

'Report meetings'(baogaohui)

9 'Criticism meetings' (pipanhui)
*

'Meetings to communicate experiences' 6ingyanflaoliuhui)

o 'Meetings to rememberpastbitterness'(kusitianhui)
Meetings and public occasions like those listed here were prime means in
implementing the CR. Others were also closely related to the delivery and
disseminationof certainkinds of documents- reports,investigations,,directives,etc.
73

Ibid 115-117.
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lbid 126-129.
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The relationship betweenthe institutional support in the form of thesemeetingsto
the carrying out of the CR, and the documentsand public languageused, is an
important elementin this study.
1.13A Caveat

In dealing with the CR, one is dealing with a movementabout which there are still
in
CR
IMAR. According to
This
unresolved
to
the
strongly applies
many
questions.
Woody,the key archival materialrelatedto the 1967-76period in IMAR was moved
75
in
by
1981
The materials
Beijing
Inspection
Committee
Central
Discipline
to
the
.
is
library,
libraries
IMAR
to
the
this
and
at
relating
period,
at university and college
still restricted. Most of the materials used in this study were collected from a
bookseller in Hohhot. From experienceof living in Hohhot working as a teacher
from 1994to 1996,and being marriedto a Mongolian brought up in the city, I know
it is still difficult to talk about aspectsof the CR openly. This partly toucheson the
sensitiveissueof aspirationsby someMongolians, however unrealistic, for greater
autonomy,even independence,from the PRC. It also reignitesthe bitter experiences
of those who suffered,and those who inflicted suffering, in the CR period. IMAR
was an area that saw the most violence and upheavalin the CR, with the turmoil
reaching such magnitude that the province was reduced in size after intervention
from the Centre(in 1969),and its leaderschangedtwice (in 1967and 1969).The CR
is a period which raises many unansweredquestions.76This meansthat there is a
greater level of provisionality about the historical context used-in analysis of
documentsin this thesis than there would be about many other areas of recent
Chinesehistory. In the future, hopefully, more material for analysiswill be released
leaders,
knowledge
interplay
between
to
the
specific
and
which adds
our
of
organisations,in the CR - and fill in the gaps about what happenedin the more
isolatedareasof the province.
This connectsto one of the central argumentsin this thesis, that control of the
keywords and vocabulary in a discourseis one of the main means of controlling
75

Woody 1993,34.
76Jankowiak 1988referredto the continuing senseof grievanceand angerat the CR
in IMAR in the region two decadesafter it occurred.
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narratives afterwards.At the moment, the material records of this movementare
literally locked away, the source material hard to locate. This assists in the
from
history
'official'
the
without
competition
of
movement,
promotion of a specific
better
a
understandingof the period.
other possibleversions,andprevents
1.14 Conclusion

Analysis of material from the CR in IMAR offers an opportunity within a highly
distinctive context to seehow political texts 'operated' in the competition between
different centres of power, and how they contributed to strategies for powerinstitutional
(1)
involves
This
things:
the
three
new
creation
of
enhancement.
forms
deliver
to
them
through
texts,
to
and
organisational
create
vehicles
which
(though capitalising on the authority and prestigeof older forms); (2) competition
legitimacy
hegemonic
the
at this period, and
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and
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symbols
the negotiationand struggleto acquireand demonstratesanctionfrom theseamong
the newly created groups; (3) the processby which the speakerstatus of some
denigrated
devalued,
figures
the
time
while new ones
was
and
privileged
at
All
in
the
to
their
of this
capital
new
environment.
attempted promote
Political
occurredin a highly localisedcontext,in which edictsfrom the Centre,languageand
symbolsalsohad to appealto regionalparticularities- specifically the uniqueethnic
contextin IMAR.
Analysis of this material shows that, at a time of seemingly rigidly hierarchical
in
disciplines,
actually
of
power
was
a
much
richer
geography
structures
and
power
place, with various figures and organisationsplaying to specific audiences.The
political discourseof the CR is known for being highly ideological, strong in its
form
in
labelling
(married
highly
to
of Marxist-Leninist
worked
out
exclusionsand
a
ideology) and emanating from clear power centres. In the IMAR material, one can
work through the themes from the Centre of class and a narrative of class struggle
with their associated terms, adapted to the local issues of national minority status
(ethnicity) and a specific history of marginalisation.
The analysis in this thesis addresses three main areas. First, the ideological and

in
documents
discourse
the
narrativesuperstructures
were createdand
within which
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had meaning, and which assistedtheir claim to power and influence is described.
Secondly, the material and organisational means by which this ideology and
narrativewas carried,and the social context in which they had meaning,is set out.
Finally a descriptive framework is offered for the signification of power - how
authority was markedin the texts analysedhere, in the contol of key vocabularies,
formal positions, and narratives.Analysis in theseareashelps in understandingthe
larger issueof the relationshipbetweenthe Centre'sdiscourseand other areasof the
PRC, the issue of the imputed hegemony of this discourse, and finally the
relationship betweenpolitics and languagein the PRC, with its specific authority
structure.This issue feeds out into many areas,becausethe PRC is still a highly
politicised culture where the need to maintain harmony and consensusbetweena
complicatedrangeof social and ethnic groupscontinuesto this day. One could argue
that the supremechallengeof Chinesepolitics hasbeento find an idiom tolerableto
as many of theseseparategroupsas possible.The CR used one option -a narrow,
and in the endunsuccessfulone,stressingconflict and struggle.One effect of the CR
project hasbeena subsequentloss of faith in public authority discoursein the PRCincreasingcynicism and lack of belief in this public language.The issuesdiscussed
in this thesis,therefore,while they relateto what may seema marginal,and esoteric
campaignin a remote province of an (at the time) closed off country touch on the
much wider issuesof the attemptsin the PRC to createa meaningfuland believable
public discourse- attemptswhich areongoingto this day.
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Chapter Two
"How to Handle the Problem of IMARI: The Centre
Speaks with the Region - 1967

This chapterlooks at dialoguesbetweenthe Centreand local leadersfrom February
to April 1967,which resultedin the issuingof the 'Decision of the Centreon How to
Handle the Problem ofIAMR' on 13'hApril 196Z This guided the courseof the CR
in LUAR until the Ninth Party Congressin 1969. Thepriorities of the Centrewere
articulated in this documentand the dialoguesleading to it. Togetherthey show the
Centre attempting to achieve ideological and political hegemony in IAMR by
appropriating key terms to create a new authority' discourse,and by materially
controlling the environmentin which this discoursewas deployedthroughthe setting
up of a new adminstrativeand institutional framework The symbolic capital and
influenceof Centreleaderswas distilled into theprescriptive Wth April Decision,
issued as a mandatory, organising documentdefining the IAMR identity in the
Centreý terms and thereby 'managing' and controlling it. The new 'authority'
discourseachievedthis managementand control by excludinga key elementof the
local situation - the issueofnational minorities - in the interestsof the narrative and
ideology of the Centre basedon class. Thepromotion of this new discoursewas
partly achievedby the useofthe statusoftentralfigures, competingwith local ones,
and demonstratinga greater claim to speakfor the 'true'interests of the people of
IAMR.
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Section One: The Dialogues between the Central and Regional
Leaders in Spring 1967 and the '13 thApril Decision'
2.1.1 Historical Context

By February 1967, the CR was eight months old. Its main impact on IMAR so far
had been the dismissal of Ulanfu from his Party posts after the Qianmen Hotel
meeting in August 1966 and the appointment of a new group of leftist leaders Wang Duo, Wang 'Yilun (whose own falls figure in Section Two of this chapter) and
Qian Xingyuan. 77This leadership change was accompanied by the creation of a raft
of rebellious groups (the Third Headquarters, etc), paralleling a process that was
78
in
IM
1967
One
Daily
January
Tensions
occurring nationally.
of these seized the
.
between competing groups culminated on 5h February in the shooting of Han Tong,
a student from the IM Teachers College, by Liu Qing, deputy director of the IM MR
Military Training Department. This was an event heavy with symbolic meaning as it
showed the conflict

between the revolutionary

masses and the military,

encapsulating the competing objectives these two key power entities were pursuing
both
in
the
something
particularly
problematic
as
moral
were
good
classified
as
79
CR
This event in particular necessitated the initial dialogues
vocabulary of the
.
between the Centre and local leaders analysed in this chapter. Zhou Enlai was the
chief interlocutor for the Centre.

%ile

the situation in IMAR was starting to develop in unique ways, reflecting its

border status, it shared in the chaos and turbulence of the country as a whole. The
Shanghai 'January Revolution' had resulted in the setting up of some revolutionary
committees. The 'February Counter-Current,' partly a reaction to this, led some
senior military and State Council leaders to criticise the whole CR project. The

77Woody 1993,ii. Backgroundon the QianmenHotel meetingand its impact
canbe
found in the recollectionsof one of its participants,WangDuo 1992,493onwards.
Seealso Song2002,'62-63, andTumenandZhu 1995,ChapterOne.
78SeeYellow Briefs 55,8h July 1970:'The Red Guardattackon Party machinery.
throughoutChinareacheda climax in January1967... After a clashbetweenproMaoist Red Guardsandanti-Maoistsat the IMDaily Offices... orderedtroops
'
stationedin Hohhotto surroundthe headquarters
of the Red Guardorganisations.
79Tumen'andZhu 1995,32.
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ostensive apex of power in the PRC till then, the Politburo, was suspended, and
informal briefing sessions (called 'central caucuses' or 'get togethers') chaired by
Zhou Enlai and attended by members of the Central CR Group, and some of Lin
Biao's generals, took its place. Revolutionary committees and mass organisations
received official endorsement from the CR leadership in Beijing and ultimately from
Mao. The setting up of alternative power structures sanctioned by these two events
eventually resulted in a campaign to root out 'renegades' associated with Liu Shaoqi.
It is against this background of restructuring and conflict that the IMAR situation
80
be

must

viewed.

Despite the turmoil nationally, the situation in IMAR was sufficiently unstableto
81
Zhou
Enlai's
merit
personalattention. The recordsof the meetingsanalysedin this
chapter and the '13th April Decision' emanatingfrom them captured at a critical
moment key features of the relationship between the Centre and IMAR. They
illustrated the dynamicsof power at this time, and the strategyby which the Centre
soughtto impose hegemonyon the region through the promotion of one discourse
over others.
2.1.2 Context of the Documents

A 'Compilation of Relevant Central Documents and Speechesby Responsible
Central Comrades in Charge Concerning the Handling of the IMAR Problem'
(2hongyang guanyu chuli Neimengwenti de youguan wenjian he zhongyangfuze
tongzhifianghua huibian) was issued by a liaison headquartersof the Hohhot
RevolutionaryRebelson the 13'hMay 1967in Hohhot. It was clea.rly marked as an
internal document.The two page preface was issued in the name of IM Teachers
Institute 'East is Red' Struggle Division, and the IMAR Party Organisation
'Jinggangshan' Revolutionary Rebels.82The inscriptions at the front of the book
80The 'January Revolution' is described in Perry
and Li 1997, Chapter Five.
81The
situation in Sichuan, becauseof the national profile of the local leader, was
also viewed as being particularly serious. There are also records of discussions in
Henan, Jiangsu and Xinjiang (correspondence with Michael Schoenhals, 16'hJuly
2003).
82Jinggangshan is
a mountain in Jiangxi Province, Southern China, and an
important location for CCP history. It was here that the CCP regrouped after the rift
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from Mao stressedthe primacy of the CCP, and the importance of MarxismLeninism to unify thought. The contents of the dialogues pursued this theme,
assertingcontrol from the Centre,ideologically and organisationally,over the tense
situationbuilding up in IMAR.
Of the two issuing groups,the first was namedas a Hohhot-basedorganisation.The
secondwas affiliated to a major educationalinstitution in Hohhot implicated and
involved in the events that precipitated the documents,the shooting of the IM
TeachersCollege studentHan Tong.Both thereforebelongedto the new categoryof
organisationsthat had beencreatedas parallel power-structuresduring the CR. The
fact that they were able to issue a well-printed lengthy document shows that they
had accessto considerableresources.This impressionof influence is supportedby
83
foreword.
declarative
The. very issuing of such a
the confident
tone of the
documentsignified the organisations'ambitionsto promote

and increase
'themselves

their status.
Although the formal '13th April Decision' by the Centre on how to handle the
problem of IMAR (a two pagedocumentbearingthe central number 126,1967) was
placed at the front, this was the product of the process pursued throughout the
dialogues and other documents.The '13th April Decision' formalised certain key
appointmentsand policy announcements
madeduring and as a result of this process.
It was in an impersonalstyle, in numberedparagraphs,distilling the critical points
that had come out of the dialogues. It was an expression of pure authoritative
language- universalised,prescriptive,with mandatoryforce.
Thesedocumentswere collected within a context in which the situation in IMAR
was 'problematised.' There was an overt and powerful statementin both the title of
the work, and in the decision producedfrom it, that the situation in IMAR was a
Iproblem,' implying therefore that it neededmanagement.This accounts for the
investigative tone of the material, and for the senseof urgency and of needing to
with the Nationalistsin 1927andwas the location for the first meetingbetweenMao
Zedongand Zhou Enlai.
83An intervieweein Hohhot who had beenan activist during the CR claimedthat the
documentswere 'extremely credible' becausethey had beenissuedby the 'East is
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issueprescriptivelanguagewith which to deal with this. How this was defined is an
important issuewhich is looked at in 2.1.13.84
2.1.3 Document Credibility

The only indication of Principles of how the collection was made was contained in
the foreword, in which the 'editors' from the IM Teachers College 'East is Red'
Battle Division and the IMAR Party Organisation 'Jinggangshan' Revolutionary
Rebels state that the collection 'has been taken down according to corrected records,
85
(my italics). The
to

mistakesare all our responsibility'

principles according

which
this processof 'correction' was carried out were not set out. 'Summary' indicates
that the material was selective.No indication was given of who originally recorded
the material, or when or how this was done.
There are no indications of criterion for exclusion or inclusion, though it is evident
that much material had beenleft out. A slow readingof eachpageof text takesthree'
minutes. With allowancesfor interruptions, the performanceof each page can be
extendedto five minutes. Based on this, the following calculations can be made
about the material presentedhere againstthe time indicated at the start of eachtext
for its duration:

Red' and Uinggangshan' groups, the two largest 'rebellious group' organisations.
84' Wenti'
can be translated as meaning 'issue. ' However, Schoenhals 1993, iii also
used'problem. ' This is consistent with the context of the 'Dialogues' and the 'I 3th
April Decision, ' which deal with a situation of crisis in IMAR (the shooting of a
student) and the senseof getting to the underlying causesof this. There had been a
history of addressing'the 'Mongolian question/problem. ' In 1923, an early
Mongolian activist under the name of Merse had written 'The Mongolian Question'
(Mengu wenti) (Atwood 2002,15 6).
85Ibid IL
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Table IA - AP April
Calculated Length:

Doc No*

Decision' Dialogues: Comparison of Stated Length of Meetings against

No of Pages of
Text

Time Indicated in Text

Calculated

Time

for

Performance of Material

in

Actually Recorded

Collection
Doc 1

10

2 hours

50 mins

Doc 2

14

33hours 20 mins

I hour and 10 mins

Doc 3

8

1 hour 40 mins

40 mins

Doc 4

9

3 hours 10 mins

45 mins

Doc 5

NA

No time indicated

NA

Doc 6

8

3 hours 20 mins

40 nuns

Doc 7

10

3 hours 40 mins

50 mins

Doc 8

7

2 hours 30 mins

35 mins

Doc 9

9

1 hour 55 rnins

45 mins

Doc 10

27

3 hours 50 mins

2 hours and 25 mins

(The numbering of the separatedialogues is set out fully in Section 2.1.4 below)

Docs 4,6 and 7 show significant shortfalls between the calculated time and the time
stated in the documents. On the basis of these calculations, only Doc 10 appears to
be a reasonably complete record of a meeting. This was the meeting in which the
Centre leaders issued judgement. Therefore it was the one with most prescriptive
importance and power. Much of its language appeared in the formal '13"' April
Decision. '

There is an important question of how credible these records are of internal meetings
lacunae?
Material
in
these
previously
and
of
gaps
with restricted participation,
view
classified as 'restricted' was frequently issued by competing factions as a means to
demonstrate closeness and privileged access to those who were perceived as the
main leaders, thereby helping these groups acquire credibility during tile CR. But
96
in
these publications varied greatly quality and reliability.
86A
common example is the innumerable copies of so-called internal speechesby
leaders from the Centre that were stencilled or typed and issued by small groups.
Many of these included material emanating from Mao Zedong, with versions of
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Assessingthese documentsdependson a combination of finding supporting extratextual evidence,either through witnessesor in other documents,and by looking at
evidencesuppliedin the"docurnentitself (e.g., internal consistency).The credibility
and status of the issuing organisationis also important. Material issued from the
Centre by 'official' entities (e.g., People'sDaily or the Party magazine,Red Flag)
to the
was closer
sources of power, more under their management,and could
demonstrateits claims to authority to an audiencebetterthan material issuedlocally,
I

by rebellious organisations.The material contained in documentswas politically
influential if it was supportedby the 'symbolic power' of the organisationsissuing
it. In many cases,local organisationsused the issuing of material ori&ating from
the Centreto bolstertheir own credibility.
It is certain that the meetingsrecorded in these documentsdid take place, at the
87
listed
in
document
times and placesstatedand with the people
the
present. This is
supportedby the referencemade in other documents,for instance Wang Duo, a
participant at the meetingsin 1967,who recordedthem in his 1992memoirs. While
by no meansa comprehensiverecord,he at least confirmed the participation on each
88
broad
location
side, along with the
and
atmosphereof the meetings. The specific
Ivoices' attributed to Centre leaderswho spoke most - Kang Sheng, Chen Boda,
89
Enlai
(For
Zhou
to
them
were
also
consistent
with
material
elsewhere.
attributed
individual
the
more on
expressionof
characterallowed in these texts, see end of
2.1.6 below.) In addition, the documentsfollowed eventsoccurring at the time. So.
speechesor utteranceshe had made.SeeSchram1974,49 onwardson the existence
of variant Red Guardversionsof Mao-speak,and principles usedto assesstheir
reliability.
87Tumenand Zhu 1995,32-39offers independentverification by historiansbasedin
China.
88Wherethereare differencestheseare minor. On page511 of his memoirs,for
instance,he recalledpartsof the interrogationwith Kang Shengand WangLi,
addingwords that were not recordedin the recordscontainedhere.In particular,he
attributeda responseby WangYilun to Kang Sheng'sclaims on page63 of the
dialoguesthat he had not known him being in Moscow in the 1930s.'Yilun said,'
accordingto WangDuo's memoirs,"'You didn't know me, and I didn't know you."'
In the 1967record,WangYilun was not so robust and was recordedas saying
nothing.
89For an exampletranslatedinto English of Kang's style seeSchoenhals1996a,116122. This excerpt,accordingto Schoenhals'editorial comment,'suggestsa paranoid
and truly evil mind' (ibid, 93), a judgementsupportedby Kang's contributionsto
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the documentscontainnothing that is contradicedby externalevidence.
They are also internally consisitent.This collection was marked as 'the first' (di yi
ji). It incorporated the six meetings Zhou was known to have had with the
90
factions
from
the IMAR
and organisations. There was a second
representatives
collection which containedspeechesthat Zhou and 'other responsiblecadres'(Kang
and Chen Bodo et al) gave to representativesof the IMAR groups and military in
late April and May on the implementation of the '13'h April Decision.' These
speecheswere not in dialogue form. The information betweenthe dialoguesis not
contradictory. A demand in the third meeting between Zhou and the IMAR
representativesfor an investigativeteam to go to Hohhot is supportedby the record
of that visit from page 51 onwards.Similar connectionsoccurred at the end of the
first dialogue where Zhou. requestedmore representativescome from IMAR to
Beijing to offer evidence, and the second meeting, where they were shown as
present. The combination of external and internal consistencywould have been
difficult to fabricate.
The real significance of these documentslies in the insight they give to the key
relationship betweenthe Centre and local leadersat a time when this was going
through a period of crisis and negotiation. These dialoguesshow the strategiesby
which the Centreleadersusedkey vocabularies,narrativesand ideological norms,to
promote a 'solution' to IMAR, and to createan administrativeframework by which
to implement this. I look first at the structure of these documents, and the
by
formal
organisationaland
means which they createda discourseof management
by the Centre over the locality, and then the ideological and narrative meansthat
supportedthis.
2.1.4 Contents: Document Types

The collection of materials,in addition to the '13th April Decision' and Foreword,
thesedialogues.
90Wang 1992,511.Therewas a secondcollection which containedspeechesthat
Zhou and 'other responsiblecadres'(Kang and ChenBoda et al) gaveto
representativesof the IMAR groupsandmilitary in late April and May on the
implementationof the '1301April Decision.'These speecheswere not in dialogue
form.
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containeda copy of a telegram,issuedby the StateCouncil and the CentralMilitary
Commission,summoningthe relevant IMAR parties to Beijing. The contentslisted
six 'minutes of speeches'(jianghuafiyao) and four 'minutes of discussions'(tanhua
jiyao). In addition, it containedthree 'instructions' (zhishi). These ranged from 6th
February 1967,only one day after the shooting of the studentHan Tong, the event
which had precipitatedthe crisis, to 13thApril, and the formal issuing of the 'Central
Decision.'

The minutes of talks and speechescan be listed according to the place they were
held, the time they took place,their length, and participantsfrom the Centreand the
local side:
1. Minute of Talks at the First Meeting Between Premier Zhou and
Representativesof the Four IMAR Groups: IOh Feb 1967,from 5:50 PM
to 7:50 PM (2 hours), in a small meeting room in the Great Hall of the
People, attended by Zhou Enlai and Xiao Hua from the Centre, and
participantsfrom IMAR Party Committee, IMAR Military District, Hohhot
Third Group,and the Red GuardAmy (hongweyun).91
2. Minutes of Talks at the Second Meeting Between Premier Zhou and
Representatives of the Four IMAR

Groups: between 16-17th Feb 1967

from 10:25 PM to 1:45 AM the next day (3 hours and 20 minutes) in the
GreatHall of the People,attendedby Zhou Enlai, Xiao Hua, and Zeng Shan
from the Centre, and 25 representativesfrom the 'four organisationsfrom
IMAR involved in thesetalks' (listed above).
3. Minutes of Talks BetweenPremier Zhou on his own and Representatives
of Hohhot Third Headquarters: 9h March 1967from 4:50 PM to 6:30 PM
(I hour and 40 minutes) in the State Council Secretariat'sMeeting Room,
attendedby Zhou Enlai, and representativesfrom his office, and personnel
from the Hohhot Third Headquarters.
4. Minutes of Talks at the Third

Meeting Between Premier Zhou and
Other Responsible Central Comrades and the Four IMAR Groups: 18th

March 1967 from 3:20 AM to 6: 30 AM (3 hours and 10 minutes), in a small

91Hongweyun accordingto Tumenand Zhu 1995,180 rebellious
organisations
-
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meetingroom in the GreatHall of the People,attendedby Zhou Enlai, Kang
Sheng,Xiao Hua, Li Tianyou, WangLi, GuanFeng,etc from the Centre,and
the four IMAR groups(including Wu Tao and Gao Jinming, Wang Duo and
WangYilun).
5. Minutes of Talks Between the Director of the Central Investigation
Delegation Comrade Li Tianyou and Representatives of the IM Teachers
Institute Red Division: 18'hMarch 1967 from 7:00 PM, in the Hohhot New
Town Hotel, attended by Li Tianyou from the Centre, and Wu Tao,
representatives from the Red Flag magazine, the PLA Daily, and from the
Central CR Committee. Received locally by representatives of the IM
Teachers Institute Red Division.
6. Minutes of Talks Between Premier Zhou and Other Responsible Central

Comrades Meeting on their own with Representatives of the IMAR
Party Committee: 30-31" March 1967,from 9:40 PM to 1:00 AM (3 hours
and 20 minutes)in the Fujian Room of the GreatHall of the People,attended
by Zhou Enlai, ChenBoda,Kang Sheng,Jiang Qing, Zhang Chunqiao,Wang
Li, Guan Feng, Yao Wenyuan, and representativesof the 'Central CR
Committee, the office of Zhou Enlai, and the State Council, and key
representativesof the IMAR Party Committee Gao Jinming, Wang Zaitian,
Li Shude,Kang Xiuming, Li Zhi, and WangYilun and WangDuo.
7. Minutes of Talks at the Fourth Meeting Between Premier Zhou and
Other Responsible Central Comrades and Representatives of the Four
IMAR Groups: 6 -7h April 1967 from 10:32 PM to 2: 12 AM (3 hours and
40 minutes) in the north east meeting room on the first floor of the Great Hall
of the People, attended by Zhou Enlai, Chen Boda, Kang Sheng, Jiang Qing,
Xiao Hua, Zhang Chunqiao, Wang Li, Ye Qun (Lin Biao's wife), Li Tianyou
etc (a total of 25 people from the Centre), and Gao Jinming, Quan Xingyuan,
Li Zhi, Zhang Lu, Wu Tao, etc from IMAR. (It is noted that Wang Duo and
Wang Yilun were specifically excluded from this meeting).
8. Minutes

of Talks Between Comrades Chen Boda and Kang Sheng

Meeting with Zhou Wenxi, Representative of the Hohhot 'East is Red'
Peasant Rebellious Commune: 7"' April 1967 from 3: 00 PM to 5: 30 PM (2

with military district support.
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hours 30 minutes) at Zhongnanhai Central compound, attended by Chen
Boda, Kang Sheng,and representativesfrom the Liaison office of the State
Council, and from the Hohhot 'East is Red' PeasantRebelliousCommune.
9. Minutes of Talks at the Fifth Meeting Between Premier Zhou and Other
Responsible Central Comrades and Representatives of the Four IMAR
Groups: 12 -13'h April 1967 from 11:50 PM to 1:45 AM (I hour and 55
Great
by
in
Room
Hall
People,
Anhui
the
the
the
of
of
attended
minutes),
Zhou. Enlai, Chen Boda, Kang Sheng, Xiao Hua, Zhang Chunqiao, Wang Li,
Guan Feng, Yao Wenyuan etc from the Centre, and representatives from the
IMAR

Party

Committee,

the

Military

Region,

the

Hohhot

Third

Headquarters, and the 'Red Guard Army. '

10. Minutes of Talks at the Sixth Meeting Between Premier Zhou and Other
Responsible Central Comrades and Representatives of the Four IMAR
Groups: 13-14'hApril 1967 from 11:00 PM to 2:50 AM (3 hours and 50
minutes)in the EastMeeting Room of the Great Hall of the People,attended
by Zhou Enlai, Chen Boda, Kang Sheng,Xiao Hua, Wang Li, Li Tianyou
92
leaders
from
four
from
Centre,
IMAR.
the
and other
andthe
groups
For the timings of the meetings, five began in the late evening, and ended after
midnight. One (Doc 4) took place from 3:20 AM to 6: 30 AM. These timings are
consistent with other testimony that the key participant, Zhou Enlai, maintained a
ferocious time-table, holding meetings deep into the night, and that these specific
93
his
held
to accommodate
talks were
other commitments. Such anti-social hours
also indicated a senseof urgency and crisis.

Secondly,the setting for the meetingsranged over all the locations of centralised
power - various meeting rooms in the Great Hall of the People, but also meeting
92Tbroughout this text the documents
are referred to according to the numbers given
in this list.
93Six years later, David Bruce, the first director
of the US Liaison Office in Beijing,
noted in his diary on 22ndMay that the American journalist visiting Beijing at the
time, Marquis Childs, had been granted a meeting with Zhou after being summoned
at 11:00 PM at night. The meeting lasted till 2: 30 AM (Bruce 2001,74). The British
diplomat Percy Craddock, then working at the Office of the British Chargd
D'Affaires in Beijing, also testified that Zhou regularly worked till 3: 00 or 4: 00 AM
(Craddock 1994,49).
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rooms locatedin the Centreleaders'Zhongnanhaicompound,and the StateCouncil.
The meetingsoccurredin the key power placesat the Centre and dictatedhow they
were structured,participation, and the conventionsregulating what sorts of things
were sayable.
Thirdly, participation by Centreleadersat the meetingsincreasedas they proceeded.
Initially Zhou Enlai was on- his own. But he was subsequentlyjoined in later
dialoguesby Kang Sheng,ChenBoda, Jiang Qing, Yao Wenyuan,Zhang Chunqiao,
all key national figures in the CR.
As already stated(see footnote 82 above) meetingsbetweencentral and provincial
leaders on 'handling' local problems were by no means confined to the case of
IMAR. A 'Central Committee Decision on the Handling of the Sichuan Question'
was issuedon 7thMay 1967,as a result of a 'late night meeting' the sameday. This
followed a very similar format to those dealing with IMAR, issueda month earlier,
94
in
Centre
leaders
in
judgement.
Zhou
Enlai's
the
turn,
with
culminating
speaking
2.1.5 Numerical Analysis

There were material, visible signs showing the power dynamicsin thesedocuments.
The following table contains very approximate numerical information about the
contentsof this collection. This is executedon line rather than charactercount. It
gives some quantitative information about collection contents, in particular the
amountof languageattributedto Zhou Enlai,-to all other Centreleaders(cited above,
and indicated in the texts with bold typeface for names)and to local leadersfrom
IMAR. The breakdown for each of these groups, in numbers of lines, and
percentages,and for the collection overall, is as follows:

94English versionsavailablein ChinaTopics,Yellow Briefings 437 (Rectification
-
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Table I B: '13"' April Decision' Dialogues: Numerical Analysis of Lines Numbers/%, Attributed
to Specific Speakers

Document No

Amount
LinesPY0
Zhou Enlai

Doc 1

Doc 2

Doc 3

Doc 4

Doc 7

Doc 10

Total

Total

for

8

ineetings Zhou
Enlai

Lines/'Yo

for

Amount

of

Lines/0%

Other Central

Local

Leaders

Leaders

Total Lines

for

IMAR

1')0 lines

47%

53%

236 lines

135 lines

64%

36%

84 lines

100 lines

46%

54%

246 lines

371 lines

184 lines

135 lines

66 lines

7 lines

208 lines

65%

3)2%
60 lines

%
-3
87 lines

147 lines

41%

59%
189 lines

42 lines

147 lines

22%

78%

119 lines

14 lines

119 lines

47%

6%

47%

40 lines

135 lines

23%

77%

95 lines

II lines

103 lines

45%

6%

49%

468 lines

275 lines

7 lines

62%

37%

1%

1,295 lines

6l') lines

923 lines

47%

23)%

30%

1,295 lines

513 lines

601 lines

54%

21%

25%

Doc 8

Doc 9

for

of

116 lines

Doc 5*

Doc 6

of

Amount

was

present at

23), 18"' August 1967. appendix B and C.

252 lines

175 lines

209

750 lines

2,73 1 lines

2,409 lines
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*This meeting was held in Hohhot, with Li Tianyou as the representative of the
Centre.

For these meetings the Centre leaders, including Zhou, take up from 70% to 75% of
the text. This indicates which side had the power to speak, or at least, whose words
the editors believed were worth recording. The final, summarising document (Doc
10) is the most dramatic, with only 7 lines apportioned to the IMAR leaders. In
been
local
leaders
had
Doc
4)
documents
(,.
the
the
given
exception of
previous
vIth
for
issuing
judgement,
Doc
10
the
the
to
of
represents
speak.
reasonable opportunity
local leaders to silently accept.

There are other quantitative indications of who has control in the construction of
these dialogues. The person who, for instance, had the first word, setting the terms
for the discussion and the last word, concluding it. This is indicated in the following
table:

Table 2: '13 Ih April Decision' Dialogues : First and Last Words

Document

First Words

Last Words

I

Zhou Enlai

Zhou Entai

2

Zhou Enlai

Zhou Enlai

3

Zhou Enlai

Local/Zhou

4

Kang Sheng

Zhou Entai

5

Li Tianyou

Local leaders

6

Kang Sheng

Zhou Enlai

7

Zhou Enlai

Zhou Enlai

8

Kang Sheng

Kang Sheng

9

Zhou Enlai

Zhou Enlai

10

Zhou Enlai

Zhou Enlai

Zhou was not present for the meetings in Doc 5 and Doc 8. For all those at which lie
was present. he closed the meeting, offering the final words. At the opening of
meetings, apart from two occasions at which Kang Sheng spoke, Zhou Enlai also
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offered the first comments.This boundingillustratescontrol, and the material means
by which Centre leaderssought to regulatethe contribution of local voices within
this discourse,signifying their hegemony.
This is supplementedby typography,which indicatedthe precedencegiven to Centre
leadersby the placing of their namesin bold type. Forms of addressalso indicate
attitudesto heirarchy.Zhou Enlai was referredto throughoutnot by namebut by his
formal position, 'Premier' (Zongh). Kang Shengwas referred to by the respectful
appellation, Kang Lao. In terms of tum-taking, and the information it gives about
hierarchy, Kang Shengspokethe most after Zhou Enlai among the Centre leaders.
Information about hierarchy was also containedin the listings of attenddesat the
beginningof eachdialogue,with the following compositeorder:
Zhou Enlai
ChenBoda
Kang Sheng
JiangQing
Zhang Chunqiao
WangLi
GuanFeng
Yao Wenyuan

Zhou headsthis group becausehe was acceptedas third in the CCP hierarchy- the
traditional ranking of his position of Premier, following Mao Zedong as Party
Chairmanand Lin Biao asVice-Chairman.The otherswere placedaccordingto their
th
in
highest
in
CR,
Group,
CR
Small
28
the
the
the
ranking
organisation
set up on
May 1966and listed in the 'Central Directive' in this order (with other members)on
30'hAugust that year.95
A ftirther indication of power is contained in the way in which replies by local
leaders in interrogations were sometimes embeddedwithin the Centre leaders'
statements. In Doc 6, for instance, during the interrogation by Kang Sheng of Wang

95Zhongguo
gongchandangda cidian (GreatDictionary of the CCP) 1991, Beijing,
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Yilun, Wang's responseswere placed within parentheses,and remainedpart of the
lines allocatedto Kang, signifying subordinationto them.96
Thesedocumentscontainedlanguagewhich contributedto a processthat resultedin
the issuing of the formal '13thApril Decision.' In this process,they moved from an
investigatory register, through interrogation, to judgement. Doc I contained,from
pages5-8, mostly questionsissuedby Zhou Enlai, signifying his power to ask, and
longer
10
by
local
leaders.
By
Doc
the
questions
were
no
necessary.
answers
Certainty had been achieved.This was signified by the dommanceof monovocal
by
Chen
lengthy
Zhou
Enlai,
Kang
Sheng
Boda.
and
statement,with
monologues
2.1.6 Speaker Status: Zhou Enlai, the Locus of Power

In addition to the material indications of Zhou's authority (the amount of time he
was shown speaking, his ability to open and close meetings, and to set the terms for
discussion), and the institutional power derived from his occupying the position of
third highest-ranking person in the Party, he also derived authority from his role in
the narrative of 'official' PRC history. In this, Zhou was the most widely admired of
the Centre's leaders, someone accepted as a mediator between contending groups.
97
from his
in the CCP history. Zhou
He had

enormous moral capital

own role

derived the right to use certain vocabulariesand forms of authority, therefore,from
both his institutional status, and his personal role in a dominant narrative that
415 has the full listing.
96Ibid 63.

97'It was commongroundamongthe foreign community that if he [Zhou Enlai] fell
it was time to leave' (Craddock1994,49). In recentyearsthis imagehasbeendented
by evidencethat Zhou was fully awareof the full excessesof the CR, and that he
actively encouragedandparticipatedin them through his stewardshipof, among
other organisations,the CR CentralCaseExaminationGroup, responsiblefor
selectionof victims and evaluatinginterrogationsof key CR targets:'Kang [Sheng]
and Jiang [Qing] were deeply involved [in the CentralCaseExaminationGroup] and
no doubt had their own agendas,but in the strictestof organisationaltermsthey were
underandfor Zhou when they orderedpeopleto be interrogatedor to "ask for a
vacation"' (Schoenhals1996b,I 11:emphasisin original). Zhou is more widely
recognisednow asa faithful, almost slavishimplementerof Mao's instructions.The
imagethesedocumentsconveyof Zhou supportsthis. Zhou locatedhis prescriptions
firmly within the context of implementingand carrying out Mao's CR. His tone
towardssomeof the IMAR leaderswas savage,for instancehis treatmentin Doc 11,
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being
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PRC's
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own
and development.
In Zhou's own discourse,he locatedpower in certain sources.In Doc 10 he set out
the principal locationsof power and guidance:
'We must propagate Chairman Mao's instructions about trusting and relying
on the masses, trusting and relying on the PLA, and majority of the cadres
trusting and relying on the great massesof the people. '98

Zhou repeatedthis formulation in the sameorder throughout his summary: Mao's
instructions, and the 'three trusts.' He offered another foundation for power in an
earlier formulation:
'The highestordersof the Party are in accordancewith the supremeinterests
of the people.The interestsof the Party are to representthe greatestinterests
of the majority of the people.'99
The sourceslegitimising power for Zhou were 'Party' and 'people.' But theseterms
in
in
derived
from
discourse
The
'people'
the
they
only
meaning
which
operated-100
particular was a complex term. As Zhou used it here it was in fact not an allinclusive term (thus the shift from 'people' to 'majority of the people' in the passage
above). The 'majority of the people' evidently excluded the 'bad elements,' the
traitors and enemiesthat Zhou referredto elsewhere- those who have beentermed
the 'non-people."Ol How could thesebe a basisfor legitimate power? But it was the
grounds for inclusion in the good 'majority' that mattered. Did inclusion allow
articulationsof an identity encompasingnational minority statusor was it an attempt
to imposea unified identity to which this sort of assertionof specific identity was a
threat?This is a critical questionin this thesis.Zhou's use of the term 'people' here
was therefore not as bald a statementas it appears.While no conditions for its
application and membershipwere set out, underlying it was a view of unity, and
conditions on who could and could not be included. Dictating who the 'majority of
101 of the Wangs.
98lbid 112.
99 lbid 99.

100SeeChapterOne, 1.5.
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the people' were, and what termswere applied for membershipwas a key device for
control in this discourse.
Zhou offered one additional indication of his right to use 'authoritative' registers.
This is inferred from the importancehe placed on following the instructionsof the
Centre(zhongyang- coterminouswith the Central Committee)and of him speaking
on behalf of the Centre,with its sanction.Citing the Centreas a sourceof authority
however was not straightforward.The Centre was not a monolithic, unchanging
entity, but a collection of leaders,institutions, organisations,some of them newly
created to implement the CR. There were conflicting and contending claims to
authority and influence betweenthese constituentparts. When Zhou spoke in the
dialogues.of the need for IMAR leadershipto implement the instructions from the
Centre,he basedthe authority for this on the instructionsof the Central CR Group,a
key implementing entity from the CR period.102But this was authoritative because
its power was basedon 'the higher authorities' - Mao, the Party,and Party ideology
(Mao Zedongihought). He statedat onepoint the various sourcesof authority:
'What is revolutionary organisation?To accept the leadershipof Chairman
Mao, and the Central Committeeof the CCP,to take the path of socialism,to
follow the "1 6th May Notice."' 103
Thesecan be arrangedinto the following categories:
Personal:
"

Chairman Mao

"

Vice Chairman Lin Biao

"

The People

Orizanisational
101Schoenhals 1994.
102Ibid 48.

103Ibid 22. The 'I 6thMay Notice'
was the launchdocumentof the CR, resulting
from a Politburo meetingat which Lin Biao had claimed a possiblecoup detat. The
documentdeclaredwar on the revisionistsand bourgeoisiein the Party.The practical
impact of the circular was the establishmentof the Central CR Group. Full text of
the notice can be found in Guoshitongiian vol 3,445-447.
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The CentralCommitteeof the CCP.
The Party
The CentralRevolutionaryCommittee
The PLA - specifically the CentralMilitary Commission
The 'good cadres'
Ideological
Socialism

e Mao ZedongThought
*

Marxism-Leninism

Textual
The 'I 6h May Notice'
The Centre's'Principles on the Decision aboutthe Problemof Qinghai.'
The Centre's'Decision and Comments(piyu) on the Problemof Anhui'
The CentralMilitary Committee's'Ten Orders'
"

The CentralParty's'2 1" FebruaryNotice'

"

Tlie CentralMilitary Commission's'Eight Orders'

(The last five of these documentsare stipulated for wide disseminationin
004
in
'I
3th
April
D.
IMAR the eighth article of the
ecision. )
All of these were appealedto on separateoccasionsby Zhou and other Centre
leadersto the local leadersas a basisfor authority and authoritativeutterance.Power
during the CR in IMAR was materially manifestedand carried by these separate
entities and documents.They contained,in different ways, the symbolic capital and
representedthe market in which power and discoursescompeted.
I
There were dynamics and negotiations between these. The clearest statement on this
question of the regulation of the relationship between these forces and the way in
which power was negotiated between and through them came from Mao's chief

propagandist,ChenBoda, who stated:
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'Only with the great,glorious, correct CCP led by ChairmanMao, only with
limitless faith in the masses,with the people full of faith in the CCP,can we
then issuethis kind of decision.This is a greatvictory for the proletarianCR
for
Chairman
Mao,
our proletarian CR! A great
of
a
great
victory
path
for
leadership
for
People!
A
the
the
correct
of the Party!
victory
greatvictory
A greatvictory for all of the PLA! " 05
The symbolic capital of ChairmanMao, the CCP,the 'majority of the people', and
PLA were all interlinked, and made one systematic whole. This constituted a
discourseof power, discoursein the Foucauldiansenseof elementsthat make no
sensein isolation but needto be put together,and understoodtogether,in order to
produce meaning,not just in terms of language,but organisationally,socially, and
ideologically.

One final aspect of power signfied within these texts concerns the methods used to
indicate the dynamics between the various speakers and groups. This involved the
order the speakers were given, and the length of time and kind of language they
were allowed. It was also indicated by the deference shown to speakers with the
implication of status and hierarchy among them - the register used towards Zhou
Enlai for instance. In his remarks in Doc 10 Xiao Hua made statements grounded on
what Zhou had previously said, marking clearly that his basis for authority was
located in Zhou. 106

In thesedocumentspower was not an abstractentity. It was somethingshownbeing
used, felt and suffered. Power and authority were exercised through individuals,
working within processes,institutions or systemswhich supported and promoted
107
hegemony.
influence
The sorts of authority listed
their strategiesto
and attain
above were only visible and effective through the personnel who voiced and
articulatedthem, who 'represented'them and 'spoke on their behalf' At the heartof
this systemlay the statusconferredon specific 'mouthpieces'- Zhou Enlai, Kang
Sheng,Chen Boda. Peoplewhose position 'symbolised' the power accruedby the
104

Ibid 2.
105
Ibid 114.
106
Ibid 117.
107QiU 1998gives a privileged descriptionof this 'culture of power' and the
processesof personalisation.Shewas the daughterof one of the generalslinked to
Lin Biao, who was incarceratedafter his deathin 1972.
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Centre,and who made its exerciseof power visible and meaningful. Thesespecific
figures had authority, and spoke not just for themselves but on behalf of the
collective enterpriseof 'the. Centre.' They existed in a context in which their very
acts of saying somethinggave it importancebeyond its literal meaning.That Zhou
said somethingwas as importantaswhat he said.
2.1.7 Local Participation

The local organisationswho participated in the documentsworked in a different
market, and a different value was conferred upon their voices. In organisational
terms, the most formally prominent entity was the IMAR CCP, and the Military
District. The Third Headquartersand the 'Red Guard Army' were recently set up
rebellious organisations,whose influence was dependenton the CR movement.
Within the Party, Gao Jinming as chair of the IMAR CRC, and Quan Xingyuan as
vice chair were the key personnel,followed by Wang Zaitian, Li Shudeand Tang
Xiuming, all of whom held prominentpositions within the IMAR CCP. WangYilun
and WangDuo were alsoprominentmembers,the first as secretary.Theselatter two,
however,were removedfrom power during the courseof thesedialogues.They were
Oh
from
from
April onwards during the critical
the
explicitly excluded
meetings
judgementperiod, after accusationsof being the chief followers of Ulanfu in IMAR.
For the Military District, Wu Tao was the chief representative.None of theselocal
figure5,however,madeany significant statementrecordedin thesetalks.
The dynamicsof power betweenthesefigures becomesclear in the material issued
locally in IMAR, where they were given more voice (see Section Two in this
chapter). Extra-textual evidenceshows that these talks were also a negotiation in
which IMAR groupsvied with eachother for sanctionfrom the Centre,competingto
claim the symbolic capital releasedwhen Ulanfu was felled, and which they felt it
was in the Centre's gift to dispense.Wang Duo explained the general agendas
108
by
informal
loyalist
pursued the new
and rebellious groups. A complicatedlocal
geographyof power was evident, with military, government,and rebellious groups
involved. Viewing these texts as a negotiation means the Centre can be seen as
108

Wang 1992,504-5.,
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acting like a judge, trying to -resolve these differences and imposing a solution,
' In these dialogues,the articulation of local
through a 'discourse of management.
interests was carefully managed.The languageadopted by the local leaders and
groupswas subservient- offering evidence,serving as witnessesin a form of trial.
Their voices therefore belongedoverwhelmingly to the statement/answerregisters.
This signified their subordinatestates,and their need to accept the terms of the
discourseof the Centre,ratherthan presentingtheir own.
2.1.8 Themes

Each document in_this collection pursued specific, discrete themes, framing the
agendaof the discourse:
Doc 1: Interrogativeregister,promptedby the deathof the studentHan Tong,
on 5th February 1967, and a desire to ascertainthe general featuresof the
current situation in IMAR.
Doc 2: Interrogation of representativesof 'Third Headquarters'and 'Red
Guard Army' about their activities. Prescriptionson how the groups should
continueto act.
Doc 3: Questioningof the 'Third Headquarters.
'
Doc 4: Statementsby leadersfrom the Centre about the kidnapping of Red
Flag andPLA Dailyjoumalists in IMAR.
Doc 5: Visit by representatives of the Centre to IMAR to investigate these
kidnappings, and assert central control in IMAR.

Doc 6: Interrogationand denunciationby central leadersof Wang Yilun and
WangDuo.

Doc 7: Testimony by members of the Third Headquartersof violence in
IMAR.
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Doc 8: Questioningof local peasantgroup.
Doc 9: Final questioning of local groups, primarily about the reasonsfor
their detaimnent of people.

Doc 10: Issuing of '13'h April Decision.' Statementsfrom leadersfrom the
Centre.

The material fits into three broadcategories:interrogation/questioning,statement(of
evidence,etc) and finally judgements/issuingof decisions.The overall processof the
documentswas from questioning and statement/answerto judgement. This semilegalistic processconferedan elementof credibility. This was supplementedby the
inclusion, at the beginning,and after Docs I and 2, of telegrams,resulting from the
meetings, and summoning more witnesses to Beijing to participate. It was
strengthenedfurther by the physical relocation of the meetingsto IMAR in Doc 5,
and by the kidnapping of Red Flag and PLA Daily journalists recorded there,
symbolically important because of its illustrating blatant violations of central
directives and loss of control by the Centre.This provoked the needto reassertthis
control.
Oneelementpresentthroughoutthe dialogueswas a senseof violence.The meetings
in Beijing were necessitatedby the shooting of the student, Han Tong. But the
violence did not end there.Docs 7,8 and 9 containtestimony on violence and forced
detainmentpractisedby local groups,with commentfrom thosethat practicedit and
109
it.
A witness called Bao Changshenggave evidence of
those that suffered
'
10
before
had
detained
him.
This
the
suffering,
one of
representativesof a group that
direct confrontation with those who suffered brought the world of struggle and
conflict which had promptedthesedocumentsinto the texts themselves.Zhou in his
final statementsin Doc 10 explicitly outlawedviolence:
'The Preparatory Small Group should consider this, there should be no
109The lengthiest
and most detailed testimony of violence is given by Zhou Wenxi
in Doc 11,77.
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Zhou's exact formulation of the forbidden acts of violence was formalised by.being
incorporatedinto the '13tl' April Decision' under Article Six. This was an example
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imposition of authority throughandby them.
The dialogues mirrored the violence of the context in which they were produced by
the verbal violence they contained - the strong and intimidating denunciations, for
instance, by Kang Sheng of Wang Yilun. 112This also involved the violating act of
Kang Sheng holding up what he claimed was a nude picture of Wang Yilun's lover,
a Chinese working as a spy for the USSR. Such physical props were deployed in a
context in which the maintenance of social 'face' and integrity was important for
credibility, for having social value and influence. These verbal attacks effectively
'as
struck,
speech acts, at the 'face' of a person, defacing and destroying it.
Undermining a subject's social position both to themselves and to an audience was
one of the key objectives of struggle campaigns. Kang Sheng, in his aggressive and
highly personalised language, pitted his own authority (which had higher currency
as a leader from the Centre) against a local leader, questioning Wang's testimony of
his activities in the USSR in the 1930s, and his contribution to the revolution. In
Doc 10, Kang offered a lengthy account of his own time in the USSR during this
period, contradicting Wang's own statement that he could not recall ever having met
him despite being in charge of all CCP students studying in Moscow at that time.
This irreparably damaged Wang's credibility, culminating in Kang labelling him 'a
devil follower of the woman spy.' Zhou compounded this by judging Wang to be "a
bad man. ' 113

Violence did not figure as prominently as in other CR documentswhich contained
far higher incidencesof verbal violence - the use, for instance,of derogatoryand
111Ibid 110.
112

Ibid 102-104.
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dernotic terms, rudeness,and strategiesof defamationof character.' 14But the real
force behind these attacks came from their emanatingfrom Centre leaders.Kang
Sheng's denunciation of Wang Yilun placed the full authority of a high ranking
Centre leader against a local one. Such unequal forces in this market meant that
Kang's words actedasjudgementson Wang,similar to those delivered in a court of
law.' 15This itself was a form of violence,physically affecting someone'slife.
In addition, becausethe dialoguestook place over a period of two months,they were
also affectedby, and reactedto, the situation as it evolved in IMAR. Eventsdid not
stop with the deathof Han Tong in early February.As in other areasduring the CR,
they continuedto develop,sometimesat bewildering speed.Indeedeventsin IMAR
necessitatedthe investigationteam led by Li Tianyou visiting there in March to look
into receni problem of journalists being taken into custody by local factions. What
had beenthe leaders'priorities when they first convenedwere supersededby other
more pressing ones over the course of the two months. The initial priority
(addressinglocal grievancesover the death of Han Tong, and sorting out which
factions should receive the support of the Centre) developed into a more urgent
processof imposing central control and stability by the end-periodof the dialogues
by putting in placenew personnelchosenby Beijing.
2.1.9 Key Term

Power and the signification of power amongindividuals was a crucial issuein these
documents.The key terms usedin the discoursethey containedconnectedto issues
involving the negotiation of power. The term 'seizure of power' (duoquan), for
instance,indicatedanxiety aboutthe location of power, of who currently had control
in the market of forceswherein the currencyof powerswas establishedand the role
of the languagein thesedocumentsnegotiatingthis. 'Seizure of power' was a term
with good pedigreein the CR. The Dictionary of Modern Colloquial Chinesenotes
113Ibid 100.

114SeeIMDaily 29h March 1968,5, in
which an associateof Ulanfu was called a
I small pest," chameleon," Ulanfu's turtle bastard," bastard,' 'dog,' etc. Red Guard
useof rudenessin their materialis dealt with by Perry and Li 1993,sectiontwo.115WangDuo
evenreferredto the '13thApril Decision'as 'the deathsentenceon
WangYilun and me' (Wang 1992,517).
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that the term was used frequently from 1967-68, during the setting up of CR
committeesto 'seize the power' of 'capitalist roaders.' In that context it was usedin
Shanghaiduring the establishmentof the communein the 'January Revolution' of
1967. Mao himself had said then that 'the leftists seizing power, this is a good
direction (to go in).' 116 An article in the IM Daily on 24th January 1967 headed
'Every Member of the Proletariat Must Immediately Take Action, Implement the
GreatAlliance, and CompletelySeizeAll Power' (yiqie daq.!Lantongtongduoguolai)
had acceleratedthe push by the many factions recently set up in IMAR to move on
'
17
the more traditionally acceptedcentresof power.
'Seisure of power' is used in various formulations 47 times in these documents
forming part of the accusationagainstthe enemiesin IMAR that were describedand
finally labelled. Sometimesmembersof the Third Headquartersand 'Red Guard
Army' groups statedthat this was their main aim, and that the CR legitimised their
desireto 'seize power' from thosewho no longer had the mandateto useit:
'Zeng Wensheng: Recentlywe were the onesseizingpower.
...
Zhou: Haven't othersalreadýIseizedpower?
Zeng: They did it falsely... ' 8
In Doc 2 anotherparticipant of the local factional strugglestalked of 'seizing power
from the Postal Bureau.' 119Later in his first lengthy monologue in Doc 2 Zhou
Enlai talked of seizingpower in the context of struggle: 'The struggleto seizepower
is a strugglethat takesa long time.' 120Power,Zhou said, 'needs to be seizedfrom
the faction in the Party taking the capitalist road.' This was part of the positive
processof power seizure,but there was a negativeaspectwhich Zhou moved on to
in a later documentin which he criticised membersof the Hohhot factions during a
lengthy summaryand list of prescriptions:
'Actually, holding big meetingsto seizepower... is seizing the power of the
116Xiong 1993,192.This infonnation is supportedby the entry for duoquanin Chao
1993,148.

117Tumen
and Zhu 1995,320.
118Ibid 13.
119Ibid 19.
120Ibid 20.
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Party Committee...Can you also dictate the nature of your regional Party
Committee and the political division of the Military District? Can you pick
namesbeforethe Centredoes?Doesn't seizing [this] power equateto seizing
121
have
[overall]?
Do
so much powerT
power
you
In this discoursethere were legitimate and illegitimate ways to 'seize power.' This
was dependenton signifying separatecentresfrom which power was seizedand to
which it was allocated, along with the processwhereby this was done, and the
evaluation of which of these were regardedas appropriateand legitimate. This
necessitateda rich nomenclatureof terms to map and describe this processI grasp' (zhangwo), 'determine' (dingxin), and the single term %power'(quan).
Zhou returnedto this issueof legitimated 'power seizure' in a later dialogue with
6ction leaders:

'You continue to support one faction seizing power, forcing down another
faction. You say seize power, and that the Centre then recognises this, but
122
impossible.
'
that's

Parameterswere set for the operationsof power seizure,and for the spacesin which
this term could be used within this discourse.The definition of the Centre was
presentedas the correct one. This exemplifies linguistic hegemonyin a localised
context. Zhou repeatedthe anxiety over local factions seizing power and assuming
the Centretherebyimmediatelyrecognisedthis in the final document:
'Do you believe... that just because you seize power the Centre will
recogniseit, but that is impossible.How could the Centrebe like that? Only
123
iS?
do
do
g
Nationalists
What
Centre
the
could that.
you think the
The term 'Seizing power' operatedin a vocabulary rich with terms for struggle,
conflict, and legitimacy. It assistedthe imposition of hegemonyfrom the Centreby
legitimising certain means of gaining power within the discourse and outlawing
othersthrough giving an acceptedconventionalisedvocabularyto theseprocesses.A
similar processoccurred in the labelling of enemiesand the acts associatedwith
them, therebydenotinga zoneof acceptableand unacceptableacts,and statuses.
121
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2.1.10 The Labelling of Enemiesand the Strategiesfor their Exclusion
Thesedialoguesplotted a processof enquiry and interrogation moving towards'the
issuing of statementand prescription,accompaniedby a refinement of certain terms
to accordmore closely with central usage.But they also saw a processof devising
and applying conventionalisedlabels for enemies.The dialogues did not use the
terms commonat the time of 'hidden enemies'or 'enemiessleepingat our side' but
the problem of who in IMAR was responsiblefor following the sameline as Ulanfu
and his masters,and the articulation of this in the discoursewas important.
The labels and nomenclaturefor enemieswas meaningful within the context of the
masternarrative describedin ChapterOne 1.7. Thesedialoguesshowedthis process
in action, with the suppressionof the role of someprevious CCP personnelfrom the
history of the Party's strugglesin the 1920sand 1930sand the accentuationof that
of others. As the CR proceeded,a narrative was articulated within which claims
were madeabout a group of 'splittists' keento link up with the Mongolian People's
Republic. It claimed that these enemieshad been actively working within IMAR
sincethe 1920s,continuing their activity undergroundafter 1949.There were close
parallels betweenthe story centrally promotedof Liu Shaoqi and his treachery,and
this local version. After identifying who the specific leadersof this group were in
IMAR, it was then a caseof 're-evaluating' their history in terms of the new master
narrative.
While Kang Shengdid not specifically allude to Wang Yilun's harbouring splittist
intentions at this
he did hint that Wang's account of his own history of
-stage,
working for the Party while in Moscow, of coming back to the sacredrevolutionary
locus of Yan'an,of the key momentsin the life of a revolutionary such as entering
the Party (and who had beenthe memberto have effected this) was fabricated.In
Kang's final attack on Wang he proposedand authoriseda new narrative. In this,
Wang had not worked for the CCP in Russia,but had been investigatedat Yan'an.
The conclusionof this had beenthat his 'history was unclear.' In the end, he 'was
124
leftist.
'
His history contained
not a communist, not a revolutionary, not a
124
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contradictionsand hiddeness.Here lay the spacefor treachery.This was the first step
towards a more explicit narrative used later in the campaign, towards the end of
1967, when the existence of IMPP and its history -were articulated (first to a
restricted audience, and then, from 1968 onwards, publicly). At this stage, the
generalaccusationof following the USSR within the terms laid out by the Centre
was deployed as a meansto reducethe credibility and influence of targetslike the
Wangs.

This processwas supplementedby a 'moral/psychological'narrative, somethingthat
arosefrom the Manicheanuniversecreatedby the ideology promotedduring the CR.
ChenBoda statedin the final dialogue:
'Now there is this sort of situationoccurring,of bad peopledoing bad things,
125
doing
bad.
'
and of the good
This passageimplied that there are certain people who were irrevocably bad, and
that their badnesswas an unchangingquality in their character.The good, however,
sometimescommited bad actions, but this did not changetheir intrinsic character.
The only issuewas to establishwhy they madethis mistake.Zhou supplementedthis
in his concluding judgements when, specifically about the problem in IMAR, he
statedthat 'if bad people were not stiffing things up, things wouldn't come to this
126
'
pass. The idea of a set amountof peoplein societywho are 'bad' and who had to
be attackedwas enshrinedas an objective of the CR since its announcementin the
CCP Central Committee'Decision Concerningthe Great ProletarianRevolution' on
8ffi August 1966. This had divided people into four classes,wit h the good and
127
'the
'
The final objective of the CR
comparativelygood making up
vast majority.
128
into
95%
'revolutionary
left.
'
the
was to unite this
of cadres

125lbid 11S. ChenBoda
returnedto this themeat the meetingon the 27h April when
he talked of WangYilun being a 'bad persondoing bad' and of other comradesin the
PLA being 'good peoplemaking mistakes'(Doc IIb, 24).
126
Ibid 100,
127Schoenhals1996a,38-39. In fact, the '95%
good, 5% bad' figure had a long
history.Mao had referredto this in a speechmadein 1959(Schram1974,148)
harking back to a position articulatedin the party in the 1920sand 1930s.
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Thesetexts showedfigures like Wang Yilun and Wang Duo clearly determinedas
from
in
There
the
of
exclusion
participation
enemies.
was a concurrent process
discourse.In Doc 6, during the interrogation of Wang Yilun by Kang Sheng and
Zhou Enlai, Wang'sresponseswere not allocatedspecific lines, but either embedded
129In
in words attributedto the speakersfrom the Centre,or set apart in parentheses.
Doc 7 and 9 both Wangs were specifically noted as being 'excluded' from the
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I subjugation' paralleled their own fall from full representationin the text to
document,
last
finally
In
the
they
absence.
parenthesised,
marginalizedpresence,and
were talked of in the third person (Zhou: 'Wang 'Yilun representsthis sort of
130)
'
This journey from direct representationin theýtext to one of being
person.
judged, without right to responseor voice, in absentia symbolised the processof
131
CR
loss of power that thosewho were victims of the
experienced.
2.1.11Impact on CR in IMAR from the'13'b April Decision': Sanction for
Public Attack on Ulanfu
On its title page,this documentwas markedas an 'internal' publication for restricted
circulation. This gave its initial readershipa privileged position. The accessto the
meetingsthemselves,indicatedin the separatedocuments,was carefully controlled.
Zhou statedat the end of Doc I that 'it is not necessaryto bring your secretaries
tomorrow. The Party Committee,Military District and other groupsjust need one
132
'
Apart from Wang Yilun and Wang Duo's overt and
worker, that's enough.
signalled exclusion, there were also cases(in Docs 3,5,6 and 8) of meetingsheld
with specific groupsto the exclusionof others.
The attendanceat the meetingsis tabulatedbelow. Asterisks indicate that the figure
is approximatebecauseof 'etc's in the text. Crossesindicate that only groups are
129
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listed as being in attendance without detailing specific numbers:

Table 3: '13"' April Decision Dialogue%': I, CýCIS01"Attenda lice :11Mectings:

Doe No

Central Attendance

Local Attendance

2

3

25

3

4

6*

4

8*

23

5

+

5

6

9*

10

7

36

76

8

4

+

9

14*

113

10

6*

+

In purely numerical terms, local participants outnumbered those from the Centre at
all these meetings. Docs 7 and 9 Indicate particularly large attendance. The other
meetings, where figures or indications were given, were tightly restricted. There
were criteria for the right to attend these meetings - permission to participate based
on rank, on holding representative positions in organisations with objectives relevant
to the Centre's agenda. The Centre had the right to set OLItthese criteria, to say who
could and could not attend. This was material control over the context of' the
meetings.

Another reason why the attendanceat these meetings was carefully managed was the
sensitivity

of one of the central objectives - the articulation

of a strategy to openly

attack UlantLi in IMAR. Although I lianfu had been effectively disempowered since

the Qiannien Hotel meeting in 1966,and was t1orniallydismisscd trom Ills position
as IMAR Party Secretary in August of that year, there had not as yet been any direct
pLiblic attacks on him. This was changed by the simple announcement by Zhou in
Doc 10 that 'the problem of Ulanfu, the capitalist roader in the Party should be
openly cxposed in IMAR. '"3 Ulanfu was from this moment availabIc I'or public
133
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attack.
The result of this was the publication of 'Strike Down Ulanfu' in IM Daily on 29th
August, the first official attack to appearin the paperwhich namedUlanfu directly.
From the publication of this article, Ulanfu becamewidely labelled as the symbolic
and actual representativeof Liu Shaoqiand the 'capitalist, anti-Party line' in IMAR.
Attacks naming him had appearedbefore this date in IMAR, but only in local
134
further
The
IM
limited
Daily
sanctioned
attacks of
materials with
circulation.
increasing levels of verbal ferocity, and greatly increasedthe scope of the antiUlanfu campaign.The Centre'sdialogueson the problem of IMAR showeda partial
processof sanctioning these open attacks on Ulanfu, of placing his proper name
within a specific discourse, to perform a negative, oppositional function. The
I enemysleepingat our side' who had mostly beenreferred to obliquely till then was
now explicitly labelled.
An issue associatedwith participation is the ways of signifying the attitude of the
central leadersto the audiencethey were addressing(this was especially clear in
larger meetingslike Docs 7 and 9). The participantsat thesemeetingssymbolically
representedall the people of IMAR. It was on this basis that they were present.So
while an authoritarian attitude was shown in specific encountersbetween leaders
from the Centre and local ones in these documents, the audience as a whole
representeda powerful constituency, and one which had to be appeasedand
satisfied. Thesetexts give indications of extra-textual audiencereaction - laughter,
shouting,chantingof slogans.This culminatedin the penultimatedialoguewherethe
text indicated that the audience'rise to their feet and shout: Long life to Chairman
Mao! Long life! A long, long life !'135This ritualistic chanting of a generic slogan
from the Centre was repeated by both the single voice of Zhou, and of the
Irebellious factions' at the end of the final meeting, showing an elision betweenthe
Centre and the region. The voices of each were as one, saying the samething. A
similar attemptto enlist the supportof the audienceoccurredwhen Kang Shengused
a photo of a nude womanhe claimed was once a lover of Wang Yilun (referredto in
134See,for instance,the pamphlet
publishedon 29th JuneattackingWangDuo

discussed below in 2.2.3.
135Doc 11,86.
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136
laughter.
It was also indicated in the climax of
the previous section).This elicited
his
final
in
Chen
Boda
Doc 10 by praising
contribution
approvingapplauseas
made
Zhou Enlai137and called for 'protecting the relationship betweenthe people and the
PLA like a preciouspearl.' 138At thesemoments,the paradigmwas promotedof the
Centre leaders and local people speaking with one voice, according to common
beliefs, with a commonlanguage.This languagewas the location of negotiationsfor
its terms between the Centre and the locality, and the carrier and expressionof
hegemony.

2.1.12We, 1,You

The use of 'we, ' T and 'you' within the text relates to participation, to who was
included and excludedby theseterms.It also relatesto the issueof how a collective
voice, by claiming to speak on behalf of 'everyone,' was created, along with the
questionof who was grantedthe right to usethis voice. Zhou set out thesepolarities
between'we' and 'you' in his first lengthy monologuein Doc 2. He talked of 'our
great leaderChairmanMao,'139implying a collective project, verging on ownership,
either by or of Mao. But in the details of his dialogue,the world split betweenthe
addresser,who is either 'P or 'we' and the addressed,'you. ' There was a process
from 'P to 'we, ' with the granderclaims that 'we' can make, and the greaterprestige
accordedto this in this discourse:
'Zhou:
Your minds are a little overheated.Have yqu not thought, without
...
Chairman Mao's leadership,or the protection of the PLA, how can ygu
implement greaterdemocracy?I know you haven't thought of this question,
y2u are rubbing blacknesson the face of the PLA. (The Premier angrily
standsup) ... Among yqu there are quite a few leftists, I acknowledgethat
y2u are leftists, but in this matter y2u are mistaken, with people dying can
Xqu act like this? We do not know how many PLA soldiers heroically
sacrificedthemselves,so can we act like this? ... Comrades,y2julhave struck
ýhairman
Mao's PLA. Even if the Red Guards
mistakenly,yqu have struck
are wrong, we still can't say that (about) our Red Guards,not even publish it
in papers.We can't cursethem, nor speakabout them, but needto protect the
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honour of the proletariat...,

140(My

underlining).

The key momentin this passageis the rhetorical transition from Zhou's talking from
his own perspective,to his adoption of 'we, ' without specifically identifying who
this 'we' was,whetherthe Centre,the Party,the peopleor the local interlocuters.But
Zhou strengthenedhis condemnationwith the use of 'we, ' changing to a more
demandingvoice. This passagecontainedtwo voices- 'F and 'we. ' Thoseaddressed
remained 'you' (nimen), plural, and presumably,from context, the specific groups
that Zhou had beenspeakingto in this dialogue,the revolutionary factions that made
up part of the IMAR delegation.
Zhou's useof 'we'in his condemnationrevealedmuch aboutthe sort of authority the
text aimedto create,and the meansit usedto do this. 'We' here showsthe promotion
of a collective voice. Although used by a speakerfrom the Centre, it aimed to be
inclusive, and to representthe local players, bringing them into; its discourse,but
also setting the terms within which they were sanctionedto speak.Within the text,
such attemptsat inclusivity were concealed.'We' was presentedin a context where
it was a given that Zhou spokefor 'all the people' as one with them. It was through
this underlying collectivity that the voice had impact and moral sanction.In using
the term, Zhou promoted the attitude that what was said was from a common
position, articulating a belief and attitudesharedby everyone.
2.1.13What was the Problem in IMAR? The Issue of National Minorities
Thesedialoguesarticulatedthe terms for what 'the problem' of IMAR actually was,
how it could itself be labelled and discussed.Why did the conflict there merit this
special attention by the Centre?Superficially, thesedialogueswere precipitatedby
the symbolically portentouseventof the killing of the studentHan Tong by a soldier.
This representeda direct challengeto the unity of classesbecauseit involved a
member of one good class (Han Tong, one of the 'proletarian masses') being
murderedby a soldier, a memberof anothergood class,supposedlythere to protect
the first. So this pivotal eventcan be viewed purely in terms of class.

140
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But there was another dimension to this conflict and a further way to view the
narrativeand discoursebeing createdof the revolutionary strugglein IMAR in 1967.
One clue to this was the specific referencein the introductory material to Docs I and
6 to Zhou's asking the 'name and national minority status' of participants at the
141
meetings. The unique feature of the situation in IMAR, mentioned in Chapter
One, was the presenceof a numerically small but politically significant population
of Mongolians. The dialogues refer to this issue briefly and obliquely. They
formulated the problem of IMAR in terms that did not refer to the presenceof
national minorities locally, but to centrally defined political considerations allegiance, for instance, to outside forces (USSR and the Mongolian People's
Republic), with no suggestionthat this could be basedon membershipof a national
minority group viewing their identity and political priorities within an ethnic rather
than classframework.
Only in Doc 8 did one of the local leaders explicitly refer to this unique
characteristicof IMAR:
'Zhou Wenxi:
There is the 'Ba Bai'Commune, the Military District sent a
...
so-called Mao Zedong Thought Propaganda Team there, under the pretext of
linking up, but actually they were sent to stir up mass struggle, and fabricate
national minority splittism. They did it very seriously. They said the Third
Headquarters was counter-revolutionary, and we should not be hoodwinked,
it must immediately retreat. They said there are no good Mongolians.
Originally the unity between Han and Mongolian in this village was good,
but after their propagating, ethnic conflict became very serious. Kids would
come out and curse Mongolians, saying every day that there were no good
Mongolians. ' 142

This passagecombinesthe 'class' terms - 'mass struggle'and 'counter-revolutionary'
'splittism,
'
'unity
between
'
those
to
with
connected
ethnicity
national
minorities.
The discoursecontained in these documentsprior to this passagehad placed the
IMAR issue within the context of class struggle, of struggle against the Centre.
Apart from Zhou's request to know the ethnicity of participants, both local and
Centre participants were silent on the question of how Han and Mongolian had
interactedwithin the complicatedsituation in IMAR since 1966 and how this made
141
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the CR there different.
The marginalisationof this issueis shownby the fact that the only overt statementof
an ethnic dimensionto the IMAR 'Problem' was made in thesedialoguesthrough a
local voice - and that Premier Zhou did not pursuethe issue and interrogateZhou
Wenxi flirther about the allegationshe made. In the summarisationof the issue of
IMAR in Doc 10 ethnicity did not figure. The 'problems' of IMAR were signified in
these dialogues through the acts of specific figures (Ulanfu, Wang Duo, Wang
Yilun). This let the 'problematisation' of IMAR remain largely within a class
framework, avoiding overt articulation of a 'class' versus 'nationality' clash. This
was evidenceof a highly managedand deliberatediscourse,as was its result - the
promotion of the idea that the removal of Ulanfu and the imposition of a new set of
leaders in IMAR had resolved this issue. Implict in this, at this stage of the
discourse'sdevelopment,was the hegemonyof a class-basedideology. But as the
turbulent course of the CR in IMAR was to prove, the issues surrounding the
presenceof minority groups in IMAR with a different ethnic backgroundto the
majority Han, and the basis in this of different ideological and cultural objectives,
were not to be resolvedsimply by exclusion.
More localisedvoices still had to come to grips with formulating this problem. The
IM Daily, for instance,in articles in January and February 1968 began to talk in
some detail of national minority prejudice in Ulanfu's theories, of his placing an
ideology of 'grasslandlandlordism' against the official ideology of class struggle.
Ulanfu was accusedof 'destroying the unity betweenMongolians and Han..' 143An
inspired
by what was labelled as minority
enemycounter-discoursewas enunciated,
priorities. This is the centralissuein ChapterThree.
The profound connectionbetweenidentity and membershipof a national minority
group, how this related to the questionof the 'people' and audience,and how they
were constituted in these texts was touched on in 2.1.6 above. The 'people' was
presentedas a source of authorisation,the major constituencyto which speakers
appealed.But it was also a rhetorical 'empty' term, one which was manipulatedand
143IMDally, articles 13'hFeb 1968.
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difficult to promotein an arealike IMAR where history, culture, and languageto the
Mongolians suggesteddifferencesto the Han. The imposition of the term 'people'
justice
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fairness,in fact also aimedto neutraliseand weakenthe power of local identity.
Becauseof this, 'the people' was a critical term in this discourse,a site of conflict
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term was placed in the discourseof Centre leaders in these dialogues, in fact it
occupied a fault line along which the demandsof the Centre discourse and the
locality to which this spoke came into conflict. In the Centre's discourse'people'
were unified and equal. This signified a key area where the Centre attemptedto
dictatethe framework within which identity was articulated.
2.1.14 Zhou Enlails Final Speech:The Organising Voice of Authority
Thesedocumentsrepresenteda processfrom interrogationto judgement-a process
towards authoritative utterance.The culmination of this was the final collection of
central leaders'statementsin Doe 10. Zhou Enlai made the greatestcontribution to
this.
It is not clear in earlier documentswhether Zhou's statements,and his direction of
enquiry, were controlled by specific notes or objectives that he had. Advisors were
shown as being present from his Office, but they were not shown as making any
interventions or contributions. The level of control, therefore, was reactive,
dealing
by
interrogated,
those
to
the
with the questions
responding
answersgiven
that arosefrom what they said. It was this processof enquiry that necessitatedthe
summonsto other participantsfrom IMAR at the end of Doc 1, and the trip to IMAR
to verify the situationtherein Doc 5 by a delegationfrom the Centre.
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Doc 10 was different from the other documents in both length and format. It
contained significant, extendedmonologuouspresentationsby Zhou Enlai, Kang
Sheng,Xiao Hua and Chen Boda. These displayed varying levels of organisation
and control. Zhou's was the lengthiest, and the one which showed the most
organisation.He adopteda systemof numberingthroughouthis talks in Doc 10. The
first problem was announcedon page 93, at the start of the dialogue. After
interventions from Kang Sheng,he pursuedthe secondproblem on page 105, the
third on page 106, the fourth and fifth on page 107, the sixth on page 108, the
seventhon page I 10, and the eighth on page 112.He offered a marked summaryon
page 114.This extendedsystemof ordering implied a processof prior organisation
before the meeting, and in an arenabeyond the bounds of the previous dialogues
recorded.The Centreleadershad consultedamongstthemselvesand, on the basisof
the interrogationsand evidencealreadygathered,formulated a consistentyiew with
a unified voice, which Zhou was now presenting.These positions were arrived at
before the meeting, as Zhou spokethroughout on 'behalf of the Centre,144and did
not unilaterally arrive at the positions taken here. Nor was he making these
judgements and prescriptions on the hoof. He may have been reading from a
preparedtext, as some of the languagewas formulaic and uncolloquial (the praise,
for instance,of the PLA on page 116). There was a gap between Docs 9 and 10,
which was the decision process.This was made either in a restricted meeting with
only leaders from the Centre present, or through written communication purely
amongthe Centreauthorities.
Zhou talked abouteight issues,summarisedthus:
1. Condemnationof previous leaders:Summation of the events in early 1967 in
IMAR culminating in death of Han Tong. Condemnationof Ulanfu and his
followers; labelling of them as 'conservatives' and 'capitalist roaders,' thus
placing this in the context of the condemnation of Liu Shaoqi and Deng
Xiaoping at the Centre. This utilised the Centre categoriesin the local context
and created a connection between the two narratives (of central and local
144Seehis use,for instance,of 'we'
on page99 when expressingthe dissatisfaction
of the Centrein the deathof Han Tong andthe attemptsto blame it on other
students.
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placing this in the context of the condemnation of Liu Shaoqi and Deng
Xiaoping at the Centre.This utilised the Centre categoriesin the local context
and created a connection between the two narratives (of central and local
'revisionism'). Defence of Wu Tao at the Military District Party Committee.
Apportioning of responsibilityin this highly personalisedcontext on WangYilun
and Wang Duo. (Here Kang Shengoffered the destructive counter-narrativeof
Wang-Yilunand WangDuo'shistory analysedin 2.1.10 above.)
2. Appointment of Liu Xianquan as commander of IMAR MilitM District:
Opposition from Zhao Yongfu, leader of the '8-1-8' faction. Connection with
Russianand Mongolian revisionism.
3. Creation of the IMAR CR Standing Committee Preparatory Small Group:
Prescriptionson who canjoin, organisationallyand in terms of specific people.
4. Rectification for revolutionga cadresand massorganisationsand judgemento
responsibility for Han Tong'sdeath.
5. Sanctionto openly condemnUlanfu in IMAR.
6. Order to help revolutionary organisations recover and develo]2: Orders to
vigorously use and study (huoxue-huqyong)Mao Zedong Thought' and the
greatlinking up' (da lian he).
7. Rehabilitate those revolutionary cadres and groups that had been labelled
I counter-revolutionaly': SendDeputy CommanderTeng Haiqing from Beijing to
IMAR to do preparatorywork beforeLiu Xianquan.145
8. Deeply propagatethe principles of the Centre's '13'h Al2ril Decision' on the
'Problem of Oinghai,'along with other key Centredocuments.146
The first 'issue,' on which Zhou spentthe most time, was concernedwith offering an
interpretationof the past, and an authoritative narrative, supplied from the Centre,
within which to apportionblame.This was locatedin particular figures, not groups.
The other sevenissueswere prescriptionsabout the future and what should be done.
145Liu Xianquanevidently neverwent to IMAR to take up this position despitewhat
it saysin the 'I P April Decision.' In his speechon the 27thApril Zhou Enlai said
that althoughLiu had beenappointed,he had beenunablego to IMAR becauseof
the problemsin Qinghai he had beensentto deal with (Doc IIb 1967,14).
146Qinghai also experiencedparticular difficulties at this stagein the CR
necessitatingthe Centre'sintervention- seenote above(interview with Wu Di, April
2003).
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Someof them (specifically Issue6) were conveyedin generic languageand tied to
the idiom of national campaigns ('Vigorously Use and Study Mao Zedong
Thought'). Others(Issue2 and 7) orderedspecific personnelchangesin IMAR.
The actual implementationof someof the actions commandedin the 'issues' above
can be specified. The setting up of IMAR CR Standing Committee Preparatory
Small Groups stipulatedin Issue3 was fulfilled on 18thJune. The sendingof T6ng
Haiqing to IMAR spokenof in Issue7 occurredthree days after the meeting,on the
16thApril. But the open attack on Ulanfu sanctionedin Issue 5, becauseit required
preparation,both organisationally,and in terms of public opinion, was left till 29th
August.
2.1.15 From the Individual Voice to the Formal Document: The 113thApril
Decision'

The judgementsabove were only effected within the formal '130, April Decision,'
which carried them to the larger public for implementation. This was issued as
documentnumber 126 in 1967,to provincesand military organisationsin the PRC.
Like Zhou's final speech,the '13th April Decision' set out eight issues. These
followed the sameorder that Zhou gave in his presentationin Doc 10, the first one
dealing with issuesof blame and culpability, the secondwith the appointmentof
new local leaders,etc.
The '13th April Decision' lifted specific key prescriptive sentencesfrom Zhou's
speech,almostword for word. In Issue5, for instance,the decisionread:
'The problem of Ulanfu, the power seizer in the Party taking the capitalist
road, may now be openly exposedin IMAR. Wang Yilun must be isolated
from the region, and Wang Duo should stop work and examinehis attitude,
147
for
be
'
and given over to the masses struggleand criticism.
In Zhou's formulation, this had been:
'Number five, the problem of Ulanfu, the power scizer in the Party
taking the capitalist road, may now be openly exposed in IMAR, deeply
147
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Committee Commanderand Political Commissar of the Military Region,
leaving him with only the nominal title of Chairman.From the point of view
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Soviet
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and
revisionism, so
Struggle is somethingthat must be slowly deepened.Now there is public
criticism of the power seizersin the Party taking the capitalist road, now
Tiananmenalso has"big characterposters." Last year I urged [not to publicly
criticise], this year I don't.
'Ulanfu's problem should be openly exposed in IMAR, but not put in
papers... (Chi: We want to pluck Ulanfu out to struggle -against).At the
moment don't pluck peopleout to take them back. Let's talk about this later.
There are alreadymany targetsfor your struggle.
'Wang Yilun must be isolated from the region, actually this eveninghe has
alreadybeentaken into custody.(Warm applause).
'Wang Duo should stop work and examine his attitude, and be given
over to the massesfor struggle and criticism. (Warm applause).You are
responsiblefor taking them back, guaranteeingyou do things according to
148
the rules' (my emphasis).
The sentencesin bold occurredin exactly the sameform in the 130' April Decision.'
This ornited the backgroundinformation that Zhou gave (about, for instance,the
reasonswhy Ulanfu could not be publicly exposedbefore). As this was a finished
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document,
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implemented.The '13th April Decision' was an indication, in this instance,of the
Centre's commitment to a leadership change in IMAR. It was a document to
publicise this.
The '13th April Decision' was a written document, as opposed to the dialogues
which, while written, represented, however imperfectly, spoken communication. Its
issuing
'we'
impersonal.
It
of
a
and
contained
no
sense
of
voice,
register was
authorising it. Its judgements were conveyed in formal, prescriptive language to
impose rules and orders. Zhou had still needed to argue, present a case, supply
background on which to base decisions in his discussion of the recommendations.
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He had neededto exlain why Ulanfu was not openly attackedearlier,justifying it by
remarking that strugglewas somethingto be slowly deepened.He spoke as one of
the most senioroffice holdersin the Party and government.But he also spokeas one
of the longest-standingand most admiredleadersof the CCP since its foundationin
1921. His basis for authority was both institutional but also personal.This did not
mean that he had no need to presentforms of argumentsdistilled in the accepted
central idiom of the CR at this stagein 1967. His discoursedisplayed appropriate
deferenceto the current campaignsto 'Vigorously Use and Study Mao Zedong
Thought' (Issue 6), and used the condemningcategoriesof 'capitalist roader' and
Ipower seizer,' working within an acceptedcurrent narrative of the 'unprecedented
purpose of the CR' (returning power to the revolutionary masses).It was the
combinationof theserather than any single elementthat createda power-discourse,
and legitimised Zhou's right to saywhat he was sayingand haveit implemented.
The transformation of Zhou's language to the '13'h April

Decision' was the

culmination of a process. Context or argument was replaced by the simple function
P
issuing
be
Decision'was
'I
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The
to
of
acted
upon.
prescriptions, which were
the material distillation of the power visible in Zhou's talk, a document produced
after what was seen as a legitimate and legitimating process of investigation and
dialogue (albeit in the unique and restrained terms outlined above), issued in a form
which was socially accepted as authoritative and thereby influential. The 'Decision'
pulled together the separate voices of the Centre and local leaders, issued in a
monovocal text, its language standardized, its material issuing through the
established. channels and in recognised forms of other central edicts. The bold
passagesin the excerpt above had the force of universal rules and were placed in that
form - using prescriptive language like 'should' (yingdang), 'must' (yao) and 'not
th
level
(buxu).
indicated
'13
This
April
the
allowed'
of permissions and sanctions the
Decision' gave, and its objective of focussing on influencing action and events.
Finally, the 'Decision' distilled the public language, carrying away the restricted
element of the dialogues and paring it down to the essential audience-messages.In
this language Ulanfu, Wang Yilun and Wang Duo were labelled as 'capitalist
roaders,' and fitted into the narrative described above of good against bad, within a
148
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covert local history linked to a national one of revisionism and treachery.These
formulations of labels culminated in 'conservative factions set up by Wang Yilun
and other representativesof Ulanfu, the main power seizer in the IMAR region
taking the capitalist road,', a label derived from the central slogans calling Liu
Shaoqithe 'main personin the Party taking the capitalist road.' This illustrated the
connection between the struggle at the Centre, with the language that this was
th
its
language,
details
'13
April
local
In
the
carried through, and the
one.
of
Decision' showeda processwherebythe hegemonicnarrativeand languagefrom the
Centrewas imposedon situationlocally by a processof adaptation.
2.1.16 Conclusion: Processand Power
One potentially misleadingissuefor studentsof Foucault is the stresshe lays on the
term 'power' and the assumptionthat this refers to political power, and to force,
coercionand hierarchy.Kendall and Wickham arguethat a better definition of power
in Foucault'swork would be to view the word more from its separatemeaning as
I energysource.' 149They quoteDeleuze:
'Power is a relation betweensources,or rather every relation betweenforces
is a power relation... Forceis never singular but essentiallyexists in relation
to other forces, such that any force is already in a relation, that is to say
it
is
but
is
is
Power,
then,
not
possessed,
essentially
repressive:
not
power...
but
is
"masters"
Power
the
passesthrough every
prerogative
of
practised.
not
force. We should think of power not as an attribute (and ask "What is it?")
but as an exercise(and ask "How doesit work?")"50
These documentsshow the process of 'power,' through the various 'loci' listed
above -a processwhereby,after interrogation and enquiry, constituting a form of
negotiation,a formal position was achieved,aimed at resolving the conflict between
the various power centresinvolved. This position, articulated and formulated in an
institutionally and socially acceptedway, was then materially issued within the
targetenvironment.
Ostensibly, the dialogues support a 'top-down' model of power, with centres of
149Kendall and Wickham 1999,48.
150Ibid, 50.
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political solution on a specific locality through the promotion of a discourse-a
combinationof ideology,narrativeand the languagethis was conveyedthroughwith
its institutional support.However,as the local material and the history of the CR in
IMAR thereafter showed,that imposition was' unsuccessful.While the '13th April
Decision' specifically militated against violence, from 1967 onwards, unrest
increasedin IMAR (peaking in 1968). The terms and framework granted to the
IMAR were centred on a specific concept of 'unity', with no space for the
articulation of local 'national minority' identity. This strategyto control and manage
the situation by the Centre in IMAR was to prove unsuccessful,but only after a
destructiveand concertedcampaignin which many thousandslost their lives.

Section Two: Impact of the '13 thApril Decision' in IMAR: The
Mini-Campaign

against the Wangs

2.2.1 June 1967: The Felling of Wang Duo and Wang Yilun
The '13th April Decision' sanctioned open attack on Ulanfu, but this was not
immediately implemented. The IM Daily did not issue the first attack using Ulanfu's
name until 29th August. Like Liu Shaoqi in the national campaign, Ulanfu was
referred to indirectly till then as 'the biggest power holder in the IMAR Party taking
the capitalist road' (zizhiqu dangnei zui da de zou zibenzhuyi daolu dangquanpai).
Like Liu Shaoqi nationally, Ulanfu had occupied a prestigious and powerful position
for almost 20 years. His removal needed sensitive handling. 151Thus the time
between the issuing of the 'I 3th April Decision' and the public attacks was used for
preparing the main constituency in IMAR.

Part of this preparationinvolved a preliminary attack on the smaller fry, Wang Yilun
and Wang Duo. Both Wangs had occupied senior positions in the IMAR Party
structure prior to 1966. Born in 1904 in Chifeng in Inner Mongolia, Wang Yilun had
studied in the USSR in the 1930s before working at Yan'an. After 1949, he had
151The

mechanics of this 'erosion and destruction of authority' are looked at in the
next chapter.
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key posts of deputy and then Party secretary of the IMAR Party Standing
Committee. This was the position he occupiedat the start of the CR.152WangDuo
was bom in 1912, in Liaoning Province. He too had worked in Yan'an in the late
1930's, before moving to Inner Mongolia in 1945, and occupying a number of
positions in the Party there. He had also, like the other Wang,worked as the deputy
secretaryof the local Party, and deputy director of the IMAR CRC Both were
153
Ulanfu.
both
had
ethnically Han, and
servedunder
And they had other things in common.Both enjoyed brief momentsof ascendancy
after Ulanfu's fall in 1966. Both, as a result of the discussionsin Beijing, were
labelled the 'representatives'(daili ren) of 'the biggest power-seizer'(Ulanfu) who
remainedunnamedfor the time being. And both were attackedat the sametime mid-1967. This brief campaign against the Wangs is analysedthrough two main
documenttypes: the first, articles in the IM Daily, and the secondan exampleof an
attack pamphlet issuedagainstWang Duo in June 1967. Similar genresof material
are looked at in the larger campaign of attack from August 1967 onwards after
Ulanfu's public naming. This campaign showed that the '13th April Decision'
createdboth the overall administrativeframework (through the imposition of new
personnel and through legitimising the setting up of new organisations)and the
vocabularythrough which to implementnew forms of attack, againstnew targets.It
also achieved this through the sponsoringof a new narrative, one in which the
functions and role of the Wangs was reinterpreted,and they moved from being
peoplein authority to figures of disgrace.
2.2.2 Mechanisms of Implementation

The '13th April Decision' was facilitated by the setting up of the IMAR CR
PreparatoryCommittee,on 18thJune,which issueda documenton Vt July: 'How to
Implement the Central Party 13thApril Decision.' Large public meetingsbecamea
152Chi 2000,507.

153lbid, 516.Although Wangwas effectively removedfrom power, he continuedto
be director of the Price Commissionunderthe IMAR CRC until September1968.
Like WangDuo, he was to return to power after the CR (Nei Mengguzizhiqu zhi
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key means of disseminatingthe decision, after the founding of the Preparatory
Committee. The IM Daily reported one held on the evening of 27th June at the
Hohhot sports stadium, attendedby '100,000 people.' 154The meeting was labelled
as a 'cable broadcastmeeting' (youxian guangbo dahui) sponsoredby the Third
Hohhot Group.155The participantswere the Third Group, Hohhot Railway Bureau,
Hohhot suburbpeasants,IMAR PSB, IM TeachersCollege, and 'representativesof
proletariangroupsfrom Hohhot organisationsand work units.' Theserepresentedthe
key constituencyin -Hohhotfor the 'I P April Decision.' 156
The IMAR article presentedthis meetingon a metaphoricaland an ideological level.
Like the articles describing Mao's reviewing of the Red Guards in Tiananmen
Square in 1966-67 at the beginning of the CR, great attention was paid to the
physical context of the meeting, and its implicit signification. The article described
the 'battle-like atmosphere' (zhandou qifen). Participants from the various
organisationswere describedas 'raising the red flag, and holding the "Quotations
from Chairman Mao Zedong" in their hands,' making the stadium into a 'red sea.'
The article describedthe people chanting ('Long live Chairman Mao! ') before the
'targets' of the struggle were brought in. At this point the slogans changedfrom
positive to aggressive: 'We will strike whoever seeks to bring back capitalist
revisionism.' The slogansthen becamelocalised, with one indirectly referring to
Ulanfu when it demanded 'resolutely strike the current overlord and his
representativesWangYilun and WangDuo.'
The ideological context of the article was explicitly from the '13IhApril Decision,' a
documentmentionedin the first paragraphas somethingthat was to be 'resolutely
implemented'(flanjue guanchezhixing). 'Seizure of power' operatedas a key term
in this discourse, as it had in the discussions in the Centre. The process of
personalisationof power containedin the dialogues is shown in the focus on the
Wangs, and the unnamed 'main person' representingthe ideological crimes. The
'I P April Decision,' figured as a judgement, somethingwith quasi-legalstatusand
2001,413).
154 29th

June 1967,front page.
155'Cable broadcast'hereprobablyreferredto the use loud
of
speakersat the
meetingto relay it to the audience,and to work units in the city.
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authority. At points in this article the Wangswere recorded as having committed
I counter-revolutionarycrimes' (fangemingzuixing). Values and judgements were
conferred on their actions becauseof the context arising from the '13th April
Decision.'

The report of this meeting with its 100,000 participants in the IM Daily was
motivated by the need to promote a new narrative and ideological paradigm. It
propagatedthe significanceof the '13thApril Decision,' contributing to the creation
of a new narrative.The record of the meeting in the newspaperwas largely bare of
particularities. It contained no individual voices, nor specifics of the actual
arrangementsof the meeting (timings, order of events,etc). It describedsomething
highly generic.The only specific addition was the mention of local placenames:
'During the current period of the capitalist counter-revolutionaryrestoration
of power, Wang Yilun, Wang Duo and their type have used the red flag to
strike the red flag, hanging the "three alliances" signboard, to opposethe
revolutionary alliances. [They] have used fascistic violent methods,madly
seeking to seize power from the proletariat. In February and March, these
ranks of counter-revolutionaryrevisionists gatheredtheir puppets,not only
seizing power in organisations,factories,schoolsand other work units in the
Autonomous Region and Hohhot, but also in most areas throughout the
region. In the places and work units they seized power, they implemented
157
dictatorship.
'
capitalist
The crimes imputed to the Wangs 'and their type' in this paragraphwere largely
signified metaphorically('used the red flag to strike the red flag'). Referenceto the
place and time when the crimes were performedwas also in highly generalterms.A
time-frame was given, but no named organisationsor work units. No individual
voices were quotedin the text. The record of a specific event was subsumedwithin
a larger story, the narrative imperativesof which overrode the need to convey any
impression of the meeting as a specific event on its own. The meeting was
significant becauseof its usein carrying an ideologicalpoint.
These reports excluded the issue of national minorities, representingthe ideology
promotedthrough and becauseof the '13'h April Decision,' revolving around class
156WangDuo describedthis meetingin his memoirs(Wang 1992,523).
157IM Daily 29h June1967,1.

lot
struggle and a need to 'rectify the Party,' ridding it of class enemies. Splittism, and

the host of other terms which were to appear increasingly from August 1967
onwardswere absent.
The impact of the 1P

April Decision' and its attempt to set out the parameters
within which discoursecould operateafter its publication is seenmore distinctly in
an article publishedon the 26h June,with the cumbersometitle: 'Thoroughly Weed
Out the Counter-Revolutionary Restorationist Crimes Committed by those
Representingthe Main Personin the Faction of Power Holders in the District Party
Who Take the Capitalist Road, Wang Yilun and Wang Duo.' Here the '13th April
Decision' was presented as offering a key moment to expose the 'IMAR
underground black headquarters'and their 'opposition' (duikang) to the Centre.
Before the '130' April Decision' was issued,the 'black underground'had 'confused
good with bad, issuedevery kind of falsehood,cheatedthe majority of the workers,
preventedthe peasantsworking, stoppedproduction, and made people take to the
P
'
The
'I
April Decision' was describedin this narrativeas 'a verdict from a
streets.
court of law' (panjueshu), passing the death sentenceon the 'schemes of the
representativesof the main persontaking the capitalist road power-seizurefaction in
our Party, Wang Yilun and Wang Duo.' The article, after deploying legalistic
language,suggestedthat the '13th April Decision' was the legitimate endpoint in a
process of judgement and sentencing,then reverted to the language of 'street'
vernacular condemnation,calling the Wangs 'bastards' (huaidan) whose 'dreams
have been smashed.
' This mixture of registers indicated the intention both to
legitimise the decision to the audiencein IMAR, and to impose a more emotional
th
'
The
Wangs
'heated
'openly
"13
April
atmosphereof
condemnation.
opposedthe
Decision," and undertook measuresto oppose the Centre.' Their crimes were
describedas being againstthe the Centre and the authority exercisedby the Centre
on behalf of 'the people.'
The issueof power was also more explicitly articulatedin this article:
'These fellows [the Wangsand who they represent]have alreadystolen quite
a lot of power from our district and organisationsin it. In theseplacesand
organisations,they have hung up the signs of the proletariat, but in reality
implementedthe dictatorshipof capitalism.The fundamentalpurposeof our
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CR is to seizeback this power,completelytake it back, and place it again in
158
'
hands
the
of the proletarianrevolutionarygroups.
Powerfigures as a substancein this discourse,passingfrom handto hand.Therewas
the same reliance on metaphor as in the previous IMAR article analysedabove
('hung up the signs'), along with the senseof this being *our CR' and the article
by an audiencewho 'belong.' This audience
being read to, and thereforepossessed,
sharedsimilar definitions andunderstandingsof the key terms in the passage.It used
the term'seizing power' rooted in the context of the CR in 1967, arising from a
situation in which factions and establishedorganisationswere competing against
eachother for legitimacy and influence.
The audienceneeded to interpret messagesdelivered indirectly through specific
languageforms in this discourse.This was most evident in the careful formulations
to label enemies:'those representingthe main personin the faction of power-holders
in the district Party taking the capitalist road, Wang Yilun and Wang Duo.' There
faithful
doubt
directed
but
to the courtesy
the
text
this
was no
aboutwho
was
at,
was
do
from
Centre
directly
despite
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to
the
the
so. This
sanction
of not
naming
demonstratedsensitivity to the need to preparethe audience,both by a processof
creatinga new narrative of treacheryand 'hiddeness,' and by implying the 'crimes'
which the newly discoveredenemieshave committed to a new paradigm -a new
framework, in which what was onceviewed as legitimate and authoritativewas now
discredited.Changingthe symbolic value of such figures was achievedthrough use
of a new narrative, articulated by language structures signifying legitimacy and
approval.
2.2.3 Localising the Attack: Pamphlet against Wang Duo

If on one level the IM Daily representedthe 'official' discourseof IMAR at this
time, there was also a massof 'unofficial' material - pamphlets,articles, booklets,
issuedby groupsof varying sizes in varying qualities. One of these,issuedon 29'h
June 1967,was entitled 'Indignantly Denouncethe Towering Crimes of Wang Duo
in the Great ProletarianCR' (FennushengtaoWangDuo zai wuchanjiej! wenhuada
158IM Daily 26h June 1967,2
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gemingzhongtaotian zuixing). The sponsoringgroup was the Hohhot Revolutionary
Alliance Headquarters(lianluo zongbu).This was an 18 pagepamphlet in two parts;
the first 13 pagesis a narrativeof Wang'scrimes in the generalcontext of the CR in
IMAR; the secondpart was a five page chronology of Wang's activities in the CR
since 1966.This demonstratedthe imposition of the narrative structuresset in place
by the 'I 3thApril Decision' being appliedto the personalhistories of participantsin
IMAR.

Therewere two differencesbetweenthis document,andthe material appearingat the
happened
directly
Ulanfu
This
in
Firstly,
IM
Daily.
time
the
was
named.
at the
same
beginning of the pamphlet, in the secondparagraph.Secondly,there was explicit
mention of the questionof nationalminority issuesand their importanc6in IMAR. A
further difference was the rhetorical style of the document.Its use, for instance,of
addressesto the audience,of rhetorical questions,exclamations,and metaphor.All
of this gave the piece a colloquial tone. There were no indications, however,of its
being the verbatim report of a speech,nor of any individual author.It belongsmore
to the genre of polemic pamphletsissuedby factions and groups to promote their
viewpoint. It is not possible to say if it was performed at a meeting of any sort
convenedby this faction for members,though the readingof such documentsin this
sort of environmentwas common in the CR, and the colloquial and rhetorical style
of the piecewould havelent itself to this.
This informal register creates a sense of unity, conveying the idea that the
document's voice was at one with the audience, in effect being their voice.
Throughout the piece, the audiencewas referred to as 'revolutionary rebellious
"59
allies, comrades. The final sentencewas a slogan calling Mao 'the reddest
reddestsun in our hearts' (my underlining). The familiarity extendedto the use of
direct addressesto the targetsof the attack: 'I tell you, WangDuo, crying for Ulanfu
is the beginning of your tragedy.' 160Theseaddressesbecamestronger as the piece
progressed:'You are Ulanfu's right hand man, his mouthpiece,Ulanfu's blue-eyed
boy, someonein the Party who had beenpushing revisionism for Ulanfu for a long

159
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lbid 2.
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of the CR were humiliated,andtheir bodiesexposedin public to violence.
The documentcontextualisedthe current attack on Wang within an atmospherein
which power was seen as highly personalised,with the credibility and capital of
somefigures brought againstothersin an environmentof competingvalues.Unlike
the dialogueswith the Centre,where the appealsto power and sponsoringauthority
invocation
CR
indirect
here
the
there
of
was
explicit
were more
and understated,
being a movement 'personally startedby Chairman Mao.' 162A similar expression
163
'
issuing
8th
August,
"16
Articles"
Mao's
'personally
the
a
on the
was used about
I glorious documentthat illuminated the road of the CR.' Mao had the highestvalue
and authority in this market. Wang, in this document, was shown having none,
Imadly attacking and slanderingthe "16 Articles."' Specific labels signified his
is IMAR's biggestpolitical
crimes.His new statuswas now one as an enemy:%Wang
in
described
'
He
(toujishang),
biggest
the new
the
was
profiteer
political pickpocket.
164
Centre.
'
'continuously
The
by
the pamphlet as
cheating the
narrative offered
personalnarrativeof running againstMao and the Centrewas symbolisedby Wang's
issuing his own 'black report,' containing languagefrom a counter-discoursewhich
he himself wished to impose in order to attain hegemony in the IMAR struggle:
'This black report is equally open opposition to the revolutionary path of Chairman
Mao, confusing black with white, diverting people's attention, twisting the general
direction... ' 165Such personallanguagebetraying individual political ambition was
brought againstthe 'correct language'of the centrally producedRed Flag magazine,
which in this part of the pamphlet was directly quoted to counter Wang's %black
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166
'
Explicit examples of this 'anti-language' were given in the slogans
report.
imputed to supportersof Wangon page6: 'Leader of the leftists;' 'Make revolution
with Wang.'
This was complemented by rhetorical devices to bolster the sense of informality and
thereby convey disrespect for Wang. The use of interjections like 'no, absolutely
167
in
'
the course of an argument, repetition of phrases to structure sentences
no,
('You're Ulanfu's right hand man, you're his blue-eyed boy, you're the person
168);
in
for
longest
Ulanfu's
taking the revisionist road
time
the
party'
exclamations
('Enough! ' 169)commenting or indicating speaker attitude; use of colloquial sentence
17);
(e.
endings g., ya
control of the discourse by the use of rhetorical questions ('Has
Wang Duo really changed? No! 171);invitations to the audience to 'please listen'
(qing ting172) All this was supplemented by vulgar language ('a bastard from the
.
Second School Work Group. ' 173)

This location of various forms of power in figures and signification of their separate
and competingvaluesin discoursewas accompaniedby a localisation of the themes
in
local
CR,
the
to
to
the
this
these
addressed
of
national
appeal
audience
adapting
document. Part of this was the creation of a local narrative of subterfuge and
treachery. All this worked within the parameterssanctioned by the '130' April
Decision.' In August 1967'bearing enmity to the CR and hatredto the revolutionary
174
he
'
Wang
Ximeng
League.
Here
Duo
to
the
was accused of
masses,
went
'deliberately propagatingconfusing accountsof the counter-revolutionaryfaction's
doing revolutionary actions, and in this way... seeking to turn the revolutionary
175
into
'
masses
counter-revolutionaryones. Accounts of his crimes were localised
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76
individuals
he
had
be
through the mention of specific
who
allowed to
persecuted
,1
(althoughin this text someanonymitywas conferredby use of only the family name
ratherthan the full one). The key event of this narrativewas the deathof the student
Han Tong, the occasion which provoked the dialogues leading to the '13th April
Decision.' In this documentHan figured as a 'martyr' whosemurder had caused'ten
million (yi qian wan) Han Tongsto standup.' There is a verbal echo back to Mao's
words at the seminal moment in the founding of the PRC in 1949 (7he Chinese
peoplehave stood up') offering a conectionto this 'good history.' But the key thing
was the attribution within this discourseand the narrative it conveyedof symbolic
capital to Han Tong and his death,viewing this as symbolising victory of the weak
knowing
itself
liberation.
The
The
to
the
a
means
over
oppressors. new narrativewas
of it and its termsmeantknowing the meansfor one's own liberation.
This localisednarrativecontainedWang'sown reactionto the central meetingsafter
the death of Han, where he and Wang Yilun were accusedof 'continuing to be the
177
dynasty
Ulanfu'
(Wanfu
'the
play things' of
of
wangchao), meeting secretly,and
issuing black reports in Ulanfu's name. There was a return to the same question
which had dominatedthe dialoguesfrom February to April 1967: do thesepeople
have 'the Centre in their eyes?Or ChairmanMao?' 'All they had in their eyeswas
178
had
declared.
dialogues
dynasty
document
'
The
Ulanfu,
the
the
enteredthe
of
for
CR.
it.
figured
'a
A
forming
They
the
great
victory
as
narrative,
and managing
179
'
Value had
hymn to the victory of Mao Zedong Thought reaching to the skies.
beenapportionedto them. They andthe 'I 3thApril Decision' were part of a narrative
leadingtowardsfinal victory (see2.2.5).
2.2.4 Localisation and the Issue of National Minorities
The processof localisation was most clear in the much stronger languagedealing
with the issuesof national minorities in theseattacks.Whereasthe central dialogues
had mentionedtheseobliquely, this documentwas more explicit. In the preambleto
176
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the piece, in the second paragraph on page 1, the author referred to Wang 'selling
out big time to the traitor of the Chinese people, traitor to the Mongolian people
Ulanfu, whose counter-revolutionary line is "don't divide, don't struggle, don't
distinguish classes - what's good for the grassland workers is good for the grassland
herdlords. "' The treachery presented fitted
Liu Shaoqi's
the
account
of
-with
'withering away of class struggle' ideology in the struggle at the Centre. The two
conflicting discourses of national minority issues and class were indicated, with a
hegemonistic
language
its
between
the
of
class,
and
connection made very early
precedence over all other ideological categories. In words imputed to Ulanfu on
Mongolians
2,
document
he
had
to take
the
to
that
aimed
allow
more
page
showed
being
just
because
Mongolian. This
in
IMAR,
their
positions
up
of power
of
connected to the grander though still indirectly expressed political mission to
180
promote SplittiSM., In this document, the concept of splittism was presented as
I national minority splittism' (minzu fenliezhuyi), with the implication that Ulanfu
had been aiming for greater power for Mongolians in IMAR. The much more
damning accusation that he was aiming for something beyond this, for a complete
break with the PRC, and unification with the Mongolian People's Republic, was left
unexplicated at this stage. The notion of the IMPP intially formulated in confidential
reports to local Party leaders in November 1967 was to become the vehicle used to
convey news of this spectacular treacheryý

At this point, the formulation of Ulanfu's treachery was only halfway to its full
expressionin later attackson him. He was labelled 'a great traitor to the Chinese
people and a greattraitor to the Mongolian people.' Frank Dik6tter has talked about
the creationof the invention of the Han as a race at the end of the Qing dynasty,and
181
in
Chinese.
This document used two
of racial or ethnic concepts classical
formulations - Zhonghua minzu and Zhongguo renmin, against one formulation
specifically relating to the Mongolians - Mengzurenmin. The conceptof Zhongguo
renmin could be seenas 'people of China,' without explicit mention of the political
entity extant since 1949,the PRC (therehad beenother Thinas' before 1949).This
term merely relatedto residenceor occupancyof a geographicallydeterminedspace,
regardlessof which ethnic groups they might claim to belong to. Zhonghuaminzu
180Ibid 2.
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was much more loaded, referring to the senseof a 'Chinese people,' a concept
including minority groupswithin the confines of the PRC, and imputing them with
an allegianceto the 'Chinesestate' in the specific PRC manifestation.The term has
meaningwithin the PRC discourseof national minorities and majorities, expressing
and imposing a unified statusand allegianceon all the groups included in it. As in
the use of the central 'we' and 'people,' there was a process of exclusion, of
enforced inclusivity in this. People were spoken of as 'Chinese' first, with their
hegemonistic
this
term. How they
overriding
ethnic categorisationsubsumedwithin
negotiatedtheir identity within this term was highly contentious,especially as they
neededto find space for themselveshere in competition with an overwhelming
majority who belongedto a nationalmajority - the Han.
2.2.5 Victory
The central dialogues resulting in the issuing of the '13 th April Decision' showed
power and the expressions of power as a process, through which interests were
articulated and negotiated between groups and individuals. The reception and
propagation of the '13th April Decision' in IMAR showed a similar process, along
with the brief campaign against the Wangs. A new narrative of threat and of an
ongoing struggle ran through these discourses, of dark and hidden enemies 'sleeping
at our sides' who were gradually being dug up, and the need to establish support in
this battle. There were grey, confused areas in this new, evolving discourse. The full
labelling of those who were eventually named as the chief enemies was too sensitive
to achieve without a process of audience preparation. Another factor was that
Ih
like
The
'13
subjects
splittism were contentious, and needed careful management.
April Decision' and the documents that followed it only a gradually articulated these
issues.

Alongside the negative languageof conflict and struggle there was the positive
languageof victory, of a battle being waged in which victory was assured.The
editorial in the IM Daily celebratingthe first anniversaryof the publication of the
'130' April Decision' in April 1968 expressedthis. The official register of this
181Dik6tter (ed) 1997,12ff.
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document, its presentation as reflecting official policy, makes it valuable for
P
impact
'I
April Decision' on the discourseof
of the
assessingand quantifying the
the CR in IMAR.
The openingwords of the editorial were in the genericCR exaltationmode:
'The first anniversaryof the "Decision of the Centre on How to Handle the
Problem of INIAT' personallyissuedby our great leader ChairmanMao has
now arrived. The 13 million peoplesof all nationalities in IMAR, welcome
in their own battle "red letter day" in the tempestuousclass struggle.Today,
th
leader
Mao
Zedong's
"13
April
personal
on the publication of the great
Decision" the proletarianrevolutionary factions and the great revolutionary
massesin our district who limitlessly love Chairman Mao's revolutionary
path, are presently eliminating [Ulanfu] the representative of China's
Khruschev in IMAR Ulanfu, along with other Party scum, waging a heroic
battle for the completevictory of the CR.'
This passageendedwith a direct addressto the 'proletarian revolutionary factions
and great revolutionary masses'to 'unite, and launch a completenew attack on the
treacherousalliance of Ulanfu andhis anti-Partyscum.'
Suchlanguagewas supplementedby imagesof 'the red sun shining on the grassland
of IMAR, ' and of Mao's directives 'illuminating the victorious future path of the
CR.' The grand narrative was of a 'two year long' battle which had been waged,
'attaining greatvictories.' Within this context,the '13thApril Decision' had starteda
subsidiary process of local battle and conflict, which itself had resulted in 'us
achieving victory together,a great victory for the glorious limitless Mao Zedong
Thought,and a greatvictory for ChairmanMao's revolutionarypath.'
In this battle, the enemieswere namedas 'the small group of rightists in the Party
taking China's Khruschev'sline, representativesof the Nationalists and capitalists,
' But they were also referredto nine times in the pageand counter-revolutionaries.
long article as 'the anti-Party scum' (candang-yunie).Their actions were referredto
in metaphoricalterms: 'stirring up ill winds, setting ghost fires, creating falsehood
and lies, pointing the speartowardsthosein positions of responsibility in the IMAR
Party Committee.' Theseenemy actions were complimentedby those of struggle Irestoration of power' (fubi), 'seizing power' (duoquan), 'turning over power'
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(fang'an), all delineating the space,where this struggle was to take place. The
Centre'snarrative of a strugglebetweentwo lines was adaptedto a local context:
'The current movementof greatstrategicmeaningto dig up the black line of Ulanfu
is
Ulanfu's
the
of
poison
really the continuation
and cleanse
revolutionary masses
and developmentof the struggle betweenthe two classes,the two paths, the two
lines in our district.' The Centre's story was therefore transferred to the local
context,with all the necessaryactorsand actionsadded.
As in the document attacking Wang Duo, the editorial addressedthe audienceas
' This created commonality, based on a
'battle friends, revolutionary comrades.
unified ideology and an acceptanceof sharedenemies.The common ideology was
bluntly summarisedas 'life is contradictory, life is a struggle' at the end of the
article. The '13thApril Decision' figured as the expressionof Mao's thought about
the local situation, imputing enormoussymbolic value to it. It was itself now part of
a new localisedmasterdiscourse,one which people used a common voice to speak
in, sponsoringunified strategiesandactions.182
But in many ways, celebratingvictory in such a context was contradictory,because
if all life is struggleand conflict, then victory itself, and the position it created,was
soon threatenedagain. The situation immediately reverted to a continuation of
struggle,the appearanceof new enemies,and the need to battle againstthem once
more. If the '13'h April Decision' was a glorious day for the strugglein IMAR, and a
step closer to naming and then attacking the hidden enemies, it was also the
beginning of a new period of struggle- the time when its messagewas superseded
and new instructionsand calls neededto be given. This was the contradictionat the
heart of this revolutionary discourse.The new struggle was the full attack upon
Ulanfu, analysedin the following chapter.

182The 'I 3th April Decision' indeedrecurredas a canonizedsourceof textual
authority up till 1969.On the 8thJanuary1969attackon anotherleader,GaoJinming
(analysedin ChapterFive) it was referredto asthe 'death sentenceon WangYilun
and WangDuo.' The 'Eight Conditions' were a 'beacon,an historical document
illuminating the radianceof Mao ZedongThought... publicly openingthe new start
of the CR in IMAR'(Doc 39,11).

III

Conclusion

The dialoguesbetweenthe Centre and regional leadersshowed a journey towards
the productionof full authoritative,prescriptivelanguagecontainedin the '13thApril
exemplifying a new discourse aimed at 'managing' the region by
assertingthe hegemonyof the Centrethere. This was partly achievedby using the
Decision,'

symbolic capital of the centralleaders- their prestigeand authority, and their ability
to promote new narrativeswithin which local eventswere interpreted,creating the
framework for future coursesof action. The leaders at the Centre had to claim
certain vocabulariesin order to promote their aims locally. They neededto push a
senseof unity and overriding purpose.The ethnic constitution of the IMAR did not
make this easy.The strategyusedby the Centrein thesedialogueswas to attemptto
suppressthe existenceof theselocal concerns,excluding them from the discourse.
The issuing of the 'I 3th April Decision' and the campaignagainstthe Wangsset out
the parametersof the CR locally. But the version of a unified identity and a language
through and by which to conveythis was to becomethe site for greatnegotiationand
th
'13
April
from
final
'handling'
IMAR,
Far
being
the
the
conflict.
a
statementon
Decision' was only the first eventin a deepeningof the crisis in IMAR.
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Chapter Three
The Campaign Against Ulanfn - 1967-1968
The treatment of b7anfu, Party secretary of the IAMR CCP and Chairman of the
region since itsfoundation in 1947,was central to the CR in IAMR. In the campaign
against him the impact of the discoursearisingfrom the 13th April Decision' is
shown for the first time. In the new narrative Ulanfu symbolised much of the
specifics of the IAMR situation. For over 20 years he had representedand spoken
for the region. He had a uniqueauthority there.In the new order of the CR, this was
a threat,particularly becausedealing with Iflanfu involved confronting the issueof
the meaningof nationality in an area with minorities. The main accusationagainst
Ulanfu was to be that he spokefor the interestsof one group - the Mongolians. This
was takenas destroyingthe unitypromoted by the Centre. Thestrategyto reducehis
political :face' and capital involved an attack on two main areas. Thefirst was the
promotion of the ideological hegemonyof class. The secondwas the creation of a
new narrative in IAMR, based not on a minority with a specific history, through
which they were identified, but a commonhistory betweenall national groups, in
whichpatterns of exploitation and narratives of oppressionwere shared Theattack
on Wanfu's personal authority and prestige as a means to assert the primacy of
central class ideology and narrative in IAMR was thefirst step towards the more
widespreadattack on the organization,the IMPP.

Section One: General Features of the Campaign
3.1.1 Ulanfu as Symbol: His Importance in IMAR

On his death in 1988 Ulanfu was describedin his official obituary as a 'reliable
communist soldier, distinguished Party and state leader, outstanding proletarian
183
leader.
'
But only 20 yearsbefore this
revolutionary,pre-eminentnationality work
he was viewed differently. He was 'a counter-revolutionaryrevisionist,' 'minority
splittist,' 'Mongolian trash,' 'an outright aristocratic herdlord' married to a 'dog
183
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wife. ' The invective reachedits nadir in 1968when he was referred to in rebellious
group pamphlets as a 'bastard' and 'common enemy.' His immediate family was
also subject to derogatory attacks. How can one understand this journey from
holding the most influential positions in the region, able to speak directly to the
Centre 'on behalf of all the people of IMAR, empoweredto use the most 'powerladen' language,to becomingthe passivetarget of attacks?This journey from one
end of the power spectrumto the other illuminates the dynamicsof power in the CR
in IMAR. This is done through the very specific discourse that was deployed to
constructhis fall and signify his changingpower-status.
Ulanfa is central to an understandingof the CR in IMAR. He had played a major
role in the region's politics and history from the 1930sonwards.He had headedthe
Party in the region, had been Chairmanof the local civilian government,and taken
184
lead
in
district.
This concentrationof formal responsibilities
the
role the military
in one personhas never reoccurredin IMAR. Ulanfa had arrived at this through a
history of interaction and serviceto the CCP. In Yan'an in the 1940she reputedly
helped the CCP formulate their policies towards minorities. At that time he built a
185
leaders-to-be,
Mao
Zedong
Shaoqi.
This paid
Liu
strongrelationshipwith the
and
off in the 1950sand 1960s,when his direct link to them, and his posts as alternate
member of the Politburo and secondsecretaryof the North China Bureau of the
CCP, meant that he was able to lobby for interestshe believed important for the
IMAR. But Ulanfa also had political capital of his own. He hadjoined the Party in
1925, and had impeccable credentials through his participation in the early
revolutionary movements.He was originally a protegdof Li Dazhao,who was also
influential in the early careerof Mao Zedong.In addition to this, Ulanfu could claim
to representa further constituency,the Mongolians, who were important allies for
the Communistsin the Northern Chinesecampaigns.Through this combination of
positions and relationships,Ulanfu accruedinfluence and authority. He was central
to the narrative of revolutionary history in the IMAR, and to its new identity, and
had immensesymbolic importance.
But there was ambiguity and hybridity at the heart of Ulanfu's symbolic power.
184
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Bulag argues in his chapter on Ulanfa in The Mongols at China's Edge that his
political career fits into two narratives. One was the centrally sponsored version, in
which he was seen as a model representative of the 'national minorities, ' faithful to
the project of the centralised (and overwhelmingly Han) Chinese state from its
inception, a guard against splittism, and a preserver of 'national unity' (a narrative
temporarily suspended in the CR but which returned in the late 1970s). The second
was the localised version in which he promoted Mongolian interests in the region as
far as possible in the face of demographic inequality (at that time, Mongolians made
up only

10% of the IMAR

population) and political

reality (which meant

helped
have
indifference
the
that
the
of
only players
might
acknowledging
general
IMAR

become independent in the 1930s and 1940s, the Mongolian People's
Republic and the USSR). 186

Tluoughout his careerUlanfu had to face two constituencies- the Centre, and the
locality - and perform in their separatediscourses.He appeasedthe Centre, with
their assertionof the primacy of national unity (i. e. unity to the Chinesestatecreated
in 1949), to which any strong expressionsof Mongolian cultural and political
identity was viewed as a strategyfor autonomy.But his power in IMAR was based
on his constituencythere, in particular the Mongolians, on whose support he relied
187
have
lived
'
Ulanfu
A
'between two worlds.
to
credibility. As Bulag stated,
Mongolian who could not speakMongolian, he was one of the few minority cadres
who attainedhigh positionswithin the CCP. He distilled many of the key featuresof
the problematicrelationshipbetweenthe Centreand IMAR - the desirefor national
unity on the one hand,and for greaterregional autonomyon the other. The treatment
of him in the CR showedthis relationshipat breakingpoint. The prime territory was
the conflict over which should take priority, class relations (social ones) or those
basedon national minority status(andthereforeon ethnicity).188
185

lbid 220.
186This is not to assertthat Ulanfu was viewed by all Mongolians as acting for their
benefit. SeeBulag 2002, ChapterFive, for a descriptionof the tensionsand different
versionsof Mongolian identity that existed,along with the non-Mongol Dauer
minority who also lived in IMAR, and articulatedtheir own competingsenseof
identity - in this caseasthe minority underanotherminority (Mongolian).
187
Ibid 207.
188Ulanfu's
power was sufficiently potent that evenafter the attacksin the CR he
was to return to positionsof influencein post-MaoistPRC (he was appointeda vice
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3.1.2 The Attack on Ulanfu: Chronology and Structure of the Campaign
Ulanfu's position on nationality was signalledas problematic as early as 1965when
he was accusedof being 'soft' on Mongolian class enemieswithin the CCP.189At
the Qianmen Hotel meeting of the North China Bureau, of which he was second
secretaryin May 1966 he was attackedfor opposing the Centre (ironically by the
then Chinese PresidentLiu Shaoqi, who was himself about to become the chief
Ivillain' of the CR). Ulanfu's failure to understandthe key importance of class
struggle according to Deng Xiaoping, another attenddeof the meeting, led to his
dismissalfrom his Party postsby the Centrein August 1966.This was followed by
his removal from his Military District chairmanshipin November, leaving him only
with the nominal title of Chairman of the region. This was taken from him in
1968.190

The further meetingsfrom Februaryto April 1967analysedin ChapterTwo resulted
in the '13'h April Decision' which sanctionedopen attack on Ulanfu. Here the local
campaign against him mirrored that against Liu Shaoqi and other key figures
centrally. Before Ulanfu could be openly attackeda certain amount of preparation
and managementwas needed.He was not nameddirectly in an IM Daily editorial as
'the key representativein the IMAR taking the capitalist, revisionist road' until 29th
August 1967 (though he was directly named as early as June in rebellious group
191
in
limited
IMAR).
publicationswith more
audience
In material attacking Ulanfu toward the end of the period (winter 1967 to spring
1968)therewas a more explicit mentionof the IMPP. Just astherehad beena period
when Ulanfu was under attack, but not yet namedwithin the discoursedirectly, so
one can plot a similar journey from the indirect to the direct explication of an
I enemy' counter-organisation,the IMPP. It is impossible to impute this to some
premier in the 1980sbeforehis deathin 1989).The attemptin the CR to deny him
power,therefore,provedto havetemporaryimpact, aswas the unsuccessfulparallel
deal with the class/nationalityclash.
to
attempt
189
Woody 1993,ii.
190Ibid.
191This article twice
referredto the fact that it was permissableto 'openly name'
Ulanfa.
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granddesignat the openingof the CR in IMAR. On the other hand the extensionof
the attack, from individuals to supposedgroups and organisations,indicated the
increasingly ambitious scope of the movement as it proceeded. Although the
campaignagainstUlanfu continuedafter 1968 (well into the 1970s,in fact), it was
most concentratedin late 1967and early 1968,when other factors (IMPP being the
most important of them) had yet to feature.After the spring of 1968the IMPP, as a
namedentity, becamethe key elementto the campaignin IMAR. Ulanfu from this
stagemerely cameto representor symbolisethis.
A key featureof the campaignagainstUlanfu was that his removal in 1966was not
just symbolic but physical. From this date,till his formal rehabilitation and return to
public positionsin 1978,he was not allowed back to IMAR. Most of the time he was
192
in
house
CR,
in
Hunan.
Beijing,
the
the
either under
arrest
or, towards
end of
Unlike Liu Shaoqicentrally, or Wang Duo and Wang Yilun locally, Ulanfu was not
madeavailable for public attack, nor subjectto denunciationor violence in person.
This meantthat he was an 'invisible' presencein the attackdocumentsaimedat him.
None were 'performed' before him or upon him, as some of the attacks on the
Wangs were. His absencerestricted the opportunity to extend the violence of the
languageinto violent actionson him as a person,but increasedthe symbolic aspect
of the attack. More than other targets(e.g., the Wangs,in the dialogueslooked at in
ChapterTwo, whosevoices at least appeared,even if symbolically marginalizedby
being put in parentheses)Ulanfu's voice in the CR was mediated through edited
quotations from his own works and speeches,or simply through the attribution of
words to him. His direct contemporaneous
voice within this discoursedid not figure.
He always spokefrom the past,controlled and managedin the narrative in which he
had beenconfined.
3.1.3 The Labels for Ulanfu

Ulanfu's 'name,' his reputation, needed careful handling. Its devaluation and
destructiontook preparation.A strategywas neededto disempowerhim in the new
discourse.The various labels used for Ulanfu in the material analysedhere indicate
192
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the pre-occupationsof the campaignagainsthim, and its generalpolicy direction.
1) July 67

The oldestand biggestsplittist in IMAR.

2) July 67

A princely aristocrat(wanggongguizu) worming his way into
the Party.

3) Sept67
4) Sept67

Counter-revolutionaryrevisionist, splittist elementUlanfu.
The chief representativeof China's Khrushchevin IMAR.

5) Sept67

A power holder in the Party (dangquanpai) taking the
capitalistroad.

6) Sept67

The typical dutiful son (xiao zi xisun) of landlords,herdlords,

7) Oct 67

and capitalists.
A jackal from the samelair (yiqiu zhehe)as Liu Shaoqi.

8) Oct 67

The modem GenghisKhan.

9) Oct 67

A representativeof the nobility inside the CCP.

10 ) Oct 67

The swom enemyof the working peopleof all nationalities.

11) Oct 67

A time-bomb (dingshi zhadan) buried in the northern border
region.

12) Oct 67

The representativewithin the Party of Inner Mongolian feudal
herdlords,landlords,bureaucratsand upper classclergy.

13) Jan 68

The arch criminal destroyingthe national minority policies in
the district, cities and the autonomousregion. The black hand

14) Jan 68

of IMAR.
The watchdogfor feudal herdlords.

15 )Feb 68

The biggestrightist in the IMAR CCP.

16) Feb 68

Scumof the Mongolian nationality (mengguminzude bailei).

17) Feb 68

The sworn enemy(bugongdailian de sidi) of all nationalities

18) April 68 Careerist,schemer,double-dealer(Iiang mianpai).
19) May 68 Chief representativeof the nationalist counter-revolutionaries
in IMAR.
20) May 68

The backstageboss of cow ghosts and snake spirits (niugui-

21) May 68

sheshen).
The black manipulator of landlords, rich [peasants and
herdsmen], counter-revolutionaries, [as well as] bad and
rightist elements.
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By 1969,Ulanfu was simply 'the leaderof a treacherousanti-Partyclique.'
Theselabels illustrated the two narrativesin which Ulanfa existed: those which are
genericand lifted from the discourseof the Centreand those that relate specifically
to the situation in IMAR, and made little senseapplied outside it. 18, for instance,
was used about Liu Shaoqiand Deng Xiaoping in the central campaign,as was 21
which used generic labels (the 'five bad classes') and a generic noun ('black
backstageboss'). Referencein 12 and 14to the categoryof 'herdlords' (muzhu)was
specific to IMAR. Similarly, referenceto Ulanfu as the 'Ghenghis Khan' of the
modem times was also a label originating locally. Betweenthesetwo categoriesfell
a number of labels lifted from the central discourseand adaptedto local use (3 and
4, for instance)which placedUlanfu in a hierarchy of villainy directly relatedto the
'bad elements'he representedat the Centre.
These labels showed the importanceof class classification in the condemnationof
Ulanfii. Eight of the labels (3,4,6,9,12,14,19 and 21) condemnedUlanfu because
of his representingthe rights of specific bad classes.But others focused on the
claims about Ulanfu's 'nationalism.' He was simply a 'national splittist element'
(minzufenUezhuyifenzi). The referenceto Genghis Khan belonged to this group.
Ulanfu was labelled as the enemy of 'all national groups.' These labels showed a
processof increasinglyfree and unbridled attackson him, from the formulaic labels
in I and 2, to the outright and contemptuousdenunciationsof 16 and 18. They plot
the process whereby someone's social face and influence was dismantled and
representthe gradualdevaluationof the 'currency' of Ulanfu's authority. They stand
asthe material indicationsin this discourseof his loss of formal power in the region.
3.1.4 Ideology and Nationality:

the Centre's Position

At the heart of the campaignagainst Ulanfu was the attack on the discourseand
ideology of nationality (minzu) and national minorities (shaoshuminzu) which had
beenpromoted in the PRC since 1949.And central to this was the managementof
the relationship betweenthe majority Han and the sorts of identities allowed the
PRC'svariousdesignatedminorities. This was politically and culturally sensitive.
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There was a history of how the terms of this discourse had been set and the
vocabulariescreated.In the RepublicanPeriod (1911-1949),the canonicalstatement
on the relationshipbetweenChina's national groupswas containedin Sun Yatsen's
assertionof the equality of all groups 'in the context of integration and eventual
assimilation.' The American 'melting pot' was a powerful inspiration for this model.
According to Sun,therewere five major ethnic groups:Han, Manchu, Mongols, Hui
193
Tibetans.
But as Bulag pointed out, the position of ethnic groups in China
and
(beyond the Han) was different from America becausefor many of these (many
more than the five ordainedby Sun) there was a memory, sometimesvery recent,of
having been parts of independent or semi-independentterritory. 194For these
minorities, the desireto Preserveidentity went hand-in-handwith control and special
rights over specific territories. Central promotion of unification could therefore be
195
read as trying to pursuea processof colonisation. The Mongolians of IMAR fell
into this category.
Mao had made explicit statementsabout the issue of national minority selfdeterminationearly in his career.In a declarationto the Inner Mongolian people in
December1935he had statedthat 'only by fighting with us can the Inner Mongolian
nation preservethe glory of the epochof GenghisKhan, avoid the extinction of their
freedom
independence
the
nation, embarkon
and
path of national revival and obtain
like that enjoyedby the nationsof Turkey, Poland,the Ukraine and the Caucasus.
' 196
But such an explicit endorsementof support for the region's independencewas not
elevatedto official ideology in the canonicalworks of Mao Zedongpublished after
1949. From the 1950s the key label was 'national minority' (shaoshu minzu),
placing groupswithin the greaterentity of the new PRC. This was usedostensiblyto
guarantee some level of independencefor these groups, and to satisfy their
contendingclaims, whilst preservingnational unity.
Mao's works (the ones that appearedin the official five volume Selected Works
edited and sanctionedby the Centre,which should be regardedas one of the main
193Atwood 2002,103
and Atwood 1993,7.
194Bulag 2002,18-19.
195lbid 105.
196

Schram(trans) 1999,71.
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distillations of ideological orthodoxy) contained few explicit treatments of
197
issues.
The treatise 'On Coalition Government' (originally published
nationality
in 1945)containeda very short sectionon 'The Problem of Minority Nationalities'
in which all national groupswithin the PRC were assuredequality and unity (but not
198
199
This
Mao's
autonomy).
messageoccurred throughout
official works. By the
time of Mao's influential 1956 Statement,'On the Ten Major Relationships' the
majority Han were instilled with the task of 'actively help[ing] the minority
nationalities to develop their economyand culture.' But the 'unity of nationalities'
200
important.
A year later in 'On the Correct Handling of Contradictions
was still
amongthe People' Mao merely statedthat 'it is imperative to foster good relations
betweenthe Han people and the minority nationalities.201Mao admitted here that
'local nationality chauvinism' was as much an issue as Han chauvinism. This was
enshrined in the 'Constitution of the Communist Party of China' adopted in
September1956, in which it statedthat 'our country is a multi-national state...The
CommunistParty of China must make special efforts to raise the statusof national
minorities... The Party opposesall tendenciesto great-nationchauvinism and local
202
both
hamper
'
the unity of nationalities.
nationalism,
of which
This enteredthe local discoursein IMAR. In the quotesattributed to him in a 1967
pamphlet(issuedby the Hohhot RevolutionaryAlliance Headquarters)Mao.Zedong
spoke about the 'Han having positively to help national minorities implement
policies to develop economic and cultural construction,' of 'liberating the national
minorities' and of 'us uniting with all national minorities, regardlessof whetherthey
203
big
are
or small... we wish to unite with them. This senseof patronageover the
minorities was distilled in the metaphorof the PRC being a 'great family' which
must be protectedagainstsplittism. The masterideology in the CR from the Centre,
which promoted the importance of unity, and the reduction of nationality and
197SeeMartin 1982for the evolution of the Mao canon,especially4-11 on the
sanitisingof Mao's original works and their developmentto 'state ideology.'
198Mao Tse-tung,vol 3,305.

199Ibid,
vol 5,35: 'It is of vital importance to unite with the minority nationals. '
200Ibid, 296.
201

Ibid, 406.
202'Documentsof the ChineseCommunistParty Central CommitteeSept 1956A ril 1969, vol 1, Union ResearchInstitute Hong Kong 1971,3.
20P
Doc 13,2-3.
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minority questionsto onesof social, classrelations,effectively closedoff the option
204
of grantingthe larger freedomsfor regionsthat Mao had talked of in 1935.
3.1.5 Class
Orthodox communist ideology had introduced the predominance of class over
ethnicity, whetherframed in terms of nationality or otherwise.In the key statements
on the issueof nationalitiesthe commitmentto 'equality' and liberation transcended
all other issues. 'The capitalists,' Lenin was quoted as saying, 'always put
nationality demandsfirst... But the proletariat believes that nationality demands
205
interests
should servethe
of classstruggle. The aim of Marxism was to guarantee
that 'all national minorities are equal (pingdeng), and have self-determination
(zyuequan),the workers of all groupsjoining up.' The expressionof differences
basedon ethnicity or nationality was, in the end, an attempt to assertunique rights,
to claim a privileged position. It was a meanswhereby the old class antagonisms
could be reintroducedinto the relations betweennational minority groups,to assist
the dominanceof one group over another.Class was the predominantrelationship
and ethnic/nationalityrelationshipshad to be translatedinto class-typeonesto make
sensein this system.
Mao Zedong had not taken the leading role in introducing the Marxist-Leninist
discourseof classand classstruggleto China, as Luk madeclear in his history of the
formation of ChineseCommunistthinking in the 1920s.206It was a project in which
many Chinesehad participated.Even somethingas fundamentalas the conceptof a
proletariat or peasantrytook a long time to define properly: 'The founders of the
CCP... were often indiscriminatein treating the workers and peasantsas one broad
207
category of social elements. But the key, point, and the one that Mao was to
exploit to such political effect, was the primacy of class relations above all others,
204'Theoretically, the Party's
position hasalwaysbeenthat so-called"nationality
chracteristics"are in reality only the characteristicsof the bourgeoisieof that nation:
there is a naturalharmonyof interestsbetweenworkers and peasantsthe world over.
Thus, all national struggleis in reality classstruggle' (Dreyer 1968,4).
205
Doc 68,2-3.
206
Luk 1990.
207
Luk 1990,165.
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land
to
their
or
use. He was also adept at
and
connection means of production
adaptingthis to the situationin China.
Mao's position on classhad beenset out early in his intellectual career.The opening
words of the first essayin the official version of his SelectedWorkshad answered
the famous question:'Who are our enemies?Who are our friends?v208
with a list of
goodand bad social classes:

"

Landlord and compradorclass

"

Middle bourgeoisie

"

Petty bourgeoisie (including owner peasants,master handicraftsmen,
lower level intellectuals,small traders)

"

Semi-proletariat (semi-owner peasants, poor

peasants, small

handicraftsmen,shopassistants,peddlers)
"

Proletariat

While thesecategorieshad beenrefined over the 30 years from 1926to the 1950s,
the fundamentalprinciples of classification and the need for social categorieshad
notchanged.
In an areawith significant numbersof national minorities like IMAR, the assertion
of standardcentral classlabels was problematic.At the root of this lay the different
historiesand culturesbetweenHan and Mongolian. In the IMAR many Mongolians
were not, historically, economicallydependenton settled agrariancultivation as the
Han settlerswere. They were mainly pastoralistsand their relationship to the land
209
land
different.
This left the Centre with a choice:
and
ownership was therefore
either specialterms neededto be createdin public discourseto convey (and accept)
this difference, or the central categorieswere rigidly imposed. There was a long
history of the processof managementof these two competing pressures.The CR
208'Analysis of the Classesin ChineseSociety,' March 1926in Mao 1963-1977,vol
1,13ff.
209See'GrasslandIdentities' in Bulag (forthcoming): 'Pastoralismas economicand
social practiceadaptedto the sociology of the grasslandsand dating back to
antiquity, hasbecomethe ultimate cultural symbol defining the core of Mongol
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saw the peak of the latter option, but it had been a contentious issue since 1949.
Bulag's retelling of the complicated history of land reform in IMAR after 1949
illustrated this well. In the initial movement, redistribution of land was based on
classifying people in IMAR according to class labels from the discourse of the
Centre. But the blanket imposition of these labels was unsuccessful.

A CCP

document in 1949 admitted that local unrest was common because of this process:
'In the pure and semi-agricultural pastoral areas, the pastoral economy has suffered
farming
farmers.
Pastoral
few
Mongolian
damages.
had
IMAR
tenant
was ill
severe
210
based
land
'
So
treatment
to
on the
initial policies of equal
suited
reform.
discourse
local
The
be
had
to
the
to
was
situation.
adapted
centralised class ideology
adapted and localised.

In the CR such accommodation disappeared. The attack on Ulanfu saw people
divided into two broad categories: national ones, and those applicable to specific
local conditions. These are set out in the table below:
Table 4: Attack on Ulanfu Material:

Differences in Class Nomenclature

between the Centre

and IMAR

National Class Labels (Used Locally)

Purely Lýcal Clasiti

'Landlord' (&--hu)
'Rich peasants' (lunong)
'Capitalists' (zihenjia)
Tolorusers' (-7himin)
Trolet ariat' (wu(.-hanjieji)
'Bourgeoisie' (zhongchanjiqji)

A ferdlords'Outzhu)
'Rich herdsmen" (fimm)
'Hei-der-worknien' (mugong)
A lerders' (mumin)
'Nornadic herders' (voumu)
'Lamas' (lamu)
'Princely aristocrats' (shangt.-mg
211
wanggong gui.: u)
'Poor herdsmen" (pinku mumin), also
conveyed by the Mongolian term
viulumalaqin *
Toorish herdsmen' (zhong(leng mumin)
also conveyed by tile Mongolian term
va(lulikenialaqin *

identity. '
2ýOBulag 2003,119-120.
21 Mongolian leaders installed by Qing authorities and claiming descendency frorn
Genghis Khan.
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* Both transliterationsfrom Mongolian words into Chinesecharacters.
The attemptsto articulate and accommodate'special' circumstancesand deal with
them within the central discoursecan be located in this vocabulary. The successor
failure of this vocabulary to convey to the audiencein IMAR the real social and
Centre
hegemony
demonstrated
the
best
the
the
there
of
successof
cultural situation
land
late
1940s
had
been
the
the
reform
the
when
ongoing since
and
project which
in
identity
imposing
instigated
class, not
rooted
a sense of
of
programme was
ethnicity.
This processhad the potential to causegreatconflict. The use of central terms based
on 'class' labels, while superficially attempting to accommodatethe specifics of
IMAR, was underpinnedby the Centre's claim that class analysis was based on
universal criterion. The acceptanceof the universality of class terms and the
ideology supporting them was not negotiable. It was to be imposed. In the CR,
form,
IMAR
its
ideology
the
discourse
the
extreme
of classreached most
where
and
In
did
Such
this context,
'special'
exist.
not
special areas
area.
was not seenas a
darker
betrayed
local
terms
to
the
purpose- the
a
only
master
wanting
adaptations
desirefor local autonomyand independence.
This was the basisfor the main accusationagainstUlanfu. In presentingnationality
betrayed
had
Ulanfu
important
the
than
to
classones
considerationsas equal or more
Centre's ideology. The Centre presented class ideology as being 'in the best
interests' of the audiencein IMAR, whether the audiencewas Mongolian or Han
Chinese. But the IMAR CR campaign saw overwhelming violence against a far
larger proportion of Mongolians than Han. The languageof class and its hegemony
frame
Mongolians,
them as enemies.
to
the
and
minority,
was used attack
national
This assertionof the primacy of class over nationality labels also appealedto the
Han majority of the IMAR audience.As in Gramsci's conceptof hegemony,power
dynamics
between
The
forms
based
ruler.
ruled
and
consent,
and
of
relations are
on
212
in
CR
Han
'minoritising
to
Ulanfa's
the
played
policies
condemnation of
212'Minoritising' was an expressionto conveyUlanfu's promotion of policies that
supportedthe national minorities, assertingtheseabovethosethat promotedclass
interestsor considerations.
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in
land
had
been
how
treated
the
they
early
reform campaigns,and
grievancesover
threatenedover their statusin the IMAR as it was. Despite what it said about the
primacy of 'national unity,' the CR campaignexacerbatedthis conflict.
3.1.6 Ulanfu's Counter-Ideology

Ulanfa was presentednot just as having destructive, negative influence but as
'counter-ideology'
his
articulating and materially
own
representingand promoting
language.
In
in
'class'
'nationality'
the
a
common
over
embodying
primacy of
Triticise Ulanfu, EncourageBattle,' published in August 1967, the attack essay
referredto the following 'Ulanfu' counter-policies:
'Don't struggle, don't disfinguish, don't divide according to class' (bu
dou, bufen, bu huajyie): the assertionof the special social composition
of IMAR, basedon ethnic,not class,composition.
'Stable, broad, long' (wen, kuang, chang): this originated in Ulanfu's
it
because
be
in
IMAR
that
the
slower
should
revolution
prescription
in
broad
longer.
last
'
This
be
'stable,
seen
policies,
was
and
must
with
the text as demandingpolicies different from those implementedin areas
wherethe Han were in the majority.
The

'theory

that revolution

harms production'

('geming pohuai

by
implement
full-scale
lun):
to
revolution
attempt
not
an
shengchan'
damage
the material well-being
that
would
a
revolution
such
pretending
213
local
of the
people.

In this attack,it was claimedthat thesepolicies were basedon a 'common language'
(gongtongyuyan) sharedby Ulanfu and 'China's Khrushchev' (Liu Shaoqi). The
guiding ideology of this was labelled as the 'theory that class struggle will die out'
(fleji douzhengximielun).214Another policy imputed to Ulanfu was to promote
213

Doc 18,12-13.
214Ibid 15.A theory basedon the ideathat the persistenceof classdifferenceunder
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in
in
lived.
had
the
they
they
that
areas
which
more
say
greaterminority unity so
This turned into the demand that they be 'the masters in their own territory'
(shaoshuminzu dangfia zuozhu).215Connectedwith this was the 'minoritising'216of
Most
(zizhifiguan
in
IMAR
ganbu
minzuhua).
minzuhua,
organisationsand cadres
foundations'
(san
'three
fichu),
to
the
the
ge
reference
of
all
was
comprehensive
IMAR
Party
from
Ulanfu
key
to
the
the
a speech
made
points
encapsulating
Committeein late 1965,in which he had demandedprogressin 'politics, economics,
Ulanfu
'
In
these
was accused of committing major
areas,
culture.
all
of
and
ideological 'crimes' (not mistakes- his actionswere seenas deliberate).For culture,
Ulanfu was accusedof indirectly promoting the study of Mongolian by demanding
Ia commonlanguage'for all cadresto work in.217
The more seriousaccusationwas that Ulanfu had producedan ideology with its own
discourse in opposition to the Centre. In this counter-ideology (materially
representedby the quotestaken from Ulanfu's work and assembledas evidenceof
his darkerpurpose)a key vocabularyof 'minoritising' was asserted,in contradiction
to the one of unity through common class labels from the Centre.An article on 6th
March 1968accusedUlanfu of having a 'national minority viewpoint' (minzyguan).
In this article the basis of 'nationality viewpoint' was Ulanfa's 'three foundations.'
This was the areain which Ulanfu was attacked.
3.1.7 Narrative
The class ideology of the Centre was promoted through being encapsulatedin an
historical narrative, legitimising the right for certain privileged groups to use key
terms and monopolisethesewithin the new discourse.In this narrative, exploitation
had ended in the seminal moment of liberation in 1949.1949 was the watershed
socialismmeantthat classstrugglemust still be waged.Maoists believedthat the
dictatorshipof the peoplemeantthat while classcontradictionscontinuedto exist,
they could be solvedpeacefully.They accused'rightists' of assumingthat economic
its
dying
lead
to
the
own.
struggle
on
out of class
and materialprogresswould
215Doc 16, Issue 17,7, echoingthe CCP's ideal that the proletariat should be
mastersin their own house.
216Increasingproportion of membersof minorities servingas officials in local
government.
217
Doc 4, Issue 17,7.
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between the old and new history. The new history had, as its foundation, the
acceptanceof the centrality of classand commonclass labels. Liberation was based
in this history on social, not ethnic identity. The key tenns in the new discourse
218
history
conveyingthis
andnarrativewere classnot ethnic ones.
Such a narrative had no spacefor the notion of a group of people not belonging
clearly to the systemof exploitation articulatedand labelled in it. The experienceof
exploitation was universal,aswas the languagethrough which it was conveyed.The
idea of IMAR having a 'special history' with its own narrative basedon nationality
rather than class labels was only evidenceof destroying national unity and going
against the people and the Centre. Acceptanceof the Centre's class ideology in
IMAR thereforealso meantacceptanceof the Cente's historical narrative.It was not
possible to accept both the primacy of class, and a historical narrative that
accommodateda specialMongolian history. If class was paramount,IMAR history
was one of competing classes,with the oppressedmarching towards liberation just
like the national one. 'Exploitation,' 'fiberation,' 'progress,' the keywords in the
new discourse,were not basedon ethnic labels.
This issueof narrativeworks in many areasand on many levels. In the analysisthat
follows, it was located in the treatment of Ulanfu, and the significance and
interpretationof his own history. It was in his history that the conflict betweenthe
two narratives-a local one and the one from the Centre- was represented.He was
shown as setting and defining himself within a narrative in which legitimate power
and authority were attributedto nationality (and thereforeethnic) identity, not class.
Ulanfu's symbolic value - andthe threathe was seenas posing- was sited here.

218Apter and Saich 1995describethe
narrativeof Chineserevolutionary history as
being rooted in the Yan'an experiencewhereMao's life was symbolic of redemption
throughrevolution.
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Section Two: The Attack
3.2.1 Material Carriers

The material carriersof the attackon Ulanfu fell into two very broad categories.The
first was containedin a seriesof articles and items in the IM Daily. This constituted
the 'official' attack on Ulanfu. Its languagewas more restrained(illustrated by the
late naming of its main target). In this material, the ideological factor was more
important, presenting criticisms of Ulanfu within the broader terms of his
representinglocal opposition to instructions from the Centre on class and class
struggle. There were some accountsof specific public meetings, in which voices
by
different
Ulanfu
the
sectionsof the
of
were recordedrepresenting condemnation
IMAR public. This material representedthe public attack on Ulanfu and his power
base.

The secondband of material was more varied, sponsoredby specific factions. Its
criticisms were fiercer, and conveyed by more aggressivelanguage.Within this
category there were a variety of sub-genres.One of the most common was
collections of Ulanfu's own 'black sayings' (as they were frequently called) with
editorial comment and notation. Another was prose narratives or chronologies of
Ulanfu's 'black counter-revolutionarydeeds.' As the first type of material presented
a counter-language,a 'languageof the enemy' from the other side, so the second
type presentedthe 'counter-history,' the history that had occurred to support this
language,with other namedindividuals, a detail of the organisationsand histories
that this narrative of treacheryhad contained.A final kind of material, but less well
represented in the collection analysed here, was purely ideological attack presentationand analytic discussionof the ideological heresiesattributedto Ulanfu.
The producersof this material indicatedwho the administrativeimplementersin the
Inew history' were. The IM Daily carried the voice of the new establishment,close
to the Party and revolutionary committee, with their capital to call on and
supplement.The other material arosefrom the varying groups competingwith each
other, speakingto different memberships,attempting to either enhancetheir own
statusor denigrateothers,with affiliations varying from universities to work units.
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Somegroups were set up to specifically attack Ulanfu, demonstratingparticipation
in the CR.

3.2.2 Ideological Attack in the Official Material

This section analysestwo articles from the IM Daily which contain attacks on
Ulanfu on the ideological level from early 1968.The first, publishedon 15thJanuary
1968,was entitled Tlanfu's Arch CrimesDestroyingthe National Minority Policies
in the Leagues,Cities and the AutonomousRegion.' The second,from 6thMarch
1968,was entitled Triticise Ulanfu's Nationality Viewpoint (minzuguan).'
I
The 15'hJanuaryarticle was authoredby Leng Xiongxiang. No affiliation was given.
It is divided into four sections,eachcarrying a label for Ulanfu: (1) 'activist peddler
of 'peaceful democracy in the new era'; (2) 'faithful guard-dog of the feudal
herdlords'; (3) 'swom enemyof the dictatorshipof the proletariat;' (4) 'chief leader
of the national minority splittists in the IMAR Party.' The introit to the piecewas set
within the masternarrative, viewing the founding of the PRC as the moment when
all classesand national minorities were liberated from exploitation. It also asserted
the primacy of Mao andthe Centrein this liberation:
'On I" October 1949, and the founding of the PRC, the end came to the
bitter time of the "100 yearsof humiliation, and the disunity of 500 million
people" of all the national groups of our people, and implemented the
unprecedentedunification (tongyi) of the country and unity Quanjie) of all
the national minorities within China... The national minority areas,cities,
and autonomousregions are one manifestation of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, a part of the compositionof the dictatorship of the proletariat in
our country... This is a glorious exampleof our great leader ChairmanMao
using Marxist-Leninist nationality theories to solve the problem of
nationality in China... A greatvictory for Mao Zedongthought.'
This was the strong assertion not only of the categories from the Centre

('proletariat'), of the power holders (Chairman Mao and the Party) and of the
carriers of their ideological expression(Mao ZedongThought, Marxism-Leninism),
but also of the absolute primacy of the objective of the Centre of 'unity, ' and
ownership of this concept and term in 'our country,' the country of 'all national
minorities.
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The writer took the key-phrasethat 'the principal issue for revolution is one of
into
distilled
discourse.
In
IMAR
from
Centre's
this
the
a struggle
was
power'
between the dictatorship of the 'princely aristocrats' (wanggong guizu), the 'big
herdlords, big landlords, and the big capitalists,' and the construction of 'the
had
'
Ulanfu
'
'the
Khrushchev,
As
region's
political power of all national groups.
I openly opposedChairmanMao in his project of building a new democraticcountry
led by the proletariat.' Ulanfu's true purposein opposingthe Centre's ideology of
the dictatorship of the proletariat was to realise his 'dream of a greaterMongolian
local
bad
diguo),
(da
Menggu
to
the
classes while they
and
protect
empire'
ideology
for
that
It
this
the
their
coherenceof
continued
exploitation. was critical
had
in
the
the
above
classes
outlined
past, which
one accepteda specific version of
indeed followed the patterns of oppressiondescribed. 'Exploitation' (boxue) and
Aoppression' (yapo) were the key actions in this historical narrative, addressedor
1949.
The
liberated
'good'
to
the
those
article claimed that
after
applied
classes,
Ulanfu had denied his audienceempowermentby refusing them recourseto class
language,to the meansto identify their social position, and thereforeto justify their
demandsand work towards liberation basedon this. 'Herdlords,' Ulanfu is claimed
to have said, 'do not have class in their heads.' This proved Ulanfu's 'denial' of
class.What Ulanfu had allegedlydone,since 1949,was to reproducethe old pattems
herdlords,
'feudal
the
the
the
through
chief
actors,
of
of exploitation,
protections
leaders'
levels
the
the
the
of
religious
upper
upper classesof
nationality groupsand
against 'the poor herders.' This was perfectly compatible with the analysis of pre1949exploitation.
One of the key meansto impose unity was through organisationaland linguistic
by
in
this
Ulanfu
this
promoting
article of opposing
standardisation.
was accused
Iminoritisation' (minzuhua)of the organisations;of autonomousrule. He was also
interests:
'making
that
nationality
accused of mounting Campaigns
promoted
'
'the
leading
'the
dictatorship
lords,
'
to
the
and
of
nationalism,
national minorities
nationalismof the leadershiporgansin the IMAR CCP.' To achievethis, Ulanfu had
appropriated key terms from the legitimate discourse of the Centre, like
'dictatorship' and 'Joining up,' but changedthem by placing them in an illegitimate
Inationality' context: 'The stateis alwaysa classstate,and political power is always
f4classpolitical power."' Nationality was not the key. Classrelations were. Attempts
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to nationalise conceptsand institutions from the Centre were merely a meansto
createdisunity by underminingthe hegemonyof class.
Ulanfu's specific political ambition had beento subvert the unity of a country built
on class relations with 'splittist' notions, dividing the classesfrom one national
minority to another, and destroying their common ground for revolution and
liberation. He himself had worked for a 'Greater Mongolian Empire' under the
dictatorshipof capitalists.The ideologicalbasisof this 'new empire' would build on
in
labelling
heavily
figured
in
(and
labelled
the
the
of
which
article
what was
Ulanfu's thought throughoutthe campaignagainsthim) as the 'three theories' (san
in
from
Centre
Nun),
'correct
this
the
thinking'
to
the
ge
a counter-ideology
universe of starkly opposedforces and ideas. The 'three theories' were political,
economicand cultural:
Political: To have both Mongolian and Han in the organisational
headquarters(in effect, to have a higher proportion of Mongolians in
authority locally than the Centredeemednecessary).
Economic: 'Mongolians can graze sheep, and so can the Han'
(supporting Mongolian-pastoral patterns of land use against centrally
promotedagrarianones).
Cultural: 'Study two languages.With a common language,there is a
in
different
Mongolian
heart'
(reference
to
the
scripts
use of
common
People'sRepublicand IMAR - seefollowing section).
Ulanfa's theorieswere sited in the three critical areaswhere the Centre authorities
in
dimension
'national'
Admitting
to
any of these
a
needed
exercise control.
identity
demands
being rooted in
legitimacy
to
to
and
conceded
national minority
something other than class. The Centre promoted, instead, a 'common political
basis,' a 'common economicbasis,' and finally a 'common cultural basis,' through
the ideologiesrespectivelyof the dictatorshipof the proletariat, Marxism-Leninism,
and Mao Zedong Thought. These, they asserted,were the firmest foundations of
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unity.
The assertionof commonality was a theme of the secondIM Daily article from 6th
March 1968. Unlike the earlier article, 'Criticise Ulanfu's Nationalism' was the
product of two groups, rather than individually named authors - the Central Party
North Bureau Organisation(Red Alliance) and the IMAR Hohhot City Red Guard
Third Division. This disseminatedthe idea that Mao's 'national minority struggleis
an issue of class struggle,' the most 'scientific, most penetrating, most beautiful
summary' of Marxist-Leninist teachingon the issueof nationality. Marx, the article
declared,had said that 'national minority groupshave different classorganisations.'
In any group of national minorities, there existed classes and class struggle.
Conflicts within such groupswere due to 'class struggle.' The article mentionedthe
samenarrative of exploitation and oppressionas the first: 'In old China, oppressing
the labouring people in the national minority groups were the imperialists, the
counter-revolutionariesof the Nationalist Party, and the counter-revolutionary
classesin all minority groups.' The labouring peoplesin thesegroups,both Han and
national minority, shared common enemies. They fought a 'common struggle'
(gongtong douzheng).And with the victory of the CCP in 1949, they shared a
common liberation: 'From the first day of the founding of the PRC, all nationalities
joined up to become a friendly, co-operative family. ' This metaphor of the 'big
family' of China (dafiating) was meantto exercisea powerful emotional hold over
those to whom it was directed, constructinga senseof kinship and allegiancein a
constituencythat was in fact very diverse.
A new term in this article, however,was that of 'class struggle,' a key import from
central Maoism, and one of the most powerful prescriptions of the political
programme of the CR. Class struggle, the necessaryantidote to exploitation and
oppressionfrom the historical narrativeoutlined above,was the meansto liberation,
to the realisationof justice in the new society. Mao's conceptof 'national minority
struggle in the end being class struggle' was juxtaposed in the article to a direct
quote from Ulanfu, who was said to have declaredthat 'nationality contradictions
are the main thing, classcontradictionsare secondary.'
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3.2.3 The Problems of a Common Language
The issue of Ulanfu's attitude to a 'common' language' (gongtong yuyan) also
appearedin this article: 'When he saysthat if there is a common languagethen there
is a common attitude, this is clearly the old tune of class compromisetheory (1yie
tiaohelun de laodiao). Although the oppressorsand those oppressedin a minority
group have the samelanguage,their attitude is utterly opposed.' The promotion of a
Icommon language' was more directly related to the specific use of Mongolian or
Chinesein other quotes.In a speechin 1965,Ulanfu was quotedas saying:
'In IMAR we havetwo types of languageand writing... In IMAR now there
are many Mongolians who can't speak Han Chinese,and even in pastoral
areasthere are Han who can't speakMongolian. From now on cadresshould
be able to speak both languages.You speak Mongolian, and I also speak
Mongolian. If you speakHan Chinese,I speakHan Chinese.Mongolians can
speakMongolian, and Han Chinesecadresalso can speak Mongolian... If
we have a common language,we have a political foundation, and economic
foundation.A commonlanguagereflectsa commonheart. 219
In the IM Daily on 3rdFebruary 1968 in an article attacking Ulanfu, this statement
was taken as 'a denial of classstruggle':
'In a class society, our common attitude must have a class aspect.Because
the position of the proletariatand the capitalistsis not the same,they all have
their own "attitude." Chiang Kai-shek, and Derzhinsky, even though they
had a different language,had the same"counter-revolutionary"attitude. The
great massof revolutionarypeoples,even though their languageand writing
are not the same,have a commonclassattitude. We all love ChairmanMao,
and resolutelywish to push forward along the path of socialism.'
Superficially this declaredthat the fundamentalsof ideology transcendlanguage.
But there was also a sense in which this was a suppressionof greater use of
Mongolian, and a reaction against the symbolic unity coming from the common
spoken language between the Mongolian People's Republic, and Mongolians in
IMAR 220Thus the condemnationof Ulanfu when he was accusedof trying to use
.
the samewritten alphabetas the Mongolian People'sRepublic (cyrillic), and not the
old script traditionally usedin IMAR, and the banishmentfrom early 1968onwards
219Doc 3, Issue 16,16.
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of the few words in Mongolian that had appearedon the front pageof the IM Daily.
The common language,in the end, was that of Marxism-Leninism, Mao Zedong
Thought, and class analysis and struggle. This cut across specific languages,
signifying adherencein the discourseto the view that there was a fundamental
ideological body of truth beyondlanguage,but that only the languageof the Centre
could adequatelyconveythis truth.
3.2.4 Material from Other Organisations: Using the Words of Ulanfu to
Condemn Himself

A major part of the 'smashing' of Ulanfu's authority was the use of collections of
his own words againsthim. This type of attack was effective as it meantthe enemy
themselveswas directly exposedthroughtheir own words, giving greatercredibility.
This appearedin materialproducedby smallergroups.
The collections of quotestook a numberof forms. In the autumn of 1967,a special
series of four 'CR Materials' (Wenge cailiao) was issued by the Hohhot
Revolutionary Rebellion Liaison Head Office 'Criticize and Struggle Against
Ulanfu' Liaison Station.221A total of 91 pagescoveredevery part of Ulanfu's career.
In another document (analysedin more detail below) the 'Mobilize the Battle to
Criticise Ulanfu' (Pi Wugu zhan), issuedby the Third Group, IM TeachersCollege
'East is Red' Battle Division in August 1967, quotes from Mao on national
minorities were followed by a theoreticalessaycondemningUlanfu, before moving
into the quotesthemselves,thoughthis time in the form of three columns- Ulanfu's
I counter-revolutionarylanguage,' paralleled with Liu Shaoqi and Deng'Xiaoping's
language,and finally a column with the 'directives' of the Central Committeeof the
CCP's Mao Zedong, and Lin Biao.222There was a 'parallel text' system, with
Icorrect ideology' (designatedwith the honorific title of 'instructions' (zhishi)) set
against both the 'counter-ideology' at the Centre of the two named thoughtcriminals, Liu and Deng, and then their local representative,Ulanfu with his own
local counter-ideology.While Liu, Deng and Ulanfu were set down as personally
220See Bulag 2002 for
more on this issue of the use of Mongolian versus Chinese.
221Doc 21.
222

Doc 18.
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sponsoring their own thought, Mao and Lin's 'instructions' were presented as
having the sanctionof 'the CCP.'
A further collection of quotes from August 1967, 'Confessions of a CounterRevolutionary'

(Fangeming de zibaishu) issued by the Hohhot Revolutionary

Rebellion Alliance Headquarters appeared in several separate parts, each covering
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quotes rather than the publication of the whole speech, and appeared in 'Excerpts
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Revolutionary Rebellion Alliance Headquarters 'Struggle and Criticize Ulanfu'
Alliance. 224
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Doc 17.
224WeretheseCR collectionscrediblerecordsof what Ulanfu actually said?As in
in
discussions
Chapter
Two,
the assessment
the
similar principles of
records
of
of
assessinginternal and extrenalconsistencyapply.There are opportunitiesto
comparequotesfrom the samesourceusedin different collections.The collection of
the I" July and the 'CR Material' 16,16 quotedthe sameoccasion,with only minor
editorial differences.The samequoteoccurredin Aug 1967though in truncatedform
(Doc 17,22). An edition of Ulanfu's SelectedWorkspublishedin IMAR in 1999did
include someof the speechesquotedin the CR materials.In severalinstancesthe
differencesbetweenthesewas significant. In the Aug 1967collection it quoted
Ulanfu as statingin June 1946at a cadremeeting'-we shouldpay attentionto this
problem,we needto take notice of the demandsfor the Mongolian people's
independence(zhongshi
Me
renmin duli deyaoqiu) and acknowledgetheir self(zyue) andneedto prepareto acknowledgetheir independentspirit'
consciousness
(Doc 17,11). But in the recordof this in Ulanfu's SelectedWorksit became:'We
shouldtake note of this [the problem of national minorities]. We shouldtake notice
of the demandsof Mongolian minority people(zhongshiMenQz renmindeyaoqiu)
and acknowledgetheir self-government(zizhi)' (my underlinings).The final
sentencewas omitted (Ulanfu 1999,vol 1,18). In the sameedition, the editorsalso
imputedto Ulanfu a quotethat, in Ulanfu's SelectedWorkswas clearly attributedto
Stalin (Doc 17,12 and Ulanfu 1999,276).None of thesemeantthat the CR versions
were misquotesfrom the original versions.The 1999SelectedWorkshad gone
throughthe sameprocessof ideological sanitisationand editorial correctionas
Mao's SelectedWorks,and it might be that they themselveswere 'inaccurate'
versions.All one can concludewithout seeingthe preciseoriginal of eachspeech
was that therewere variant versionsreflecting the different political environments
they had beenproducedin. The main differencehowever is that the CR collections
could contextualiseand editorially 'bind' their quotesin a way that managedthe
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These collections of quotes contained language which, at one point, was
authoritative and said by someoneoccupying formal positions of power, but now
relegatedto legitimate objects of denigrationand attack. There was heavy editorial
control, with the assertionof editorial managementof the pre'sentedlanguage.The
final document mentioned above, 'Excerpts from Ulanfu's Black Sayings,'
containedUlanfu's languagelifted from a single speechevent.The documentbegan
with a foreword setting the context of the 'secret report.' This stressed its
restrictedness,and made clear that it containedlanguageopposedto the Centre. It
also clearly statedthat the objective of the publication was to 'thoroughly expose,
and deeply, widely, and fiercely criticise' the speech.The editors finally set out the
principles on which the quoteswere arrangedand selectedfrom the speech,reducing
it from more than 90,000 charactersdown to 'a fraction.' It was not possible to
produce the whole speech,they stated, not just becauseof its length, but also
because 'in many places it is illogical (yuwu-1unci),chaotic Oazi-linluan), and
'
simply without order (mozhi-suoyun).
The quotesfrom the speechitself were split into five sections:
9 'Madly oppose great Mao Zedong Thought, try to establish "Ulanfu
Thought."'
'Flaunt the characteristicsof IMAR, twist the nature of the democratic
revolution, advocatethe road of peacefultransition.'
'Deny classstruggle,give in to theoriesof "exploitation is justified" and
classsurrender.'
'Cook up theories of splittism, scheme to build a feudal, bourgeois
independentkingdom.'
*

'Curse Beijing, Tiananmen, oppose the Centre, completely advocate
building a feudal, capitalistindependentkingdom.'

Under eachof thesemain headings,there were a numberof sub-sets.In the first, for
instance,there were three:

reader'sor user's receptionof them.
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'With "opposing copies" as an excuse, twist Chairman Mao's "three
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the universal guiding meaning of all
movement,
revolution"
directivesandpolicies issuedby ChairmanMao.'
There was a limited menu of actionsascribedto Ulanfu in the headingsand in those
throughoutthe other four sections.Primarily, Ulanfu's words were presentedwithin
the context of 'opposition' (fandui), 'denial' (fouren), 'elimination' (mosha),along
with ascribed verbal acts like 'distort' (cuangai), 'excuse' 6iekou), and 'curse'
(chouma).Thesewere crimes againstthe true narrative of history (to 'distort' and
misrepresent'it), againstthe Centre ('oppose,' and 'curse' it), and the ideology of
Mao Zedong Thought ('twist' and 'deny') which were the manifestationsof the
Centre'shegemony.In essence,thesecoveredthe key areaswhere Vlanfu was taken
as opposingand resistingthis hegemony.
The quotescoveredthe themesidentified in the 'official' material containedin the
IMDaily articles in 3.2.2 above.First of all, Ulanfu was presentedas arguing for a
I specific IMAR reality' different to the reality dictatedfrom the Centre.'We needto
first understandwhat the real nature of IMAR is,' Ulanfu was quoted as saying,
'then secondly,how we link up the reality of IMAR with Mao Zedong Thought.'
This, it implied, was taking things the wrong way. The reality of IMAR came
throughthe reality designatedto it from the Centre.In the editorial commentson the
first section, it was even claimed that Ulanfu labelled Mao Zedong Thought as a
'doctrine' (flaotiao). This againwas the locality 'counter-labelling' entities from the
Centre. Mao Zedong Thought was not a doctrine (with its implications of
dogmatismand formal canonization),but the simple presentationof truth. Use of
other terms about it was taken as a threat,an attemptto inscribe and control it within
a different discourse.
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The secondarea where Ulanfu's words were used against him was the accusation
that he attackedthe ideological unity of the Centre. Ulanfu was cited as using the
keywords, 'unity, ' 'nucleus,' and the correct slogan 'Mao Zedong Thought is the
unity of minority groups.' But in saying that 'the problem of national minorities is
the problem of [defining] people,' Ulanfii was guilty of placing the issue of
nationality as central to the categorisation of the 'people. ' In the 'correct' Maoist

classification system, based on Marxist-Leninist thought, people's main social
identity was basedon class,not nationality. Here Ulanfu 'deniesthe true classnature
225
of the national minority problem.
An example of the placing of Ulanfu's words againstthe Centre's 'class' ideology
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This reacheda symbolic level, in the final selection
truth out-and-out
of quotes,where Ulanfu was seenas 'cursing Tianamnenand Beijing, ' the symbols
in the PRC of centrality, unity, and the hegemonyof the new political system.The
editors talked of theseplacesas being the 'heart of our ancestralland, the centreof
the world's revolution,' with Ulanfu 'cursing the symbol (xiangzheng)of the great
motherland, Tiananmen.' In Ulanfii's counter-discourse,he had appropriatedthe
symbolic capital of Mao, and of the central material signifiers for the power,
TiananmenSquare,Beijing. In striving to make Baotou the centre for the iron and
steel production in China in the 1950s,Ulanfu had betrayedhis desire to set up a
its
kingdom'
'independent
Beijing,
to
own
with
an
power centre alternative
nationality ideology, and its own geographicalsymbolism, competing with that of
227
Centre.
In this new context, Ulanfu's seemingly innocent quote 'to build
the
Baotou, and to continuouslybuild up the autonomousregion' was re-interpretedas
the sinister blueprint for the construction of an independentcountry. Taking the
economy,and not classstruggle,as the key term, Ulanfu was quoted as saying that
'from the point of view of economics,things can only really start from IMAR. ' In
this new state,Ulanfu would supplantMao Zedongin the symbolic pantheon.In the
new geography,in which IMAR was at the centre, Chairman Ulanfu was the new
leader, returning to the ambitions much CR material in IMAR claimed the
225Doc 63,4.
226Ibid 9.
227lbid 17.
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Mongolians always had: to recapturethe glorious power exercisedby them in the
GenghisKhan period sevencenturiesbefore, to resurrectthis period of hegemony
over the Han (this is looked at in more detail in 3.2.9 below).
The use of a single speechdramatically illustrates not only the attempt to contrast
the currency of one kind of languageagainstthe other and thereby discredit it, but
also the tight material controls exercisedby the editors on a text. The original was
heavily contextualised.It was split up and placed in headed,separatelybounded
sections.Its form was redesigned.The ambition of the editors was clearly to usethe
words of the condemnedUlanfti againsthimself, and for him to participate in his
own prosecution,somethingthat his physical absencefrom IMAR meant he was
' and the
unable to do in person.Ulanfu's languagedistilled the 'counter-language,
needfor it to be policed and controlledby the restraintsof editorial markers.
The collection of Ulanfu's quotes contained in the TR Materials' (Wenge ziliao)
printed in September and October 1967 was from more diverse sources. The quotes
range from 1945 to 1966, just before Ulanfu's effective silencing by being removed
by the Centre from formal positions of power. The quotes ranged from Ulanfu's
speech at a preparatory meeting for the celebrations of IMAR's twentieth
228
to talks to local leaders, to instructions. The full range of material
anniversary,
was as follows:

'Speeches'6ianghua)
'Instructions'(zhishi)
'Inteýections'(chahua)
'Reports'(baogao)
'Talks' (tanhua)
'Summaries'(zongfie)
'Statements'(fayan)229
'Openingwords'(kaimuci)
228A moment
of greatsymbolic importancein the region, to which severalyears
preparationwas devoted.SeeBulag 2002,226 for contemporaryaccusationsof
Ulanfu's darkerpurposesin marking this eventas a celebrationto preparefor local
independence.
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'Declaration' (xuanyan)
'Secrettalks' (mitan)
'Remarkson a pieceof writing' (piyu)
'A letter' (yifeng xin)
'Regulations' (guiding)

Of these, the most numerous were 'speeches' (jianghua) followed by 'reports'
(baogao). In TR Materials 20,' the vast majority of the quotes were taken from
speeches.There were, in addition to the genresabove,somematerialsfrom Ulanfu's
essaysand books. However, these were exceptions.The bulk of the material was
from specific 'speech occasions' - speeches,talks, or reports at Party and local
meetings.None were given in their entirety, nor was there any indication of where
the materialswere sourced,though someindicatedthat they were summaries,which
implied a longer written source,recordedelsewhere.
The collection was arrangedaccordingto particular categoriesconnectedwith verbs
or actionsUlanfu was accusedof performing:
'Openly opposing' (gongkaifandui) ChairmanMao's heroic theoriesof
national minority struggle.
Within this section, the verbs 'speaking nonsense'(hushuo), 'denying'
(fouren),and 'advocating' (guchui) were usedasheadersto sub-sections.

*

'Opposing' giving prominence to Mao Zedong thought, 'attacking'
(gongji) the mass movement to live and study Chairman Mao's great
works.
In this section,'excuse' (liekou) was used.
'Be hostile to' (choushi) and 'strike' (dadao) the massesof the people.
'Beautify' (meihua)and 'rely on' (yikao) the aristocrats.

9 'Oppose' (duikang)the threerevolutions.
229Including 'summary
statements'(fayin caogao).
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'Openly resist' (dizhi) the leadershipof the Centre, 'destroy' (pohal) the
unity of the motherland.
In this section,'threaten' (yangyan)was used.
Similar patternsof using specific negativeand positive verbs of actionsare found in
the other collections in this series.Theseincluded 'resist' (kanglu), 'soak' (paozhi),
'deny' (mosha) and 'push forward' (tiaofa).

These 'framing' verbs indicated how Ulanfu's words were manipulated into
While
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through
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positions of active opposition
issues,
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ideological
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the
to
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was often abstract,
them in the CR collections created an atmosphereof physicality and struggle.
Ulanfia's languagewas presentedas speech-actsof dissentin their own right, able to
damageand threatenlike physical violence. The editorial languagehad to control
these 'dangerous' quotes.Ulanfu's words were policed, under suspicion.This was
the meansby which they were disempoweredin the new discourse,and their value
decreased.

This larger collection offered a picture of Ulanfu's sustained treachery, reaching
back to the 1940s when he was the most prominent supporter of the CCP in 'preLiberation' Inner Mongolia. In the previous official founding narrative of the PRC,
Ulanfu was the national minority leader closest to the Centre, fighting alongside
them against the common enemy of the Nationalists. He had been instrumental in
IMAR's

it
PRC,
the
stopping
region
within
autonomous
establishment as an

becoming an independent state. He was a comrade of the CCP.

In the new CR narrativeUlanfu had not becomea splittist. He had always beenone.
There were no chronological principles to the arrangementof Ulanfu's words.
Quotesfrom the 1940sstandnext to those from 1965.The impressionis of a steady
and unchanging'opposition' which was ahistoricaland had not developedduring the
huge political upheavalsof the time. Nor were the very different contexts within
which Ulanfu spokeat different periods explained.In TR Materials' No 16, under
the heading 'Advocating "Pushing Forward the Upper Class"..., ' Ulanfu's words
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context,Ulanfu had alwaysbeena criminal.
One of the longest quotes presented in the collection was from a speech in June
1946, to cadres in the inner Mongolia Autonomous Movement (zizhi yundong), an
organisation predating the formal creation of the IMAR. At this meeting, Ulanfu had
talked about the characteristics of the Mongolians. 'Mongolians, ' he was claimed to
have said, 'are a soft minority group. ' They had their own history of exploitation.
They were reliant on the politics, economics, and culture of other national
minorities:

'Because the Mongolians are simple, they are not clear about [what] the
[Communist] Eighth Route Army [is], nor about how we differ from the
Nationalists... They also have a characteristic.In the beginning, they never
trust, but as soon as they start to trust you, then they do so completely...
Mongolians worship their idols to excess.Whatever is in their headsthey
believeto be correct.'
Ulanfu's analysis was presented as ahistorical, broad generalisations on the
immutable characteristicsof the Mongolian people. No attempt was made in the
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CCP was shown to be true and victorious. Ulanfu, who had presentedhimself as a
friend and supporter of the CCP ideology, was actually working within the new
systemfor the interestsof the old exploiters,the upper classes.They may well have
beenMongolian upperclasses.But their ethnicity was irrelevant. What matteredand
had meaningin this discoursewas their class.
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Sucha narrativewas motivatedby a utilitarian view of history. Telling and retelling
history servedto show how classconflict and struggle could be used for liberation.
The key issue for participants in the CR was to hold the grand template of this
history againstthe individual historiesof people,to define their place in this master
narrative as either exploiter or exploited. Ulanfu's case was one of the trickiest.
While using the 'form' of the ideology of CCP communism,he had actually been
promoting his own interestsbasedon an alien ideology. The quoteswere offered as
proof of this. They were not questioned,and the only context within which they
were set was the 'history as liberation from classexploitation' one describedabove,
in which they were immediately condemnedand criminalised. Their articulation of
ideological key points throughnarrativeled to the secondmajor areaof contestation
ideological
follow
history
the
the
terms
to
the
of
attack, asserting
recreation
of
a
classover national minority/ethnicity issues.
3.2.5 The Narrative Attack: Ulanfu's History and Actions

The terms of debatewere set in the ideological attack analysedabove. Class was
asserted.Nationality/ethnicity issueswere secondary.The Centre's narrative based
on class liberation was promoted.A narrative asserting'specifics' of IMAR history
and Mongolian identity was rejected. The issue was not just therefore Ulanfu's
I counter-ideology,' but the meaning given to his own history, the symbolic
importancecontainedand conveyedby it, and the masternarrative within which it
was set.
The 'CR Materials' No 16 began with a description of the meaning of Ulanfu's
personalhistory interpretedin the tenns and discourseof the new narrative:
'For more than 20 years from the IMAR Movement to the socialist
revolution, this "contemporary godfather" [Ulanfu] has all along pushed
forward splittism, madly opposing the red, red sun in the hearts of all
nationalities, Chairman Mao, wantonly opposing Mao Zedong Thought
limitlessly believed in and revered by people of all nationality groups. He
separatelyraised the banner, falsifying the heroic thesis of Chairman Mao
about the national minority struggle, trying in vain with the "problem of
minorities" to deny class,classcontradictions,and class struggle.Distorting
the truth by despicablemeans, by "pushing forward class problems" and
promoting "capitalist class politics" in opposition to pushing forward Mao
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Zedong Thought. With monstrousaudacity,using "minority characteristics"
" "looking at things from a practical viewpoint,"
and "local characteristics,
etc, and "IMAR characteristics"theory, he denies the leading policies of
Mao Zedong Thought are those of the whole Party and country. Attacking
the massmovementof living and studying ChairmanMao's works, shouting
himself hoarse,talking up the feudal upper classes,twisting the unity of
ChairmanMao's Thought,advocatingclassco-operation,vainly trying to reorganisethe ranks of the exploiting classes,hatefully, he denigratesworking
-)231
people,opposingthe revolutionarymasses.
This contained a rich vocabulary of actions, some conveyed through standardized
idioms - four-character expressions (chengyu), such as 'monstrous audacity'
(goudan-baotian), 'shout oneself hoarse' (shengsi-lyie), 'distorting the truth'
(toufian-huanri). The central hegemonicideology was distilled in the formulation
'Mao ZedongThought,' or personalisedby being attachedto Mao's symbolic figure.
Even in describingthe actions of Ulanfa, the languagewas highly symbolic. It was
not fixed in referenceto specific eventsbut operatedon a very general level. The
reference,for instance,to 'banners' denoted abstract thoughts but conveyed this
metaphorically. Ulanfa's crimes were ideological ones,but they were conveyedin
ways that madethem seemlike actions.His own 'ideology' was separatedfrom the
main text by quotation marks. It was distilled into sound-bitesor slogans- support
for 'minority characteristics' (minzu tedian), and 'regional characteristics' (diqu
tedian).

3.2.6 The Narrative Attack: Specifics

'New Account of Nasty Goings-Onin Ulanfu's Mansion' (Wanfu dizhu zhuangyuan
choush!xinblan) producedby the Third Group of Red Guards,in Hohhot, on the I"
November 1967 offered a sustainednarrative attack.232A document of 32 pages,
with a foreword sponsored by the IM University 'Jinggangshan' Corps
'Zhongnanhai' Section, it was divided into three sections. The first, 'The Place
Where Counter-RevolutionaryRestorationistExperiments are Done,' concerneda
report Ulanfu made on the inspectionof a mansion,a 'landlord yard.' The second,
simply entitled 'Landlord, Hegemonist, Hooligan' was an attack on the
23 1
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I contemporary Cixi, ' Ulanfu's wife. 233The final, and by far the longest section (it
runs from page 14) was called 'New Account of Nasty Goings-On' and was divided
into eight separate sections. This pamphlet contained material that worked on two
levels. First, it promoted an attempt to denigrate Ulanfu by attacking his kin in
IMAR. Secondly, it supported a specific narrative in which the past and the present
were recast within the terms of a struggle between Ulanfu and the Centre. For both
of these purposes, specific rhetorical and symbolic devices were used.

The introduction set out the general context for the attack. The founding of the
IMAR CRC was directly mentioned,a 'great victory for the all-conquering Mao
ZedongThought, and a greatvictory for ChairmanMao's revolutionary fine.' It was
also a 'great victory for the "13'h April Decision."' This set out the hierarchy: the
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the
the
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Mao's Revolutionary Line, assertedat the head,with the manifestationof what was
now taken as their local expression,the '130' April Decision,' afterwards.There was
also the assertionthat this work was the 'expressionof denunciationfor the counterrevolutionary revisionist Ulanfu, and of limitless love for the great revolutionary
declared
be
'
The
to
the
a 'gift given to our red political
massesof
work was
people.
power, the IMAR CRC,' and to the '13 million people of all nationalities in our
region' (my italics). The location of power within institutions and of its symbolic
signification was immediatelyclear.
The introduction referred to an underlying programmeof violence and purposeful
destruction.The writers talked of 'the revolutionary massesof all our area picking
him [Ulanfu] up, smashinghim to the ground, and kicking him down. Let us rain
down 100,000kicks on the body of the counter-revolutionaryrevisionist element
Ulanfu, and then a 100 million blows, so that he will never rise up again.' Ulanfu's
body was a metaphorfor the whole 'enemy' corps. Actions against it were actions
against all enemies.This figure paralleled what Foucault talked of in using the
treatment of the body of the condemnedduring a punitive processas a meansof
232
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symbolising society purging itself

Within this language which promoted
committing violence upon a symbolic body there was a tightly built symbolic world.
Although in written words, the attacksthat followed could be seenas part of these
'kicks' rained upon a body - speechacts of aggressionin a war against someone
condemned.In utter contrastto this rhetorical aggression,the foreword endedwith a
note of courtesyto the readers:'We hope that our battle comrades,the great masses
of the proletarianrevolutionary elements,togetherwith the revolutionary comrades,
will offer their preciouscomments[on this work]. '
3.2.7 Xiao Yingzi Village: Symbolic Importance as the Locus of the Conflict
between Central Hegemony and Local Dissent

This was an attack groundedon a narrative taken from the Centre but placed in a
specific local domain,an areawithin which Ulanfu's family and closeallies worked,
a place in which Ulanfu's power was exercisedand which physically symbolised
that power. The pamphlet began,for instance,with a paragraphon Xiao Yingzi, a
village-sized'division in the Tuqi Banner in Wumeng LeaguebetweenHohhot and
Baotou, with 39 'households,' 22 of whom were poor, seven from the middle
peasantry,and ten who were landlords, with a population of 143 people. This was
the 'home' of Ulanfu's 'Dowager EmpressCixi, ' his wife Yun Liwen, a placewhere
'for five years,Ulanfu undertook counter-revolutionaryexperiments.' This was the
location for Ulanfu's treachery,illustrating his schemesagainstthe Centre,and his
attemptsto steal the symbolic capital of the Centre's icons. A mini-chronology of
the history of Xiao Yingzi was set out, related to speechesUlanfu had made
demonstratinghis purposethere: 'Xiao Yingzi is a Mongolian village, a laboratory
pushing forward the linking of agriculture,herding, and forestry for severalyearsto
the south of the Daqing mountains.' 234The text contrastedthis with Dazhai, the
communein neighbouring Shanxi Province promoted by the Centre as a model in
the CR. Xiao Yingzi was Ulanfu's 'capitalist independentkingdorn.' The setting of
Dazhai, the focus of a national campaign sanctionedby Chairman Mao, against
Ulanfu's own, Xiao, Yingzi, was symbolically important. Ulanfu's place, like his
family, belongedto the *counter-world,' the 'counter-naffative.' This embodiedthe
234
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general antagonismset out between Ulanfu's imputed splittist ambitions and the
'correct path' of the Centre.
This theme of the symbolic importanceof Xiao Yingzi returned at the end of the
pamphlet.It was in this placethat 'one can seethe real characterof Ulanfu' (Wanfu
flujing shi shenmehuose).235It was herethat Ulanfu and his 'lackeys stirred up fires,
and let ghostsout.' This descriptionof the crimesunderscoredthe metaphoricnature
of the attack.Ulanfu's words were usedagainsthim. The attack statedthat his claim
that 'there was little exploitation in Xiao Yingzi before Liberation' was labelled
I arrogantand bragging.' The real issueof Xiao Yingzi was set out at the beginning.
In this place, the intention was to 'raise up' nationality criterion in denial of classbased criterion, not to implement the dictatorship of the proletariat against the
Mongolian landlords.236The text stated that Xiao Yingzi was the same as other
237
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after quoting
on the primacy of class struggle
Despite the victory of the Communist revolution, Ulanfu's family in Xiao Yingzi
had set up a %castle'opposedto the revolutionary dictatorship.Ulanfu had declared
that the area was a Mongolian one. 'If we acknowledge history, we must
acknowledgethat the land is Mongolian land,' he is claimed to have said. In a
struggle againsta local called Yun Erdan, who had tried to implement the Centre's
class reforms, Ulanfu and his family had tried to seize power. Xiao Yingzi had
becomethe site where the assertionof power and ideology basedon nationality had
come face to face with the classideology sponsoredby the Centre,thus distilling the
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are parallelsin the useof Xiao Yingzi village in the campaignagainst
Ulanfu andhis wife, and the attackon Liu Shaoqi'swife WangGuangmeiand her
championingof her experiencesin TaoyuanVillage during the CR. See'PseudoFour Clean-upsand Real Restoration-a Reportof the InvestigationMade into Four
Clean-upsMovementin the TaoyuanProductionBrigade Conductedby the Top
Personin PowerTaking the Capitalist Road,' (Peopleý Daily 9thSeptember1967)
and Dittmer 1998,81 for Mao's take on this.
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3.2.8 Guilt by Association: The Attack on Ulanfu's Family
This narrative was centred on exploitation as the primary characteristic of
powerlessness. Ulanfu's 'corrupt' were seen as the main practitioners of
exploitation:

'Yun Liwen's family were originally in the Wumeng League and Lingge'er
Banner, Siqinwanqi Village. From small, Dageqin [previously referred to as
Yun's father] lived the life of a playboy, an aristocrat. Living off the rent...
he didn't work but achieved the life of a parasite. Occasionally getting up,
eating, drinking, playing, chatting, tagging along behind his dog-father on a
horse hitting pigs... Or on a cart, going all over the place, up and down
239
,
mountains,playing in the water...

This image drew from that of the decadent exploitative 'aristocratic classes,'
personalisingthe grand themesof the masternarrative in a local context, bringing
them close to the.target audience,who could then be made to feel the hurt and
damagetheseexploitershad brought.
The secondpart of the narrative attack was on Ulanfu's relatives. Food was the
symbol to convey this senseof privilege and corruption. This was carried by the
mini-narrative of someonewho worked for Yun's family, Gu Chengxi. In 1928,the
pamphlet stated,at the most disastroustime, when inflation was soaring and there
was a famine, 'in this kind of time, the more difficult it is, the more rich peoplehave
the chanceto get richer.' At this time, 'ugly Yun' (Yun chouchou)defaultedon Gu
Chengxi's wages.The most powerful meansto convey Gu's abject servitudewas to
describeGu's wife Jhaving to] cook for the Yun family for over ten years.' The text
listed the many parties and occasionswhen the Yun family banqueted,'eating big
fish and fatty meat, eating and drinking the fat of the land and sea.' Gu's wife had
to 'fry the vegetablesand warm the alcohol, serving the food and holding the plates,
240
lighting
mashingthe tea and
cigarettes,without rest. Grandmetaphorswere used
to describe the disaster enveloping people in 1928. It was a 'year of many
calamities' (duozai-duonan),with high winds, drought, and starvation, with people
working 'until they fainted with hunger,' and many dying, 'fathers and mothers
239
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selling their daughtersand sons,and husbandstheir wives.' At this time, in order
just to eat,peoplewent over to the Nationaliststo fight for them. But the Yun family
'ate white noodles every day,' and lived a 'life of dissipation' (huaflan-jiudi)
regardless.
After this stark depiction of the contrastbetweenthe exploiters and exploited classes
in the 'old society,' the text attaineda collective voice. There was a reminder that
the narrative recalled the suffering and exploitation of 'our people.' History always
has a message:'We must always rememberChairmanMao's instructions,never to
forget class struggle, never to forget the dictatorship of the proletariat. Smash
Ulanfu, Yun Liwen and Yuri Kanxiao and their type to the ground, kick them a
100,000times, never let them get up again. 241The ideological prescriptionsof the
Centreappearedin the collective voice, before setting down the actionswhich were
to be endorsedand promotedlocally. The section endedwith five slogans:the first
against Liu Shaoqi, the second against Ulanfu, and the final three, positive
declarationsfor the victory of the CR, of the dictatorship of the proletariat, and the
leadershipof ChairmanMao.
The counter-narrative drew on history in other ways. Exploitation was still an
important connecting theme. In referring to Ulanfu's wife as an 'empress dowager'
(Oxi taihou) the text deployed well-established stereotypes of imperial exploitation
and feudalism, and drew on a collective memory of the injustices of the past, before
the ending of the imperial dynasties in 1911. This was strongest in the final section,
which referred to 'King U[Ianfu's] visit to the ancestral grave (shangfen), ' in which
a journey in 1959 by Ulanfu and his family to Xiao Yingzi was described as an
imperial procession, startling the local workers with the arrival of five jeeps, the
front one of which was occupied by the 'modem day monarch, Ulanfu, ' the second
by the modem 'Cixi Empress Dowager, ' his wife Yuri, and the final one by the
'Prime Minister' (chengxiang, a special term used in China pre-191 1).242A further
example was the use of 'imperial edict' (shengzhi) issued by one of Ulanfu's
'lackeys. 243
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This appealto historical memory.was also containedin the writing style, with its use
of many literary and written forms, paradoxically paralleled by low-level abuse
terms (see below in this section).In the final section the following classicalterms
were used:
Dao, 'to say'
Feiyou, 'not'
Qiyou, 'isn't, ' 'wouldn't'
WU,, 11
Yue, 'say'
Ye, used at the end of sentencesas a marker in classical Chinese
Gu, 'I, ' used only by feudal princes in classical texts. Imputed to Ulanfu in
this text.

It was unusual,outside of literary texts, to find these characters,though they were
still widely understood by the educated who have studied classical Chinese.
Deploying such 'elitist' and esoteric language within a document which was
ostensibly part of a popular attack on behalf of the 'great massesof the people'
seems contradictory, and gives a clue to the very diverse background of those
producing material in the CR. This documentwas sponsoredby the local university.
Its authorswere classified as 'intellectuals.' The literary nature of the material was
compoundedby the denseuse of formulaic language(chengyq).In the descriptionof
Ulanfu's 'Jeep' processionreferencewas made to the green plum trees and the
'fierce empty sunlit air. 244It was also evident in the courtesyshown to the 'reader'
245

(not listener), in the sentence:'honouredreader,pleasenote' (duwel, qing zhuyi).
While this was producedby a highly literate author (or authors),it was also aimed at
an audiencethat was assumedto have good literary and historical knowledge.This
indicated the heterodoxnatureof the audienceof this mass,popular movement,the
CR, and the needfor more than one registerwith which to speakto them.
The attack on Ulanfu's family had another strain. While some elements of the
pamphlet's written style were literary and elegant,there was also a strong strandof
244
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invective used for the accusations of the family's corruption and greed. Yun was
referred to as Ulanfu's 'ugly wife' (chou laopo), a label that was both familiar
(laopo is a more colloquial form for wife, a little like 'old woman') and derogatory
246
(chou). She
(gou
had
to Ulanfu's 'dog

was also referred

as

wife'

poniang), who
a
'dog father' (goufu). Yun's paternal grandfatherwas referred to as a 'drunkard,
247
dugui).
He was also a 'womaniser' (segui).
(jiugui,
smoker, gambler'
yangui,

Strongerterms occurredwith the use of 'sons of bitches' (gou zaizi) about the Yun
family. The culmination of this abusewas containedin the sentencewhich, under
the sanctionof the great proletarianrevolution, condemned'patriarch U(Ianfu) (Wu
wangfu) and his type to be plucked up and dumped in the rubbish bin of history'
(fishi lajixiang), becomingas filthy and contemptibleas a 'pile of dog's shit' (buchi
yu renlei de goupidui).
The efforts to discredit Ulanfu through attackinghis family showsthe role played by
class and family connectionsin the social and political context of the CR. Bulag
makes clear that one of Ulanfu's vulnerabilities was that he had promoted close
family membersin IMAR, and could be accusedof creating a personalpower basis
248
there. While this may have beenentirely rational political behaviourin the PRC
(both then, and to a lesserextent now) it conflicted with the stressfrom the Centre,
which reacheda peak during the CR, of the precedenceof class relations over all
other kinds of social connections.'In the class society, there is only class love and
249
kinship.
It was inevitable that Ulanfu could be damagedthrough his family.
class
Nationality did not needto be mentioned.Theyjust neededto be relatedto him.
3.2.9 Getting Personal: The Direct Attack on Ulanfu
Ulanfu was not merely attackedthrougha place he was symbolically associatedwith
and the behaviour of his close relatives. His own history and person were also
directly criticised. His appearancewas carefully described in the final section,
during the 'procession' to the ancestralgrave: 'Tall and fat, like a big pot, a high
245
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brow, flat nosebridge, long chin, thick lips, like a big monkey. 250Such an attack,
ostensiblyon Ulanfu's appearance,
worked more by taking him as a symbol than an
historical person.What he symbolisedwas made clear in the third section,where
Ulanfa was attributed with words articulating a counter-ideology: 'You are all
Mongolian, you should paint gold on the faces of Mongolians, not make
Mongolians' facesblack.' Ulanfa was accusedof using the promotion by the Centre
of self-reliance(zili gengsheng)for his own 'restorationist' counter-revolutionary
purpose.This culminated in the verbal sacrilegeof taking the supremeslogan of
Maoist fervour of the time, and transferring it directly to Ulanfa: 'Long life to
ChairmanUlanfiW (Wanfu zhuxi wansui).
The only direct speechattributed to Ulanfii was a statementmade to one of his
25
1
He
Yao.
The style attributedto him was highly literary, full of arcane
supporters,
terms,far removedfrom contemporarycolloquial Chinese:
'I must have He Yao as my extra pair of wings. You say a good man needs
three helpers(suyu shuo haohansanbang),like a tiger sprouting wings [to
fly]. I will do great work. Just at the time I need someone,He Yao will
becomea high official of greatuse.You must know in your heartthat in this
way I will createan independentfiefdom.'
This languagecompoundedthe senseof Ulanfii as a symbolic rather than a literal
figure, an Ulanfu who existed only within the text. Little was conveyedof his
biography, of his actual policies or political positions. Ulanfu was made into a
remote, almost mythical figure, so that even the voice he was given in the text
looked unnatural.

In other documents Ulanfu's chief crime of appropriating the symbolic power of
others was accentuated.The most damaging of these was the accusation that Ulanfu
had intended to become the 'modem Genghis Khan. ' Genghis Khan's centrality to
Mongolian identity and history is well recognised. He was the great historical leader
who showed that if Mongolians were united they would shake the world. His story
encapsulatedthe memory of when the Mongolians ruled over a weak Chinese state
249
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and had true self-determination and power. This golden age has dominated
Mongolian collective memory ever since. Genghis Khan remains a contentious
figure to this day, creating unease in Han Chinese, and feelings of lost greatnessto
252
Mongolians.
many

In 'Confessionsof a Counter-Revolutionary'(Fangemingde zibaishu)publishedby
the Hohhot Revolutionary Rebellion Alliance Headquarters,in August 1967, a
section containedquotesdetailing Ulanfu's counter-thoughtson splittism and the
creation of a new 'Ulanfu Dynasty' (Wanfu wangchao).The editorial imputed to
Ulanfu a desire to become a 'leader' (lingxiu) and 'saviour' (fluxing) of the
Mongolians,both phrasestaken from the contemporarydiscourseabout Chairman
Mao. It was claimedthat Ulanfu would do this on the groundsof being a saviourand
leaderof the minority group to which he belonged.He was not a real saviourfor all
people, becausethat neededto be basedon class.Part of Ulanfu's method was to
I glorify GenghisKhan,' appropriatinghis symbolic capital amongstMongoliansfor
himself, *chasingdreamsof grandeur.' Ulanfa was quotedas sayingduring a speech
to open the People's Congressin 1947 that Mongolians were the %sonsand
daughters'of GenghisKhan and neededto unite aroundhim. Their history was one
of %oppression,
exploitation,humiliation... The sonsand daughtersof GenghisKhan
must, for the glory of their ancestorsand prosperity of the 10,000generationsof
253
father,
brothers,sisters,husbandsand wives, unite to savethemselves.
mothers,
The oppressionusedin the centralnarrativewas localized, and becameoppression
of the Mongolians, of a national minority by the majority group. GenghisKhan
becamethe key symbolof the resistanceto this outsideoppression.
Ulanfu was accusedin anotherdocumentfrom the period of supportingthosewho
In an
wishedto 'preservethe glory (guangrong)of the period of GenghisKhan.9254
ideologicalattackfrom 20thAugust 1967,the writer(s) startedwith words attributed
251lbid 20.
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continuing importance of Genghis Khan in IMAR.
Also Harrell 1995,248 who describes Genghis Khan's importance as a symbol to
Mongolians 'of ethnic/cultural survival of their group relation to the
overwhelmingly dominant Chinese state and society.'
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to Ulanfu in 1957,during an 'national minority work conference':
'[Ulanfii says] "Some Mongolians say I have done a good job on the
relationshipbetweenus and the Han. I saythis all comesfrom GenghisKhan
and the developmentof history after that. If he hadn't handledrelationswith
the Han well, how could the Yuan dynasticrule last 90 years?"
'This really lays it all out in the open. He [Ulanfu] wants to "do a good job
on the relationship with the Han" [and] carry on Genghis Khan's
"development of history, " according to the method of Genghis Khan's rule
"lasting 90 years." To tell the truth, Genghis Khan is the representative of the
feudal exploitative classes. Lifting up Genghis Khan's dead spirit, and
"development
it
for
Mongolian
Han
on
and
unity,
carrying
making a model
of history" from Genghis Khan, just means carrying on the history of
exploitative classes, the continuation of national minority oppression and
255
national minority exploitation.

In this local discourseattributedto Ulanfu, GenghisKhan waspresentedasa symbol
of unity within the Mongolian community,andbetweenMongoliansandHan (but in
terms of creatinga hierarchy- ruler (Mongolian) and ruled (Han)). In the discourse
' a
of the Centre,he was placedwithin the classcategoriesof 'exploiter, oppressor,
maker of disunity and discord. As a symbol GenghisKhan occupiedthe fault line
betweenthe two discourses.In one he was seenas positive, in the other as entirely
negative. Ulanfu's attempts, evidenced in these texts through his words, to
appropriateGenghisKhan's symbolicpower was offered asproof that he subscribed
to feudal,counter-revolutionaryvalues.
In the foreword to the attack containing the words on Genghis Khan above,the
authorsalso held out the real symbol of unity: 'Let us, holding high both hands,
welcome the limitless glory of Mao Zedong Tbought, lighting up the red new
IMAR, the new China.1256In the framework of the new narrative, Ulanfii figured as
a secret supporter of 'China's Khrushchev' to whom he was linked as a
representative and lackey. The only 'leader' (lingxiu) in IMAR, was Chairman Mao
'whom we [the people of IMAR] follow eternally, leading us to a future of victory. '
As Xiao Yingzi was presentedas a place of symbolic competition and opposition to
the centrally supported model Dazhai, so too was the local narrative of Ulanfu's
255
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experiments there set against the founding myth of the PRC and the symbol
conveyingthe most value,ChairmanMao:
'On October Vt 1949,at Tiananmen,ChairmanMao solemnly declaredthe
foundingof the PRC.In thesefew yearsto 1965it was like springrain after a
long droughtýor like a hurricanestopping to let a tree grow at last. Under
Chairman Mao's heroic leadership,it really is like an eagle spreadingits
wings to soar, or a horse galloping full speedahead, every day moving
towards communism. The people have never been this blessed, the
"fatherland" (zuguo)neverso strongandrich.9257
ChairmanMao personallyfigured in this centralnarrative,placedin a contextwhere
he symbolized oppression,liberation from strength through unity, ranged against
Ulanfu andhis local discoursepromotingsplittism anddisunity.
3.2.10 Voices of Others: Reports of Meetings during the Campaign

The texts analysedin the sectionsabove containeda restrictednumber of voices.
They were either those of the Centre and its canon of ideological saints - Mao,
Lenin, Stalin, Marx, Engels.Or they were of the condemnedvictims - Ulanfu and
his supporters.Or they belongedto the editors of the collections. The narrative
attackdocumentwas also, in its impositionof a specific literary and symbolicmenu,
monovocal.Thesetexts were to instruct and guide the audience,to imposeideason
them, and lead them towardsa correct position. As such,they were prescriptivein
intent. What voice was allowedin the anti-Ulanfii Campaign,for thoseat whom this
materialwas aimed,the 'great massof the people' referredto so often in thesetexts,
' the audiencefor
the 'workers and proletariat,' the 'exploited and oppressedclasses,
whom the CR was part of a continuingprogrammeof liberation,and in whosename
the movementwas carriedout?
Rebellious group pamphlets claimed to contain the real voice of the audience.
However, while rebellious groups presentedthemselves as being supported by broad
constituencies, they were manifestly documents sponsored by factions, groups with
a necessarily limited popular reach, competing with other similar groups of varying
size and power. Only the IM Daily set out, in some reports, a range of voices of
257
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participants from the approvedCR classes,commenting and participating in the
campaignagainstUlanfu. Thesevoices,in their condemnation,were usedto serveas
a reflection of the public denigrationof Ulanfii's power, proof that his power base
had turnedagainsthim andthat he had lost his local mandate.
On 16d' September 1967, a full page report in the IM Daily recorded a range of
voices against Ulanfu. Of the five voices, four were classified as 'poor herdsmen'
(pinku mumin). The exception was a 'herd worker'

(mugong). The editorial

introduction stated that the reports came from a 'cadre meeting' organised by the
'Xilinguole League-Aabaga Banner proletarian revolutionary ranks'258attended by
the poor and semi-poor herdspeople. The purpose of the meeting was to implement
the new directive of Chairman Mao to 'fiercely strike down the representative in
IMAR

of China's Khrushchev, Ulanfu. ' The speakers were from communes

(gongshe) or division in the league. All the pieces were by Mongolians.
As in the material analysed above, the relationship between central and local
concerns operated in terms of ideological competition which was partially conveyed
through the promotion of different kinds of narratives. All five contributions began
with a quotation from Chairman Mao marking adherence to a central, unified
ideology. The contribution by a man called Daoerqi was the most dramatic,
containing a personal account of exploitation in the 'old society.' At that time, he
said, his father worked for a 'herdlord' for a wage of ten yuan a month, enough only
to buy a pair of shoes. His mother worked helping the herdlord's wife cooking. He
himself worked with his mother, rewarded either with a sheep's tail for food or brick
tea (the cheapest kind): 'In the cannibalistic society of the past (chiren de jiu
shehui), our family scraped a living, unable even to support ourselves, with nothing
to eat, nothing to wear, living a tragic life worse than a beast of burden (guozhe
niuma buru de beican shenghuo).' The speaker asked rhetorically: 'What is the
difference between this life and the exploitation of poor peasantsby rural landlords
in the feudal societyT This stressedthe common currency of class exploitation. The
narrative of exploitation and oppression in the old society, which was given
generally in 3.1.7 was here placed in the history of an individual, given a specific
259In Mongolian, Xilingol Aabag.
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voice and context. For this person,liberation came when 'the sun which never sets
' Suchliberation was conveyedthrough the person
rises higher abovethe grasslands.
of Mao, through symbolism of his presencein IMAP, on the grasslands,and his
direct intervention in the individual lives of the 'oppressed'classesthere: 'Chairman
Mao has liberatedus herderswho have suffered oppression,giving us a prosperous
and happy life. ' The enemy, in the person of 'IMAR's Khrushchev' Ulanfu, was
attempting to destroy this happiness.In the new narrative, the bad of Ulanfu was
balancedagainstthe good of Mao.
This individual's narrative authenticatedand gave credibility to the new history
within which the CR worked. Therewas an unconditionalacceptanceof the Centre's
ideology of oppressionand liberation being basedon class terms to frame identity,
not ethnic ones.While this appearedto be a personalnarrative, its terms were purely
collective. The tale of oppressionwas one for which there were infinite variantsbut
one basis.Eachperson'sindividual story had to be cast accordingto the context and
framework supplied by the Centre.The imposition of the Centre's designsin such
personalvoices was shown by the fact that in this exerciseof retelling history, the
author generatedfrom his or her personalstory a moral, a message:
'We must never forget ChairmanMao's teaching, loving the things Ulanfu
hates, hating the things Ulanfu loves, resolutely smashing the herdlord
economy (muzhufingii), resolutely raising up the banner of Mao Zedong
Thought, perseveringin violently striking down China's Khrushchevand his
representativein IMAR, Ulanfu, pushing them into the water, this scum,
ensuringthat our gloriousproletariat will neverever changecolour.'
Qingbatu's piece talked of the 'evil objective' (zui'e mudi) of Ulanfu's
Irestorationistcapitalism,' which opposedMao's teaching on social class and class
struggle.Ulanfu was accusedof using 'economism' 6inglizhuyi) to 'blind us, so we
could not clearly see the socialist road, pulling us astray from the economy of
people's communes.' The assertionof the primacy of class struggle was also made
by Xiang Qizheng,who statedhis criticisms of the Ulanfa and his faction within the
central terms of 'bolstering their own selfish interests' (sizi), and weakening the
Ipublic' ones (gongzi)259The categoriesto which people belonged (poor peasant,
.
259For the importance
of the dichotomy between 'private' (si) and 'public' (gong) in
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middle peasant)while adaptedlocally (herders,herdlords) were basedon class,not
nationality/ethnicity. The prime objective was the assertion of the dominanceof
'dictatorship of the proletariat.' It was only in acceptingthis ideological framework
that the specific voices had credibility and generatedknowledgeof such exploitation
and the kinds of action neededto be freed from it. Suchcommitmentwas markedby
adherenceto a commonideology, a commonnarrative,and a commonlanguage.

Section Three: From Person to Institution. The Formulation of the
IMPP

3.3.1 The Attack against Ulanfu as a Process
In the analysisof the dialoguesbetweenthe Centreand the region in ChapterTwo,
they were describedas a processmoving through assessment
of the local situationto
a judgment by the Centreand the issuing of implementableprescriptions.A similar
processoccurred in the attack againstUlanfu. There was an initial processused to
discredit and underminehis local status(this is best illustrated by the fact he could
not be openly namedin the early stagesof the attack, to his full outing from mid1967 and the expansion of 'targets'). The real strategy of the attack was the
identification of a discrete 'faction' with a programme,a history, and institutional
identity, within and through which it was claimed Ulanfu (and his supporters)
attemptedto realise their splittist ambitions. In naming Ulanfu, in describing his
crimes, and his counter-ideology,and in labelling him, the organisationswithin
which he was accusedof attemptingto work also come more clearly into focus. The
key momentwas the shift from attackingUlanfa and his clique as a limited group of
people, to talking about an underground party, with an institutional history,
manifestos,documents,organisationalstructure. At this point the IMAR situation
becamemuch more dangerous.What had finally been identified was a vehicle for
collective splittist intentions.This struck at the heart of the CCP's power locally and
was a direct threatto their hegemony.
This entity, the IMPP, did not figure in the CR in IMAR until the end of 1967, at
Maoist discourseseeGao 1994,14.
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about the time when the newly set up IMAR CRC under Teng Haiqing was
implementing the centrally endorsed'Party rectification' campaign260What was
.
referred to until then as Ulanfu's 'creation of an independentkingdom' was now
labelled as a whole party, connectedto the Inner Mongolian People'sRevolutionary
Party which had been active in the 1920s.According to Tumen and Zhu, the true
emergenceof the IMPP as a local issue came when Ulanbaagen,a low level local
official, was taskedby Teng Haiqing with producing evidencediscrediting Ulanfu.
At the heart of this lay the claim that there was a complete splittist counter261
According to Woody, well into 1968 Teng was
revolutionary party, the IMpp.
reluctantto acceptthat such a 'complete' organisationexisted.But from April 1968,
the claim was accepted,publicised, and from that point becamethe focus of the
262
in
IMAR.
This introduceda new and explosive element into the local
campaign
narrative; the existenceof a 'counter-Party' institution as a vehicle through which
splittism was promoted, embodying a separatistpolitical programme.Treacheryto
the centralunified Chinesestatewas no longer hidden. It was now explicitly labelled
and could be describedin the attackdiscourse.
3.3.2 'Thoroughly

Smash the Counter-Revolutionary

Fortress of Nationalism -

the IMPP'
While the first public mentions of the IMPP did not occur till mid-1968, material
like this document, published in December 1967 by the IMAR Hafeia United
Committee and IMAR Language Committee, Philosophy and Social Science
ResearchInstitute 'East is Red' Alliance in Hohhot went into considerabledetail
263
IMpp.
The 51-pagepamphlet was marked as restricted and not for
about the
in the CR of a description
public use.As such,it was one of the earliestappearances
of the IMPP phenomenon.
The collection began with a 'highest directive' stressingthe utter primacy of CCP
unity. Only this guaranteedthe unity of the PRC. After this, the foreword to the
260

Woody 1993,iv.
261
Tumenand Zhu 1995,53-54.
262
Woody 1993,6-7.
263
Doc 27.
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pamphlet describedthe early history of the IMPP, and its roots in Inner Mongolian
nationalism in the 1920s, with a list of early leaders, mostly drawn from the
Mongolian upper classes.The foreword stressedthe complex membership and
strategyof the party from its foundation.During the period of Japaneseoccupation,
the party had been dominatedby 'traitors' (maiguo toudi), either high officials or
officers. A Mongolian called Hefeia was identified as one of the key early leaders,
and describedas a 'Mongolian spy, Japanesespy, Nationalist lackey.' The greatest
crime of this party was to 'stubbornly opposethe leadershipof the CCT:
'They flagrantly advocated that Inner Mongolia had no working class
(gongrenjyie) accordingto the criterion of socialist economicdevelopment,
therefore there was no necessityto organise a communist party. The only
thing was Hefeia's IMPP. What was called the "Inner Mongolia People's
Revolutionary Party" was the same in the main as the Mongolian
Revolutionary Party, aimed at pushing forward the merger of Inner and
Outer Mongolia. They tried to make out that IMPP and the CCP were
"friends," brother-parties,who could communicatewith eachother, but there
264
[no
leadership.
'
was
question]of
In not acceptingthe leadershipof the CCP,in rejecting its ideological hegemony,the
IMPP had shown that its real purposewas to set up a 'separatecountry.' In 1946,
Hefeia and his co-leaders'had no option but to publicly dissolve the IMPP.' But at
the same time, they set up a new 'IMPT party, with a membership of young
Mongolian intellectuals.This had a constitution, seal, and a committee. In fact, 'it
was the same colour and type as the old IMPP.' It was this organisation which
Ulanfu had followed. The so-called 'revolutionary path' which Ulanfu had taken
was 'in fact one in which Ulanfu had violated ChairmanMao's [own] revolutionary
path':
'Upwards of 20 years of Ulanfu's counter-revolutionary revisionist splittist
crimes amply shows that all that Ulanfu has done while pretending to be a
CCP member has actually been to faithfully continue the work of the
impp. 9265
This was a clear declaration that while Ulanfu might have appeared to have been
working within the structures of legitimate power and accepted the CCP ideology, in
264Ibid 2.

265

Ibid 3.
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fact he belonged to a separatepower-structure,and followed a separatestrategy.
Identification of the IMPP was the first step in exposingand then digging out those
'hidden enemies,' with their counter-institutions and objectives, and their own
Imanifesto' containingan anti-Han chauvinistideology (fanhan-panhan).
Following this introduction was a collection of supportingdocumentscontainingthe
in
IMPP.
As
the attack againstUlanfu, words were quoted
the
counter-languageof
directly from the enemy.But in this casecompletedocumentswith full sourcingand
documentarytype attribution were offered. Theserangedfrom the draft of the IMPP
Constitution (dangzhang),to the instructions issued to the East Inner Mongolia
IMPP, to a banner from 1945, and the summary constitution (zong zhang) of the
Mongolian Communist Youth League. Over 40 documentswere presented,some
giving regulations and rules, others setting out structures and personnel, all
contributing to the sense of a well-organised and comprehensivecounter-entity
itself,
CCP
by
issuing
'decisions,
'
to
the
and
rules
similar
operating
prescriptions
with a similar hierarchyandpower structure.
The most vivid illustration of this presentationof the IMPP as a organisationwas the
setting out of an organogram,detailing the structure of the organisation:the Party
Congressat the top, the Central Standing Committee Full Sessionbelow this, and
then the Central Committee split between administrative and political functions,
banners,
finally
individual
leagues
down
into
to
the
and
cadres,
and
cities,
reaching
itself.
CCP
like
It
A
the
that
this
almost
exactly
of
paralleled
members. structure
was, therefore, even more to be feared becauseit 'ghosted' the functions, and
institutional set-up,of the CCP. It had a shadowing,undergroundstructure,so that
the membersof one could occupy placesin the other. The difference was not in its
structurebut in its ideology, in its pursuit of objectivesopposedto thoseof the CCP:
'The Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party [IMPP] represents the
common interests of the Mongolians and Mongolian people. It aims to
implement the current stage of the system and struggle for Chinese new
democracy... Its ultimate objective is to bring about in Mongolia a socialist
communist system. This party leads a unified group of people from the
Mongolian world, and is allied with the CCP, the Outer Mongolia
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266
,
Communism...

RevolutionaryParty, and International

The IMPP was not subordinateto the CCP, but presentedas equal to it. The CCP
was unable to acceptthis challengeto its hegemony,simply becauseits power was
predicatedon possessionof a universaltruth, one of the central tenetsof which was
its right to a monopoly of power in the PRC.
The documentsin this pamphlet indicated the formulation of a new narrative, and
detailed a counter-history.The narrative here was not basedon individual accounts
it
dwelt
factual
Instead,
the
on
more
ostensibly
of exploitation and oppression.
presentationof personnel,structures,documents,events,from a 'parallel history,' a
history that had disappearedundergroundin 1947.Now the time had come to dig
this out and exposeit. In practice this meant from 1968 to 1969 Mongolians (both
those who were membersof the Party and those who were not) becametargetsof a
savagecampaign.
Conclusion: A New Narrative

The impact of the Centre's discourse of the managementif IMAR's problems
distilled in the '13thApril Decision' can be seenin the localized discoursein which
Ulanfu was portrayed as a representativeof a 'counter-ideology' within a counternarrative, using a counter-language.The key issue during this period was the
conflict betweenthe centrally supportedideology of class,and a local one imputed
to Ulanfu based on nationality issues. The destruction of Ulanfu's prestige and
influence to the local audiencewas a logical objective for the new power structures
implementingthis discoursein IMAR.
An attack centredon Ulanfii only took things so far. The real crisis point camewith
the articulation of a counter-organisation,signifying aspirations for a fully
independentInner Mongolia. This entered the territory deemed forbidden by the
discoursefrom the Centre,with its promotion of unity.
The campaign against Ulanfu was a means to implement the hegemony of the
ideology of class over nationality, somethingimplict in the discoursearising from
266

lbid 11.
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April Decision.' It also delivered control over the keywords of political
action - 'liberation' and 'Justice' - and the key momentsin the narrative of IMAR
history and the contribution this madeto the region's political identity: 'Becauseof
the 'IP

the tumultuous CR led by our great leaderChairmanMao, Ulanfu's throne has been
smashed(wangye baozuo), and the scum protected and collected by him swept
away,' a contemporaryattack concluded.'Ulanfu is in the water, Hefaia has fallen
from his stage... We will completelysmashthe IMPP This is the great will of the
....
267
for
'
(renxin),
people
a great,urgentmatter the people.
The imposition and promotion of this new order fell to the leader appointedby the
Centrein the '13'h April Decision,' Teng Haiqing. The next chapterlooks at his use
of this language,and the narrativecreatedthrough and by it.

267
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Chapter Four
Teng Haiqing: The Voice of Power? 1967-1968
From his appointment as a result of the '13'h April Decision' in 1967, till his
April
1969,
Teng
Haiqing
Congress
Ninth
Party
in
the
was ostensibly
removal after
the most significant power-holder in IAMR. Teng's appointmentwas approved by
the Centre. His voice carried the discourse of the central CR ideology with its
legitimised and legitimising vocabulary into IAMR. He was in close contact with
leadersin Beying, and his termsofreference were initially set by them.He occupied
the leadershippositions in the newly createdadministrativeorganisationsofthe CR.
Teng was the nexusofpower in IAMR, and yet in the new context his position and
first
holders.
features
The
illustrated
two
was the impossibility of
voice
of power
imposing central hegemonyon a local situation without adaptation or engagement.
Teng's language dealt with the contentiousissue of nationality versus class which
hadfigured so much in the campaign against Wanfu largely by mentioning it in
discourse.
He
Centre's
initially
heavily
by
the
the
parametresof
ways
circumscribed
in
discourse
the
to
to
this
engage
with
audience
refusing
purely,
attempted use
IAMR in terms that related to them, imposingthe Centre's categoriesand language
his
But
the
time in IAMR the narrative of
towards
end
of
as a mechanismof control.
the IMPP which began to appear in his'language showed the impact the local
situation had had on him. Thesecondjeature of Teng'speriod in IAMR showedthe
extremeinsecurity of thepower holders in the new system,and the shallow purchase
of the new administrative structures. This was underpinnedby Teng's own lack of
discourse
Teng's
IAMR
in
Analysis
time
a
asserting
shows
symbolic power.
of
power, andfailing.
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I

Section One: Context

4.1.1 Teng Haiqing: When he Held Power in IMAR and his Role

Mid-1968 to April 1969was the period of greatestupheavaland violence in the CR
in IMAR. This coincidedwith the high tide of Lin Biao's influence within the PLA,
and the national establishment of the revolutionary committees, the main
administrative achievementof the CR. And it also coincided with the central
symbolic event, the expulsion of Liu Shaoqi from the CCP in October 1968,
signalling a break with the previous course of the Chinese revolution. The
skirmishesbetweenthe PRC and the USSR on the northern border in March 1969,
and the Ninth Party Congresswhich ran from April to May of that year markedthe
end of the period. The Centreattemptedto stabilisethe situation after this.
One of the key movementsof 1967-1969was the purge associatedwith the 'Party
rectification' campaignwithin the CCP. The impact of this in IMAR was profound,
aggravating extant tensions, and ultimately bringing them to crisis level. In his
chapter on the CR in IMAR in Massacresof the CR the Chinese scholar Wu Di
arguedthat the 'Party rectification' campaignbecamein IMAR the primary vehicle
through which to purgewhat was identified in November 1967as IMPP. From April
1968, the campaign to 'dig and cleanse the IMPT became a central pre268
occupation. The anti-IMPP campaignitself ran through three main phaseswith
varying degreesof intensity and violence: the 'opening' phase, from November
1967 to April 1968; the 'developing' phasefrom May to November 1968, and the
most violent 'high-tide' phase,from November 1968to May 1969.269
The critical figure in the CR in IMAR during this period, Teng Haiqing, had no links
with IMAR before 1967.This is important in understandinghis involvement there
from 1967 to 1969, and his lack of capital and credibility in dealing with the
situation which he had beenput and spoke in. He was born in Anhui province and
268Woody 1993,7. Wu Di
and Woodyare the sameperson.Song2002 and Woody
1993containportions of what is in fact a much longer unpublishedhistory of the CR
(interview with Wu Di, 17thMarch 2003).
269
Song2002,88.
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joined the Red Army in 1930, working under Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping as
commanderof the political division in the Third Field Army during the Civil War in
the 1940s.He studiedat Nanjing Military College for five yearsfrom 1949,and was
made a Lieutenant General in 1955, before moving to Shijiazhuang in Hebei
ýrovince to be the principal of the advancedinfantry academy.In 1961he was made
Deputy Commanderof the Beijing Military District before being despatchedby the
Centreto IMAR as a result of the 1P April Decision' in 1967.270
Teng differed from his predecessorUlanfa not just becausehe was an outsider to
IMAR, but also becausehe was ethnically Han. Theoretically, these two factors
worked in his favour. He was not implicated in the complicated network of
271
had
been
for
Ulanfu
for
Ulanfu, and
criticised.
relationshipsthat existed
which
But it also meant that there were considerableproblems in installing himself in
272
Hohhot, once he had received instructions from the Centre. Here he differed
dramatically from Ulanfu, whose power was based on his own prestige and
backgroundin IMAR and on a narrative that showed personal involvement there.
Ulanfu was also perceivedas having devisedhis own ideology (albeit one labelled a
counter-ideology), based on defending and explaining the conditions unique to
IMAR. This credibility was strong enough amongst local people to require the
lengthy campaigndescribedin the last chapterto dismantle it. Finally, Teng was a
military figure. His appointment seemedto assert the importance of the army
factions over the new rebellious groups. This reduced the constituency in IMAR
with whom he had capital and who were thereforelikely to immediately accepthim.
Teng mainly exercisedhis power through the new administrativepositions createdto
implementthe CR: as headof the CR Military District (the position to which he was
appointedby the Centre on 16'hApril 1967), the IMAR PreparatoryCommission
(set up on 18thJune 1967); the IMAR Cultural Revolutionary Committee (IMAR
CRC), set up in November 1967,and the Central IMAR CRC Nucleus Group, set up

270

Tumenand Zhu 1995,40.
271SeeChapter3,3.2.6 at the end for more on this.
272Zhou Enlai in his speechon the 27h April 1967referredto the refusal of the
Military District to acceptTengwhen he went there,and the fact that he was
working from the Railway Bureauas 'this is not underthe army' (Doc IIb, 15).
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on 1P February 1968.Teng'spower was institutionalisedwithin thesefour entities.
The last threewere short-lived,being disbandedin 1969.
Teng was an imposed leader. He was sent to be an administrator, conveying and
implementing instructions, 'handling' a situation in the ways laid out in the '13th
April Decision.' His immediate capital was located in assumingthe position of a
discourse
behalf
Centre,
their
the
using
of managementof the
spokespersonon
of
local situation.273He did not have, and was not meant to have, power in his own
right, asUlanfu had. In his brief period in IMAR Teng was the servantof the Centre".
knew
little
had
background
in,
he
deal
to
about
and
no
attempting
with a situation
using categoriesthat were imposed from outside. It was not surprising that his
reaction to the complications of IMAR was crude and unsuccessful.His lack of a
natural power basein IMAR was best illustrated by his removal. It took a concerted
campaignto unseatUlanfu, lasting over two years. But Teng's fall, after the Ninth
Party Congressin April 1969,was swift, taking only two months.274

273This is reinforcedby Tengbeing referredto during the early part of his time in
IMAR as 'Vice Commanderof Beijing PLA Units (South China Morning Post7th
November 1967,and broadcastmonitoredon 19thDecember1967),ratherthan
Chairmanof the IMAR CRC, his pre-eminentlocal position.
274His careerafter this was intriguing. He was sentfor re-educationto Hebei in
1970.He was recordedby Xinhua and other sourcesashaving attendedthe
memorial servicefor ChenYi in January1972,and being at the KoreanNational
Day celebrationsthe sameyear. According to the samesourceshe attendedmilitary
delegations
foreign
(from Yugoslaviaand Romania)
hosted
celebrationsand
military
throughout 1973and 1974.He was postedas Deputy Commanderof the Jinan
Military District from 1975to 1980.The last formal event of which he was recorded
th
being
Organs
Leading
National
8
Day
as
presentwas at the
on August 1979
(Tumenand Zhu 1995,295 and FCO archives).In an interview in 2003, Wu Di
statedthat in 1980Tenghad beendiscreetlyretired off, and had goneto live in
Shandong.Teng'spreviousrevolutionaryrecord, in particular his contribution to the
wars in the 1930sand 1940smeantthat he receivedtop-level protection,and was
never formally chargedwith the excessesof the CR in IMAR. He seemedgenuinely
not to haveknown of the extentof the violence in IMAR until his own fall in 1969,
when he was brought faceto facewith someof thosewho had sufferedduring his
I reign.' Theseconfrontationsin strugglesessionsagainsthim (describedin the
following chapter)seemedto have scarredhim. He was reportedly on medicationin
He died in October 1997in Beijing. Most mystifying of
the 1980sfor sleeplessness.
all, his namefigured amongthoseacknowledgedashelping in the writing of the
1995Chinesehistory of the CR in IMAR (Tumenand Zhu 1995,338).
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Teng's careerin IMAR also illustrated one of the paradoxesof the CR. While the
movementsaw specific figures and factions accrueimmenseshort-termpower, there
was a profound insecurity at the root of their authority. Andrew Walder described
this in the broadercontext (thoughhe cited the situation in IMAR at the time) when
talking of the 'Party rectification' campaigns:
'Those who held authority in most of China early in 1968 occupied positions
that were ad hoc, in hastily formed revolutionary committees, or
"dictatorship headquarters"... People react differently when their livelihoods
and even lives are at risk than when they are secure. People act differently
when the personal consequencesof their own actions can be very large. And
the actions of thousands of individuals, all of whom alter their behaviour in
similar ways, can cumulate into profound societal outcomes when the
institutions that protect and constrain no longer work. These are the simple
yet profound changes that Mao and his cronies wrought in Chinese society in
late 1966 when they made clear that virtually any authority figure in the
country could be suspected of being a traitor, and when they unleashed
students and workers upon officials, and removed from them the protection
275
of army and police.

This relatesto Tcng's situation. He had to perform in a new administrativecontext,
yet accordingto a templateof 'authority behaviour' expectedfrom those exercising
any form of power in the PRC, which in many ways had not changed.This was
manifestedin the way in which he spoke,and the assumption,by himself and others,
of his right to say certain things. The new administrative context was highly
provisional and unstable.It was one in which it was legitimate to questionpowerholders. In such a situation, Teng neededto play two roles - one as the new power
holder, in a new political culture of rebellion and radicalness,and the other still
acting accordingto the systemin which power derived from personalpatronage,and
276
in
highly
was
centralisedand clearly marked certainconventionalways.
In his speeches,Teng occasionallyreferredto the violent backgroundof the times he
was speaking in, and let this world enter and impact upon his own language.He
talked, on 9h June 1968, of the 'formidable aihai) armed struggle' in an
275

Walder 1996,49-50.
276This 'power insecurity' was
presentin the Centre.SeeQiu's descriptionof the
bewildering arbitrarinessof the power culture aroundLin Biao before his fall in
1971.Qiu's accountis particularly interestingasher father was one of thoseaccused
of being collaboratorswith Lin (Qiu, 1999).
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277
in
Wumeng
League
organisation
and condemned those who exploited the antirightist campaigns to 'strike, smash, hit, bum, grasp and create an atmosphere of
278
'
In the record of his talks with
"dig,
terror, pressuring the real
cleanse" activists.
the group from Pingzhuan on 200'November 1967, one of the delegation members
referred to those killed in the armed struggle in August in the district. But Teng did
not explicitly invoke or condone violence. Unlike the 'lower-level' attacks analysed
in the last chapter, Teng used a more dispassionate, remote style. His language itself
was rarely violent. His use of expletives or 'taboo language' was, as is shown below,
infrequent. His primary register was official, ordered and prescriptive, and the
violent and convulsed world in which he spoke was kept far outside the discourse he
spoke within, which proclaimed in its own structured hegemony based on carefully
controlled definitions of order and unity.

4.1.2 Teng's Ideology

Teng was appointedto his position in IMAR without having an adminstrativepower
basethere, or any of his own capital to build on. His condition as an outsider was
compounded by his being a spokespersonfor an ideology that asserted the
hegemonyof unity basedin class. He representedand promoted this unity in the
languagehe used,demonstrateingallegiancethrough the use of a vocabularywith a
clearly markedbasisin centralterminology, and working tightly within a framework
inspired by it. This was signified by his speaking within the master narrative
supplied from the Centre. He advertisedthis in his speechesby referenceto the
national campaigns,adaptingthem locally.

277
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Table 5: Teng Haiqing Material:

Central Campaigns and Local Variants

Campaign Name

First Appearance in the

Teng's First Mention

Centre
I'hc

'Urcat

Alhaiice'

(dalianhe)

Ccntrc

Melitloncd

h)

Lauiichcd

in

a

document

in

September February 1968.

I k:110 III

279

The 'Three Unities'

1966
.
(san Representing

the

unity

between the revolutionary

jiehe)

masses, the

PLA,

cadres.

revolutionary
Sanctioned by

and

Mao

in

People's Daily article in
November 1967.280

'Party

rectification'

28
I
in
1940s.
First used the

Referred to by Teng from
20"' April 1969.

(zhengdang)

in
by
Teng
Referred
1960s,
in
to
Used
the
early
study classes'
for Mao Zedong Thought but in the CR had the May 1968.
'Arranging

specific meaning of the

(ban xuexiban)

main

vehicle

for

struggle and criticism.
'Faction Nature' (paixing)

First

used nationally
293

'Great

Criticism'

(da

September 1967
.
284
First used in 1968
.

Used throughout 1968 by
Teng.
from

Appears

Used by Mao in a speech Used
in March 1968.285

279lbid, 13.
279Xiong 1993,155.
280lbid 201.
281lbid 42.
282lbid 124.
283lbid 200.
284lbid 212.
285lbid 222.

in

Teng's

speech on 7"' July 1969.

pipan)
'Unification' (yiyuanhua)

class
282

by

Teng

November 1968.

from
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The campaigns marked out in Teng's speecheshow he stayed close to the
ideological themespursed in the CR centrally. The 'Party rectification' campaign
however occupiedthe fault-line where the central and local campaigndiffered, and
causeda fracture betweenTeng's fidelity towards the Centre and the imperative to
impose its demands,and the practical impossiblity of doing this in a region like
IMAR. Teng propagatedthis campaignin its centralterms, but it had a structureand
its
form
in
from
because
locally
differed
IMAR, 'Party
that
course
elsewhere,
rectification' becamethe main meansto target the IMPP, the brunt of which was
borneby cadresand peopleof Mongolian ethnicity.
In the 'Party rectification' campaign in IMAR, the key area of contention and
'and
importance
the
polarities and their
pressure were
of contradictions,
interpretationand application to their description and analysis of the local situation
in Teng's discourse.On the 3"dJune 1968,in his speechto a Mao Zedong Thought
Study Class,Teng had statedcategoricallythat 'class struggle is not abstract.286In
line with this stated dislike of 'abstraction,' contradictions were seen in purely
th
'
25
November
forms.
Teng
'The
said on
concrete,embodied
main contradiction,
1968,'at the moment is still that betweenthe revolutionary proletarianranks and the
1287
in
Teng
the
taking
the
capitalist
road.
party
small clique of power-seizers
repeatedthis on 10thDecember1968, adding that in IMAR this was manifestedin
the contradiction between the great masses of the region's proletariat and
representativesof Liu Shaoqi and his people in the IMAR, 'the small capitalist
faction taking Ulanfu as its leader.288More fundamental forms of contradiction
(gong)
in
(si)
'public'
in
'personal'
between
the
the
the
and
and
were cited
clash
'289
polarity betweenleadersand masses,what Teng cited as the 'mainstream' (zhuliu)
and the 'side-current' (zhiliu).
The terms of this ideology were taken directly from the sanctionedand canonised
theory of antagonistic and non-antagonistic contradiction in Mao Zedong's
theoretical and political. thinking. Mao's 'On Contradiction,' written in 1937, and
286

Doc 2, Issue 178,1.
287
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289
Doc 14,3.
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widely regardedas his most accomplishedtheoretical work, set out this ideology.
Contradictionswere describedas all-pervasive:'The law of contradiction in things,
that is, the law of the unity of opposites,is the basic law of nature and society, and
290
law
Mao's treatment of contradictions
basic
therefore also the
of thought.
illustrated well his ability to import abstractions from the master communist
ideology and to adapt and relate them to creating a new perception of reality in
China. Contradictionspervadedthe whole of Chinesesociety for Mao. They were
meticulously describedin his 'Ten Great Relationships.' The social acceptanceof
Mao's teachings on contradictions is exemplified in an editorial in the People's
Daily on 5h April 1956 which baldly declaredthat 'society at all times develops
29
1
through continuouscontradictions. Linked to the ideology of contradiction was
that of permanent revolution, struggle against nature, and the transformation of
peoplethrough the working out of contradictionsin society.
Teng talked of contradictionsand polarities locally within this central ideological
framework. Contradictionsand conflict was embodiedin his descriptionof enemies
and the good, and even betweenthe descriptionof 'open' and 'dark' enemyactions
containedin his speechon IOh December1968.This symbolisedin its languagethe
duality that it was attemptingto describe:
'Now enemies are using two types of methods. One is open fight, but this
open kind of fighting is very easy for us to see through. One is hiding
themselves in a dark comer, scheming, firing arrows, using the rightist
tendencies and capitalist factionalism of some comrades, spreading vicious
rumours, creating splittism, showing off. This is the greatest danger at the
292
moment.

He also encapsulatedcontradictionsin the metaphorsof the two paths or lines from
the ideological discourseof the Centreas expressedin Mao's Works: 'In the CR in
IMAR, there is a battle betweentwo classes,two paths,two struggle lines. 293our
common path' Teng declged on 20thNovember 1967, 'is the path of socialism and

290
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communism.' Repeatinga theme already mentioned, the 'non-abstract' nature of
nd
February1968:
'
22
Teng
classstruggle,
continuedon
has specific people, specific enemies,two classes,two
'Class struggle
...
paths, two directions. This is not an abstract issue. The proletariat and
capitalists are two classes.This is a concretething. There are two classes,
and that means[thereare] two paths [they take]. Capitaliststake the capitalist
path and the proletariat take the socialist path. If there are two paths then
there must be a struggle between two directions. The struggle for two
directions is really about what path you eventually take: that in the direction
in
direction
the
that
or
of revisionist splittism. Real
of proletarianrevolution,
294
'
peopletake their stepsalong thesepaths.
The metaphor of the 'path' was applied locally when Teng talked, in 14th April
1968, of 'the CR from beginning to end being a struggle betweentwo classes,two
paths,two directions.Resolvingthis issue [of the two paths or lines], you then have
the power of initiative. If you don't resolveit, you don't have the power of initiative.
The Third Headquarters(san si) have still not resolvedwhetherthey go in Chairman
Mao's revolutionary direction, or whetherthey are standingat a crossroads.295Teng
called this 'a problem of standpoint' (lichang), of where someone'sthought locates
them. The ideology from the Centre supplied the context within which people and
organisationswere locatedto be meaningfuland understood.
The right direction, Teng declaredon 14thJune 1968,was the direction of Chairman
Mao, which is 'our destiny and our spirit, the basic guaranteeof our victory.
ChairmanMao's revolutionary direction is that of the proletariat, the basic direction
of our Party, and of the masses. If you don't understand Chairman Mao's
revolutionary direction, then you don't understandwhy we continue revolution
296
under socialism,and whoserevolution we wage.
Part of the ideological importance of the working through of contradictions in
society, encapsulatedin the metaphorof 'two paths and directions' used by Teng
from the beginningto the end of his period in IMAR, was that it conveyed,in simple
language, the complicated messages about class classification, and struggle
294
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in
difficult
directly
Without
by
Centre.
the
the
very
situation
mentioning
promoted
IMAR (describedin ChapterThree) it conveyedmetaphorically the senseof social
contradictions and the urgency neededto rectify them. The contentious area of
nationality was managedby being left outsideits terms.
Indeed, Teng's speecheswere largely silent on the 'class versus nationality' problem
that had dominated material attacking Ulanfu. Nowhere in his speeches, beyond
isolated mentions of 'splittism, ' did Teng set out, in any detail, a defence of the
hegemony of the central language of class, as opposed to the claimed counterideology of nationality. Beyond the most orthodox presentation of the central dogma
on class, Teng did not refer to the specific 'Mongolian' class categories mentioned
in Table 2.1, Chapter Three, 3.1.5. Only in one document (8th January 1969) did he
form.
In
Teng's
little
in
Ulanfu
than
to
sloganised
generic,
more
refer
something a
discourse, the anti-IMPP campaign was purely -a 'Party rectification'

exercise.

Teng's relative silence on the issue of nationality and class was all the more,
in
in
1968
documents
fact
in
that
these
the
a
covered
period
extraordinary
view of
by
dislocation,
these conflicts and
torture,
caused
social
which murder,
violence, and
297
daily
occurrences.
overwhelmingly vented on people of Mongolian ethnicity were
This exemplified the strategy of exclusion, pushing the issue of ethnicity outside the
discourse by undermining or simply ignoring its terms.

4.1.3 On Whose Authority Did Teng Speak?
Teng signified his self-consciousness
to his power position in the frequent use of
in
his
belief
in
demonstrated
his
This
judgements,
speeches.
orders,
or commands
297According to Woody,Tengwas unconvincedof the existenceof the IMPP prior to
April 1968:'Teng Haiqing, asthe personbearingoverall responsibility in Inner
Mongolia, and GaoJinming asthe one in chargeof civilian affairs, disagreedabout
whetheror not there really existeda New Inner Mongolian People'sParty... Teng
had misgivings. The reasonfor this was quite simple.As a recentarrival, he knew
literally nothing aboutthe situationin Inner Mongolia' (Woody 1993,6).Certainly,
the most explicit mentionsof the IMPP by Tengoccurredwell into 1968- in, for
instance,the speechon 25'hNovember 1968.Mentions of nationality early in 1968
were very general.On 22ndFebruary1968,Tengreferredto the struggleagainst
Ulanfu simply as 'a struggleagainstthe counter-revolutionaryrevisionist nationalist
splittists allianceof Ulanfu.' Beyondthis label, Tengsaid nothing more about
him.
dimension
to
the
against
struggle
nationality or an ethnic
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his occupying a place within a system in which his authority and its exercisewas
legitimate. He stated categorically at the beginning of several speechesthat 'the
situation of the CR throughoutthe country is very good, not just quite good (dahao,
bu shi xiaohao). The situation in IMAR is the same as in thý rest of China, very
good, not quite good.t298His audienceacceptedthis confidencein his right to speak
about the whole situation in IMAR and pass judgement on it. His words were
reportedin newspapers,and quotedby other leaders(see4.3.5). The main indication
of Teng's authority locally was that he was seenas having the power to speakand be
listenedto by the wider public.
Unlike someleadersat the Centre,Teng only once appealedto the formal positions
he held as the basis upon which he had the right to speak in this material299For
.
other speechesor speecheventshe did not statethat he spokeas Chair of the IMAR
CRC, or the Military District. In the majority of the talks he was indicated as
'Comrade' Teng (as is the casewith referencesto him in IM Daily). In nine of the
documents he was called 'commander' (silingyuan). In the remaining three
documentshe was simply 'Teng Haiqing' with no title. There were occasionswhen
Teng madeclear that he was giving his 'own opinion' (for instance,at the beginning
of his speechon 20'h February 1968) - but such personal opinions were merely to
deliver orthodoxiesand appearedmore as a rhetorical strategyto adopt a colloquial
registertowardssomekinds of audience.
Suchreticenceabout citing formal administrativepositions as a basisfor the right to
issue authoritative utterancesbetrayed the confusing enviroranent within which
298He repeatedthis judgementat the beginningof 25h March 1968,and during the
speechon 14'hJune 1968.This was also a commonphraseusedin central leaders'
th
Enlai's
See,
for
Zhou
instance,
27
November 1966at
speeches.
openingwords on
the RevolutionaryRebellion Meeting in Beijing (recordedin , Wuchanjiejiwenhua
da gemingziliao huibian, lingdao tongzhifianghua, (GreatProletarianCR
Materials, Leaders'Speeches)part 4, publishedby the IM University in December
1966,227.Another exampleoccurson page256. Whetheraccordingto a formula or
not, the importantpoint is that Tengevidently felt he had the right or sanctionto use
this sort of language.
299This was the
speechon 21" February1968,of which there are two versions.In
the fuller verbatim version,Teng statedat the beginningthat 'I representthe CRC of
the IMAR, and sendthe warmestgreetingsto the studentstudy council.'This was
omitted from the summaryversion.
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Teng spoke,with a new raft of organisationscreatedas a result of the CR being set
up, somecompetingwith other 'non-official' entities within this new market. Teng's
appealto authority was thereforeto a more fundamentalbasis.The first was derived
from the Centre, and specifically sited in Mao Zedong and Mao Zedong Thought,
'
along with its signifiers. The secondwas 'the masses.
Teng's appealsto central authority, demonstratingdirect sanction from them, were
Ih
here,
from
his
5
July 1967 (two
that of the
the earliest of
clear
speechesanalysed
in
'13'h
Referring
April
Decision'
in
IMAR).
to
the
that
months after arriving
speech,and instructions 'personally approved(zi pizhun) by Chairman Mao,' Teng
stated that 'becausethe Centre has adopted heroic, resolute measures,thoroughly
smashing the black underground headquarters... and shattering the capitalist
has
CR
IMAR
entered a
counter-revolutionarypower-restorer counter-current...
by
Chairman Mao
following
healthy
the
new period,
path opened personally
developing towards the future. 300Teng was buying into the symbolic capital of
Mao, locating Mao in the discourseas a sourceof power and legitimacy. Teng was
from
he
demanded
his
behalf
Mao
a
response
speaking on
personal
when
of
audience:
'This meetingis to lift high the red bannerof Mao ZedongThought, to carry
out politics, to use Mao Zedong Thought as commander.We must cede
absoluteauthority to Mao Zedong Thought in our heads.We must believe
Mao ZedongThought can solve all problemstogether.We don't want to try
301
to
to use sometwisted evil path solve problems.
In this speech,approval by the Centrewas even invoked to endorsethe good status
of the local Third Headquarters:'Third Headquartersis a model in IMAR of a
revolutionary rebellion group,this is approvedby the Centre.'
Later in the text, Teng posedthe rhetorical question:'Should we hit them [enemies]
or teach and help themT He resolvedthis by appealingto 'what ChairmanMao has
taught us.' He referredto 'the cadreswho have madecounter-revolutionarydirection
mistakes. If, after these few people have made mistakes, the Centre points this out,
300Doc 14,1.
301

Ibid 1.
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[and they are] very quick to correct themselves,[and] stand on the revolutionary
direction of Mao Zedongthought, [this] is good.9302
The speechendedwith a paean
to the glory of the Centre, personified in Mao and Mao Zedong Thought. Teng
statedthat one should 'establish the complete-authority of Mao Zedong Thought,'
changing 'our world view.' One should 'study Chairman Mao's highest, newest
directives, to direct our revolutionary practice.' We must 'propagate Mao Zedong
Thought,' and finally 'develop a universal Mao Zedong education, for the
303
rectification movement.
Teng's words were saturated with overt signifiers of Mao's and the Centre's
authority. The local situation figured only insofar is it was seen through the
categoriesfrom the Centre: 'In the CR in IMAR, we are going through the battle
304
directions.
The
between
two
two
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period of struggle
classes,
'to
for
in
CR,
therefore,
the
was
criticise the powerresponsibility
participants
seizersin the Party taking the capitalist path, criticise the small group of powerseizerstaking the capitalist path in IMAR, and those taking the capitalist power305
his
'
These
faction
Ulanfu
the
were not
and
representatives.
seizing path of
expositions of Mao's theories, and arguments for their relevance or validity in
IMAR. They were assertionsto be taken as fact and applied without adaptationin
IMAR.

The formulation of instructions or statementsfrom the Centre in Teng's speeches
did not vary greatly. At its most paradigmatic it appearedin the speechon 9th
November 1967,which, like Teng's other more formal speeches(2l't February, 14th
June, l2th July, and IOh December1968)beganwith 'reverent greeting', the purest
expressionof Mao-adoration,lifted from the languageof the Centre, the: 'Let us
reverently send greetingstogether: greet the reddestreddest sun in our hearts,the
contemporary Lenin, the greatest,most glorious leader of the proletariat of the
whole world, Chairman Mao, a long and prosperous life. 9306This 'greeting'
302
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this was the only occasion
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pattern.
in this collection when Mao was spokenof as the 'contemporaryLenin' (a phrase
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rhetorically declaredfidelity to the common symbol of Mao by the use of generic
language.It was indicative of adherenceto a collective rather than an individual
language.Mao existed in this discoursenot as an historical figure but a common
symbol: 'The great massesunderstand"only with ChairmanMao, and Mao Zedong
Thought, can we save China, save the world."' Teng called this a 'great truth'
(weida zhenli). 'From a 100 million people's hearts will come the common cry,
"Long life to ChairmanMao, 10,000years, 100 million years!"' Teng at this point
integratedinto his voice in the text common slogansfrom the campaignsfrom the
Centre: 'They will not fear heaven,or earth.. they will smashthe old thought, old
culture, old customs, old habits from several thousand years of the exploiting
307
The assertion of the authority of the Centre was manifested through
class.
support for, and reliance on, central ideology, conveyed by common forms of
language,common patterns signifying allegianceand acceptance.The Centre was
presentnot only in thought, but in the actual words to convey that. The use of a
common language signified Teng's participation in a common discourse of
recognisedpower and authority.
Teng made his position as the transmitter of directives from the Centre to IMAR
explicit. He talked on 25thMarch 1968of the meeting betweenthe Centre (Premier
Zhou"Enlai, Comrade Jiang Qing) with representativesfrom Tianjin, and their
prescription to 'oppose the rightists.' 'I hope,' Teng stated after this, 'that all
banners and towns and responsible people in work units can scrupulously
investigate, and overcome the rightist tendency.308 Teng's function as a
disseminatoror transmitterof messagesfrom the Centrewas strongestin the speech
to artistic circles on 27"' March 1968,in which he basedhis position on Jiang Qing's
speech from November 1967. Here, the -means of transmission were not direct
quotes from Jiang's speech,but rather a referenceto the 'encouragement'that her
309
had
talk
given. Appeals to the Centrebecomemore explicit when Teng talked of
'whether or not we follow Chairman Mao, and the Centre... The Centre almost

that originatedfrom Lin Biao). Othersmentionedthe 'four limitlesses' (12thJuly
1968).
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308Doc 2, Issue 111,4.
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certainly will support the struggle to "dig up the black line, and cleanse [the
310
",
enemy's] poison.
Ability to demonstratethe supportof the Centrewas important. The identification of
the IMPP from November 1967onwardsmeant that the focus for the CR in IMAR
becamedifferent, and took an increasinglyuniqueroute. While the Centresupported
class struggle nationally, it was not so clear whether it sanctionedthe version of
class struggle that was occurring in IMAR with its high levels of violence and
disturbances.As the campaigngot out of control, so the failure of the discourseset
out in the '13th April Decision' to actually managethe situation on the ground in
IMAR grew more evident. Teng was placed in a position where he was exercising
authority on the terms laid out by the Centre in the document, but in a situation
where one of the key featuresin his environment,ethnicity, could not be clearly
articulated- only excluded.This wasto prove an unsuccessfulstrategyof control.
This was also a problem in the second basis for authority to which Teng referred to
extensively in these speeches, the 'great revolutionary masses! Teng talked on
many occasions of the imperative to 'trust the masses! 'Truth is in our hands,' he
declared on I" June 1968, 'we must use Mao Zedong Thought, and trust the great
revolutionary masses! At another point, Teng addressed this directly to his specific
audience (and to the constituency they represented): 'Now, revolutionary masses,
the leaders have put you in the most important place. Politically they really trust
31
1
YOU., This was presented within the context of serving the people, arriving at a
broad understanding of common interests, against the factions, and leadership
groups, that were active until then. Teng's main criticism of a group from IM
University, from a transcription of a meeting with them on 28th June 1968, was
312
'you
do
In his important speech to the plenary
,
simply
not trust the masses.
session of the IMAR CRC, he stated in more formal and prescriptive tones that 'we
must implement Chairman Mao's line, we must resolutely trust and rely on the
313
battle.
On many different kinds
masses, mobilise the masses, and wage people's
310Doc 2, Issue 131,2.
31 1
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313Doc 32,13. Similar formulations
areusedon 22ndFebruary 1968,12'hMarch
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' implying
of occasions,therefore,Teng revertedto the issueof 'trusting the masses,
that he was speakingon their behalf. On the 9thNovember 1967,he said: 'We must
never part with the masses,we must always be responsiblefor the people, study
from the people, we must honestly act as the "beasts of burden" of the people.
Departing from the massesis irresponsible;one startsputting on the airs and graces
of a high official. '
The pressure on the keywords 'people' (renmin) and 'masses' (qunzhong) was
discussedin ChapterTwo, 2.1.13,along with issuesthe contestationand negotiation
over who was, and was not, included in theseterms. 'Masses'in the discourseTeng
used was a clear signifier of his allegianceto the Centre and its discourse.These
were the 'proletarian' masses,the good masses,as opposedto the legion of enemies
that also occurred in Teng's discourse - the rightists, power-seizers, capitalist
roaders,and splittists. In trying to refer to the 'masses'or 'people' in a localised
sense,Teng's discourseshoweda clear disjuncture. The 'people' he actually spoke
to, on whose behalf he claimed to be speaking,were from a specific place. As his
time in IMAR proceeded,there were indications of an increasing awarenessof a
I section' of these local people who were traitors, enemies, untrustworthy - the
IMPP. The Centre's terms for the 'non-people,' class enemies, was unable to
accommodateor correctly label thesespecific local enemies.This flew in the face of
the declarationof the hegemonyof the Centre's 'class' ideology, and the strategyto
exclude the issue of ethnicity. So Teng's discoursebecamethe site for the conflict
between the assertionsof the problem of IMAR in the Centre's terms, and an
articulation of it in purely localised,ethnic terms.

Section Two: Teng's Words

4.2.1 The Teng Material

The material carrying this discourseand through which this negotiationfor authority
in IMAR occurredis listed in Appendix Two. This containsa very small portion of
the material put out in Teng's name during the CR in IMAR. While it cannot be
1968,and at the end of the speechon 25'hMarch 1968.
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taken as in any way comprehensive,it containsexamplesfrom materialsdeliveredat
a broad selection of the various events and occasionsat which Teng spoke. It
covers the full period during which he was active in IMAR. It should also be
stressedthat this material was acquired randomly. It was collected from several
sourceswith no other criterion than that the material came from the period 1967to
1970 in IMAR.

Of these34 documentsin which Teng's words are recorded,there are:

0

18 speeches(either labelled 'important,' or 'draft')

0 Three formal reportsdeliveredat public occasions
0 Three 'discussions'
0 One 'informal discussion!
0 One 'interjection!
0 Two 'opinions'
*

Three 'instructions'

0 One 'record of comments'
0 Two 'letters'
Only two of the documentsrecordingTeng'swords were written in origin. There are
no examplesof pamphletsauthoredby Teng, or articles in the IM Daily over the
period he was active in the region, although there was an article bearing Teng's
name which was published in January 1968 in the People's Daily. His public
activity was almost wholly through speaking.His words were transcribedin various
ways and presentedin written form.
21 documents(markedby an asteriskin Appendix Two) were disseminatedthrough
the daily newsletter,'Red Flag Internal ReferenceMaterial' (Hongq! neican), issued
by the IMAR Party CommitteeRed Flag Alliance Headquarters.All of thesecarried
under their mast the label of 'internal' publications, which were not to be
disseminated'to outsiders.' Their intendedreadershipwas thereforelimited to those
in this organisation.Editions of the 'Red Flag Internal ReferenceMaterial' also
carried speechesand instructions from Centre leaders and the Party. On the 12th
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April 1968Teng's speechwas placed after Zhou Enlai's instructions to the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs in Beijing issuedon 10"' October 1968,and a reprint of an article
from the Liberation Daily publishedin Beijing originally on the 27thFebruary 1968.
Therewas also a short 'Instruction from the Centre'on the 'Issue of Arranging Study
Classesin Yunan.' Placing Teng'sspeechesamongstsuchprestigiousmaterial issued
by the Centre enhancedtheir status.Those marked in Appendix Two with a cross
appearedin a similar news-sheet,the 'CR Dictatorship,' issued by the Eighth
Division of the ConstructionProject Department.This was also marked as 'internal'
material. Those with double crossesin Appendix Two occurred in the 'Struggle
Notice' news-sheet(Zhengduotongxun). Of the remaining documents,the issuing
authoritieswere as follows:
1.5h July 1967- Hohhot RevolutionaryAlliance Headquarters
2.12th July 1968- IMAR Military District "Support the Left" Office
3.10th December1968- Hohhot WorkersUnion
For the documentsof the 5h July and 9thNovember 1967,and 21" Februaryand 14th
June 1968no issuingauthority was indicated.Thesewere someof the administrative
organisations,new and old, to which and through which Teng spoke- the carriers
and conveyers of his voice, and the social entities within which his power was
enacted. Setting out these groups maps out the organisational geography within
which Teng, with signifiers of support from the Centre in his discourse,negotiated
influence and authority.
4.2.2 How Teng's Words Were Taken Down
The most common form of transcription in this material was 'corrected record.' All
of thesedocumentscarried a disclaimer that the original producer of the words had
not checkedtheseversions.
One (27h March 1968)was a transcriptionfrom a recording.
The speechesof the 9thNovember 1967, and 21st February, 14'hJune, 12Ih
July, 25h November and 10h December 1968 were presentedas complete
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recordsof either what Teng said, or what he had intendedto say. The last of
thesebeganwith an addressto the audience('Comrades!'). The one on the
12'hJune 1968 endedwith three generic slogans('Long live the victory of
Mao Zedong'sCR line, long live the limitless glory of Mao ZedongThought,
long live the greatleader,greatcommanderChairmanMao! ')
The speechesfrom 12thMarch, I't Juneand 28thJune 1968were presentedas
dialogues,with the voicesof otherspresentin the text.
That of 17thJuly 68 was presentedas the voice of Teng and other leaders
within a text, similar to a newspaperreport conveyed through the third
person.
There were someindications within thesetexts of the kinds of editorial control and
manipulation exercisedover Teng'sreportedwords before being issuedin the forms
in which they finally appeared.For the discussionon 14thApril 1968,the compilers
of the speech(activists at IM University and IM Workers College) indicated at the
end of their 'synthesisedversion' that 'there is a small section which was not
recorded,and has not beenset down here. This correctedrecord has many parts that
314
but
are not the original words,
conveythe core meaning.
Therewere also variationsin the insertionsin the texts. The transcriptionin dialogue
form of Teng's 'Speech' on I" June 1968 indicated in brackets at one point that
attend6esof the meeting laughed. In another (25thMarch 1968) the speechended
315
in
'slogans'
(kouhao).
In the speechon
with the simple addition parenthesesof
27th March 1968, two days later, 'shouting slogans' was indicated twice in the
316
indicated
Teng's
closing two paragraphsof
speechwith applause
earlier.
The transcribedspeechof 14thJune 1968 showedin two placesthe words 'unclear'
(bu qing) in parentheses,implying that theseversionswere either taken from handwritten records, taken down during the speech itself, or (less likely) from a
317
recording. Finally, two of the speechesare available in separateversions. The
314
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Class
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was
Conference, in a single pamphlet on 13th December 1968, and as part of the
'Struggle Notice' on 19thDecember1968.There are no variations betweenthesetwo
versions.
4.2.3 Kinds of Meeting and the Audience Attending
Teng had a wide constituency.He spoke not just to organisationsand groups in
Hohhot, but also to representativesfrom Hailar (northern IMAR), ZhemengLeague
(southern IMAR), Pingzhuan (a small town near Hohhot), Yimeng League
(bordering Shanxi in southernIMAR), Wumeng League (around Hohhot in central
IMAR), GuyangTown (nearBaotou),and Baotou.His words, therefore,were aimed
in
from
He
IMAR.
these
that
people
personat
addressed
at groups
came
all parts of
the following sortsof occasions:

"

'Meetings' (huiyi)

"

'Mass meetings' (dahui)

"

'Meetings/grantedinterviews' (liejian)

"

'Study meetings' (xuexihui)

"

'Party committeemeetings'(dangweihui)

"

'Discussionmeetings'(zuotanhui)

"

'Enlarged PlenaryCommitteeMeetings' (quanwelkuodahuiyi)

"

'Study classes'(xuexiban)

A listing compiled from a summary of world broadcastsmade during the CR
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318Sourced Summaryof WorldBroadcasts,Far East (SWB FE) 2575/B/8 22.9.67,
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Revolutionary Committee on Sept 20'h, and the Hohhot Municipal Revolutionary
Committee on P October).He spoke for the first time as Chairman of the IMAR
CRC at a 'mammoth rally' on I't November 1967.The summary also recordedhim
speakingat study classes,sessionsof the IMAR CRC, rallies, Mao ZedongThought
Classes,wired broadcastrallies, to propagandateams,studentgroupsand military. It
was in this organisationalcontext that Teng's languagewas meaningful and meant
to haveimpact. This was the world that he spoketo.
In terms of political importancethe highest-exposureeventsanalysedhere were the
speechesTeng gave at the Plenary Committeemeetings.There were a total of four
th
th
rd
from
first
from
November
1967,
6
8
January
3
5h
to
these:
the
to
the
of
second
1968, the third on 5thJuly 1968, and the final one from 3rd to 19th November.319
Thesemadeup the administrativebackboneof the CR campaignin IMAR from late
1967 to 1969,and were the main vehicle for the regional CRC, of which Teng was
Chairman.The other meetingslisted abovewere more genericto the CR as a whole
(see ChapterOne, 1.12 for more detail on the kinds of meetingsin the CR). What
differentiated them was the kind of people indicated as attending. These were
groupedas:

"

'Peoplein charge' (fuzeren)

"

'Working personnel'(gongzuorenyuan)

"

'Representatives'(daibiaq)

"

'Members' (chengyuan)

"

'Leaders' (lingdao) /'leading comrades'(lingdao tongzhi)

The organisationsare listed in the third column of the table in Appendix Two, and
consistedof the following:
"

'Revolutionary rebel factions' (gemingzaofanpai)

"

'Revolutionary committees'(zizhiqugeming weiyuanhui)

"

'Study conference'

"

'Railway bureau'

319These listed in the
in
chronologycontained Tumen and Zhu 1995,319-335.
are
The final meetinglastedwell over a week, at a point when the newly appointed
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"

'Preparatory groups of

the revolutionary committees' (geming

weiyuanhuichoubeixiaozu)
"

'Leadershipsmall groups' (lingdao xiaozu)

"

'Advanced work units' (xianjin danwei)

Some of these were created during the CR (e.g. the first and second) and were
genericin the sensethat they existedthroughoutthe country. Othersexistedprior to
the CR, and outlastedit (bureauxUu] and work units [danwei])
For those speechoccasionsthat do indicate specific participation there were the
following details:

"

The meeting on 20'h November 1967 with delegatesfrom Pingzhuan,took
place in Teng's office, and lastedan hour and 35 minutes. Four people were
namedas attending.

"

The meeting on 24h November 1967 took place in the Xincheng Hotel,
Hohhot, and ran from 3:40 PM to 4:40 PM in the afternoon. Five people
were namedas attending.

"

The speechon 29h February1968took place in an office in a guesthousein
Baotou, and ran from 9:40 AM to 1:30 PM. Five people are named as
attending.

"

The Instructions on 9thJune 1968 involved representativesfrom Guyang's
'490 Division, ' the 'Battle Division, ' and 'Guyang Middle School Mass
Group with responsiblepeoplefrom other work units.'

"

The discussion on the 17th July 1968 involved 'work units and
representativesfrom Kanghou, Ningcheng, Baotou, Erzhi, and Hohhot
Aviation Factory and Fifth Middle School... along with another 17 work
units.'

The differences in Teng's register and tone in front of these various groups was
evidencefor the ways he adaptedhis languageto the occasionsat which he spoke.It
also signified awarenessof a 'market' of organisationsand the differencesin their
leadershipin IMAR was alreadybeginningto fractureand experiencedifficulties.
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value encoded in the kind of language used with them. The report that Teng
deliveredto the plenary CRC meetingson 12'hJuly 1968was extremely formal, and
used patterns and structuresmodelled on central leader speechesof the period.
Teng's meeting on I't June 1968 with the 'three comrades from IM Teachers
College' containedmany colloquialisms,and used a much less formal register.The
use, for instance,of the sentenceending 'what' (sha - northern Chinesedialect for
shenme),and Teng's exclamationat one point that 'there's nothing great about this'
(mei shenmeliaobuqide). This was made even more colloquial in the speechon 7th
July 1968 when Teng simply used the same phrase but with sha instead of
320
shenme. This descendedat some (rare) points into the use of invective. In his
speechon 14thApril 1968Teng said to the Hohhot Third Headquarters:'saying that
Baotou is a capitalist restorationist[place is] bullshit (fangpi) 021 Respondingto a
.
report by one of the participantson the talk cited above from Pt June 1968, Teng
merely stated:'Blockheads!(caobao)They are blockheads!' And on 31" May 1968,
Teng talked of a memberof the Workers Union, Bai Mingzhi, who was a 'bastard'
(huaidan). The range of voices that Teng used, therefore, ran between these
parameters;the very formal, for the most formal meetings, to a less structured
colloquial style for small-scalemeetings.At the formal meetings,it was clear that
Teng's style was dictated both by the genreof leadership-speeches
of the time, and
by the responsibility to convey and representmessagesfrom the Centreto the local
322
in
in
CR
IMAR.
audience,themselvescritical players the
Finally there is the issue of the amount of time Teng spoke. Based on rough
calculationsfor the speechesthat appearto be verbatim recordsof what he said (five
minutes to read aloud for closely printed material, three minutes for double-spaced
material, making allowancesfor audienceinterruptions, etc), Teng's set speeches
were lengthy events.For a formal eventTeng spokeat on 14'hJune 1968,the speech
ran to 16 closely printed pages,which would come to a total of 80 minutes speaking
time. The verbatim record of the speechon 12'hJuly 1968cameto 28 double-spaced
pages- approximately84 minutes.The shorterspeechon 25h November 1968came
to ten pages- 50 minutes. That of 10thDecember 1968 13 pages- 65 minutes.
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These were the speechesmost clearly marked as verbatim records. Other speech
occasionswere either clearly summarised(and marked as such), or, for the one
document in which specific start and finish times were indicated (29h February
1968)evidently heavily edited.Indeedthis specific documentmentionedthat part of
the meeting was taken up with Teng listening to other reports, which were not
recorded.
In terms of preparation,recordslike that of 7h July 1968were of Teng's impromptu
and unscriptedremarks.But the lengthier speecheson the set-occasionsmentioned
abovewere prepared,in someform - perhapseven in the form in which they were
presentedin the documents.It is unlikely that Teng wrote these speecheshimself,
but rather had them prepared by his officials. Schoenhalsdescribed the process
through which Lin Biao's speechwriterswent, and what contribution he finally made
323
he
delivered
formal
to the words
at
eventspublicly. Mao Zedong had a similar
group of assistantsand writers working for him (led by Chen Boda). Certainly Teng
had someresourcesin terms of officials and administratorsto support him. Woody
mentioned that Teng's speechon 27th March 1968 was drafted by his secretary,
Chen Xiaozhuang,who had 'in turn gotten most of his material from Ulangbagan,'
324
Mongolian
been
had
IMpp.
the
taskedwith collecting material on the
official who
The extent to which Teng's speecheswere the product of the official, bureaucratic
machinery or his own creation, however, is impossible to tell from the documents
alone.
4.2.4 The Dissemination of Teng's Words
While the circulation of the versions of his speechesanalysedhere was wide, it
could not have exceededthat of the IM Daily which remained the main official
propagandamouthpiecethroughoutthe CR period in IMAR. Accessto this meansof
propagation was one of Teng's most powerful advantages as a leader, and
administrativelyand materially one of the key meansto disseminatehis words.
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324Woody 1993,1. Probablythis is the 'SecretaryChen' that figured in the
note of
the meetingon 3 I't December1968.
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A report to membersof cultural and artistic circles Teng gave on 27h March 1968,
h
from
it
later
in
(24,
IM
Daily
April)
the
and the article
arising
almost a month
illustrates the sort of transformationfrom Teng's private voice used with a small
group, to a wider, public one. Whereasthe record of the speechitself in the 'Red
Flag Internal ReferenceMaterials' contained no comments or editorial, merely a
record of Teng's words (in 'corrected record' form), the article in the newspaper
lacked direct quotes.Instead,Teng'swords were paraphrased,delivered in the third
person,and placed within a very specific contextualframework, within which value
judgementswere renderedon the importanceand useof the original speechevent:
'Comrade Teng Haiqing's speechat the IMAR Cultural Circles Meeting on
27'h March has arouseda great response.Following this the situation of
struggle in the great cultural yard (wenhua dayuan) has undergonerapid
change... Those die-hard followers of Ulanfu who a few days ago were
hiding in secretoffices, planning their attack, along with the representatives
of the cultural yard stuck in the comers- chameleons,black counsellors,and
bad peoplelike that - are frightenedand being picked up one-by-one.'
While the speech, and the article 'inspired' by it in the IM Daily share the same
purpose of spreading Teng's message,they use different methods. Teng declared the
objective in his speech at the beginning: 'to push forward the mobilisation of the
[up]
in
to
the
class struggle. '
open
masses
artistic and cultural worlds, completely
The sanctions that Teng cited was the speech by Jiang Qing in November 1967,
which inspired decisions at the IMAR

CRC Second Plenary Meeting, and

instructions from Premier Zhou and the Centre in February on cultural and artistic
matters. Teng's speech was highly localised and personalised. He condemned the
Zhemeng League CRC, accusing them of 'aiming their spear towards the Central
CRC, ' and defended 'Zhao Baowen, ' a good comrade who had made some mistakes,
but who had been picked out for struggle and criticism by the Zhemeng League
CRC. 'I believe that the majority of rebellious factions are good, ' Teng declared.325
Later in his speech, he said, 'I'm not going to go through this blow by blow, but just
let you all think about it. That is enough... I trust that no matter which work unit is
involved, the majority of the masses, and the revolutionary masses wish to push the
CR forward thoroughly. 326
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The IM Daily article was written in the third person. It had no individual voice.
Comparisonsof the article and the speech'sconclusionsillustrate thejourney from a
personalvoice to an impersonalpublic one within this discourse.Teng closed by
stating:
'Comrades,the classstrugglein IMAR is very complicated,very violent, the
struggle in the cultural and artistic circles more complicated,more violent.
In the educationaldepartment,the health department,and all other work
...
have
had
in
CF,
they
this
many successes,[they] still have
units,
although
investigate
like
the cultural and
they
themselves
should
many problems,and
artistic circles.... Enemiesnow use the rightist tendencyof our leaders,and
the rightist thinking of our rebellious groups,and intend to creepin that way.
We need to unify the masses,rely on the masses,respect the spirit of the
revolutionary masses.In revolution we must mobilize the masses.If you
don't, you fear the masses,and are not real revolutionaries...' 327
In the IM Daily, the final messagewas a collectivisedone:
'Let us lift high the red bannerof Mao Zedong Thought, under the correct
leadershipof the IMAR CRC... preservethe highest levels of revolutionary
investigation,seethrough the schemesof counter-revolutionaries,overcome
the rightist tendencyin thoughtof somein our ranks...'
This illustrated the different functions of these documents.The first was a direct
announcementby Teng, basedon his own authority, and the use of a personalvoice
to convey specific prescriptionsand instructions.The secondwas a generalisationof
the first voice, the propagationof a messagethrough the original words of Teng and
their expansion into general instructions. There was a single messageunderlying
both these,but conveyedin two different registersand working in different ways in
the various constituenciesin IMAR.
4.2.5 The Register of Utterance

Teng's exercising of authority was most signified by his frequent use of a
prescriptive register. In almost every speech or meeting in this collection, his
primary language activity was to instruct, pass orders, regulate, and to tell his
audiencewhat to do. In the speechon 9h November 1967,he set out 'seven major
327
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responsibilities' for participants in the CR (though here he was transmitting these
from a 'notice issued by the IMAR CRC'). The language was to propagate:
'immediately to lift up," 'continuously to deepen,' 'to do well' (gaohao), 'grasp
revolution,' 'positively build.' These activities were addressedto 'all levels of
' 'all
membersof the CRC,' 'to the great massesof the revolutionary organisations,
battle lines, all departments,all work units.'Tbis was to be done 'with all one'sheart'
(quanxin quanyi), 'politically, intellectually,, theoretically.' Some of these
prescriptionswere explications of campaignsor slogansof the Centre. Both these
discourse,
Centre's
from
headings
lifted
the
and were common at this
general
were
stagein the CR. Teng usedimperativesthroughoutthis explication: 'must' (bixu and
yao), 'definitely' (yiding), 'absolutelynot allowed' Yuebuchongxu).
A high proportion of Teng's prescriptionsappearedeven in minutes of dialogues.
The samelist given for the first documentabove also appearedon 31" December
1968. Despite being a year apart (albeit an exceptionally tumultuous year) Teng's
commands remained the same: grasp revolution, arouse the masses, and
continuouslypush aheadwith the 'Vigorously Use and Study Mao ZedongThought'
328
classes. Such commandsdid not figure as part of an argumeýt.They signified in
languagea speakerwho was demonstratingtheir right to authority simply by the use
of suchlanguagealone.
Teng usedother registersto signify his authority:
Judgementalregister: Judgementson how various regions and areas had
nd
Zaitian
22
in
implementing
the
campaign on
anti-Wang
succeeded
February 1968,and most commonly in the assertionof the 'general situation
being good,' both in the IMAR, and in the country.329The latter was a phrase
330
Centre.
from
discourse
taken
the
of the

328
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others,25h March 1968,1.
330'The
current CR is in a greatgood situation' (Yipianda hao xingshi), (People
Daily New Yeareditorial, I" Jan 1968, in Guosh!tongfian, vol 3,1966- 76, Beij ing
1995,673).
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Positive register: Languagecontainedin the paeansof praise for Mao in the
introduction to the speechon 21" February 1968, and the dense use of
superlatives('most,' 'greatest'). On 31" May 1968 Teng talked of 'a great
33
1
Chairman
Mao
This victory was not
for
the revolutionarypath of
victory
.,
related to any specific event, but set within a metaphorical context of 'the
proletarianrevolutionarymassesstandingon the path of ChairmanMao.'
Expository register: Explanation or transmission of the ideology of the
Centre. In a speech on 29h May 1968, Teng offered thoughts on 'the
dictatorship of the proletariat. ' 'The best is army leadership, which really has
no factionalism. Comparatively good people can participate. Leadership
power will be grasped. Without a period of experimentation before, it is hard
not to make mistakes. The basic responsibility of "the dictatorship of the
332
,
Expositions that Teng
is
them...

to mobilise them, educate
for
linked
to
offered were very closely
prescriptions a programmeof action,
Teng's
for
them.
the
these
prescriptionon
explaining
either preparing
or
way
masses"

20thNovember 1967,to a delegationthat 'you must definitely carry out well
the "Great Alliance" and the "Three Unities" was followed by explanation:
"'Great Alliance" is unification in thought, [but] unification still
needsa leadershipclass.Start from the IMAR CRCs. If you want to
be
have
foundations:
"
This
"three
CRCs,
the
must
must
set up
you
done according to Chairman Mao's instructions, resolving well the
is
down
[The
task]
to
capitalists,not
strike
main
problems of cadres.
raise capitalists up. Mistakes must be resolved according to the
333
"'
principles of "unity - criticism and self-criticism - unity.
The definitions of concepts here were lifted straight from the Centre's
ideology. This discourse was motivational. Its aim was to bring about
improved actions and correct behaviour. All explanations therefore were
linked to demandsfor implementing a certain prescribedcourse of action,
and were rooted in a discoursein which certain actions were alreadyjudged
morally correct,and otherscondemned.
Interrogativeregister:On 30'hMay 1968,Teng askeda seriesof questionsto
delegatemembers.The issueof the function of questionsin Teng'sdiscourse
33 1
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is looked at in the next section. In these cases,it is clear that Teng was
seeking specific responsesbefore beginning ftirther delivery of judgement,
and then prescription. Interrogation was therefore closely linked to a
programmeof instruction.
Self-critical register: What later became the prime feature of Teng's
discourseafter his removalfrom power in 1969was the smallestpart prior to
that. While there were occasionswhen Teng admittedmaking mistakes,such
admissionsof error were conveyed as collective ones - 'our failings,' 'our
faults.' 334There was little senseof Teng's authority having spacewithin it
for responsibility and personalaccountability.Only when Teng was removed
from power was it possible(indeed,did it becomenecessary)for his voice to
accommodateadmissionsof failings.
In addition to thesevarious different registersin Teng'sdiscourse,which showedthe
interaction with his audienceand his attitude to them, there were also the variations
in formality. His use of a formal register was seen in his speech on the 10th
December1968.In this, a genericbeginningoffering praiseto Mao was followed by
a report on 'the general situation,' and the 'current characteristicsof the class
struggle.' Teng spokeprimarily in a collective voice, using 'we' ratherthan T:
'After propaganda groups entered each work unit, [they] did great work,
achieving great results. They have lifted high the great red banner of Mao
Zedong Thought, grasped well Mao Zedong Thought classes, opened and
developed the "three faithfuls" movement, making Mao Zedong Thought
enter deep into their hearts. They have grasped firmly the struggle between
the two classes, two paths, two directions, especially grasping the great
criticism and "Party rectification, " pushing forward struggle, criticise, reform
in each work unit. ' 335
The language consisted primarily of slogans from the Centre, or campaign names.
There was little space for a personal voice.

334E.g.: 'I heardI
said somenonsenseon 1P September,aboutthe basic
contradictionsfrom Ulanfu having beenresolved.I forgot how I said this, but if I
did, it was a mistake,and shouldbe retracted'(25h October 1968). And the more
contrite 'Today [1] intendto expressa few opinions.Theseare very incomplete,and
March 1968in Doc 2, Issue 112,1).
(27h
totally
not
correct'
335
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But at other times Teng also used an informal register. In his meeting on 22"d
February 1968,he startedoffi
'This doesn't count as a report (busuan shenme bapgao), but Comrade Wang
Jinbao wanted me to speak at this meeting, I've not prepared. He asked me to
336
,
speak.I don't expectto go on for very long.

The transcriptions of Teng's dialogues showed him at his most informal in this
material. On the 30'hMay 1968,he was recordedas using the colloquial 'gao' for 'to
do, carry out.' 337He also used the sentenceending 'ma. '338His informal register
was even evident in giving prescriptions: 'Bad people shouldn't have complaints.
You see who is bad, then you need to resolutely pluck them out. Plucking out bad
people doesn't need someoneto authorise it. It only needs you to pluck out bad
people, and the CRC will supportyou. And if the CRC doesn't [offer] support,then
I'll criticise them.'339This exercisingof authority through a colloquial rather than a
more formal, personallysponsoredstyle had its uses. It servedto build capital with
the audience, a small group specialising in 'plucking out' enemies. Teng was
demonstrating closenessto the people he was talking to, addressing them in
languagethat implied no distance.Mao's speechescontain similar demonstrationsof
closeness.Before being polished and refined they were frequently in a highly
colloquial register, promoting his image as the 'people's leader' able to use the
languageof commonmen,not a representativeof elitist power interests.340
This 'informalisatiod of Teng's register extended to using expletives, another
similarity with leadersfrom the Centrelike Mao, who famously littered his speeches
341
with swearwords and slang. There was considerabletoleranceon the part of the
336
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usageof this in the CR to the influenceof
Mao, who had a preferencefor thesesimplied verbs (Dittmer and Chen 1981,23).
33'This 'ma'refers to the
sentenceendingcorrespondingapproximatelyto 'OK, '
is also pronounced'ma.'
the
and
not
question
which
particle,
marker
339
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340An example this is the first,
(and
chaotic)version of Mao's 'On the
unedited
of
CorrectHandling of Contradictionsamongthe People'in MacFarquhar,Cheekand
Wu 1989,131 onwards.
341SchramdescribedMao 'Rabelaisianin speech'(Schram 1974,8). Schram
as
'quotedthe following from a speechMao gaveto the TenthPlenumin 1962in which
he claimed PengDehuaihad said: 'You fucked my mother for twenty days,can't I
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14'h
1968
Teng,
language.
On
April
for
'bad'
as an aside,
audience
public use of
declared that one opinion is 'bullshit' (fangpl).342In the fuller version of Teng's
in
factory
Party
he
1968,
21't
February
a
who said:
secretary
speechon
quoted a
'You are still fucking (ta made)implementingthe counter-revolutionaryline.'
Finally, there is the issue of the other voices containedin Teng's discourse,which
th
like
10
December 1968
Formal
included
in
that
these records.
speeches
on
were
were monovocaltexts which representedthe words Teng said on their own, with no
in
The
interventions
But
texts.
separate
appeared
other
voices
other
or additions.
from
instance,
Mao
Zedong
for
the
transmitted
and
of
quotes
unadornedand
voice,
Lin Biao, marked clearly, or embeddedwithin Teng's words. The parenthesised
words of the unnamedaudience,whose responseto parts of what Teng said was
deemedworthy of being recorded,acting as a reminder that thesetexts existed and
had meaning in a social context and were publicly enacted.There were voices that
Teng assumedwithin his talks, the oppositionhe createdin his discourse,markedby
phraseslike 'people who say,' and allowed to enter into the text either as proxy
343
enemies,or opponents,or simply to representthosewho thought erroneously.
4.2.6 Rhetorical Features
If Teng had anything approachinga personalvoice, it was shown most clearly in the
key
dense
he
Teng
of
phrases.
repetition
partly used
specific rhetorical patterns used.
There is also the rhetorical use of questions,and of polarised structures('either...
or') in his speechesand talks. The speechof the 20'h February 1968 containedthe
following introduction:
'Chairman Mao is the greatest(zui weida) Marxist-Leninist of the modem
times, the greatestteacherof the whole country and the world's revolutionary
peoples,the most outstandingleader,the most heroic commander,the most
correct helmsman.He is the modem Lenin, the greatest authority of the
is
Zedong
Thought
Mao
for
the peak
people....
modem world
revolutionary
living
highest,
MarxismMarxism-Leninism,
the
most
of contemporary
Leninism, the exemplarymost advancedthought of mankind.1344
fuck your mother for twenty days.' Mao's response?'All this ficking messedup the
conferenceand the work was affected' (ibid 194).

342For
more examples, see 4.2.3 above.
343See following
section.
344
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There then followed six shorter sentences, all beginning with the mantra: 'It is the
great leader Chairman Mao.... ' Patterned repetition like this was a constant feature
1967,
November
On
9h
Teng's
though at the end of the speech,
of
spoken style.
345
five
On 25th
beginning
Teng repeated 'quick' (kuai) at the
times.
of sentences
March 1968, in explaining the importance of struggle, Tcng stated 'this affects the
implementation of Chairman Mao's battle strategy in our district, it affects the
in
it
IMAR,
13
the
affects
revolutionary
people
million
problem of
movement of
in
it
be
the
and
a
word,
consolidated,
whether or not
newly made red power can
346
in
be
forward
The.
CR
issue
the
the
our
area.
carried
can
affects
of whether or not
hierarchy within repetition here was to start from the top (Mao) and move down. On
14'hJune 1968, he launched four longer sentencesin the middle of a speech, with the
formulation 'undertaking big critiCiSM.,347On 12d' July 1968, he used the following
words:

'The great dissemination, great broadcasting, great implementing of the
just
is
Thought
Zedong
Mao
limitless
now washing
radiance of
glorious
The
dark
filthy
the
revolutionary
the
comers.
all
sweeping
away all
water,
believe,
limitlessl
love,
limitlessl
limitlessl
people of all nationalities,
have faith in, limitlessl worship Chairman Mao, Mao Zedong Thought,
Chairman Mao's revolutionary direction's feelings towards the proletariat,
increadU,ly consolidating,increasingl deepening,increasingl developing,
In
in
deep
the
the
other words, use
people.
outlook
of
mental
changes
making
Mao Zedong Thought to command together, to push forward togethe, to
leadtogether,to changetogethe 348(All my underlinings.)
.'
As Teng prescribed 'unity, ' especially the importance of unity of thought, he
language.
These
in
tightly
examples
this
patterned public
exemplified
a unified,
in
language
This
indications
used
a
was
were
of preparion and management.
monovocal setting, rather than a situation of dialogue where there was always the
possibility of interruption and prematureclosure of the repetition, (for examplesof
interjections
during
Teng's
the
selfwhich see
angry and unplanned audience
criticisms in Chapter Five). This uniformity of voice signified adherenceto the
Centre'sideology, which was the sourceof its sanction.
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Teng frequently used rhetorical questions.This mirrored the ideological polarity,
offering, on most occasions,'either/or' modalities, without open-endedquestions
which might lead to a number of (unwanted)answers:'So in the end was Ulanfa a
Communist seizing power from the Nationalists, or a Nationalist supporterseizing
349
from
'Have you implemented this or not? Have you
Communists?
the
power
050
it
hit?
At other times, what seemedframed as a
have
seen or not? Who
you
question was actually a statementof rhetorical condemnation:'So I'd like to ask,
1
is
kind
feeling,
line?
kind
935 At other times,
this what
of
what
of stance,what
questionswere also rhetorical exclamations:'Any sort of massmovementcan't be
totally without trouble, utterly free of chaos.This sort of thinking is too nSfve.How
could this be possibleT
Questions did not function in Tcng's discourseto open up issues or embark on
enquiry. For Tcng, questionswere answeredbefore they were asked. They were
usedin order to make rhetorical points. The polarity createdin the speechon 5thJuly
1967 was easily resolved by the delivery of 'correct' solutions from Mao Zedong
Thought:

'What do we say to cadres who have been lost in battle? Losing requires the
shedding of blood as a price. What can we do? Do we strike them or educate
and help them? Chairman Mao has taught us, real long term military
victories are few. Even losing, we can still summarise experience and go on
352
to win.

In the instructionsTeng gaveon 10 April 1968,he stated:'What kind of problem is
this? Is it moaning about the great massof the people?Or is it the leaders?It's not
353
'
aboutthe masses,it's the leaders.
There were other usesto which Teng put questions.On the sameoccasionon the
14"'April 1968,he useda seriesof questionsto createcumulative effect:
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'We must seizepower till we are completely victorious. IMAR has so many
traitors, spies,cow ghostsand snakespirits, bastards...our rebellion factions
have a small number of bad people... For whom does Bai Mingjie's
faction
does
Zhang
Zhipeng's
faction
For
whom
rebellious
rebellious
rebel?
rebel? They are carrying out counter-revolutionaryactivities. How can we
between
distinguishing
them
us and the enemy?How can
put up with
not
that be OK? We revolutionariesneedto take the path of socialism.Are they
taking the path of socialism? They are carrying out capitalist powerrestoration.How can we get togetherwith enemies[like this]?'354
Suchquestionswere partsof an attack.They were usedto set up assertionsthat were
finally shown as absurd.They functionedin a strategyto exposethe illogicality and
language
discourse
the
the
creating
an
opposition
within
wrongnessof
alternative
which was then dismissedasuntenableand wrong.
Teng sometimescreated'other voices' in his speeches,articulating theseuntenable
positions, which he attributed to unnamed people and groups. These were then
attacked.In the report on the 250'March 1968,Teng said 'there are people who fear
(you ren pa) saying they supportagitating and causingchaos.355Teng's motive in
this section was to show how 'causing chaos' (1dobao-fantian)was useful and
thereforepermissiblein the current context and gave thesewords a new meaningan exampleof controlling terms of the discourse.A little later in the samespeechhe
talked of 'a few comrades'who made mistakesin their work, recognisedthis, and
' attemptingto aim
changed.He held this against'a few old counter-revolutionaries,
their 'spear at the PLA, and the headquartersof the proletariat,' proving themselves
to be 'old capitalists' in the process. Such positions acted as the voice of the
I counter-discourse.
'
With these rhetorical features,Teng's overall objective was to create unity and
exercisecontrol. They signified his allegianceto the masterdiscoursewithin which
he operated.The final objective was a 'pure discourse,' a language of 'unified
thought and theory' that demonstrated,by its tightly co-ordinatedsurface features,
unity with the Centre and the languageemanatingfrom there. But they were also
signifiers of the sort of control Teng wished to exerciseover what he said, and his
353
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audience's reaction. They indicated the tight parameterswithin which he allowed
intcraction with this audiencc.
4.2.7 Teng's Symbolic World

Accompanying and reinforcing these stylistic commonalities, there were also
striking similarities among the symbols and metaphors that Teng used. These acted
ideology
key
link
the
as a
of the Centre, from which many
and signifier of unity with
of them were taken. Beyond the metaphor of the 'path' mentioned in 4.1.2 above,
there were also the core metaphors that related to actions, to descriptions of enemies,
and to Mao Zedong Thought and Chairman Mao. While these were a further
demonstration of Teng's acquiescence in his discourse to the hegemony of the
Centre and his participation in that, they also reveal the area where Teng had to
localise his language.

The Centre-inspiredcampaignthat Teng and other local leadersprosecutedin IMAR
from mid-1968 onwardswas labelled the 'dig and cleanse'(sulwa) campaign. Teng
referred to the 'meeting held in Baotou on the Mao Zedong Thought study classes'
in his speechon 14'hJune 1968 as being 'an heroic massmeeting, communicating
experiencesof class struggle, a mobilizing meeting to push forward the "dig and
056
The whole speechitself was entitled 'Set up Mao Zedong
cleanse" struggle.
Study Classes,Grasp Revolution, Great Criticism, and Lift the "Dig and Cleanse"
Strugglein our Regionto a New Level,' making clear the key function played by the
idea of digging and cleansingat this stage.On 12'hJuly 1968, Teng talked of the
357
dark
filthy
current campaign'washing away
comers. He
water, sweepingall the
combinedboth 'digging' and 'cleansing' when he said later in the samespeech:'A
great pile of diehardsof Ulanfu's anti-party, unchangingcapitalist roaders,traitors,
spiesand cow ghostsand snakespirits and splittist elementshave beenflushedaway
by the "dig and cleanse" struggle.358This sentencewas precededby the idea of
enemiesbeing 'poisonous' (liudu), of them needingto be 'cleaned up" (suqlng). A
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similar idea occurred on 14'h April 1968: '... the struggle to dig the poison of the
black direction. 359

Combined with the central metaphorsof actions against the enemy - 'digging,
cleansing'- went metaphoricaldescriptionsof what the enemydid. Teng frequently
talked of enemies'having an arrow pointed at the Party.' In a combinationof Tcng's
th
he
little
1968:
'A
14
July
'assumed
this
metaphor,
said
on
creating an
voice' and
time before, weren't there people saying "Hohhot has already completedcapitalist
opinion and organisation," "the digging and cleansingstruggle" was "going along
the Liu-Deng path," inciting divisions among the ranks of the revolutionary
rebellion factions, disseminatingfalsehood,aiming the arrow at the newly created
red power?...' On 31" May 1968: 'Within the rebellion groupsthere are some bad
people,a minority, aiming their arrow at the CRC, aiming it at the PLA, aiming it at
360
the proletarianrevolutionary ranks. This was a metaphorthat could be usedboth
about the bad or the good. On 14thApril 1968,Teng said that 'we must always aim
the arrow at Ulanfu.'361And it was also used by other voices within the texts. A
memberof the 'Seizing Traitors Station' on 30thMay 1968 said that 'as soon as we
seizethe bad peoplein the rebellion factions,then there are people who say that we
362
factions
themselves.
must aim the arrow at the rebellion
Set against these negative metaphors were the positive ones, references to Mao as a
weapon, and to Mao Zedong Thought as a light: 'Our weapon is Mao Zedong
Thought, leading the revolution, leading production; 363'The main means for the
struggle in the PLA was to use Mao Zedong Thought as a weapon (yi Mao Zedong
365
364
lights
'Mao Zedong Thought
sixiang wei wuqi);,
up the grassland of IMAR;
'Comrades, today the overall situation in IMAR is very good. Mao Zedong Thought
lights up the grasslands. IMAR is flying forward towards the future! 9366This last
example demonstrated in one small paragraph the operations of the hegemony of
359Doc
360Doc
361Doc
362Doc
363Doc
364Doc
365Doc

2, Issue 131,1.
2, Issue 219,6.
2, Issue 131,1.
2, Issue 181,2.
2, Issue 219,3.
65,7 and Doc 32,12.
2, Issue 219,2.
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symbols from the Centre and how they were transformed and adapted to local
conditions. 'The current overall situation being very good' was a formulation used
by Centre leaders in speeches in the CR. It was common to have Mao Zedong
Thought referred to as a light 'lighting up China. ' In this case, its beams fell on the
grasslands of IMAR. Teng used other metaphors. The idea of 'setting fire' to the
367
in
IMAR,
situation
of the enemies being dressed in 'outer clothes, ' concealing
369
368
by
'leading
identity,
their real
the nose,
and attacking us
people
and of them
'in our castle.' 370.

The atmosphereof this period in the CR createda heightenedsensitivity to and fear
of hidden enemies.The campaignto attack-these concealedand malevolent forces
was formulated within and through the metaphor of 'digging, cleansing, seizing,
plucking out.' Such languagecould be interpretedas an endorsementfor physical
violence, and on someoccasionsthis was what happened.But the languagewas also
its own form of violence. Just by speakingit userswere acting violently. Their very
actsof uttering this languagemadethem participantsin the campaign.
Teng himself was also moving towards the articulation of something, within the
narrow and constrainedboundariesin which he spoke in this language,which was
in
its
IMAR,
'dig
IMAR.
The
the
to
context
of
with
unique
and cleanse'
utteranceof
imprecation to hunt down enemies,createdan atmospherein which the IMPP and
the crimes of splittism and treacherythat it embodiedwere more fully articulated.
This is the position that Tengreachedin mid- 1968:the naming of a discreetgroup of
people in local society, with an ideology, organisational structure, aims - and a
nationalist agenda.This processis best understoodby looking at specific speeches
Teng gaveover this period.

366Doc
367Doc
368Doc
369Doc
370Doc

65,1.
3, Issue 31,2.
2, Issue 131,2.
2, Issue 219,3.
2, Issue 178,2. A metaphor stemming from Mao's 'Bombard the
Headquarters' 'big character poster' issued in 1966.
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Section Three: Specific Speeches

4.3.1Introduction
The three documentscontaining Teng's words analysedhere were his speecheson
140'June 1968,12thJuly 1968,and 8thJanuary1969.The first is significant because
it launchedthe 'dig and cleanse'campaign,the secondbecauseit was delivered at
the critical Third Plenary Meeting of the IMAR CRC (which saw a steppingup of
the campaignto root out IMPP membersin IMAR) and the third becauseit is the
most focussedand sustainedattack on Ulanfu and the IMPP issuedby Teng in this
material.
4.3.2 'Set up Mao Zedong Thought Study Classes,Grasp Revolution, Great
Criticism, Push the "Dig, Cleanse" Struggle in our Distict to a New Level': The
Speech on 14th June

to Wu Di's analysis of the three phases of the 'Party

According

rectification!

campaign in IMAR,

this speech occurred early in the second 'developing' phase, '
371
It was delivered to a meeting (huiyi) of
which ran from May to November 1968 .
the IMAR 'Setting up Mao Zedong Thought Classes, and Great Revolutionary
Criticism

Campaign!

The key terms in the speech were 'dig and cleanse!

They

were initially

presented as 'the great "dig the black line, cleanse the running poison"
372In IMAR, this became 'digging
developing.
up the dead
people's war, currently
party elements of Ulanfu, the splittists, and the diehard capitalist
spies...

deepen the great criticism,

join up the digging

cleansing of running poison, organisation

of revolution

roaders, traitors,

of the black line and the
and revolutionary

thought,

giving a new form to the "dig and cleanse" struggle in IMAR. ' 'Comrades, ' Teng
declared later, 'our IMAR

CR is entering an extremely important

key moment. We

are faced by a task both glorious and arduous. We must push the "dig and cleanse"
campaign

to a new

(zhengdang).

level,

opening

a mass movement

to cleanse

the ranks

This great "dig and cleanse" struggle is a very strong political

371Song 2002,88.
372Doc 65,2.

and
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,373

strategic struggle.

The 'dig and cleanse'campaign was already referred to as

I great' (weida),just asthe CR was referredto as 'unprecedented.
9374
'Dig and cleanse'was subsumedwithin the larger ideology of the 'struggle between
the two lines,' and the sponsorshipof this by Mao Zedong and Lin Biao. Here the
appeal to the Centre was clearest. In IMAP, Teng stated, 'the main thing is to
375
opposerightism. Opposingrightism was a key part of the struggle betweentwo
lines, 'our destiny and soul, the basic guaranteeof our victory' 376from Chairman
Mao. The %digand cleanse'campaignwas part of the processof opposingrightists
and implementingthe correctline, basedon the instructionsof ChairmanMao.
After the introductory opening two paragraphsof the speechthe first three pages
were devotedto clearly marked instructionsfrom Mao and Lin on the current basic
strategies of the CR. These operated on a very general level:

'Chairman Mao has taught us, the proletarian CR is actually under the
condition of socialism, a great political revolution of the proletariat against
capitalist and exploiting classes, the continuation of the struggle of the CCP
and leaders of the great revolutionary masses of the people with the
Nationalists, the continuation of the struggle between the proletariat and the
377
'
capitalists.

It was within this masternarrativethat the 'dig and cleanse'campaignin IMAR was
prosecuted,with the categorieswithin which to understandactions dictated by the
Centre: 'According to the continuation of revolution under the conditions of
socialism according to Chairman Mao's theory, line, strategy and policy [we should
see] wheiher or not the fundamental contradictions between the proletariat and the

capitalists in our region has beenthoroughly resolved...9378(my italics). According
to these 'measurements'the 'developmentof the struggle in the region was uneven.
Some places, some work units have yet to thoroughly start class struggle.' The

373
374
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378
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prescription carrying on from the full implementationof the Centre's commandswas
to 'dig and cleanse,"dig thoroughly,'so that this 'struggle will gain greatresults! 379
Struggle, particularly the struggle between the lines, was set out in detail during the
first part of Teng's speech to 'progressively improve the class and line struggle
380
'
leaders
Under
the

consciousnessof the
people.
and greatrevolutionarymassesof
the hegeomonicconceptsof the dictatorshipof the proletariat, the 'pushing forward

of the struggle betweenthe two lines' was assertedas being something'permeating
every area, every aspect,no one can avoid it. ' This conceptof struggle betweenthe
two lines was 'our revolutionary staff, ' 'our destiny and soul, the fundamental
guaranteeof our victory, ' but it was primarily ascribedto ChairmanMao. 'Chairman
Mao's revolutionary line is the proletarian class line, the fundamentalpath of our
Party, and of the masses.
' The struggle betweenthe two lines was also labelled as
'the fundamental consciousnessof a revolutionary,' a question Teng finally
formulatedas one of 'where you stand.1381
The location of this speech was Baotou. Teng praised Baotou for carrying forward
the revolutionary struggle at the beginning of his speech, with his words of praise
clearly linked to the Centre: 'A great change has happened in the current situation of
the revolution in Baotou... All of Baotou, has flown forward along the revolutionary
382
,
for Mao ZedongThought. Later
ChairmanMao. This is

courseof
a great victory
he cited specific organisationsin Baotou, relating the 'dig and cleanse' campaign
directly to them. He referred to the Baotou Iron and Steel Works, 'opening and
developing an earth-shatteringrevolutionary battle' taking inspiration from Vice
ChairmanLin Biao's words: 'Baotou Iron and Steel Works implementing the "dig
383
important
and cleanse" campaign, has given us a great and
experience. This
organisation,with its Imethod,plans, focus, objectives,' was held up as a model for
thosethat had failed, or fallen behind,in implementingMao's generalinstructions.
379

Ibid 3.
380
Ibid 4.
381Further
th
from
Jiang
leaders
Qing:
'From
from
Centre
12
taken
the
sanction
was
Novemberlast year when ComradeJiang Qing talked to artistic circles in Beijing,
this startedthe "dig the black line, cleansethe running poison" people'sbattle' (ibid
9
312i
Ibid 1.
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Only two places in the text overtly mentionedissuesof nationality. The first was
simply the inclusion of the 'national splittists' in the list of enemiespresentedto be
dug out and cleansedat the beginning of the speech.The secondelaboratedon the
distinction between'agricultural' (nongqu)and 'herding' (muqu) environments:
'The main thing is for agricultural areas to study Kanghou, Ningcheng, and
the 40' May Division, and other advanced work units' experience. Herding
areas must mainly study the experience of Wushenzhao Commune and
Narenbaolige Commune... Agricultural and herding areas can't adopt factory
methods. They have their own characteristics, but the content is still to grasp
class struggle in study classes, and thoroughly implement the criticism of
384
,
Ulanfu... in the herding areas.

Speakingin a context dominatedby the implementationof the campaignof 'Party
rectification' and in an areain which the Mongolian minority was severelyaffected,
Teng hardly mentioned national minority issues. The Centre categoriesof class
strugglehe usedand the two lines which suppliedthe overall ideological context of
his speechwere not related to the issue of nationality, but presentedin their own
terms. Whereasthe material in the previous chapter focussed on accusationsof
Ulanfti and his supporterspromoting a nationality discourseover a class-basedone,
for Teng nationality barely registered.In the closing parts of Teng's speech,he
referred to the organisationalprescriptionsof the CR that had to be implemented
locally. These were relayed firstly as fUlfilment of the Centre's instructions, and
secondly purely within the terms that the Centre designated- setting up study
classes,graspingrevolution, organising'great criticism,' and implementingthe 'dig
and cleanse'campaign.
The hegemonyof the Centre was demonstratedfinally in the victory mode which
Teng adopted:
'Comrades,IMAR is now in the midst of the high tide of revolution. The
situation is good. We must closely follow the great leader Chairman Mao,
closely follow ChairmanMao's great battle strategy,always grasp the great
direction of struggle... push forwards for victory, develop the great ood
3S
Great
Proletarian
CR.
i
the
to
the
situation, achieve completevictory of
383
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The victory referred to was also victory for the central language,for the standard
discoursefrom the Centreof the CR, with use of generic slogansand categories.It
demonstratedthat Teng was to be a transmitter,a propagatorbetweenthe Centreand
the region. He was a spokesmanfor the new history, the new world being declared
from the Centre, carrying its liberating messageinto the locality. But the definite
parametersimposed from the Centreon the issue of nationality were a problem to
formulate in IMAR, where its very identity and history were saturatedwith these
issues,and could not be managedin this discourseby total exclusion.
4.3.3 'Raise High the Great Red Banner of Mao Zedong Thought, Fully
Implement Chairman Mao's Latest Directives, Firmly Grasp Class Struggle,

Push for the Full Victory of the Proletarian CRI: Teng's Report to the Third
Plenary Meeting of the CRC, 12'hJuly 1968
The enlarged Tbird Plenum of the IMAR CRC met in July 1968. According to
Woody, it was this meeting, presided over by Teng and Wu Tao, that formally
passeda resolution calling for the elimination of the IMPP. This was intended to
preparethe way for the full-out purgesof Party officials that continuedinto 1969.386
The plenums of the CRC were key meetings in the CR, the main administrative
mechanism for the implementation of the movement. Decisions they issued had
significant authority. Speakingas the Chairmanof the PlenaryMeeting, Teng made
a report that was therefore a key meansto disseminatea pronouncementfrom the
Centre to local officials and activists. This gives an opportunity to see Teng
speakingwithin the new organisations,and exercisingpower through them.
The 12thJuly report was not as preoccupiedwith ideological issuesas the speech
analysed above, but was structured towards prescriptions and instructions. It
consistedof five sections.The first was a positive assessmentof the results of the
CR in IMAR so far. The secondwas a description of current enemies and their
activities. The third described recent problems in the region. The fourth and fifth
were instructions for the coming year. Like the 10 June speech, the key campaign
referred to was the 'dig and cleanse' one: 'The broad direction of the "dig and
386Woody 1993,15.
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387
best.
'
As on 14'hJune,
cleanse" struggle is completely correct, the results the
Teng describedthe 'dig and cleanse'struggle as 'a mass movement with a strong
388
policy nature. It was tied closely to the other mastercampaignsof 'cleansingthe
389
(zhengdang)
ranks'
and 'faction-nature'(paixing).
Legitimacy was supplied by regular appeals to the Centre, to Chairman Mao and
Vice Chairman Lin: 'The PLA, created by Chairman Mao, directed by Vice
Chairman Lin, raising the great red banner of Mao Zedong Thought, has built a great
390
in
At the root of this were the requirements for
CR.
Great
Proletarian
the
victory
ideology
from
instructions
for
Mao
Chairman
the
to
and
unity,
and
which adherence
the Centre was critical. The key slogan was 'unification' (yiyuanhua): 'We must
implement unified leadership... We understand that politically unification comes
from Mao Zedong Thought. Organisationally, [we act] according to Chairman Mao's
instructions... Experiences teaches us that without resolutely doing things according
,391

to Chairman Mao's instructions... we will not be victorious in class struggle.
Mao's thought was a lighe 92 and a weapon.393He was present at the beginning of
,
the speech, in the generic 'four limitlesses' intoned by Teng, and at the end, in the
'long life to Chairman Mao. '

The structureof the speechand its rhetorical devicesindicated a consciouslymajor
public announcement.At the beginning,the languagewas absolute:'In the last half
is
in
development
IMAR
the
the
the
the
as
a
whole
country
year,
and
situation
of
same, completely proving the Great Leader Chairman Mao's heroic theorieS.'394As
in the title, there was dense usage of 'complete' (quanmlan), 'limitless' (wuxian),
'thoroughly' (chedi) and 'most' (zui). Decisions reached at the previous enlarged
395
'correct' (zhengquede). The fruits

plenum six months earlier were
of victory
alreadygainedby the 'dig and cleanse'campaignwere 'huge' (juda): 'In the last half
387
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year, the results of our work havebeenhuge,the main, great direction is correct,the
This hyperboleappearedin the assessmentof the current
main current is good.@396
status of the region and the function of the presentin the narrative of history then
unfolding: 'The alliancebetweenour army and the peoplehas never beenas good as
it is now. 397Amongst the prescriptivemodes that Teng used, therefore, there was
also this promotional mode, pushing forward a positive image of the 'great current
situation' in the region, stressingbenefits and positive images for his audience,
asking them to participatein the positive campaignto 'dig and cleanse'enemies.But
in fact this languagewas occurringduring a period of social turbulence,when actsof
massviolence were happening,somethinghardly discernablefrom the positive tone
ofthelanguage.
Teng based his judgements and prescriptions on an appeal to the 'proofs of
experience' over the last six months, and not the Centre's sanction alone. 'The "dig
and cleanse" struggle experience proves that we must respect Chairman Mao's "help,
398
criticise, unite" poliCy., And again: 'The last half year's experience has proved that
if you want to do this "dig and cleanse" struggle well, then you must arouse the
399
masses., And: 'The experience of the last half year of class struggle has made us
400The basic
'experience'
to in these
this half

realise...

conclusionof

year of

alluded

various references was summed up in one sentence: 'Limitlessly to believe
ChairmanMao's revolutionaryline. 401Justas the administrativecampaignpromoted
by Teng was the setting up of 'Study Mao Zedong Thought Classes,
' so his speech
was saturatedby a pedagogicalsenseof the 'teaching' function of revolutionary
experience.Teng's talk of the final guaranteeof the revolutionary path being 'the
objective laws and scientific conclusionsof class struggle' was consistentwith this
402
'superlatives'
'
Strugglewas based
'what
use of
experienceproves.
and appealsto
on scientific truth, precluding the need for any further demonstrations. The
formulation he usedhalfway throughthe speechencapsulatedthis: 'Facts prove.'
396
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Indeed, within the framework of proof that Teng used (instructions from Mao as
basis of proof, backed up by experience)he created a perfectly consistent TR
Logic':

'(a) The practiceof the "dig and cleanse"campaignmakesus realise deeply,
(b) that pnly when you strike down enemies,(c) can you then representthe
basic interestsof the greatmassesof the people, (d) and this is then greatest
403
for
protection the people' (my markers).
Within this discourse, such argumentswere logical. If you have (b) based on
experience(a), you can then draw the first conclusion(c), from which you infer (d).
Of course, the critical issue was whether you were justified in asserting(a) in the
first place. But in this discourse,suchan issuewas foreclosed (a) was axiomatic. It
createdits own kind of knowledge,meaningfulwithin the discourse.
404who
Teng's final basis of appeal was the people, the 'great masseS,,
must be
'trusted' and 'relied on,' but also 'mobilised, ' and 'aroused.005 The 'positive' nature
of the masses stood against the enemies, who in this speech were referred to as:
I counter-revolutionary revisionist roaders,' %feudalists,Japaneseimperialists, Soviet
Enemies who %steal
and Russian revisionists, Nationalist counter-revolutionaries. 9406
revolutionary slogans,, 'use and stir up capitalist factionalism, ' %hidethemselves in
dark comers, stirring up ill winds, setting ghost fires, creating rumours, firing hidden
Enemy actions were conveyed through metaphors, compatible with the
arrows ... #407
overall symbolism of the discourse of the Centre of the CR. Within the ranks of the
enemies, there were the hard and soft enemies, the hard-line minority splittists, and
those who were simply not clear about the issue of nationality politics, traitors and
spies, those who merely had some political problems in their past, 'cow ghosts and
408
'
had
bad
family
backgrounds.
snake spirits, and those who

Closely relatedto the issueof enemies,and how they were distinguished,was that of
the crime of splittism. Teng articulatedthe specialdimensionof the 'dig and cleanse'
403
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campaignin IMAR in this report more fully than in that of the 14'hJune.He referred
more explicitly to Ulanfu's counter-ideology labels - the 'theory of being special,'
and 'stable, long, wide, ' (see Chapter Three, 3.1.6 above)409and their impact in the
area. But the particular issues for the CR in IMAR were articulated in terms of the
area's geopolitical, rather than ethnic specificities: 'We must see that our region is a
border one, and that class struggle is more complex... For a long time, Ulanfu's
counter-revolutionary party alliance politically

has
organisationally
pushed
and

forward counter-revolutionary revisionism, and splittism, creating a seriously bad
'
'counter-ideology,
Ulanfu's
'410
from
its
label
there
Apart
the
reSUlt.
mention of
and

was no more detail on the dangerof splittism.
But Teng did mention the IMPP once. The entry of this label into the public
discourse of the key representativeof the Centre in IMAR at this time was an
important moment. The IMPP was to becomethe focus of the campaignfrom July
1968 onwards. It signified something far more threatening than Ulanfu's own
ideological unsoundnessand heresy,which had beenthe focus of the early stagesof
the campaign. The IMPP was a counter-organisation,with rules, institutions,
ideology, a purchase on a constituency, and most feared of all, a political
diagnosing
finally
doctor
Like
a sicknessand
a
programme- pan-Mongolianunity.
being able, through the act of classification, to prescribe its treatment, so the real
With
be
dealt
hidden
the
enemy
with when namedopenly.
at our side' could only
explicit entry of the IMPP into Teng's discourse,this moment had come. It marked
the point when the true enemyhad come into sight in IMAR. Now the battle could
commencefor the %newhistory,' the new narrative, and the relegation of the old
narrativeand world to the 'dustbinsof history.'
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43.4 'Instructions

Issued by Comrade Teng on January 8'h at 4: 00 in the

Afternoon after Hearing the Work Report of the Wumeng [League] CRC

Leaders'
Teng's assertionof Mao's hegemonyin this text was categorical:
'The leaders'andmasses'movementshouldhappenin the spirit of Chairman
Mao's latest instructions, fully mobilising the masses, implementing
ChairmanMao's newestdirectives.If ChairmanMao sayswe should firmly
do,
is
"
"Party
to
that
then
we
are
going
acting
grasp
what
rectification,
his
doing
instructions,
Mao's
things
Chairman
to
to
according
according
thought. We must see that if we do things the way Chairman Mao wants,
All
be
everythingwill
good.
Mao was the centre of this discourse,all things regulated 'according to what he
instructs.' Such a categorical base also sponsoreduncompromising prescriptions.
Teng talked in the first part of his speechof his audience'having' (yingdang)to see,
having to seektruth from facts, having to speakfrom this direction, having to speak
clearly, having to do things accordingto the way ChairmanMao instructed.This is
accompanied by 'not' (bu yao) blaming those responsible, of being 'certain'
(kending)of being part of the 'main stream' (zhuliu). 412
Teng's instructions to the Wumeng League leaders also contained the strongest
statements in the collection of material analysed in this chapter. It attacked Ulanfu
on the grounds of supporting the IMPP. IMPP was set in the overall context of the
'Party rectification' campaign of which it was 'a part, not the whole. " 13But while
I organisationally' IMPP was a small part of the activities of traitors, involving only
a minority of people, a high priority was given to opposing it, redirecting the
boundaries of the movement in IMAR. In this new narrative, 'Ulanfu had been a
counter-Party traitor, opposed to Chairman Mao, opposed to socialism for 20 years.'
Ulanfu was the %bigboss' (zong toumu) of IMPP. His history has been a double one,
using the Party against the Party, protecting counter-revolutionary elements. In
smashing IMPP, we are smashing the basic foundation of Ulanfu's counter411Doc 40,12.
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revolutionary activity. '

The IMPP was described as purely a 'counter-Party,

counter-revolutionary' organisation,with no mention of the claim that nationality
was the basisfor membershipof it.
Teng confirmed that this strugglehad class,not nationality, as the key element:
'It is worth noting that quite a few of the IMPP plucked up in Jining [City]
were Han... Of course,there is the problem of Han entering the IMPP. How
can we understandthis? It's not hard to understand.It's happenedin other
regions. We can't understandthis from the point of view of nationality, but
from the world view of class.It's a counter-revolutionaryproblem, not some
nationality problem.'
The tone was defensive.A person's national minority status in this struggle was
414
irrelevant.
Teng's main declaration(which he said 'we are preparing
considered
to issue to the Centre soon') was that 'Ulanfu had organisationand plans' for the
IMpp. 415Ulanfii's main crime was that he had set up and supported 'counterorganisations. ' Ulanfu's own words in his speeches were offered as the proof for
this. 416

There was also the onlyexample in thesetexts of Teng being directly challengedat a
meeting. Talking of the situation in Wumeng, he declared Vumeng has done so
many [people], x 10,000 or more [no specific figure given in the text - merely a
cross], but as part of 13 million this is not that much.' At this point, in parentheses,
someonemerely namedas Zhou intedected:'That statistic isn't confin-ned.' Teng's
responseto this was a brusque:'The problem isn't about a few tens of thousands,
it's about how to pluck people out and criticise them, so that there are fewer and
fewer enemies." 17Teng could not have complained about the unsettling situation
that he found himself in, however,as he embracedthe prescription from the Centre

414At this
that 'the record sentby Wumeng
point, the text indicatedin parentheses,
of this part and our recorddiffer, andhasbeencorrectedover the phoneby Comrade
ChenXiaozheng'(Teng's Private Secretary see4.2.4), an indication perhapsof
how contentiousthe contentwas perceivedto be, and the needfor careful clearance
it.
of
4
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416
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to welcome 'chaos. 418There was also ambiguity in Teng's repeated attacks on
'leaders,' the 'responsibility of the leaders,' and the hegemonyof the masses.At the
point when Teng was making the largest and most categorical statements,and
talking about the 'local enemy' in the most explicit fashion, he was also
experiencingwhat many other leadersof that period, accordingto Walder's analysis
(see 4.1.1 above) were going through the utter transience and insecurity of
occupying powerful positions in the CR. Within four months, Teng Haiqing's reign
in IMAR was over, and he would himself be the victim of vitriolic, angry attacks.

4.3.5 Other Leaders' Voices
%ile Teng held the main positions of administrative and organisationalpower in
IMAR from 1967to 1969,he was not the only leader,but one of a group of about
half a dozen who had influence and authority in the region. His words must finally
be put in context alongsidetheseother leaders'voices,to locate a commondiscourse
for figures in authority in IMAR during this period.
The main leadersTeng worked with were Gao Jinming, who was the headof civilian
affairs in IMAR, and had worked as Ulanfu's deputy until 1966,before becominga
founding member of the IMAR CRC and Wu Tao, who was Teng's deputy in the
IMAR Military District, a position he had in fact held prior to 1966. Gao was a
Manchu by ethnicity; Wu was Mongolian.
Wu Tao's speechon the 5' November 1967at the First PlenaryMeeting of the CRC
has clearly marked deferenceto Teng Haiqing in its opening: 'About the problems
and responsibilitiesof the current situation, ComradeTeng has made a systematic
announcement,with which I totally agree.A 19As with Teng's main public speeches,
Wu's openingtone was positive: 'The current situation in IMAR is excellent, it has
never been as good as this.' The newly-establishedCRC was taken as a symbol of
this.
418
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419Doc 26. This
speechhad the title 'Concerningthe Problemof Strengtheningthe
Dictatorship of the Proletariat.' In the version in my possession,there was no
sponsoringorganisationlinked to the copy,nor any indication of how it was
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Wu also agreed with Teng in stressing the utter primacy of Mao. The current
I excellent situation' in IMAR was 'a victory of Mao Zedong Thought, a great
Wu
'
Mao.
Like
Teng,
Chairman
for
utilised
the
victory
revolutionary path of
'We
Zedong
Thought:
Mao
talking
must never ever
of
sanctionedrepetitionswhen
forget (nian nian bu wang) class struggle, never forget the dictatorship of the
lift
high
forget
the great red
to
forget
practicing politics, never
proletariat, never
bannerof Mao ZedongThought.' Wu's statementin this speechof the sourceof the
CRC's power in Mao was categorical.The CRC was a 'structure with temporary
finsh!
figou,
(yi
'
sh! zhengquan
quanli
ge
powers, a political authority/organ.
figuan), a part of the structuresfor the dictatorship of the proletariat set up 'under
ChairmanMao's leadership':
'VvIere doesthe sourceof our power come from? From the heroic leadership
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Mao,
Chairman
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revolution
proletarian
path of
along
of
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To use power well was, 'according to Mao Zedong Thought,' to practice
dictatorship of the proletariat. The people were also cited as the other source of
The
trust
iron
heroes,
'real
rely
on.
people
and
the
we
must
who
the
walls,
power,
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'
know the most, their eyesare the clearest,their power the greatest.
In assertingthe hegemonyof Mao, in his statementof the ideological primacy of
'trust
'
Wu's
the
to
the
doctrine
two
people,
the
of
need
paths and
class,and the
of
but
last
from
differed
Wu
the
However,
Teng's.
'united'
all
of the
words were
with
Teng documentslooked at in this chapterin the strengthand detail of his attack on
Ulanfa. Wu Tao had held positions of responsibility in IMAR since 1959. He was
he
local
familiarity
therefore
His
the
Mongolian.
meant
situation
with
also ethnically
had more personalcredibility than Teng when speakingabout it. 'The foundationsof
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422
he
in
'
IMAR are very complicated,
society
stated. They were not complicated for
ethnic reasons, however, according to Wu, but because of IMAR's strategic position,
and the actions of 'Soviet revisionists' who have sent spies in to destabilise the area,
and American-supported Nationalist operatives, and the 'landlords and rich counterParty, bad and rightist' elements who 'want to gang up with foreign enemies.'
Reflecting his responsibility for military issues in IMAR, Wu offered details of the
evidence for 'enemy activity' in IMAR. 70 cases of 'receiving enemy broadcasts'
from the 'American Chiang

[Kai-shek] clique. ' 290 so far in 1967 of 'counter-

revolutionary slogans, handbills, ' 59 of these alone in Hohhot, 337 cases of 'spy
423
Wu Tao called Ulanfu 'the contemporary patriarch'
propaganda materials.
(dangdai wangye) sitting on his 'throne' (baozuo) with 'his lackeys' representing
'the feudal aristocracts, herds-lords, landlords, capitalists. Although Ulanfu and his
lackeys have already been knocked to the ground, politically,

intellectually,

theoretically they still haven't been knocked out. 20 years of their evil influence and
running poison and the roots of this are very deep. They haven't been cleansed
yet. 1,424

Gao Bruning's speech to the 'Second Plenary Meeting of the Hohhot Red
RepresentativesMeeting' on 180' February 1968 was marked as 'an important
by
in
'
It
be
the 'Red
all
groups.
was
published
report, which should carefully studied
425
Teng's
Gao, like Wu,
'
Flag Internal Study Materials, as were many of
speeches
.
referredto 'CommanderTeng' and what he had instructed.But he cited the sanction
from the Centre as his main basis of support at the beginning of his speech:'The
Centre definitely supports our work in the last period, our direction is definitely
426
'
Declaring closenessto the Centre also, however, carried its risks of
correct.
exposure.He statedon the samepage that 'the Ninth Party Congresswill be held
this year.' In fact, it was four months into the next year, 1969, before the long
delayedCongresswas finally convened.
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This speechwas more explicit on the issue of nationality, and on the claim that
Ulanfu had 'made a minority autonomousregion.' Gao,also appealedto the sanction
of the Centre on this issue: 'We need to do things according to Chairman Mao's
instructions; a minority autonomousregion is a new developmentin the MarxistLeninist treatmentof the issue of national minorities by Chairman Mao.' This was
something other countries had not done. The inevitable progressionof the future
narrative of history, according to Marxist-Leninist ideology, was to see country
boundariesdisappear,and to see 'nationality become less and less, not more and
A27
in
be
'dissolved.
The
divisions
[important]:
' Nationality
society neededto
more
'disintegration of nationality issues' was a 'natural development.' In referring to
Ulanfu, Gao personalisedthis issue: , V;ho is Ulanfu?'428But the admissioninto his
discourse of a question also allowed entry for doubts: 'We haven't resolved this
issue [of who Ulanfu is]. ' It was only 'very likely' that he was in fact a Soviet
Mongolian revisionist spy, a traitor to the CCP. Gao spelt out the complicated
narrative of Ulanfu's background,of his connectionsof treacherousorganisations
and to a network of exposedcriminals and spies.He also gave a detailedchronology
of the IMPP, founded in 1925,with its original leaders,and its connectionsto the
Nationalists. Asserting the hegemonyof class over nationality Gao declared that
'what [parts of the IMPP wanted] was not to classify people accordingto class,but
according to nationality. They didn't want a revolution for the Mongolians, they
wanted revisionism, they didn't want a revolution for the Han, they wanted
revisionism for them. It seemedlike they were for classdistinctions, but in fact they
429
liberation
for
Revolution
the
common
were
was
of all national
nationality ones.
groups. It was achieved through awarenessof class and class struggle. The real
crime of the IMPP in Gao's formulation was to pretend to their constituencythat
they were representingthe interestsof a national minority group, the Mongolians,
when in fact they were all along supportingthe bad exploiting classes.
Gao Jiruning's voice in the IMAR CR was noteworthy becausedespite having
served as his right hand man for some years he was Ulanfu's first enthusiastic
denouncerat the QianmenHotel meeting in 1966in Beijing. But, as is shown in the
427
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next chapter, he in turn was accusedby the outsider Teng of being 'too soft' in
carrying out the 'Party rectification' campaign in IMAR, labelled a rightist and
removed from power in October 1968.He was reinstatedafter the 'Ninth Congress'
in April 1969,only to be felled again in 1970.His careerillustrated the insecurity of
leaders in the CR and the dangersof someonewho, while declaring that the 'true
430
is
Party
bad
"dig
objective of the
of
elements
and cleanse"campaign to rid the
was, in fact, entirely dependenton this Party for their power, and was as much asthe
mercy of its decisionsasthoselabelledenemies.
Conclusion

Ideologically and stylistically, Teng's was a borrowed voice, parasitical in content
and form on the discourseof the Centre.Despitethe fact that Teng spokein such a
tumultuous and unique period, what he said and how he said it was marked by a
rigid adherenceto the ideological parametersand classifications from the Centre.
Teng cameto IMAR with little senseof the audienceand constituencyhe had there.
Unlike Gao and Wu who at leastshowedawarenessof the complicatednatureof the
struggle going on in IMAR, Teng's main function was the categoricalimposition of
the Centre's edictsand instructionson IMAR.
Working within these parameters,Teng's attempts to articulate the specifics of
IMAR were to take him towards an acceptanceof the existenceof a counter-party,
the IMPP. The increasingprominenceof this in his discoursewas framed purely in
terms of its violations of the Centre'sclass ideology. Nationality, with the issuesof
ethnicity subsumedwithin this, hardly existed for Teng. His voice was to speak
within, and of, the new history, the new masternarrative being promoted in IMAR,
of unity based on class identity, and liberation from class-oppressionthrough
struggle.
Teng's position as an outsider,with only the supportof the Centreto rely on, meant
that he was organisationally profoundly insecure exercising power in IMAR and
influencing eventsthere. His appealswere constantlyto the Centre. He himself had
43'9Ibid 1.
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no local credibility, and implementedthe 'dig and cleanse' campaignin such a way
that its excessescaused the Centre finally to remove and criticise him. More
generally Teng's languageshowedthe insecuritiesof all power holders at this stage
in the CR
implement
faithfully
impossible
to
them
the
pressures put on
instructions from the Centre leadershipthat was itself fractured and chaotic, with
only very specific symbolic high-grounds like Mao and his statementstaken as
utterly unquestionable,and to locate and appeal to an audience and constituency
locally. In the caseof IMAR, the audiencewas in fact riven by factions, different
interest groups, the most deeply divided being those along the lines of nationality
classification, something that could not be sympathetically addressed in the
discourseof the Centre at that time. It was unsurprisingthat barely 24 months into
his time in IMAR, Teng was unceremoniouslyremoved, and exposed to attack.
M aterial from this time is the subjectof the final chapter.
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Chapter Five
The Politics of Saying Sorry: The Fall of Teng
Haiqing - 1969
The material lookedat in this chaptercomesfrom thefinal stage of the 'digging and
cleansing' IMPP period in IAMR during the CR. At its heart ws the power change
after the Ninth Party Congressin Beying, whena new narrative was establishedand
promoted by the Centre, necessitatingthe withdrawal of supportfor Teng Haiqing
and his removalfrom formal power. This was signified through the self-criticisms
which Teng performed in the summer of 1969, dominated by the language of
both
submissiveness,
at
negotiating
apology and admissionof culpability, and aimed
for the Centreand Teng.In this newpower paradigm the audiencefigure differently
than in earlier material -a new register was used towards them. More of their
voicesappearedin the material. Thetreatmentof the issueof ethnicity and national
minorities remainedhighly controlled and sensitive,hut the particular treatmentOf
Mongolians was allowedfor thefirst time a new voice. This material demonstrates
the complex dynamics of power in the CR, its language signifying the Centre's
attemptsto respondand engageto the situation in IAMR. Analysis of Teng's voice
finally offers the opportunity to understandwhat it meant to he 'in' and 'Out' of
power in the CR, how this was signified in discourse,and what the mechanicsof
power being takenaway were.
5.1 General Context of the Fall of Teng
The material in this chapterwas dominatedby one event the Ninth Party Congress,
convened in Beijing in April 1969, the first for over II years. This Congress
formally markedthe end of the most violent periods of the CR nationally. It saw the
adoption of a new Party constitution in which Lin Biao was described as Mao's
successor.Only 19% of the Eighth Party Congressmembership was re-elected,
431
leadership.
in
PRC's
marking a seachange the
431
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The impact of the Party Congress in IMAR was dramatic. This derived from the
issuing of a single utterance from Mao Zedong that 'excesses had been committed in
432
This
Party' in IMAR.
the

courseof the movementto rectify the
was encapsulated
in the '22 ndMay Directive' from the Centre that figured so prominently in local
literature. This judgement by the Centre on the CR in IMAR suffering from
I excesses'(kuodahua)was repeatedlyused in the main accusationsagainst Teng,
sanctioningthe attackson him.
This was the briefest period in the IMAR CR movement. But like the 1967
dialogues and the '13th April Decision,' it marked a decisive intervention by the
Centre in eventsin IMAR, and the concertedattemptto imposea new narrative and
ideology, through which it distanceditself from the violence that had occurredfrom
1967 to 1968, and which had beenbasedon the existenceof the counter-party,the
IMPP. Teng was critical in this process,acting as the fall-guy taking responsibility
for the previous excesses,becomingthe mouthpieceof the new registerof contrition
and apology, within a discoursein which the strategiesof managementof the issues
in IMAR was approachedin a different way, with the use of different narrativesand
keywords. His apology was to prove a highly political act, dominated by the
it
do
by
but
hegemony,
Centre's
this
both
to
adapting
the
to assert
continuing need
and renegotiatingits terms. Teng's removal from power was most clearly signified
by his physically leaving the region in December 1969, for re-education in
Tangshan,Hebei province. The PLA 65thCorps was sent from the Beijing Military
Region to control what was left of IMAR. A new leadershipwas put in place, and
the period of Teng's authority was over.
5.2 The Attacks on Gao Jinming - Early 1969
In terms of strategy,the campaignagainstTeng was similar to the earlier one against
Ulanfu. Like the earlier attack, which was preceded in mid-1967 by a minicampaign against the two Wangs (see Chapter Two), a shorter attack on Gao
Jinming precededthat on Teng. Gao, ethnically a Manchu, had beenactive in IMAR
since moving there from Shaanxiprovince in 1946. He had worked himself up to
432
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being Ulanfu's deputy by the time of the Beijing Qianmen Hotel meeting in May
1966. According to Woody, Gao had attacked Ulanfu with particular ferocity at this
meeting, and had served as one of the founder members of the IMAR CRC under
Teng. 433

In October 1968Gao was dismissedfrom his posts.The caseagainsthim, according
to the attack publishedin the 'Great Criticism Battle Paper,' on 20thMarch 1969was
that he had 'denied class struggle, propagated the idea that all state owned
enterpriseshad no class struggle, sung the praises (meihua) of capitalists, boasted
434
first.,
In
about the capitalist productive abilities... opposed putting politics
addition, he was guilty of 'restorationism' (fuci), and of splittism. His friends were
the 'soviet revisionists.' Gao was 'an enthusiastic follower of Liu Shaoqi and
Ulanfu. '
The campaignagainstGao signified the creation of a new narrative, both for Gao's
history and for the CR in IMAR up till his fall from grace.An attack published on
8th January 1969 ('Thoroughly Destroy Gao Jinming's Smooth Words on
"Representingthe Correct Line"q in the 'Great Criticism Battle Paper' took the
February Counter-Current as the critical moment of the whole CR till then,
redirecting its meaning and significance. But all of Gao's previous history in the
region was also re-examinedand re-narrativised.'What exactly has Gao's Jinming's
past beenlike? What's he beendoing theselast 17 years?Has he beenfollowing the
proletarian revolutionary path of Mao Zedong all along?'435 The immediate focus
for the attack on Gao was his closenessto Ulanfu from the time of his arrival in
IMAR. He was guilty by association.The campaignsfrom the Centre against Liu
Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping had offered inspiration for the local attack on Ulanfu,
and been the model for this. Gao in turn was accusedof promulgating the same
I splittist and revisionist policies' in Baotou, where he had been active, as Ulanfu
sponsoredin the region as a whole.
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This signified one of the characteristicsof the CR the conflict over narratives,and
meaningsimputed to recent Chinesehistory. Gao's fall illustrated many featuresof
this battle. Events he was involved in or actions he committed that were positively
appraisedin the 'old history' became'black counter-currents'or 'crimes' in the new
narrative. At the QianmenHotel meeting,a key moment in the creation of the new
IMAR history, Gao performed faithful service by attacking Ulanfu. But in the
narrative promoted in this early 1968material, Gao's participation in this event was
re-created: 'At this meeting which played a decisive part in the struggle against
Ulanfu, Gao Jinining did not take part with his full heart.' Becauseof their 17 year
association,Gao had proved incapableof attackingUlanfu, but had soughtto protect
him through 'ensuring that his "associatesand followers" were left in place. 436
In following this private programme,Gao was also guilty like Ulanfu of working
against the Centre and its hegemony. He had 'sung a tune contrary (dachang
437
,
fandiao) to our great leaderChairmanMao's teachings. This failure to servethe
Centre was supported by evidence. In early 1967, attending a meeting in Beijing, he
failed to relay accurately how violent the situation in IMAR was.438Gao Jinming
'doesn't trust the Centre above, or the revolutionary masses below, ' the attack
declared.439

An important ingredientof the attackon Gao was the mixture of using denunciations
based on 'mistakes' (cuowu) and 'criminal behaviour,' or 'guilt' (zubcing).The
attack on Gao from 20'hMarch 1969referredto abovetalked of the 'crimes' he had
440
be
thoroughly reckoned with . At the end of this
committed which neededto
attack, the authors talked of 'the need to thoroughly clear out and criticise Gao
Jinming's towering crimes in pushing forward along the counter-revolutionary
revisionist and splittist path.9441Mao Zedong's word offered the standardsof
judgement in this processof proving Gao's 'guilt. ' Halfway through the attack,they
were reproduced,with the statementthat they 'proved' (zhengming)the 'crimes'
436In fact, the
exact opposite had happened. See above.
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(zui'e) which Gao had committed. This prefigured the talk of 'mistakes' and
I crimes' in the material against Teng, and the kind of processesoffered in the
various documentsto prove 'culpability' fulfilled an equally important role. The
attack on Gao thereforeset out the parametersof a new narrative within which new
forms of power were needed,with an appropriatediscourseto convey these.This
preparedthe way for the full attackon Teng, and the removal of his authority.
5.3 Teng's 'Confessions': From Demand to Apology

Teng Haiqing no longer speakingin a context in which he was empoweredwas
signified by his discoursebeing dominatedby a register not of prescription and the
right to use imperatives and commands(seen in the last chapter), but by one of
apology and admissions of culpability. This materially illustrated the extreme
insecurity of thoseoccupyingpositionsof power in the PRC during the CR. In 1968,
Teng delivered ordersto organisationsand units of every size and variety in IMAR,
and spoke directly on behalf of the Centre as its mouthpiece and main
representative.But by 14thJune 1969he was reducedto sayingthis:
'Comrades... My mistakes are very serious... I have committed crimes
against the people, and hanned them, and towards Chairman Mao. To him I
plead guilty (qingzui). Those comrades labelled as IMPP include many old
people who have lost their sons and daughtdrs, many young people who have
lost their wives and husbands, many children who have lost their fathers and
mothers. I am the guiltiest in making these great mistakes... I have let down
(duibuiqi) these comrades, let down Chairman Mao, let down the 13 million
people of IMAR, let down the revolutionary people of all nationality
backgrounds. ' 442

The removal of support at the Centre meant that the value of Teng's words in the
new market had decreased.This was compoundedby the organisationalchangesthat
had occurred the setting up of a new institution (seefollowing section), signifying
new power priorities and objectives,accommodatingadmissionsof mistakesmade
in the previous order. The illocutionary force of Teng's words was affectedby this
he spoke to different groups,with different objectives and sanction.The context in
which he had exercisedpower had changed,and his new voice was partly brought
442Doc 55,1-2.
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on by a needto renegotiatein this new situation.The sort of power he exercisednow
was thereforeaffectedby the national and local context.
This was primarily createdby the Ninth Party Congresswith its embodying the
criticisms of excessesby those implementing the CR in certain regions, which
formed a new narrative,a new authoritativeframework through which to assessand
describerecentevents.A letter sentby Teng, Wu Tao and Li Shudafrom Beijing on
the 4th April to Quan Xingyuan and 'othercomrades on the Standing Committee,'
issued at the beginning of the Congress(which had started formally on I" April)
was primarily in prescriptive mode, becauseat the time Teng still notionally had
formal authority. The authorsreferred to the Ninth Congressas one 'with historic
443
importance.
In his responseto the letter
significance and great contemporary
written by Teng and others,QuanXingyuan reiteratedthat the Congresswas 'great,
444
it
despite
fact
had
that
glorious and correct' (this
the
yet to start). According to
these letters, a new meaning was imposed from the Centre on the issue of 'unity'
and of the enemy. Instead of being all around, the enemy were in fact a 'tiny
minority. ' The key issuenow was to 'implement policies' (luoshi zhengce),a phrase
which would be heavily used in the ensuing months. These policies included
processesof criticism for individuals and organisations(a processQuan began by
criticising the units and areas that had refused to disseminate Teng and Wu's
445
from
for
Congress).
Centre
during
messages
the
the preparations the
Declarationsof the 'spirit' of the Ninth Congress(jiuda defingsheng), and of the
Ipeople of all nationalities in IMAR raising the great red flag of Mao Zedong
Thought and letting it fly in the great billowing wind of the spirit of the Ninth
Congresswere containedin a statementissued on 12'hMay 1969 by the Political
Work Section of the IMAR CRC. This was the first document in the material
analysedin this chapterin which Teng was openly criticised. The key issuewas how
to implement this 'spirit, ' specifically stated to be 'thoroughly criticising Teng
Haiqing's leftism.' 'This was a good new stagein the current proletarian CR being
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waged, ' the authors stated, and a 'concrete manifestation of the spirit of the Ninth
Congress in IMAR. A46

At this stage in the campaign, it was still unclear which policies were to be
implemented.As the following sectionsshow, ostensibly these new policies turned
out to be more moderate,aimed at carrying more of their constituencywith them.
They were therefore set up as a direct rebuke to the excessesof Teng and those
associated(or deemedto havebeenassociated)most closely with him.
The material attacking Teng also involved the emergenceof a number of voices
which had hitherto been suppressed,and their inclusion within the discourse he
used. While the primary material was Teng's own self-confessionsand criticisms,
his direct voice ceasedto dominate. Even texts 'authored' by him, such as his
examinations,included critical and lengthy interjectionsfrom the audiencedictating
their direction and tone.
5.4 Anti-Teng Material: New Organisations
The new context in which Teng found himself speakingfrom April 1969is signfied
by the raft of adaptedorganisationshe spoketo, or which issuedhis self-confessions
or criticisms by othersof him:

*

IMAR CRC Political Work Group

9 Hohhot CRC Standing Committee Branch for Criticising Teng Haiqing's
[Practiceof Being] "Leftist in Appearance,but Rightist in Reality."
e IMAR Fifth Sectionof the Mao ZedongThought Great School Station of the
Alliance to Criticise Teng.
*

Alliance to Criticise Teng at the Hohhot PSB Organisation Revolutionary
GreatCriticism Station.

*

The 80'ConstructionCompany"Jinggangshan"Alliance.

*

IMAR

CRC Standing Committee Organisation Joint Committee for

Criticising Teng.
446JYi
shengming(Urgent Declaration),Hohhhot, 12'hMay 1969.
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*

IM University "Jinggangshan"Criticise Teng Liaison Headquarters.
Hohhot Railway BureauLiaison Headquarters.
Hohhot WorkersUnion.

As the material carriers of Teng's new voice, and constituting the institutions and
administrative structurewithin which his words were enacted,these organisations
reveal much about how the environment had evolved to accommodatethe new
narrative and culture of power. Many of these grew from previous entities. A
'declaration' (shengming)issuedby the Hohhot CRC Revolutionary Masses'on 14Ih
May 1969 announcedthe creation of the second organisation above, tracing its
sanctionto the 'spirit of the Ninth Congress,' and acting in accordancewith the '16
Articles' issued by the Centre on 'how mass organisations should arrange
themselves.447The objective of the new group would be to 'criticise ComradeTeng
Haiqing's counter-revolutionarypath, protect Chairman Mao' s proletarian path,
saving Comrade Teng and the other comradeswho have made serious mistakes
(cuowu), making them return to the correct path of Chairman Mao.' The
organisationssaw their main function as part of a positive campaignof correction,
rather than the prosecutionof accusationsagainstcriminals and enemies.
The 'anti-Teng' material falls into the following genres:

"

Teng's own words (letter, self-criticisms)

"

Formal announcements

"

Copiesof speechesby local leadersnewly in place after the Ninth Congress

"

Narrative attacks

"

Letters from other smallergroupsdirectedat the central leaders

"

'Core Statements'(zhongdianfayan)

Many of the prose attacks,and reprinting of Teng's self-criticisms, were contained
in the '801 News Report' newsletter,producedby the Construction Corps, and in

447Yanzhong
shengming(SeriousDeclaration),Hohhot, 14'hMay 1969.
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'Study

Materials'

produced by

the CRC

Committee

of

the construction

department. 448

A wide rangeof voices with varying registerswere usedagainstTeng. Minutes of a
meeting focussedon how to implement the 'spirit' of the Ninth Party Congressin
IMAR held from the 28thApril to 5thMay 1969 (and issuedon the final day) gave
some indication of this. Of the 30 peoplepresent,the majority were representatives
either of various parts of the WorkersUnion (gongdaihui), or leadersor membersof
sections of the 'Third Hohhot Red Union,' with the remainder coming from the
IMAR Workers Propaganda Leading Department Group. The document was
449
presentedas a synthesisof the opinionsof all thesegroups.
Deeperinto the anti-Tengcampaignwere the voices of new leaders.Theseappeared
in the document issuedon 27h May 1969 by the IMAR CRC 'deputy leader' Lei
Daoyu, and his colleaguesWang Zhiyou, and Xi Guangda.The first and secondof
these professed 'humility' before their audience (a register looked at later in
discussingTeng's tone), and issuedtheir statementsgroundedmuch more in terms
of their own perspectivesand experience,rather than speaking on behalf of the
Centreor any other more generalauthority.
There were also documentsdirectly issued from local organisations,like the letter
from the IM University 'Jinggangshan' Criticise Teng Alliance Station on the 5h
July, to Zhou Enlai (namedsimply as 'Premier' (zongli) in the letter), Chen Boda,
Kang Sheng(called Kang Lao, use of a familiar appelation),and Jiang Qing. The
democraticnotion of a direct approachfrom a small, provincial faction to the leaders
at the Centre is striking, and indicated somethingof the complicated geographyof
power in the CR. This was compoundedby the fact that the authors of the letter
asserted ownership over their opinions, rather than merely presenting them
450
subserviently.

448These
news-sheetsalso publishedmaterialsissuedby local groups,suchasthe
ZhaomengBalin BannerAlliance (I 70'July 1969)and the Xilingoule BannerCRC
United InvestigationGroup (I S'h June 1969).
449
Doc 46.
450They
stated,for instance,in the openingparagraph:'We are preparingto reflect to
the leadersat the Centreour opinions over correctingmistakeswith a rightist,
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Between thesetwo local extremeswere the interjections contained by membersof
the groupsTeng appearedbefore for his examination.Greateraudienceparticipation
was permitted in thesemeetingscomparedto the public meetingsfrom earlier parts
of the CR in IMAR campaign analysedin previous chapters.In these transcripts,
there were voices interrupting, correcting and challenging Teng from membersof
the Railway Bureau,and 'organisationsunderthe Study Mao ZedongThought Great
School.' The role of the audiencein Teng's confessionsis looked at in more detail
below, but it is an example of material displaying a more multivocal, varied
composition,and of a challengeto monovocalauthority utterances.
The inclusion of so many voices, from local groups, individuals, organisations,
pointed to a crisis of authority at the time, and were symptomatic of the
renegotiationsamongpower groups.The Ninth Congress,with the importation of its
symbolic importanceinto IMAR, had sanction&dthe promotion of a new evaluation
of the 'Party rectification' campaign,and the unique courseit had taken in IMAR.
This new narrative had challengedthe monopoly narrative promoted by previously
dominant voices, which had been categorical in tone, and clearly signified their
absolute correctness.The entry of other voices, contradicting this certainty and
monovocality, was a major change.The conveying of Teng's voice embodiedthis,
issuednow not through texts largely containing his unchallengedvoice, but ones in
which dissentingand contradicting'other voices' were also present,competingwith
his.

5.5 Anti-Teng Material: Strategies

There were common featuresbetweenthe campaignagainstTeng, and the previous
one againstUlanfu, beyond the fact that the initial stageswere ostensibly aimed at
other targets.A key meansto discredit Teng was to attack him using his own words.
A similar method was used with Ulanfu. A collection of Teng's 'countcr-sayings'
(as they were now labelled) was pitted against the correct language of the
opportunistictendencyin national minority policy madeby ComradeTeng,taking
notice of minority soldiersin the PLA, and strengtheningthe unity of national
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'instructions' (zhishi) of the Centre,ChairmanMao and Vice Chairman Lin in a 25
A5
1
'Selection'
from
May
1969.
As with Ulanfu, Teng's words were takes as
page
indications of specific counter-categoriesof thought: pushing for 'independence,
'
setting up a separatepower-basis for himself in IMAR, opposing the Centre.
Paradoxicallythesewere the accusationsthat Teng had levelled at Ulanfu. The most
striking of thesewas that Teng was a new kind of splittist. The term was shom of all
its pro-national minority connotationsin this context. As a Han Chinese,who did
not originate from IMAR, and who had beenin power while a devastatingcampaign
had been waged against local Mongolians, it was impossible to say that Teng had
worked on a positive agendato empower minorities. He was simply accusedof
being ambitious and pursuingpersonalglory.
The other accusationagainstTcng was his support for violence. There were many
examples of his speaking in prescriptive mode against violence in copies of his
452
issued
by
he
Centre.
By the time he was out
speeches
when was still supported the
of favour in 1969, however, he was labelled as a keen promoter of unrest. In the
May 1969 collection of quotes from Teng, in the third section entitled 'Teng's
Serious Acts of Pressing, Confessing and Excesses,
' Teng gave the following
instructionsto a WpmengLeagueCRC group on 8h January1969:
'Undertaking a bit of armed struggle [and] going on from this is good. Quick
results are what is wanted. Battling enemies, [with] a high positive attitude to
struggle, hating the enemies for these things, all help maintain the positive
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spirit of the masses.

'
minorities.
451
Doc 45.
452E.g., Teng's
speechon 5h July 1967wherehe criticised violence at local struggle
sessions:'I say that revolutionaryrebellion factions shouldn't act this way, it's not a
high way to act, it's low' (Doc 14,6). On 24h November,he statedwhen told of
armedstrugglein WumengLeaguethat 'we shouldnot usesticks and gunsto hit
people,but adoptunifying education... not pressurethem" (Doc 2,29th November
1967,3). Even in the depthsof the 'Party rectification' campaign,on 10IhDecember
1968,Tengcondemnedthosewho 'struck, tore, ripped, huntedhouses,grasped
people,and createdan atmosphereof terror... destroyingthe healthy developmentof
the
1968,9).
2,19th
December
campaign'(Doc
453
Doc 45,5.
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Context was the means by which Teng's words were manipulated and then
issued
from
instructions
Teng's
In
this
the
meeting
on
condemned.
original copy of
the 12'h January 1969 in 'Struggle Notice' these words had occurred in a more
complicated context. The main subject he pursued there was the importance of
implementing Chairman Mao's policies, and the fact that many organisations,
becauseof lack of understandingand incompleteappreciationof the depth of Mao's
thinking, had not achievedthis. He also madeclear the main issuewas not the battle
betweenwho seemedleft and right but how to carry out instructions properly. The
earlier version read:
'Those doing leftist work while actually being rightists are the minority. The
bit
[thinking
be
that]
don't
to
a
undertaking
grasped,
majority
allow policies
"Quick
is
from
[and
this
results are what
good.
of armed struggle,
going on]
is wanted. Battling enemies, [with] a high positive attitude to struggle, hating
the enemies, these things all help preserve the positive spirit of the masses."
Leaders also bear responsibility [for this]. They haven't set out the policies
clearly. 9454

In Teng's original words, he criticised an attitude he was ascribing to other people,
final
later,
the
But
by
this
with
the use of quotation marks.
signifying
six months
his
direct
left
the
of
own
the
expression
part of
piece
out, this was presentedas
sanctioningof violence. Words he usedto characteriseotherswere now manipulated
to seem like his own, signifying the decreaseof their political capital in the new
Ninth
Party
for
Ulanfu,
Decision'
the
'13th
April
the
and
market created after
Congressfor Teng.
A second common element of the campaignsagainst Ulanfu and Teng was the
disrespectfulregister with which both were referred to. Just as Ulanfu had become
'Old Ulanfu,' 'Prince Ulanfu,' along with a host of other derogatory labels (see
Chapter Three, 3.1.3), so Teng was referred to as 'Old Teng' or simply 'Teng
Haiqing' without the respectful 'Comrade,' indicating a closenessand familiarity
betweenthe issuer of the documentsand Teng himself 455Wu Tao referredto Teng
456
belittling
label
June,
'Little
13th
Teng
in
his
Haiqing'
an
even
more
as
speechof
454Doc 40,12'h January1969,13.
455Doc 48,4.
456
Doc 56,170'July 1969,4.
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probably sanctionedby the fact that Wu Tao was still a local leader at the time. The
implication of this addressingof Teng in the sameway as others was clearly marked
as somethinghe was expectedto feel (and did feel) uncomfortableabout when one
of his interrogators simply demandedof him: 'What's so dangerousabout some
A57
discussing
few
issues?
The 'reduction' of the space
young studentsand you
a
between the 'leader' Teng, and his audience implied in these familiar forms of
addresswas a key meansof conveying his lack of authority in the new context in
which he spoke.
While Teng was sparedthe intenseinvective which had beenlevelled at Ulanfu, one
way in which the two campaignsdid differ was the active part Teng was made to
play in discrediting himself, and the fact that he participatedin this in person.In his
self-criticism of 14thJune,Teng directly quoted words he had previously used,and
then denouncedthem: 'I have said: "The branchnameof the CCP is what is sinks or
swims by, and in fact this is an IMPP branch." This is totally incorrect slander
against Chairman Mao's Thought.'458 Teng was within his own denunciation,
making it first rather than third person. Behind this lay the simple withdrawal of
sanction from Teng, his voice no longer occurring in an adminstrative and
ideological contextwherehe could rely on support.
5.6 Teng's Mistakes and Crimes: The Basis for Denunciation
In the new narrative createdafter the Ninth Party CongressTeng's role changed
from a power holder, to one of someoneaccusedof not understandingthe situation
in IMAR and being an outsider:
'Teng Haiqing, he doesn't understandthe real situation in IMAR, he doesn't
start out from how things really are in IMAR, he doesn't investigate,doesn't
research,objectify, but is happy to exaggeratethe enemy feelings (diqing)
and view IMAR as a black nest,counteringthe high hopesof ChairmanMao
towardsthe 13 million peopleof IMAR. 9459
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In the new narrative, Teng was an outsider,someonewho had intervened,who had
no capital locally. At the same time as he was denounced in this narrative for
making mistakes,there was also a processof mitigation being preparedfor him. He
had come to a situation blind, and acted from ignorance, not with malice
aforethought.
The keyword in the discourseused in this processagainst Teng (and one he used
himself in his self-criticisms) was 'mistake' (cuowu). There was also a categoryof
I crimes' (zui), though this was usedless frequently. An attack on Teng published in
the '801 News Report' on 25h June 1969had divided Teng's mistakesinto political,
military, organisationaland intellectual ones.Within and acrossthesecategories,the
I
main mistakesTeng was accusedof committing were:
9 Encouragingand sanctioningviolence.
Opposingthe centre,andplacing himself in competition to Mao in IMAR.
Being contradictoryin his statements.
Being unfaithful to the Centre.
Supportingthe exploitative classes.
The one area where Teng was accusedof committing crimes rather than making
mistakeswas to have 'not had the Centrein his eyes.' 'He cheatedthe Centre,' the
attack continued, 'and suppressedthe people, trying to set up "Teng's independent
kingdom." This is historical proof. Comrade Teng Haiqing was guilty. We must
criticise Comrade Teng Haiqing's mistakes, [but] we must thoroughly rectify
ComradeTeng Haiqing's "leftist" opportunism crimes (zuixing).060 As argued in
the last chapter,Teng had startedoff following the Centre's ideology closely, using
its discourse.But the articulation of a unique aspectto the struggle in IMAR, the
IMPP, had brought conflict and problems.In the material condemninghim this was
cited as the failure to understandthe Centre's prescriptionsabout how to handlethe
problem in IMAR. But in the strongerof the material analysedhere, this failure was
seenas a deliberatedistortion of the Centre'sinstructions.
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The small ideological part of the attack on Teng focussedon the idea that he had
I opposed' or 'threatened' the Centre through a 'theory of many centres' (duo
zhongxinlun). This appearedin the %801News Report' 17'hJuly 1969,with a series
of quotes from him. Teng had competedwith the Centre, and tried to set up a
parallel power structure in IMAR. A similar grouping of material issued in May
1969 claimed that Teng had wished to create his own 'kingdom' (gao Ali
wangguo). Quotes were used stating that Teng wished to see the IMAR CRC
become independent, and in which he criticised the Centre's managementof
industry as opposedto the local one.461But theseattacks lacked the edge of those
againstUlanfu and the IMPP, whereissuesof a national minority trying to assertits
wishes for independencecame closest to the area where the Centre was most
sensitive. The accusationsof Teng working for an 'independent kingdom' were
standard means to slander someone who was being cast as incompetent or
inefficient. None of Teng's ideological or political objectives were set out, as they
had beenagainstUlanfu. It was a label, the most powerful label amongseveral,used
to criticise him and indicate dissatisfactionin his failure to handle the situation in
IMAR as the Centrehad prescribed,in the discoursethey had devised.
5.7 Nationality: The Breaking Point
The most dramatic sign in Teng's new discourse of a paradigm-breakwith the
previous one was the admissionthat the brunt of the purge of the IMPP had been
borne by Mongolians. But this was still framed in such a way that control over the
key terms for the discourse and the ideology it carried was asserted.Teng was
accusedof stating in a speechthat 'the targetsfor the developmentof the IMPP were
cadresof Mongolian nationality, and students,in both large and small schools.The
462
A more general criticism of the nature of the
other was working people.
campaignTeng had helpedwage in IMAR was containedin the '801 News Report'
on 25thJune: 'Regardingthe problem of national minorities, Teng Haiqing took the
chance given him by the "dig the IMPP" to purge the national minority cadres,
thinking that they were unreliable. He labelled a large number of them IMPP,
forbadethe use of their languages,and didn't respecttheir characteristics,seriously
461
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against the Party's policies on national minorities, destroying the unity between
nationality groups.9463

Teng admitted in his self-criticism on 23"d June that 'in some work units 80% of

those who were national minorities were labelled as Mpp. 9464
But neither Teng, nor
his accusersin these documents,spoke of the IMPP purge being mostly aimed at,
and suffered by, Mongolians. Both are located in the broadestcontext of treatment
of 'minorities. '
The most explicit link between the IMPP purge and the open persecution of
Mongolians in this materialwas containedin a stencilled 'Open Letter' to the central
leadersissuedon 5' July 1969:
'Comrade Teng Haiqing supports capitalist proletarian minoritisation,
dragging a large number of local and military Mongolian cadres over to
Ulanfu's black line, pushingthem towards Ulanfu. ChairmanMao says"We
must believe that more than 90% of cadres are good or relatively good."
Under the mistakenleadershipof ComradeTeng Haiqing's thought, from the
IMAR Party down to work unit level, more than 90% of Mongolian cadres
have been labelled as IMPP. A leader of the Yimeng Kangxi Banner, Li
Wenju, even said: "Support for IMPP is basedon nationality. There are no
good Mongolians. Ulanfu is their godfather.Now he's being fucked, and so
shouldthey."'
This admission by some of the voices in the anti-Teng campaign that national
minorities in general,and the Mongolians in particular, had suffered in the purge of
the IMPP was supportedby the appearanceof a statistical, factual register in the
discourse.Careful tabulation of numbersand percentagesof those in specific work
units and areaswho were victims in the campaignwere set down:
'95 cadre workers in the commune and organisations under it, 48 labelled as
IMPP, making 52%. Of the 50 Mongolians 32 were labelled as IMPP,
making 64%. Of 34 Communist Cadres, 16 were Mongolian, and all of these
were labelled IMpp. 9465
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A similar rendition of statisticswas presentedon 29thJuly, this time for work units
and communesin Zhemeng League. This statistical data gave the overwhelming
impressionthat, whateverthe type or size of the organisation,Mongolians had been
the main victims. This was presentedas a brute fact. No questionswere raisedas to
why a far higher proportion of Mongolians figure in the statisticsthan other groups.
The extremely sensitive question of whether the Centre had pursued policies in
IMAR that led to the victimisation, persecutionand slaughterof a national minority
on the basis of their ethnicity was omitted from this discourse.All that was allowed
was the admissionthat Teng had 'misadministered'the areaand mademistakes.
This was a great symbolic moment,marking the discourseoff as very different from
what had precededit. The terms had changed- the sort of hegemonyarising from
the '13th April Decision' with its terms of managementand control had changed,in
responseto the situation in IMAR spiralling out of control and violence reaching
unacceptablelevels. But the central issueof the assertionof the hegemonyof class
over national minority terms was not concededor softenened.The new discourse
still soughtto exercisecontrol, and was an indication of the realisationthat the best
route to this was to concedethe suffering of Mongolians, but not to interrogatethis
further and changethe prime ideologicalterms.
5.8 Keywords: 'Rectify' and 'Sorry'
The keywords in the previous stagesof the CR in IMAR had delineatedthe main
territory for contention between competing forces and signified the process of
control and its mechanisms.In 1967, 'people' and 'power' were at the forefront,
within a discourseaimed at aggressivemanagementof IMAR and tight definition of
the constituenciesthere. 'Class' and 'nationality' dominated the central period,
highlighting the ideological conflict betweentwo opposing factions, the Centreand
a perceivedlocal 'counter-party.But in the terminal phaseof the CR, the key terms
becameones indicating the strategicpoints to regain control in a situation that had
got out of hand. Here 'pacifying, ' 'admission of mistakes,' 'apology,' and
.rectification' were central, achievedand implementedby organisationalprocesses
of mass-critisicmsand self-criticism, and conveyedin a register of submissiveness
and admissionof culpability.
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The criticism from the Centreof the conductof the CR in IMAR provoked the open
publication of data on the suffering from the purge of the IMPP. This was seenas a
situation meriting rectification. From May 1969 onwards, therefore, the term
I rectify' (pingfan) becamecentralin the anti-Tengmaterial. Wu Tao (at the time the
deputy leader of the IMAR CRC and the Military District), on meeting a delegation
from ZhemengLeagueon 30'hJune 1969had said:
'We need to thoroughly give rectification to those who have suffered,
165
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instructions
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to
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notices,
according
Politically, intellectually, organisationally, we need to thoroughly rectify. We
need to restore the good name of politics and rectify organisationally.
Intellectually we need to undergo criticism of mistakes, and really give
IMPP,
"counter-revolutionaries"
down
and
to
those
as
rectification
struck
intellectually,
Especially
bad
followers
we
types
organisation.
and
of
of other
is
Intellectual
rectification
need rectification, real and complete rectification.
very important. We undergo criticism; bad thoughts are cleaned out...
[Ending up by] having real class feeling, this is the result of a thorough
A66
cleansing.

This denseuse of one term, 'rectification,' (seventimes in the passageabove)made
clear the importance of this in the new stage of the campaign.Rectification, as a
term and process,was promotedby Wu Tao and other leadersat the time of the '24
CharacterDirective' containedin the 'Central Notice' issuedon the 22"d May that
had originally criticised Teng. In this the key prescriptionswas to 'strengthenunity,
correct mistakes,summariseexperience,implement policies, stabilise organisations,
unite againsta common enemy' (flaqiang tuanjie, xiuzhengcuowu, zongilefingyan,
luoshi zhengce,wendingjushi, gongtongduidi - in total 24 characters).Partsof this
directive appearedin other material. In his self-criticism of 14thJune, Teng stated
that 'if you don't criticise me, then that's not "implementing policy" Quoshl
zhengce).ý467It also appearedon the 'Resolution' issued by the Ilohhot Workers
Union on 6th July, labelled as the 'concrete policy of the Centre resolving the
issue/problem of IMAR. ' To compound the hegemony of this statement, the
'Resolution' continued: 'All stepsto go behind Chairman Mao's strategy, and to
leavethe great direction of the current movementand the "24 Character"policy arc
mistaken,and are againstunity.' The negative languageof mistakes,admissionsof
466
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culpability and crimes was balancedby the promotion of a new policy and direction,
embodied in the '24 Character Directive' offering a new solution to the
'issue/problem' of IMAR.
The other keyword in this discoursewas 'sorry.' By necessity,Teng was the key
performer of that term. Clustered around its performance were the issues of for
whom Teng was saying sorry (himself, or the Centre he had representedtill then),
why he was saying sorry (to fully repudiatea form of power that had failed, or to
serveas a fall-guy for the Centre,which could continueto exercisepower in the area
once he had taken the flack for them), and to whom he was saying sorry (the
Ipeople' of IMAR
broad
the
the
the
the
of
people,
masses
minorities,
national
leaders,the 'wounded'), and finally how he said sorry (the form of words he used,
the way they were issued).Teng's very utteranceof the term 'sorry' distilled critical
issuesof the relationship betweenthe exerciseof power in the CR and language.It
showed how someonewho once issued orders, prescriptions and demands was
placed in a position where they had to requestforgiveness(leaving asidethe kind of
forgivenessthis actually was) from their audienceor constituency.Teng's apology
servedmany functions,and provedto be a rich speechact.
5.9 Teng's Self-Criticisms: The Context

Two full length versions of self-criticisms Teng Haiqing perfon-nedon the 18'h
June468and the 23rdJune 1969469
in
looked
this section,along with a stencilled
at
are
470,
th
two page fragment of a further self-criticism from the 14 June and the criticism
471
Teng's
These
17'h
jUly.
20
June
of
are only a small
on
examinationof
published
sampleof what was evidently a busy scheduleof self-examinations.The first open
criticisms of Teng occurred on 9h May. However, it was likely that he started to
actively participate in self-criticisms after the issuing of the '22 ndMay Circular.' In
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the opening words on the 18thJune, Teng statedthat 'in the recent period, I have
done probably 30 criticisms beforethe masses.
1472
The written recordsmake clear theseeventswere not brief The first was 13 closely
printed pages, the second 12. Assuming five minutes to perform each page, this
would mean a minimum of an hour each.The 18thJuneperformance,however,was
clearly marked as a 'uncorrected record,' and therefore was likely to be only a
involved
both
In
clearly
than
events
summary rather
a verbatim record. addition,
heavy audienceparticipation and interjection. Shouts, slogans and questionswere
marked, suggestingthat the actual events from which these documentsemanated
were rowdy affairs, militating againstthe smooth delivery of a single text. Indeed,
according to Wu Di, Teng's more tumultuous confrontations with his audience
sometimesdescendedinto physicalviolence againsthim (seebelow).
There was the important issue of generalcontext. In all four documentsTeng was
clearly statedas performing an 'examination' (flancha). This draws on a history of
CCP discipline, and was a genrethat had a 40 year pedigreein the CCp. 473It was, in
fact, one amongseveralmethodsusedby the CCP (including strugglesessions,mass
criticism rallies, the writing of self-confessions).While someof thesewere adopted
for use in the CR, they were not inventedthen but existedbefore.This had beenwell
474 Yang Jiang, for instance, in her novel about the 1954
documentedelsewhere.
'four clear-ups' campaign(the first large-scalecampaignwaged againstintellectuals
after 1949) vividly describedpublic meetings at which such examinations were
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confessingto four typesof mistakes(seeTumenand Zhu 1995,236).
473SeeLuk 1990,217 for first
in
in
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1927.
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self-criticisms
use
474The
roots of strugglesessionsin the rectification campaignin Yan'an carried out
in 1942/3 was well documentedin Apter and Saich 1994, especially 59-68 which
deal with the anti-Wang Shiwei and Wang Ming campaign.These were prototypes
of the later, larger scaleCR sessions.Strugglesessionsagainstthe landlordswere a
common occurencein the land reform campaign launched immediately after the
Communistscameto power in 1949.Thurston 1987describedthesein ChapterFour
of her study of the ordealof intellectualsin the CR, paying particular attentionto the
mass-sessionagainstWang Guangmei,the wife of Liu Shaoqi (121-124). Excerpts
from Wang Guangmei's interrogation record are contained in Schoenhals1996a,
101-116.
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475
undertaken. The most striking featureof the CR version of such 'examinations,'
however, was the frequencyin which they descendedinto violence and the lack of
safeguardsfrom this. According to Wu Di, Teng was physically attackedat someof
these meetings,by those he had causedso much suffering to. In one case,a mother
simply handedher recently born child to him, and demandedthat he rear it as the
father had beenkilled in the IMPP purge.476
As in the geneologythat gave rise to the specific cultures or power in the PRC, the
history of confessionsin CCP shedslight on thesegenericconstraintsin which Teng
operated, and the ways in which certain styles of speaking were sanctionedand
others excluded. PamelaLubell's study of the CR argues that both the CCP and
Nationalist used the legal tradition of 'confessions' to demonstrate 'generous
leniency to the offender who confessed.
' This politicisation of the legal practice of
confessionalso drew on 'the Confucian approachto self-rectification.' Confession,
Lubell states, while becoming 'increasing public and coercive in its twentieth
century political culture... still... facilitated the demonstrationof benevolenceon
477
light.
Seen
in
the part of the ruling authority, placing the latter an enhanced moral
,
in this framework, Teng was renegotiating with the Centre, in a manner and
languagewhich it legitimised and recognised.He spoke with his own voice, but in
an imposed convention which both dictated what he had to say and signified
obedienceto an outsideauthority.
Teng spoke, according to these documents,before two organisations.On the 18Ih
June he went before the Hohhot Railway Bureau "Locomotive" Section (Hutieju
"huochetou")."' On the 23d June he addressedthe 'Great Mao Zedong Thought
School for the executive organs of IMAR' (Neimeng zhixin figuan Afao Zedong
sixiang da xuexiao). The stencilled fragment was also from the Railway Bureau,
though from an occasionfour days before the full 23rdJune version. The Railway
Bureau was of particular significance to Teng, for it was from them that he had
475Yang 1988.The
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severalsuch
secondand
parts of
strugglesessions,and the productionof documentsof self-criticism and confession
b the participants.
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operatedwhen he had first arrived in Hohhot. The Military District Headquarters,
his natural base,actually refusedto accepthim.479This special debt made his tone
towards them familiar and close: 'Today, I have come to the Hohhot Railway
Bureau to receive the criticism by the great mass of the proletarian revolutionary
classesand the greatrevolutionarymassesof my criticisms. This is a great lessonfor
480
Both the printed complete self-criticisms were produced in the '801 News
me.
Report,' though one was issuedby the ConstructionDepartmentEighth BureauFirst
Company Workers Union, and the other by the Construction Department Eighth
Bureau First Company 'Jinggangshan' Alliance. Both of these versions were
markedasrestricted.
5.10 Starting to Say Sorry

The speechact which revealsthe most about Teng's new power statuswas that of
apologising. Apologising signified a new attitude to his audience,and reflected the
fact that he was placed now in a context in which the value of his previous formal
have
by
he
institutional
to
the
was
replaced
appeared
one
positions and
support
where had to speakon his own, without claiming to representthe Centre,or anyone
else.
Teng beganhis criticism on the 18'hJunethus:
'Comrades!Today, with the most anguishedfeelings, I come to examineall
in
IMAR.
have
to
the
I
the
people
all
national
groups
of
made
of
mistakes
My mistakes are very serious, I am resolved to change my serious errors.
Recently,the revolutionarymasseshave undertakencriticism towardsme, in
every banner,city, village and all other places.In the recent period, perhaps
30 times, the great revolutionary masseshave undertakencriticism towards
me. This is the greatestcare and support of the great revolutionary masses
towardsthe CRC, and it is also politically the greatesteducationfor me, and
the greatest good and help. I am grateful from the depths of my heart,
warmly welcoming the criticism and help of these comrades.I am resolved
after examination to continue going among the masses,receiving their
criticism and help, using practical meansto rectify my seriousmistakes.'

479Woody 1993, iv.
480Doc 52,1.
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This was formulaic ('my serious mistakes,' 'I am resolved'). Proof can be found for
how formulaic it was in the similar patterns of the opening of the examination on the
23rdJune:

'Comrades! Today, with most anguishedfeelings, I come to examine the
seriousmistakesI have madeto our comradesin the organisationsunderthe
Mao Zedong Thought Great School. My mistakesare extremely serious.In
the recent spirit of the great revolutionary massesaccording to Chairman
Mao's 22nd May Directive and the Centre towards IMAR's instructions,
launching a mass movement to criticise Teng Haiqing's mistakes, the
Small
Group's
IMAR
Nucleus
Recently,
is
the
members
situation very good.
have regularly held meetings with comradesfrom all banners,towns and
villages. The revolutionary masseshave exposed and criticised me to my
face.At the sametime, I have beento severalunits, receiving the criticism of
the massestowards me. The great revolutionary masses follow closely
Chairman Mao's great strategy, and are resolutely implementing the
instructions of the Centre. This shows the greatestcare and support by the
great revolutionary massesand the CRC. It is also the greatest political
education for me, and the greatest good and help. Going through the
experience of the great revolutionary masses recently has made me
days
in
Two
the evening I
the
ago
understand seriousnessof my mistakes.
heard some of the cadresof our Great School expressingcriticism of my
mistakes. I am deeply grateful. I welcome the criticism and help of
comrades.I am resolved to correct my mistakes according to the recent
instructions from the Centre, going amongst the massesto receive their
criticism and help, using practical meansto rectify my seriousmistakes.'
The common structures and phrases between these versions indicate a generic
languageof apology, somethingrehearsedand prepared.In both examinations,Teng
was undertakinga 'performance,' performing the speechact of apology. In speech
is
fulfilling
taken'as
the
what is said as long as it
acts,
very act of saying something
meets certain performative criterion. In promising something, for instance, the
saying of a promise is itself the act of promising. A criterion for this, and for the
speech act of apologising, is that it should be performed truthfully and with
sincerity, and in an appropriatecontext (you can't apologiseto someoneyou have
done nothing wrong to). Promisesor apologieswhich are false or insinceredo not
meet the performancecriterion: both are better describedas lies. Teng's admission
of mistakes and the apology he offered in these two examinationsdo raise issues
aboutthe sort of speechact he was performing, and whetherhe had actually fulfilled
the criterion for it. In this context, the performanceof an 'apology' speechact was
framed by expectationsof how the apology should be said, to whom, and through
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which language.Teng's apology was very structuredand formulaic. When he talked
in the first and secondspeechof having 'anguishedfeelings' he expressedthis by
the use of a saying (chengyu)that is to say, through a clich6 - wanfen chengtong.
And he apologisednot to specific individuals, at this stage,but toward generalities'the greatmassof people,' organisationsand large entities.
The act that Teng was performing also signified somethingabout the new situation
in which he was placed, and its impact on how he could exercise power and
but
being
judge
declaring
Like
this
a
sentence,
meaningful only when
authority.
a
there are institutions to implementthis sentence,Teng's previous discoursehad been
in which he occupied formal positions of authority in IMAR,
possible in a-C'Ontext
where the Centre's support for him was clearly signified, and this served to
legitimise his authority. This illustrates the importance of social context in both
in
discourse. In the new situation,
the
creating and supporting
authority claims
Tcng's words had no illocutionary force becausethis context had beenremoved.He
individual
had
but
head
longer
the
an
only
as
who
of
anything,
could no
speakas
mademistakes.
Teng's 'apology' was an act of negotiation as much as one of contrition. He was
he
demonstrate
Centre,
to
the
to
to
two
needed
whom
performing
audienceshis
forgiveness
to
to
capital with them, and the
maintain
obedience,and negotiate
local audience,to whom he had to act as the main fall guy for the recent failed
campaign,acceptingblameon behalf of the Centrewithout giving the impressionhe
was apologising in their place for mistakestheir instructions had inspired. Teng's
apology functioned as part of a negotiation with thesetwo separateparties. In both
cases,it was to perform damagelimitation - to admit mistakesas far as possible,but
not in such a way that the credibility of the Centrewas challenged,and to maintain
the best chanceof Teng emergingfrom the processstill able to work for the Centre.
His apology was not an abnegationof power -a removal and disassociationfrom it.
In fact, Teng's apology was an act to managethe destructionand damagethat the
previousfailed paradigmsand narrativeshad led to.
While using a personalvoice, Teng was not speakingas an individual. He did refer
to his history in IMAR, to when he came,and to the narrative of the new post-Ninth
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CongressCR. But this history was conveyedthrough public events.It could not be
seenas a personalone, sponsoredby an individual voice: 'I came to IMAR on the
18'hApril 1967, for two years I have not worked well, especially after November
1968,' he statedon the 18'hJune. In the new narrative Teng attemptedto createhe
admitted misinterpretingthe situation in IMAR: 'I started to believe that the most
seriousanimosity came partly from the Manchurian period (weiman shidai), partly
from the Mengjiang481
from
Ulanfu's small clique opposingthe
partly
period... and
Party.482 1 put all these parts together, and believed that there were many
A83
his
both
final
In
the
examinationshe took responsibility for
enemies.
part of
these mistakes and the impact that they had in IMAR. The interventions Of the
audiencemade Teng more precise about his accountability: 'I wish to admit my
have
let
I
down
Mao,
Chairman
the
to
the
to
mass
of
people.
crimes
great
and
(duibuqi) the people,and let down ChairmanMao.'
The keywords in Teng's speechesfor the admission of culpability were 'mistake'
(cuowu), 'crime' (zui) and the associated'confess/own up to having committed a
crime'(renzui or qingzui), 'letting down' (duibuqi) and 'sorry' (baoqian). The final
term, 'sorry,' is the one that dependsmost on an individual performing the speech
rd
23
in
be
At
June, Teng
the
to
one stage on
act
meaningful.
a specific context
directly apologised-to Gao Jinming. On the 18th June, towards the end of his
examination,he offered a seriesof personalapologiesto namedcomradesin specific
work units, in a highly formal manner- 'zengli daoqian.' Such apologiesto specific
individuals culminatedin the final apology: 'I have let down the rebellious factions
of IMAF, I say to the revolutionary groups of the whole region I am most deeply
sorry.'
But what did Teng say he was apologising to these people and groups for? In the
third person attacks on him referred to above, he was accusedof opposing the
Centre,creatinghis own power basein IMAR, promulgatingviolence, implementing

481A referenceto the Japaneselabel imposed Prince De Wang'sMongolian
on
BorderlandAdministration in the 1930sand 1940s.
482All oblique
referencesto periodswhen partsof IMAR aspiredto independence
ýthoughin Ulanfu's case,this was an accusationuniqueto the CR).
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policies in the 'Party rectification' campaignthat targetedminority cadres.On

rd
23

June,Teng statedthat his crimeswere:
'Destroying the three unities of the revolution, and the great unity of the
revolution, destroyingthe relations betweennationality groups,and between
the army and the people, the cadres and the masses,upsetting the great
measuresof ChairmanMao, pushing back the processof struggle, criticism
and changein IMAR, seriously influencing the productivity of agriculture,
484
industry.
grasslands,and
He went on to talk of the impact of his administrationin the areasof rail transport,
and the production of food and power. Suchfailure to succeedin practical areaswas
due, in Teng's own words (and here there was unity betweenwhat he said, and the
him)
his
in
to
refusal to obey the
material
against
accusationscontained other
instructionsof the Centre:'The things that I wantedto disseminate[from the Centre]
I did so, and those that I didn't want to, I didn't. A85The key act that Teng had
committed was to 'disobey' (weifan) the Centre and Chairman Mao: 'Previously I
had run counter to Chairman Mao's teaching, I didn't seek evidence [in accusing
(kougong).
just
' During
but
being
IMPP]
wanted
verbal
admissions
people of
interrogationlater Teng repeatedthat 'I have violated Mao Zedong Thought, I have
486
instructions.
Mao's
In this way, Teng
done
Chairman
things according to
not
had 'cheated' the people.487
Teng admittedearlier in this examinationthat he had not understoodor appraisedthe
situation in IMAR properly: 'Under the development of my "leftist" tendency
thinking, I believed that the "Party rectification" campaignin IMAR had not been
done thoroughly, that it needed to continue, from the beginning of the "Party
rectification" campaign,I continuously opposedrightism.9488At the end of 1968,
Teng statedthat he had beengiven material showing that the IMPP had 60 sections,
and 12 party committees.'I believedthis,' he said, 'but in fact this material was all
489
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extractedunderpressureand torture. It was this issueof the physical suffering of
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the Party membersand others in IMAR accusedof being IMPP which most aroused
the audience's anger. Teng's breaching of his responsibility for this, and his
apology, along with any explanationfor its causes,is worth quoting at length:
'All of the people of IMAR, all of the cadres, love Chairman Mao, are
faithful to him, faithful to his Thought, and limitlessly love Chairman Mao's
line. The sky of IMAR is Chairman Mao's sky, the earth is the earth of his
Thought. Because of the mistake of my serious "leftist" tendencies the
feelings and trust of the great mass of the people of IMAR towards Chairman
Mao has been shaken. This evil is very serious. Because of this mistake,
final
figure.
don't
have
If
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have
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we
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being
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have
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say
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100,000
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that
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people
each
people.
still
as
household [these victims come from], it doesn't matter if we say we've dug
100,000,200,000, several hundred thousand, this isn't a problem of giving or
taking a few hundred thousand, this is thousands of people politically being
struck, with their families, their children, their relatives, all of them receiving
between
destroys
damage.
This
the
national groups, and
relations
political
figures
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For
this
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can't
use
crime
you
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above
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can
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no
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thing is that, of our national minority cadres, in some work units 80% of
these have been labelled IMPP, and in some others 100%. And there are
leader
is
leader
Chairman
Mao
the
that
of the
that
not
our great
others
say
Mongolians, [that] the leader of the Mongolians is Ulanfu. This completely
slanders our national minorities and the great revolutionary mass of the
Mongolians. 2490

Teng's new discourseallowed public admissionthat Mongolians had suffered in the
CR, but control was still signified over this deeply sensitivepart of the discourseby
the failure to articulate reasonsfor why they had suffered. The Centre's policy of
Iunity' betweenall groups was still assertedas paramount,its value unaffectedby
the recent events in IMAR waged to defend the same concept of unity. Teng's
I apology' was a political act, connectedasmuch to the promotion of central interests
in the IMAR as had his previous prescriptive language.It was an act to control the
acceptedbounds of discourse,and then negotiate.He admitted to this situation in
IMAR being causedby %myleftist tendencies.' But he did not go beyond this. Even
the audience'sgoadingdid not prompt him to ask what 'specific' feature of IMAR
he had so badly misunderstood.As in previousterms of discourseused in the CR in
IMAR, his apology was aimed at foreclosing certain lines of enquiry and blocking
others off. His prime objective, as in many apologies,was to appeasethe receiver,
490
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the audience,to satisfy at leasttheir most urgent needsfor rectification, so that their
anger did not push the movementin directions that were not desired.His role was
that of a scapegoat,and his activity still to deliver control - to control the discourse
of anger and attrition so that it did not stray towards the most sensitive sourcesof
grievanceand hurt.
5.11 The Audience

Prime evidenceof the new political context Teng spokein was the greaterawareness
of an audience,signified by the other voices, attempting to break into his, to hold
him accountablein his examination,and of his needingto report and answerto these
external questions.He no longer employedthe monologueof authority attemptedin
the previous period where he had institutional and organisationalsupport to speak
within, but was open to the voices of othersenteringhis discourseand effecting and
dictating its terms.
There was no indication in either record of the number of peopleTeng was speaking
too, nor are any of the questionersnamed. On both occasionsthey were marked
' Also on both occasions,their interjections occurredalmost
merely as 'the masses.
halfway into Teng's own words. This indicated that at least at the beginning, the
format of thesemeetingsmeant that Teng was not prompted by directed questions,
but had the responsibilityto presenthis case.In both versions,there were indications
of slogans,and other impromptu interruptions. In talking about Gao Jinming, Teng
stated:
'I believed that in criticising Ulanfu, Gao was looking to bolster his own
position, and that he was aiming the arrow at me, at me myself. (Slogans:
Teng Haiqing making false accusationsagainstthe revolutionary cadreshas
completely failed to stick. Old Teng has got to admit his crimes to Chairman
Mao, we will definitely not let Old Teng slip away. If Old Teng doesn't
surrenderthen we'll call for his death).9491
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Such impromptu expressions of anger were unmarked, and stand against the
evidently more planned questionsthat the examination started with when Teng's
main presentationhad terminated.
In terms of what participation was allowed, both examinationswere different. The
audienceon the 180'June was more restive. Their first intedection occurredat the
point (which Teng also mentionedon 23d June) where Teng said he believedthere
were 60 sectionsof IMPP in IMAR, and 12 party committees(see section above).
'What evidencedid you have for this?' they asked(their contribution was markedas
'intedected' (chashuo)).But Teng did not relinquish control: 'Wait till I've finished
speaking.' The tone of the first lengthy exchangewas equally negative:
'Question interjected: How many died after being labelled as IMPP in
IMAR?
Teng: I don't know. There's no way of estimatingthis.
(Audienceslogans).
Questioninterjected:Was thereany evidencefor IMPP?
Teng: The IMPP was a small secretorganisation,I madethat clearjust now.
Question: You made this clear? So what organisationswere under IMPP?
How many?Where?
Teng: I don't understand,Comrades,pleaseforgive me.
(Audienceslogans).
Teng: I want to continuemaking things clear.
Question:Tell us clearly, how big was IMPP?
Teng: The excesses I've committed were because I didn't see this
organisation'ssize clearly. If I had then I wouldn't have madethis mistake.
Question:How long were you digging up IMPP in IMAR?
Teng: From November 1967,abouta year.
Question: How many did you dig up, and how many were interrogatedto
death?
Teng: I'm not sure.
Question:Are you making a joke at the expenseof the 13 million people of
IMAR?
Teng: I'm guilty of this...
Question:At the sametime, why don't you set out to the massesthe situation
of the IMPP?
Teng: I still haven't graspedhow many were dug, how many died...
Question:You said the high level organisationsof IMPP have basically been
destroyed,you did saythis didn't you?
Teng: I said that, the main thing was 60 sections,12 party committeesbeing
destroyed,that's what I said.
Question:So sayoncemore, was there or wasn't there an IMPP?
Teng: Today I've no way to answerthat questionspeakingfor my own part.
Question:You've got to explain all this clearly abouta secretorganisation.
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Teng: I'm unableto.

Audience: This isn't a sincere examination you're making. Your attitude to
the 13 million people of the whole region is dishonest. Teng wants to slip
away. Let's temporarily halt his examination, and let the persecuted
492
,
speak.

As in the attack on Ulanfa, the function of questions was to assert rather than
enquire.Teng still had someability (and inclination) to obstructthe lines of enquiry
directed at him simply by assertingeither that he did not know, or did not wish to
answer. Trying to negotiate with the audience,or their speaking representatives,
with a 'pleaseforgive me' (hereusingyuanliang rather than daoqian) was evidently
not successful.Teng's 'performance' on this occasionwas judged 'insincere,' not
'from the heart' (chengxinchengyi).This indicated awareness,at least amongsome
of the audience,that they were not in fact being offered an 'apology' on the terms
they wantedit, and indeedwere unlikely to get one.
On 23rdJune,Teng declaredthat he felt 'very closeto the comradescriticising him,'
493
had
and that many were thosewho
receivedpersecution. On this occasion,while
the audienceinterrogationthat was recordedwas shorter than that on the 18'hJune,
tone was still prescriptive and firm: 'You must answer,' the
494The audiencealso repeatedlyinsisted that Teng
interrogator/audiencedemanded.

the

495
him,
'frankly'
(zhengmian).
answerthe specific questionsput to
and answerthem
The intedection of the audience at this point showed the competing purposes
betweenthem and Teng.
The fact that Teng was now speakingin a new context, in which he neededto react
more to the audience,and enter into dialogue with them was reflected in the ability
of the questionersto frame someof the terms of his discourse.This is clear in the
different structuresof each examination. In both, they open with Teng's univocal
presentation,accordingto a generictemplate.But in eachcasethe audiencereacted
slightly differently, meaning that the shapeand form of Teng's full examination
differed.
I
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This was most evident in the final apology that Teng offered in each examination.
On the 18'h June his apology was finally to specific individuals and groups - to
named entities - to people of the IM Teachers College like Ding Kerning, to all the
I revolutionary rebellious factions in the region, ' to the 'workers propaganda groups'
and the 'army propaganda groups' (junxuandui), culminating in an apology to 'the
IMAR proletarian revolutionary factions, ' and to the 'great masses of the IMAR
A96
IMAR.
factions,
The final arbiter in this
the
to
rebels of
revolutionary
and
hierarchy of power was the %13 million

people of IMAR, ' to whom he
I acknowledges mistakes, and admits culpability' (ditou renzUi).497The apology on

23 rdJune was more in terms of the acts that Teng accused himself of committing:

'The evil consequences
of the mistakesI have committed... have destroyed
the three unities of the revolution, and the great unity of the revolutionary
masses,destroyedthe unity between national minorities, and between the
army and the government,and the cadresand people, disturbing the great
strategyand measuresof ChairmanMao, setting back the criticism, struggle
and reform process in IMAR, seriously influencing agricultural and
industrial productivity... ' 498
In this later examination, there were no lists of people to whom Teng specifically
addressed apologies. He spoke instead to groups: 'My mistakes have struck (daju)
the revolutionary cadres, struck the poor and middle peasants, struck the poor and
middle herdsmen, struck workers, struck Red Guards, pressured these comrades,
struck them politically

and spiritually,

damaging them, physically

harming

them... 9499This was an admission of responsibility, but it was not an apology. In the
fragment from 14'h June, Teng's apology was almost immediate, and to the 'class
brothers' (fleji xiongdi) who Teng called 'his own: 'I have let down these comrades,
let down Chairman Mao, let down the 13 million people of IMAR, let down the
500
revolutionary people.

Perhapsthis was becauseTeng was before an audiencehe could feel were more
hostile to him, and to whom he had to display more humility to whom, in a sense,
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from the beginning he had to negotiate, by using a more submissive tone and
manner. But there were still vestigesof Teng's older prescriptive and authoritative
registersin his examinations.On the 2P June, Teng slipped into commandmode:
'No matter which comrades,they should do things in IMAR according to the great
leader Chairman Mao's "22ndMay Notice," and the instructions from the Centre
about how to do work in IMAR. '501This 'command' culminated in the need to
Icriticise Teng Haiqing's mistakes,' the 'heart at the heart of the "24 Character
Directive."'

The disruptions and interruptions in these examinations showed the dynamics
betweenTeng's voice and the peoplehe spoketo. Teng may have beenapologising
but he was still talking on behalf of, and with the protection, of larger powers those at the Centre, who had sent him to this place about which he knew almost
nothing, and to whom he had constantly answered.His apology was part of a
process which had been ongoing since the start of the CR - how to handle the
problem of IMAR, how to manageand control it accordingto the templategiven by
the Centre. His failure to indicate any recognition of the unique ethnic element in
IMAR showedhis discourseexcludingthe thing that was most important.
This element was not only excluded by him but also by the audience.In Teng's
him
it.
Their questions concerned
the
pressed
on
examination,
audience never
numbers,whethertherewas or was not an IMPP, but it never got closeto the deeper
question of why this movement against a 'counter-party' should have effected so
his
function
Mongolians.
The
of
apology thereforewas to ensurethat the
many
main
specific power structureshe had worked on behalf of were not affected or damaged
by the ill advised policy that had been implementedin IMAR since 1967 and the
Centre's main interventions.His apology was structuredto maintain the very forces
and ideas for which, ostensibly, he was apologising. His reward was to be taken
from IMAR at the end of 1969,to undergo a processof re-educationin Tangshan,
Hebei, and be posted to Jinan, northeast China from 1975 to 1980 as Deputy
Military Commander.By 1980howeverhis position was untenable(due to the trials
of others,particularly the Gangof Four implicated in the CR) and he retired. He was
501Doc 51,26h July, 5.
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never fonnally held accountablefor what had occurred in IMAR during his tenure
there, and was spareda trial due to his impeccablecredentials before 1967, and
protection from the Centre.
5.12 The Use of Teng's Apology

Teng's apology had symbolic power and value, and could be used in the campaign.
His participation in his own criticism was also of great symbolic importance. On the
17th July, one of the key organisations before whom Teng had already performed
examinations, the Railway Bureau, produced a joint issue of the 'Great Criticism
Battle Report' and 'Workers Information' entitled '50 Problems - in Response to
Comrade Teng Haiqing's Examination of the 24th June.' This was with the Hohhot
Workers Union. 502

The opening sectionof this ten pagedocumentmade clear that however thoroughly
Teng- may have been fulfilling his duty to offer examinations, there was
dissatisfactionwith what he had said and the manner he had said it. This specific
documentwas the result of an examinationcarriedout at 4:00 PM on the 24h June(a
day after the secondof the two examinationsanalysedabove).This had beenbefore
University and school students(they are described as 'school masses'- xuexiao
qunzhong).It is recognisedthat Teng had beenperforming suchcriticisms fýr over a
month, as a result of the interventionsof the Centreafter the Ninth Party Congress.
But he had neededto do this so often becausehe 'ignored (wushi) the instructionsof
our Great Leader ChairmanMao about IMAR's problem, he did not seethe many
criticisms the leadersfrom the Centrehad issuedof his mistakes,he did not seethe
503
had
IMAR
his
'
seriouscriticisms the revolutionary massesof
made of
mistakes.
In the end, the authorsof this documentstated,the key problem for Teng was 'his
attitude (taidu) towards Chairman Mao, towards the Centre, and towards the
' This was at the heart of the mistakes he had made, and
revolutionary masses.
continued to make in failing to undertakecorrect examinations.The authors had
faith that the processof criticism would be successful.Teng was no longer the issuer
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of commands,and demandsfor enactment,but the subject of patient processesof
correction upon which he was being operated- Foucauldian.regimesof correction:
'Teng can certainly be educated,certainly his soul can be touched,he is able to do a
full examination.' But until this point the audiencehad been' disappointed.'
In this document, criteria were set out for what might constitute a successful
examination. The Centre had already presentedthese in asking for an 'honest,
sincere and reformed attitude' (laoshi... gaihao de taidu). The critical issue was
in
his
Teng
'
'manner,
the
expressed
mental attitude through
again one of
way which
the performance in public of the examination, and the way in which this was
interpreted and read. At the heart of this was the notion of 'sincerity,' of him
it.
Teng had,
he
the
audience recognizing
adequately meaning what
said and
accordingto this document,failed to do this.
The means by which Teng was assisted towards proper examination, and the
correctionsit would bring about, was through questions.The function of questions
in this document firstly revealed the lacunae in Teng's previous words through
interrogation,through locating the spacesand gapsleft in what he had already said.
It is not clear from this documentwhat its practical function was. As it referredto a
being
it
had
Teng
than
rather
one
prepared,
undertaken,
was
previous examination
be
future
Teng
to
used
against
at
a
examination.
not specifically made as material
Nor was it clear how Teng was supposedto have replied to these questions.The
final sentencehowever, does infer that Teng was meant to respondor react to the
questionsin some way: 'Comrade Teng must soon issue an honest, heartfelt, and
504
conscientiousanswer. As in material analysedin previous chapters,the function
of the questionswas sometimesnot to elicit answers,but to expose,denounce,be
noted. The document can be seen as part of an ongoing process,a movement of
interrogation,declaring and propagatingthe new forms of knowledge that had been
createdsincethe the Ninth Congress.
This was reflected in the various ways the questions were framed, and in the
categoriesinto which they were placed. While the opening introductory section of
504
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the documentset the context, and was in the third person,referring merely to Teng,
the questionswere all issued to 'you' [Teng] and, where issuerswere mentioned,
indicated as coming from 'us' or 'we' (women).Someof the questionswere framed
issued
'imperatives'
huida).
But
(qing
'please
as
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others
with courtesyanswer'
'do
ftirther
huida).
A
(bixu
the
'must
or
you
simple
category
was
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don't you' (shi bu shi) either/or dichotomy. And the least used formulation - to
'beg' (qiu) Teng to reply, with its shades(possibly sardonic) of submissiveness.
What expectationsdid the framers of these questionshave about the answersthey
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those
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Questions
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nerves,
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denunciation in the form of a question. Any likely response was necessarily
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be
to
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The categories-into which the questionswere placed were also indicative. These
were:
1. Attitude towardsChairmanMao, and towardsthe proletarianheadquarters.
2. Concerningthe IMPP problem.
3. Concerningthe problem of GaoJinming.
4. Concerningthe Fourth PlenarySessionof the IMAR CRC.
5. Concerningother comrades.
6. Concerningthe handling of the revolutionary rebellious factions.
7. On 'unity' and 'democracy.'
The issueof the Centreand obeisanceto its symbolic power was placed at the front.
Teng's key crime was to 'oppose' (duikang) these various representationsof the
hegemonyof the Centre: ChairmanMao, the proletarian workers headquarters,the
revolutionary path of Chairman Mao.'505 For this crime, Teng 'must admit
his
language,
Centre's
'
his
distortion
A
the
this
culpability.
of
manifestationof
was
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failure to disseminateinstructions Properly, or to do so selectively.506As with
Ulanfu, Teng's words were deployed against him, cited as indicating 'his attitude
towards the Centre.' 507His words were brought against Mao's and the Centre's,
508
This
discredited
counter-discourse.
offered as samplesof a now
outlawed
and
tension was distilled in the formulation: 'We want to ask, does the word of the
Centre and of Chairman Mao count, or does your word countT The concept of
I count' (suan) is difficult to translate well outside the context of PRC political
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culture.
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'Does
Mao
his
the
by
and
was motivated exposing own ambition:
lead you, or you lead the Centre?'509The value of Teng's authority was no longer
recognised;his capital was exhausted.
The issue of the meaning of the Fourth Plenary Meeting of the IMAR CRC only
served to highlight that part of the objective of these questions was to promote the
longer
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Deng Xiaoping. In the
Liu Shaoqi

and
newly promoted
newly open criticism of
history, previously discreditedfigures like Gao Jinming and those around him were
now returnedto public discourseas acceptable.
As though to compoundthe radical reversalin Teng's function in this new narrative,
the authorsof the documentreferredapprovingly to Teng's admissionof 'supporting
511
(zhi
'This is some
some groups and suppressingothers'
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progress.' What was expectedfrom Teng was 'honesty, sincerity,' accordingto the
criterion in the new narrative.His 'attitude' or 'bearing' was no longer that of issuer
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or commander,but object of criticism and correction -a new model of wrongness
and how to rectify it. Both in the act of being able to question, and the kinds of
questionsasked,this documentwas evidenceof the new power dynamicsin IMAR.
Such questionsindicatedthe power to interrogateand question (and thereforedoubt
and denounce)thosewho were previously unavailablefor treatmentlike this.
5.13 Teng's Final Words

In their sectiondealing with the 'Problem of Other Comrades'the authorsof the '50
Questions' for Teng had askedwhy Teng had stayedso close to certain other local
leaderslike Wu Tao, and why he had issueddocumentscollectively, in his and their
name,evenwhile it was clear he was working againstthem, and allowing them to be
512
'
'issuers
publicly accusedof being criminals and
of poison.
As an individual, Teng may have had some strategy behind the apologies and
beyond
from
he
the Centreand
the
commands
admissionsof guilt
was performing,
local pressure.In this case,possibly it was to stay close to these other leadersin
order to shareblame, and for a measureof protection. Part of the new tone that
Teng had to adopt can be seenin a letter issuedon the 31" October 1969,with Wu
Tao, to GaoJinming:
Please could you tell the proletarian revolutionary faction
heroic
leadership
Hohhot
the
that,
under
of the proletarian
comrades of
headquarters by Chairman Mao and Vice Chairman Lin, the CR in IMAR
has achieved great success, although in the recent brief period a few
front.
have
But the
the
occurred
on
practical
work
shortfalls and mistakes
is
for
is
The
this
responsibility
ours, we can't blame all of
main current good.
this on the comrades.... The criticism of us by comrades [shows] great love
and help. We are grateful from our hearts. We have heard that "big character
posters" are being stuck along the streets in Hohhot. We hope that comrades
will not do this, becausein this way it can be used by class enemies. [Ifl you
have opinions about us, you can write "big character posters" and send them
to the IMAR CRC Office. Comrades, please don't worry (fanxin). If we have
[committed] mistakes, then we will be able to correct them. Let every one
513
fight
'
the
unite, and
against
common enemy.
'Jingming...
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There were signifiers of respect,evenfor issuing of 'requests' or ordersin this letter:
'Please could you tell We hope... Pleasedon't worry. ' The tone Teng and Wu
...
usedwas a submissiveone. Thesewere not demands,but requests,to be acceptedor
rejected. They had minimal prescriptive force. This was compounded by the
absoluteacceptanceof the 'love and help' of the comradesand their criticisms. The
only negotiationwas to look towards 'common enemies'to whom 'we' should give
no advantages.Here Teng and Wu's tone searchedfor a commonality with those
they were addressing,some grounds on which to base 'unity, ' marked in the last
sentence.Teng no longer issued 'notices,' 'instructions,' but a 'letter, ' to another
comrade.' Teng and Wu Tao, in this document, had become 'two comrades,'
addressinganother'comrade,' ostensiblyin an atmosphereof parity.
Teng's capital in IMAR was almost exhausted.Whatever purpose it had served
sendinghim to the region had evidently not worked. After the partitioning of IMAR,
and its reduction in size in July 1969,the PLA 65h Corps from the Beijing Military
Region was sentto assumecontrol of what was left of the region on 19thDecember.
From this date,LieutenantGeneralZheng Weishan,basedin Hohhot, was in control
of the military and civilian governmentof the region. Teng and the previous leaders
(including Wu Tao and Gao Bruning) were sent to Hebei. Teng's involvement with
IMAR was over.
5.14 The Dominant Register: Submissiveness

As it procededthe CR createdits own narrative. Power interestsand objectives in
the CR changed. There was a dialectic between the policies and discourse of
managementfrom the Centre, and the implementation of these and how events
unfolded in IMAR. The key factor was the various strategiesused from 1967 to
'handle' the situation in IMAR accordingto the Centre's objectives,and within the
parametresof its ideology. April 1969 was a landmark in signalling a paradigm
changein which a previous strategy of managementwas abandonedand new one
sanctionedand supplemented.
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In terms of discourse this is signified by the fact that the dominant register of
documentsfrom May 1967 to April 1969, was one of prescription, command,and
denunciation.In this language,power was clearly marked. After 1969, there was
spacefor apologies,admissionsof mistakesand guilt, but only through the mediated
voice of Teng. There was spacefor the voices of thosewho had been silent hitherto
- markedas enemiesand criminals.
The tone of submissivenessalso extendedinto the voices of those ostensibly being
th
Bruning,
Gao
by
12
'Party
the
the
at a meeting on
aided
rectification' campaign.
June 1969before 'seven leaguesand two cities,' speakingstill as a formal positionholder on the IMAR CRC, concludedhis words with the hopethat the delegates'can
forgive us, and help us.' 'If you agreewith this idea [of organising further meetings
to discuss the mistakes that had been committed] we will arrange it, setting a
514
'
Wu Tao said to a ZhemengLeaguedelegationon 30'hJune, 1969:
specific time.
'Firstly, to the wounded, to those in their families, we offer comfort... To those
from
We
the
education
wounded,we expressour apologies.
accept criticism and
our
15
'5
Wu Tao demonstratedthe closenessof the wounded, of those who
comrades.
had beenharmed,to the speakers:'The wounded are our own brothers and sisters.
They are our mothers and fathers,and our daughtersand sons.' 516This signified a
closing of the distance between those speaking in positions of power and those
peoplethey were addressingby the useof a more 'intimate' register.
At the heart of this however was the samepromotion of a notion of commonality
and common interests,with a unified languageand symbols to convey this, as had
ostensiblybeenbehind the attack on Ulanfu and the IMPP. An attack on Teng from
the 29h May combinedthesewell when, after the initial declarationof the goodness
of the situation of the CR in IMAR, and the victory of the spirit of the Ninth
Congress,the authorsadoptedthe collective languageof deferenceand submission
to the Centre:'Let us togetherwish our dearestdearestgreat leaderChairmanMao a
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Let us cry together: Long life to
ChairmanMao! A long, long life to ChairmanMao! 517
long and healthy life, a long and healthy life...

A key objective of the CR from the issuing of the '24 CharacterDirective' had been
to 'create unity' Quanjieyizhi). The processof correction was aimed at supporting
this policy. Unity could be found by appealingto the grand symbolsof Mao, and the
Centre. But it had to be rooted in addressing the common grievances of the
audience,and in offering them appeasement.One of the central objectives of this
part of the campaign,therefore,was to reassert,and reconvey, a concept of unity
through a common language,a unity which the previous stagesof the CR in IMAR
had also beenaimed at supporting,but which had evidently failed. The trick for the
in
importance
CR
the
the
to
the
same
unity,
unified
of
new stageof
was re-assert
language,eventhough in fact this differed from what had beenpromotedpreviously.
5.15 Conclusion: Saying Sorry and Staying in Power

In this final stage of the CR campaign in IMAR, the language used indicated a
dramatic shift from the exercise of power through categorical statement and
admissionsof guilt and mistakes.
prescriptionto the strategicuse of submissiveness,
In this new context, there was a new market of forces, new values and priorities,
with the symbolic capital and credibility of certain figures like Teng re-evaluated,
and their rights to usecertain kinds of languageremoved.This was paralleledby the
creation of a further, new raft of organisationsand institutions, parasitical in their
turn on those createdearlier in the CR, but now working in the new narrative to
attackTeng.
This new stage of the CR discoursereveals one thing: that while there could be
flexibility about certain figures and their values, the primary areasmaintainedtheir
value. In the new discourse,the symbolic capital of Mao, and the Centre,was not up
for negotiation, and remainedthe dominant currency. The most sensitiveareas(of
ethnicity and nationality) were left untouched in this discourse.A new narrative
accommodatingMongolian grievanceswas structuredin such a way that while there
517
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were open admissionsof Mongolian casualties,this was not imputed to the Centre's
policies assertingthe hegemonyof classover national minorities.
Underlying Teng's apology was the importanceof maintaining this credibility of the
Centre.His performancewas more in the natureof a sacrifice, on behalf of the larger
powers who he served.The voice of one of these,Kang Sheng,when he met with
the IMAR group during the Ninth Party Congresson 7thApril made this clear: 'I
have not seenyou for two years-I am not clear about the situation in IMAR. ' But
the Centrehad one proclamationto makethrough Kang:
'The class struggle and "Party rectification" in IMAR has been successful,
it's the main current,and is good. But we needto understand,ChairmanMao
has taught us, never to forget class struggle. We need to do class struggle
properly, we needto grasppolicy. Policy is the fate of the Party. If we don't
become
do
things
things
thoroughly,
chaotic. The
grasp policy, we can't
majority of Mongolians in IMAR are good. Spies, Mongolian traitors, the
landlords,rich, counter-revolutionariesand bad are the minority... You need
to have faith that the majority of Mongolian cadresare good, or relatively
good. You don't needto say every time a Mongolian cadremakesa mistake
it meansthey are IMPP... That's impossible,impossible.'518
In the end, this was a sentenceupon Teng, the indication of removal of support.The
Centre was now the supporter of moderation, fairness to all national minority
groups. And Tcng, from being the chief prosecutor, had become a new type of
enemy.

518Doc 51,29fl' July 1969,5.
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Conclusion
Michel Foucaultstatedthat power was somethingperformedrather than achieved:
'I am not referring to power with a capital P, dominating and imposing its
body.
fact,
In
there are power
the
the
totality
of
social
rationality upon
519
have
forms.
They
different
relations,they are multiple.
Foucault's conceptualisationof power capturestwo things: that power is a force
from
disparate
it
is
that
than
centres,
and
rather
an entity, which emanates
brings
fore
keyword
framing
his
Analytically,
to
the
the
power
also
of
negotiated.
the need to Plot the ways in which power is visible, and how it can be located and
described.

Discourse is both the signifier and the carrier of power - discourseunderstoodin
this thesis not just as the language in documentsrecording speech and written
but
institutional,
individuals
the
organisationaland
groups,
and
communicationof
is
deployed,
Such
language
in
structured.
created,
enacted,
and
social context which
language
discourse
is
framework
that
that
the
and
activity
a
acknowledges
utteranceof languageis action, and one of the main meansto promote,negotiateand
signify relationsof power.
The enviromnentof the CR was a highly politicised one- and one in which the issue
of power was central. But as Foucault noted, such power, while initially seeming
highly centralisedand stratified, was in fact dispersed.There was a constantprocess
of bodies, groups, and individuals competing for power, power delivered through
control of vocabulary, ideology and narratives.The processof the CR saw various
authority paradigms- powers rather than Power, as Foucault said - manifestedand
signified in variant ways. Bourdieu's metaphorof the market has beena useful way
to tease out this phenomenonof competing power forms and languages,and the
processes of legitimisation they underwent to gain social acceptance. The
establishment of institutional structures, organisations and their associated
discoursesalso impactson the creationof forms of knowledge,and how theserelate
519
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to power. The CR saw the legitimisation of certain ways of knowing, sanctioned
revolutionary experiences,and narratives,providing the grand frameworks within
which things were meaningfuland 'known. '
Analysis of discoursehasoccurredthrough looking at the cultural superstructureand
the material manifestationsof this. I have looked at ideology, the processesby which
an ideology gains dominance.How it is manifested and carried through certain
legitimised languagestructuresand how they deliver hegemony- the promotion and
acceptance,in Grarnsci'sterms,of consensusand audiencebuy-in.
The power situation in IMAR distilled these general themes. It involved the
in
between
influence
in
Beijing,
for
the
a
centre
political power
negotiations
region
itself undergoingtransformationand change,and local parties.In terms of the CR in
IMAR's own narrative, the main issue from 1967 to 1969 was the managementof
the conflict betweenthe Centre'sassertionof the hegemonyof the ideology of class,
in
based
hegemony
framing
the
the
the
on
and
region
of
of a counter-ideology
nationality/ethnicity. This created the parameterswithin which the CR in IMAR
moved. Power basedon class was promoted in the Centre's discourseas bringing
unity and strength. Power based on ethnicity/nationality was excluded on the
groundsthat it was divisive. Accompanyingthis was the parallel processof asserting
a narrativewhich followed the national template,of IMAR's being liberatedin 1949
from a history in which exploitation basedon class had existed, in opposition to
what was framed as a local counter-narrativebased on nationality and splittism.
There was also a processof trying to make ideologiesor narrativescontrary to these
dominant ones unsayable,or socially so dangerousor taboo to say that they could
only be hinted at indirectly. The fact, for instance,that the very issueof the conflict
between class and nationality/ethnicity was only articulated indirectly in the key
'13thApril Decision,' then more fully articulatedin the attack on Ulanfa, but largely
dropped from sight in the languageused by Teng Haiqing, signified a processof
managementby exclusion.
Material control of theseareasof ideology and narrativedeliveredseveralkey areas:
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1) Throughoutthe CR in IMAR, there was a processof attemptsto control
the discourse through conveying specific meanings to keywords like
'liberation', 'justice', 'right', 'people.' Moral vocabulariesof 'right' and
I wrong', and good and bad actions were contestedand negotiated.A
in
localized
acceptanceof the
and
grounded
class,
nomenclature of
Centre's ideology delivered control of the description and labelling of
identity.
framed
The
their
thus
articulation of an enemy,
participants,and
and the creation of knowledge of that enemy through the attack on
Ulanfu and then the IMPP assisted in a programm of exclusion and
dominance.
2)

There was contestationover the symbolic capital of particular figures,
immense
the
they
the
specifically
as
conveying
seen
were
authority
and
legitimate
legitimising
(the
he
Mao
and
symbolized
and what
capital of
source of power). Ulanfu, and other local figures, were ranged against
this and set up in competition to them. Mao's power was signified in the
discourseby the use of specific centrally sanctioneddescriptions,slogans
and setphrases.

3) There was clearly signified rights to use c&rtain discourses(and at the
by
in
discourses)
be
these
time
while
power, and the
empowered
same
falling
from
Teng
The
Haiqing
this
career
of
power.
after
of
withdrawal
illustrates this. When 'in power,' and authorized, he was able to use
his
behalf
Centre.
language,
In
the
speaking
signifying
on
of
prescriptive
the period after his fall from power his language was dominated by
highly
'sorry'
the
to
and
political
use
of
apologies, self-criticisms,
had
lost
He
his
Centre,
both
the
the
and
audience.
right to
with
negotiate
speakprescriptively.
4) The role of the symbolic capital of organizations and their material
have
documents,
to
the
gain
status,
recruit
people,
and
ability
produce
right to issue 'authority' language, and give authority to the people
speakingto and in them.
The impact of the ideological and narrative superstructurefrom the Centre, and its
being a means of conveying and promoting forms of power through specific
empowering discoursesin IMAR has been tracked during the key phasesthrough
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looking at the elementsset out above in the detail of the documents.Power was a
process involving the pursuit of variant objectives by different and evolving
organizationsand groupsin thesedocuments,the progressof which createdits own
internal narrative. There was initially a dominant discourse of the CR from the
Centre,basedon the political priorities there - national unity around an ideology of
I correct' Marxism-Leninism againstthe reactionary 'rightists' who were viewed as
the enemiesbetraying the true courseof the revolution. But this discourse,with its
slogans from the Centre, its organizational support, the narrative of history it
legitimacy
from,
it
figures
the
authorization
was adapted
and
sought
promoted, and
th
in
in
1967
'13
April
IMAR.
first
The
the
to
culminated
stage of this adaptation
Decision,' a case of the Centre's discoursesetting out a strategy of hegemonyby
Imanaging' or 'handling' the problemsin IMAR through definition of them, and the
for
locality.
leadership
the
top
assertionof a new
structure
The second'implementation' phaseof this 'management'discoursemanifesteditself
in the attack on the previous leaderof the region, Ulanfu, and the destructionof his
symbolic capital by locating him within a counter-discourseand counter-narrativebasedon the hegemonyof the ideology of national minority statusover class.This
processwas accompaniedby the settingup of a raft of new organizations,and a new
destructive
in
This
in
language
the
phase,
was
a
which the
region.
authority'
both
ideological
largely
the
to
signifiers
of
power,
and symbolic,
attack
priority was
of what was describedasthe 'old' order and power structure.
The third phase of the developmentof the discoursecan be found in the public,
language of Teng Haiqing, and the viewing of this as the carrier of the new
I authority' language.Teng's responseto the 'management'of IMAR was simply to
deal with the most contentious issue - nationality versus class - by the pure
assertionof the latter and the exclusion of the former, framing issuesonly within
ways directly sanctionedby the Centre. But the gradual articulation of a whole
I counter-organisation'in IMAR, the IMPP, which Teng started to talk of in late
1967 onwards shows the sort of pressureshe was under in using a discoursethat
sought to impose hegemony,rather than negotiate it. Framing the IMPP in terms
purely from the Centre led to dislocation. The proclaimation of unity, and'the
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irrelevancy of national minority issues, actually co-existed with a movement in
which a hugenumberof Mongolianswere persecutedand killed.
The final phaseshowsTcng Haiqing's removal from a position in which he was able
to issueauthoritativeutterances.His register moved from prescription to the highly
political use of apologiesto negotiateboth on behalf of the Centre in IMAR, and
future.
for
his
them
with
survival and
In eachphaseof this process,there was a dialectic betweenthe paradigm supplied
by the Centre,through ideological and narrative superstructure,and the signifiers of
this, and the impact of and reactionto this locally. This causeda changein eachof
the phasesand the materials looked at. Throughout this process,the key issue was
how palatablethe 'compromise' negotiateddiscoursewas to either side. There was a
two-way process in which participants in the local CR signified closenessand
sanction from the Centre in various ways, and the Centre sought to impose
hegemonyon a situationwhich receivedlocal support.
In each of these stages, certain forms of knowledge were sanctioned. Foucault
argued that power and knowledge were intimately connected- that institutions,
power centres, organisations pursued claims to power through establishing
discoursesthat permitted some forms of knowing while suppressingor excluding
others. Throughout the CR in IMAR, even in a local context, there was a steady
readjustment of the terms within which the campaign unfolded. What was
consideredknowledge at one stage was supersededat the next by new claims to
truth, within new narrativesand ideological paradigms.This processof control of
the terms of knowledgelay at the heart of how power was acquired and directed in
the CR and it can be plotted through the signifiers found in discourse,with the
environmentin which this were implementedand located.
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Appendix One: Key Central and Provincial Meetings, Establishment of
Organisations and Publications Concerning
Anti-IMPP

Campaign during CR in IMAR - 1966-69

Key
Ifalicised ývpe Documents
OrdinaryType - Meetings
Under.lined Typ - Establishment of organisations

Meetings at the Centre
1966 (All in Beijing unless otherwise
stated)
4'h - 18"' May
Enlarged meeting of the politburo of the
Central Committee of the CCP - Issued
16'h Ma Circular selling zip the CR
,v
Group

I" June
People's Dail i, published 'Siveep Out
, Snake Spirits'
Cow Ghosts and

I 91h
-21s'

Centre Meetings with IMAR

IMAR Provincial Level
Meetings

21" May - 25"' July (Formal mectings held
th
from 7 June to 2h jql3j
Qiamnen I lotel meeting, BeiJing- attended
bv Partv leaders from the Centre and IMAR
personnel
( IssuinjiZof Restricted Report 'On I lanfit's
Problems, 'accusing Ulanjit (ý'.vplilfism)
4"' June
Cadres ofcolleges and schools hold
meetings in I lolihot to 'arouse masses' for
CR.
41h Atuust
ScItim, uL oflMAR I)artý
-i
Committee CR Group

Jul,

Meeting of'Regional party Secretaries
and Members ol'CR Group

5"' Atq,,ust
Hircc day criticism meeting held
-it IM Univcrsit)

24" Julý,
Enlarged meeting ofthe CR Group
I s' - 12'hAugust
Eleventh Nenuin ofthe Fighth Central
Committee CCII
5 th September

19111August

State Council issued notice on groups
coming to Bei.iing - start ol-big alliance'

22"

AVu.Lust-

_2-V

August-27"' August.
Series ofrallics held llý IMAR
Ilan)

_

27th August
Creation ofRebelliou-, FacOons,ýIs
I-c-sult-01,111c
Inectings above (i
'Frsi'and
_ýý No%cinhcr
IMAR Varlý Committee holds
cadre meeting.

1967
4" -5 th January
Setting tip ofShanghai People's
Commune
23 d FebruarN
February Counter-Current. Central
decision on support ofarmy of CR
Group.
March-April
Central Work Con 11crenceFinal dejeat
21'Deng Xiaolnng and Lut Shaoqi

16"' Feb 13"' April
Series oftnectings in liciJing bemeen
central leaders and INIAR parties.

18 11111c
Ncullig 111)
of
Committee

CR SEII]ding
N,111all
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13th April

Central Paqv Decisionon How to Handle
tile Problemof Libli?

I,, Jul
PrejwratotývCommilleeissue
'Ilow to imidement13'h,, Im-i1
Decision.
2 nd j ujý,

Militarv District discussIMAR
17th AL19LISI
PreparatoryCommitteeconvenes
district meetingto discuss'13(h
April Decision.'

Aug
Meeting of the CentralCR Group
V' A.
Meeting of the Centraland Regional
Militarv leaders

291h August

LA/DailYImblishedol)enaltach
on Ulaillit
Septenihcr/October
Settingtip ofl. ocal Revolutionarv
Committees(I lohho
RevolutionarNCommitteeset u
on 18October)
Ist Noveinbcr
Setting tip of[MAR

CRC

3 rd-5 Ih November

First mcctingoflMAR CRC.
Issued 'Concerningtile
Resolutionoj'the! ýitualion o/ tile
CR in 1,11.
-IR.
9th

Ih

12 November
JiangQing - Speecheson art and
culture broadcastnationally. This setoff'
the 'dig and cleanse'campaign.
1968
-

SecondMeeting oflMAR CRC.
Teng I Iaiqi igattacked I Jlanfu.
23rd Jan
Small group to deal with IMAR
Vroblemestablishedtinder Li
Shude.
13th Feb
FoundingoflMAR Revolutionarv
Conimittce Nucleus(; roqp.

4"' Februarv
Teng I laiLlingand Li Shudereport in
Bei.jing to the CR Small Group.
011February
Committeemeetingof leadersoflMAR
CRC openly acknmNledgcdthe IMIT
roblem.
18''

Mav

Series4 mectingsthroughout IMAR
spreadingthe 'Dig and cleanse'carnpaign

_

LengthNspeechhý I cng,to mark
first mink crsarýofpuhlication of'
'13"' April Decision,'
-5='I,, I
Third Plcnaiý ofIMAR CRC.
IMIT conicsto 1,01-clront.
Ntqý4'' Sej)t
30111
StandingCommitteeof' IMINR
Rc%olulionarý(Iroupcomenc(l.
Study
IkCiSiOn10OrgMIISC
I hoiQuSchool
_Mao/c(_I(_)q
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Meeting of 12'hPlenum of8 Ih Congress
in BeiJing. Teng and WuTao attend.
(Liu Shaoqi expelled from Party)
3d- 19"' Nov
Fourth Plenary Session ol'IMAR
CRC.
11"' Nov
IMAR Ccritral Military District
convcncd meeting
1969
Feb
Meeting in Bei jing between Teng I laicling
, IMAR
and provinces of
on 'HoNNto I landle
IMPP.,

1

24" Anril

Congress of CCP Beijing
_Ninth
2 81h Apr
First Plenum of 9th CCP Central
Committee

th

13

_I

9th

May

Central meeting on IMAR attended bý
IMAR CRC and IMAR Military District
leaders. lssued. Volice on IV", Akj I, on
'Reclib-ing

Mistakes and AoroughlY
Implementing
IMARs Cio-rew Work'
22"' Afa
Cenlre issues 'Notice'on

/Atll?.
5.1uIv
IMAR split after central decision

Sources: Lieberthal 1976, Tumen and Zhu 1995, Woody 1993, Neintenggii da shyi 1997. Wang Fcng (cd) 1998,
and DangdaiNeimenggiiiianshi. '
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Appendix Two: The Speech-Occasions of Teng Haiqing (See ChapterThrec)

When

Given

Genre

Type

Where - to which Audience

of

Approx

(with Doc no in

Recording

Page

Bibliography)

(if Indicated)

Length

leaders

Draft xNritten 8 pages

1967

Speech

To

5 th July

(flanghtia)

rebellion elements in schools and summary

of'

revolutionary

colleges from the Holihot Third

(Doc 14)

(jilu-, iýao)

Headquarters.
I" August

Discussion

(in Doc 2 Issue (tanhua)

To

representatives

Hailar

of

Pr&is

Revolutionary Rebellion Group.

(: haijao)

To a mass meeting (dahui) of

Verbatim

organisation working personnel in

record

I page

99)
9'h November

Speech

(in Doc 64)

8 pages

the IMAR committee.
24thNovember*

Speech

To

of'

representatives

the Corrected

Zhemeng Conference.

(in Doc 2, Issue

record

37)

(jilu

zhengli)
Speech

1968

To

representatives of

Ilohhot

20"' February*

Study Conference and Holihot

(in Doc 2, Issue

Railway

78 and Doc 3 1)

Conference.

2 2 nd

4 pages

Bureau

Study

2

versions: 4

pr&is
full

Speech

To IMAR artistic circles attending

Important

(in Doc 2, Issue

a Study Mao Zedong Thought

speech

82)*

meeting.

February

29th February*

Speech

Speech

To

members of' the

(in Doc 2, Issue

Revolutionary

108)

Committee.

12"' March*

Speech

Yinieng

To small group of' leaders at file
IAI Daiýi,, and responsible people

103)

at tile Holihot Third I leadquarters.
Report

10

IMAR

pages

5 pages

Vel-ball-111--- 4page -s

Preparatory

(in Doc 2, Issue

2 5 1hMarch*

and pages/16

meeting

Not indicated

2 pages

of' Pr&is record 4 pages
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(in Doc 2, Issue (baogao)

representativesof study classes.

(filu zhaiyao)

111)

27'hMarch*

Report

(in Doc 2, Issue

To members of cultural and Corrected
artistic circles.

112)

4 pages

according to
recording
luyin
(gen
zhengli)

3 I't March*

Letter (xin)

To IMAR Nucleus Small Group.

Discussion

To

N/a

I page

(in Doc 2, Issue
115)
14'hApril

committee members and From

2 pages

working personnelof the Hohhot combining
Third Headquarters.
summaries
issued by IM

(in Doc 2, Issue
131)

University
and Workers
College

(in Doc 2, Issue (yyian)

With Wu Tao, in Beijing, on the Conveyedvia I page
issue
'cleansing
of
and Li Liang by

141)

constructingthe Party.'

Opinion

20u'April*

29'h

May+ Speech

(published that

To

phone

Wumeng

Revolutionary Prdcisrecord
StandingCommittee.

2 pages

Prdcisrecord

3 pages

day, but no date
of

delivery

given, in Doc 3,
Issue3 1)

30' May*

Discussion

To 'plucking out' stations.

Speech

To a meeting of whole region to Corrected

(in Doc 2, Issue
181)
3" June*

3 pages
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(in Doc 2, Issue

discuss setting up Mao Zedong record

178)

Thought Study Classes,and 'great
criticism' experience.

31st May*

Important

(in Doc 2, Issue instructions
219)

On meeting Zhouzi County CRC Summary
PlenaryCommittee.

4 pages

record

(zhongyao
zhishi)

9u'June*

Important

To GuyangArea ProletarianCR.

3 pages

To

16 pages

(published with instructions
20)
14'hJune

Speech

the

current Corrected

situation of setting up study Mao record
ZedongThought classesin IMAR,

(in Doc 65)

15t"June*

meeting on

Speech

and the greatcriticism movement.
To responsible people in Wuda Summary

(in Doc 2, Issue summary

Town, at Baotou,with three other

232)

CR leaders.

28"' June*

Important

2 pages

To IM University CR Group.

2 pages

At plenary session of IMAR

I page

(in Doc 2, Issue instructions
209)
6u'July*

Important

(in Doc 2, Issue speech

Nucleus Group Third Meeting.

214)
7"' July*

Interjections

To

the

representatives of

(in Doc 2, Issue (chahua)

Zhemeng Group at the Third

215)

PlenaryMeeting of the IMAR.

12thJuly

Report

(Doc 32)
170'July*

To the Third Plenary Meeting of Verbatim

2 pages

28 pages

the IMAR CRC.
Informal

IMAR

Standing

Committee

(in Doc 2, Issue discussion

leaders meeting in small group

227)

with

(zuotan)

representatives of

2 pages

17

advancedwork units.
30thOctober

Opinion

To a 'Party rectification' meeting. Transmitted

4 pages
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(in Doc 34)

via

Li

Dechen
25"' November

Speech

(in Doc 36)

To 'Construct China! Committee Corrected
Fourteenth

Plenary

10 pages

Enlarged record

Conference.
I

oth

Speech

December++

To

the

Study Mao

Zedong Verbatim

-

l3pages

Thought Propaganda Division two versions
Classof Hohhot Workers.

(in Doc 37)

of To

IM

Daily,

1969

Record

3 I't January++

comments on Headquarters.

and

Third Corrected

4 pages

record

IMAR
problems
6'hJanuary++

Opinion in a No address.
letter

8'hJanuary++

Instructions

(in Doc 40)

To Wumeng CR Committee in Draft
response to a report delivered summary
verbally.

2 pages
5 pages
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Appendix Three: Illustration of Material from 1967-1969
Plate One: Example of stencilled pamphlet produced by local rebellious group:
Liangfiao laxian, Aa)ý
gýZhoqMingun dedajmexian(1he Great and Decisive Battle Between
the Two Paths and the Two Fates) IM Teachers University 'East is Red' Battle Group,
8-1 Division, Hohhot November 1966 (Doc 10).

Plate Two: Internal reference materials containing the dialogues and foral '13' April
Decision': Zhongrang
Zelong.
-Ihi
Suanyucbuli Neimengmwentijouguanwenjianhe ýZbonzva)%fu.
fiaigbua buibian(dijýi) (A Compilation of Relevant Central Documents and Speechesby
Central Comrades in Charge Concerning the Handling of the IMAR Problem, Vol
One) Hohhot Revolutionary Rebellion Alliance Headquarters, Hohhot 30'h May 1967
(Doc 11).

Plate Three: Official documents produced on red-letter headed paper by the IMAR
CRC Preparatory Small Group, containing the 'Decision on Resolutely Implementing
the Central Party, State Council, Central Military Commission CRC Small Group
Decision on 6'hjune [1967].'
Plate Four: Sample of materials produced by liaison group in Hohhot during antiUlanfu campaign: Wenge#Aao (CR Materials) Nos 17. Hohhot Revolutionary Rebellion
Liaison Head Office Criticize and Struggle Against Ulanfu Liaison Station, Hohhot,
September 1967 (Doc 21).

Plate Five: Sample of news-sheet produced by rebellious group affiliated to university
in Hohhot: Do)ýgfaýg bong (East is Red) IM Teachers University Revolutionary
Committee Revolutionary Education Office, Hohhot, 5th December 1967 (Doc 29).

Plate Six: Sample of Hongqi neican(Red Flag Internal Reference Material) produced by
IMAR Party Committee Red Flag Alliance Headquarters on ChJune 1967, containing
speechesby Teng Haiqing in a meeting with comrades from the IM Teachers College!
(Doc 2).
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Plate Seven: Sample of printed copy of speech by Teng Haiqing on 14thJune: Daban
ba
doxZbeng
dapipan,
Mao Zedongswang xuemban,benýZbua
tuwan x7n
qu
wa
su
g
wo
gemin
,g
Classes,
Grasp
Revolutionary
(
Set
Zedong
Thought
Mao
the
jlgz,
up

Great Criticism, *

Push the Dig and Cleanse Struggle of Our Region to a New Level), no date but
probably 1968. (Doc 69).

Plate Eight: Speechby Teng Haiqing: TengHaiqiq silinUuan Zai huabeifiansbe
ue#uanhui
,
de.
(Commander
Teng
Haiqing's
huývisbaý
1ju
(kuoda)
d
g
Zhon&vaofiangbua
ji shi
quanwei
Important Speech at the 46'

(Enlarged) Plenary Meeting of the North China

Construction Commission) Construction and Work Department Eighth Section First
Company Revolutionary Committee Office, Hohhot, 25h November 1968 (Doc 37).

Plate Nine: News-sheet produced in latter part of campaign against IMPP: Zbengdou
tong"n (Dictatorship Newsletter) Hohhot Masses Revolutionary Command Centre,
January 1969 onwards (Doc 40).

(GreatCriticism
PlateTen: Materialfrom the attackon Teng Haiqing.Dapipan!Zhanbao
BattlePaper)Hohhot WorkersUnion et al, Hohhot, 1" February1969(Doc 39).
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